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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTES

EETS ES Early English Text Society, Extra Series
EETS OS Early English Text Society, Original Series
MED Middle English Dictionary, ed. by Robert E. Lewis et al. (Ann Arbor: University of

Michigan 2001) <http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/med/> [Last accessed 5 
November 2009]

Restored readings

Where the edition of  a text changes words with a significant impact on the meaning of  the
text, the original readings are restored in the text as quoted in this study. The readings from
the edition can be found in a footnote. The format used is as follows: line number
‘manuscript/print reading’ – ‘reading of  the edition’. Example: 1 ‘two’ – ‘three’.

Reprints

This study employs the author-date system for bibliographical references. Where a reprint was
used, both the original date of  publication and that of  the print are indicated. Example:
(Surname 1901/2001).
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

‘Alle beon he bliþe | Þat to my song lyþe’.1 Thus begins King Horn (c. 1225), the earliest of  the
Middle English romances. Written over a period of  more than three hundred years, these
narratives centred around noble characters are a running thread which connects the world of
the thirteenth century with that of  the sixteenth. This research grew out of  a curiosity into the
social import of  the Middle English romances. My specific interest is in the extent of  the
nobility’s power in these texts and the various ways in which this power is evoked.

The research explores the depiction of  the nobility in ten romances composed in the
thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The theoretical framework it employs derives
from the work of  the sociologist Michael Mann. It distinguishes between four forms of  social
power:  economic,  military,  ideological  and  political.  Analyses  start  from  the  romances
themselves and use historical observation to help identify notions of  the nobility’s military,
economic and ideological position which are implicit to developments, descriptions and/or
physical  circumstances  that  are  found  in  a  particular  narrative.  Political  power  will  be
mentioned  only  incidentally  as  it  is  rarely  evident  in  the  corpus.  In  the  treatment  of
ideological power, a distinction is made between ideological power enjoyed within the context
of  the romance itself  and ideological power enjoyed in the ‘real world’ outside the text. 

 This introduction will discuss the romance genre, the broad historical backdrop of  the
Middle English romances and the way in which the corpus was selected and analysed. The
introduction is followed by three chapters dedicated to different groups within the corpus.
Studies of  individual romances are subdivided largely in accordance with Mann’s division of
social power. Where factors not fully covered by the discussion of  one of  the forms of  social
power need to be taken into account to fully appreciate  the implications of  the nobility’s
portrayal, an extra section precedes the sections on economic, military, and ideological power.

Medieval Romance

The development of  a genre and the arrival of  Middle English romance

‘Romance’ is a fluid concept which overlaps with other literary genres such as those of  the
chanson de geste, the ballad and the saint’s life. Originally the term ‘romance’ referred simply to
a work composed in the French vernacular. Yet as time progressed it came to refer to a broad,
non-linguistically defined category of  adventurous and edifying stories which centred around
knights and titled characters such as counts,  earls, dukes, kings and emperors (Strohm 1977,
Finlayson 1980: 44-52). Such characters will here be referred to as the nobility, a term whose
historical implications will be discussed in a separate section below.

Medieval romance first arose in the mid-twelfth century, when poets who appear to
have been associated with Henry II of  England and his wife Eleanor of  Aquitaine began to
compose adaptations of  Classical epics in the French vernacular (Bruckner 2000: 13-14, Weiss
2004: 28-29; see also below). The earliest of  these is likely the Roman de Thèbes (c. 1150), based
by an unknown author on the first-century  Thebaida by Publius Papinius Statius. Along with
the two other ‘romans d’Antiquité’, the Roman d’Eneas (c. 1160) and Benoît de Saint Maure’s
Roman de Troie (c. 1165), the  Roman de Thèbes inherits from its  example a distinct interest in

1 ‘May all those be gladdened | Who listen to my song’.
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history.2 Yet it also contains the seeds of  a trait which would set the romances apart from their
first examples, as well as other genres such as the chronicle and the chanson de geste.3 In his
introduction  to  the  Roman  de  Thèbes,  Aimé  Petit  draws  attention  to  what  he  calls  the
‘humanisation  du  héros  épique’:  ‘Ainsi  un  héros  de  premier  plan  comme Tydée,  souvent
qualifié de preuz, n’est plus la brute sanguinaire de Stace’ (2008: 34).4 Greater respect marks
the interaction between warriors and love more markedly influences their behaviour. As the
romance genre developed it would continue to shift the focus of  attention away from conflicts
between factions and nations to the adventures and often love-lives of  noble characters (Batt
and Field 2001: 59-60).5 The (reimagined) past remained a source of  inspiration, however, as
is illustrated by the many romances which are set during the reigns of  Charlemagne and King
Arthur.6 Worthy of  note is a comment William Caxton made when in 1485 he published Sir
Thomas Malory’s The Hoole Book of  Kyng Arthur and his Noble Knyghtes of  the Rounde Table, better
known as  the  Morte  Darthur (1469-70).  In  his  introduction  to  the  work,  he  makes  special
mention of  its association with English history, describing Arthur as a figure ‘whyche ought
moost to be remembred emonge us Englysshemen tofore al other Crysten kynges’ (xiii).7 

The general characteristics discussed in the previous paragraph gained rich expression
in the works of  Chrétien de Troyes. Somewhere between the late 1150s and c. 1190, Chrétien
wrote four romances which were centred around knights associated with King Arthur’s court:
Erec et Enide, Cligès, Lancelot or Le Chevalier de la Charrette, Yvain or Le Chevalier au Lion and Perceval
or Le Conte du Graal.8 Embedded in these stories of  marvel and adventure is the treatment of
love, combat and, in  Perceval, religion. In their development of  these themes, the romances
play with conceptions of  morality and the behaviour desirable for noblemen. Erec et Enide, the
earliest of  the four, features a hero who sets out to prove himself  in battle after spending so
much time with his wife that it has begun to harm his reputation:

Mais tant l’ama Erec d’amors
Que d’armes mais ne li chaliot,
N’a tornoiement mais n’aloit.
[...]
Si compaignon duel en menoient;
Entr’ax sovent se dementoient
De ce que trop l’amoit assez.
(2430-41)9

2 ‘romances of  antiquity’. All translations are my own unless otherwise indicated. Datings from Petit 2008: 25.
3 On the relationship between the genres of  romance and chanson de geste see Kay 1995.
4 ‘humanisation of  the epic hero’. ‘Thus a prominent hero like Tydée, often qualified as preuz [i.e., courageous],

is no longer the bloodthirsty brute of  Statius.’
5 Cf. Brewer’s comment that ‘[the] concern [of  romance] is personal, youthful, not impersonal, and not social

or general’ (1978: 24). Datings from Batt and Field 2001.
6 While the historical evidence for Arthur is slight, he is often presented in high and late medieval sources as an

integral part of  England’s past. Once, it would appear, a hero of  the Celtic British, Arthur grew into the
embodiment of  chivalric ideals and even English national pride (Alcock 1989/1990; Barron, Le Saux and
Johnson 2001).

7 ‘who of  all Christian kings should be the most remembered amongst us Englishmen’. The text of  Caxton’s
introduction was reproduced by Eugène Vinaver in his edition of  The Whole Book. The Whole Book  is better
known as Le Morte Darthur, the title which it was given by Caxton.

8 On dating Chrétien de Troyes’ Arthurian romances see Kibler 1991: 1-9, Lacy 1996: 88-90 and Frappier
1959/2001: 157-58.

9 ‘But Erec loved her so greatly | That he did not care for arms, | And no longer took part in tournaments.
[…] The companions were grief-stricken by it; | Often they lamented among themselves, | Saying that he
loved her excessively.’ I have consulted  Jean-Marie Fritz’s Modern French translation (137) as well  as the
English translation by Carleton W. Carroll (67). The latter translation is based on a different manuscript from
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Erec’s challenge is to find a balance between his love-life and the demands of  a nobility which
expects for members to engage in active combat. A different one faces the central character of
Perceval: he decides to become a knight despite having received no prior instruction in the use
of  arms,  matters  of  love,  polite  communication  and the  worship  of  God.  The  audience
follows him on his  learning  journey,  which is  sadly  without  conclusion as  the  romance is
incomplete.

The appeal of  Chrétien’s romances extended far beyond his immediate environment,
crossing political and linguistic boundaries. Among the many authors who built on Chrétien’s
work was Wolfram von Eschenbach. His Middle High German romance Parzival (c. 1205-12)
is an adaptation and expansion of  Perceval, bringing the story to conclusion.10 Love, combat
and faith feature prominently and are succinctly expressed in the introduction of  the hero:

sîn herze in dar an niht betrouc,
er stahel, swa er ze strîte quam,
sîn hant dâ sigelîchen nam
vil manegen lobelîchen prîs.
er küene, træclîche wîs,11

(den helt ich alsus grüeze),
er wîbes ougen süeze,
und dâ bî wîbes herzen suht,
vor missewende ein suoht-fluoht.
(4: 14-22)12

The  existence  of  Parzival illustrates  the  international  character  of  medieval  romance.  A
fashion whose origins  largely lay in the Francophone courts  of  France and England soon
began to flower in other places and other languages.

The Middle English romances were not the first romances to be composed in England.
Indeed, parts or perhaps even the entirety of  the three romans d’Antiquité may have been written
in the English domains of  Henry II (reigned 1154-89).13 This does not, however, mean that
they were the products of  a social or cultural context that can be typified as ‘English’. Henry
was a French lord as well as King of  England, who is likely to have spent much of  his time in
continental France.14 There was, moreover, a market for French-language romances on both
sides of  the Channel. It did not restrict the circulation of  such works to either England or the
Continent (Crane 1986: 6, Noble 1994: 69-70). Yet for some of  the French romances which

that of  the edition.
10 The poem’s length is almost three times that of  its example. Karl Lachmann’s edition of  Parzival  numbers

24748 lines while Charles Méla’s edition of  Perceval, based on Burgerbibliothek Bern MS 354, numbers 9066.
The dating of  Parzival is from Rasmussen 2000: 190.

11 Parzival’s ‘growing wise’ pertains to his general bearing as a knight as well as his relationship with God.
12 ‘His heart never betrayed him, | Of  steel he was; wherever he waged battle | His hand victoriously took |

Many a glorious prize. | He was brave, yet only slowly grew wise, | (This is how I greet the hero), | Sweet to
woman’s eyes he was, | And the object of  woman’s heart’s desire, | A haven away from misdeed.’ The text is
that of  the Sanct Gallen manuscript as edited by Karl Lachmann. In translating the excerpt I have consulted
the Dutch translation by Leonard Beuger (18-19). I have restored one reading:  22 ‘ suoht-fluoht’ – ‘wâriu
fluht’.

13 Linguistically,  the  romans  d’Antiquité do  not  display  indications  of  having  been composed in  Britain.  The
general point is made in Crane 1986: 2-3. For the linguistic features of  the Roman de Thèbes see Petit 2008:
7-18. Damian-Grint 1999: 59 discusses the language of  the Roman de Troies in association with the question of
its author’s contact with Henry’s court. On the association of  the authors of  the Roman de Troie and the Roman
de Thèbes with the Angevin court see Petit 2008: 23-25.

14 English kings continued to rule much of  what is now France until the early thirteenth century, when many of
the continental territories were lost to the French king (Gillingham 2001).
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were composed in England during and after Henry’s reign it has been argued that they belong
to a specifically insular tradition. Composed in Anglo-Norman, a dialect of  French specific to
the British Isles, they also appear to respond to local interests and concerns (Crane 1986 and
Field  1999/2002).  About  fourteen  such  romances,  written  in  the  twelfth  and  thirteenth
centuries, survive.15 Among them are the  Romance of  Horn  and  Tristan  (1150s-1170s) by two
seemingly unrelated poets called ‘Thomas’,  Ipomedon  (c. 1180-c. 1190) by Hue de Rotelande
and Waldef  (early 13th century).16

The fact that the Anglo-Norman romances were written in a variety of  French defined
them as a minority genre, even if  one disregards the question of  who might have had access to
the texts and how. French in England was a minority language associated with the secular and
clerical  elite.  There  is  evidence  that  after  its  introduction  by  the  army  of  William  the
Conqueror its vernacular use spread to town populations and the lower ranks of  the clergy. In
records and legal documents French was used until the end of  the medieval period, alongside
Latin  and  English  (Bartlett  2000:  482-93).  Yet  the  number  of  native  speakers  of  French
appears to have steadily declined, and from the second half  of  the thirteenth century an
increasing number of  literary compositions use English rather than Latin or French (Crane
1986: 1-12, Rothwell 1976).17 In Italy, too, French-language romances were written despite it
not being the common vernacular (Psaki 2000: 203-04). Yet whereas Italian as a romance
language possessed some mutual intelligibility with French, this did not apply to the Germanic
and Celtic languages that were spoken in England. 

The slow decline of  French is  likely to have contributed to the arrival  of  English-
language romances in the first half  of  the thirteenth century. Over one hundred so-called
Middle English romances survive, composed between c. 1225 and c. 1582. The choice of
English as the language of  composition associates these romances closely with the British Isles,
England and Scotland in particular. Outside these areas an English romance would rarely, if
ever, have been read or listened to as English did not play a significant role internationally.
The earliest of  the Middle English romances is King Horn (c. 1225-50), followed by the c. 1250
Floris and Blauncheflur.18 The last examples are The Carle off  Carlile (c. 1500-50), Lord Berners’
Boke of  Duke Huon of  Burdeux and Arthur of  Little Britain (c. 1530 and before 1533) and Sir Colling
the Knyt (before c. 1582).19 Twelve of  the Middle English romances were written in Scotland,
where romances were composed from at least the fifteenth century (Purdie 2006). The earliest
instance is likely  The Alexander Buik (1438). Other examples are  The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear (c.
1465-1500) and the earlier mentioned Sir Colling the Knyt.

What  percentage  of  the  Middle  English  romances  has  survived  can no  longer  be
established. Contemporary sources yield only a few titles which cannot be linked with any of
the remaining texts (Wilson 1970: 104-22). This could be regarded as an indication that most
of  the Middle English romances have, in some form, survived. One might also interpret the
evidence as a testimony to the popularity of  the surviving romances, however. Such popularity
would have made preservation more likely, resulting in the general correspondence between
the corpus and mentions of  Middle English romances in later medieval sources.

15 This number is implicit to the treatment in Crane 1986 and Field 1999/2002. Crane refers to six romances as
constituting ‘half  the romances in Anglo-Norman dialect we know of  today’ (13) yet discusses fourteen such
romances in all. While Field does not explicitly define Anglo-Norman romance on linguistic grounds, she
works with a corpus which is almost identical to Crane’s.

16 Datings from Weiss 2004.
17 English was also increasingly used for official purposes, yet this development ran parallel with an increased

use of  French. Together the two languages slowly displaced Latin (Bartlett 2000: 493).
18 For the Middle English romances, datings, spellings of  titles and indications of  the original dialect are from

Severs 1967 unless otherwise indicated.
19 This last romance had not yet been discovered when Severs 1967 was published and is therefore not included

in its list of  Middle English romances. The dating is from Purdie 2006: 166, which relies on Stewart 1972.
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Questions of  definition

The genre introduced in the previous paragraphs varies greatly in both shape and  content.
Romances can be in verse or prose; they can have heroes or heroines; they can be heroic,
pious,  tragic,  comic or a combination of  these.  Most,  but not  all  of  them, have a happy
ending.20 While relationships and combat very commonly play a role, both elements are not
always present.  Not surprisingly, many scholars have experienced difficulty when trying to
describe  medieval  romance.  A particularly  wide-ranging definition  is  that  given in  Baugh
1967: ‘it would not be too superficial to say that basically a romance is a story of  adventure
generally involving a considerable amount of  armed combat’ (1-2). Everett 1955 sounds more
confident, stating that ‘Medieval romances are stories of  adventure in which the chief  parts
are played by knights, famous kings, or distressed ladies, acting most often under the impulse
of  love, religious faith, or, in many, mere desire for adventure’ (3). Yet in the use of  the words
‘most often’ resides a potentially endless range of  other possibilities.

There have been various attempts  to  provide more specific  definitions of  medieval
romance  than  such  examples  as  given  in  the  previous  paragraph.  Strategies  include
investigating the commonly shared features of  the romances (Hume 1974, Whetter 2008) and
narrowing down the corpus (Finlayson 1980). A different approach has been advocated by Ad
Putter and Helen Cooper, who propose to speak of  a ‘family resemblance’ when discussing the
connections between the various romances (Putter 2000a: 2, Cooper 2004: 8-9). Such a family
resemblance would consist in the features widely shared among the members of  the group,
none of  them necessarily making an appearance in every individual romance. For our present
purpose it does not matter greatly which of  these, if  any, is the preferable solution. The fact is
that there is a body of  narratives commonly referred to as ‘romances’ which provides us with
high and late medieval representations of  the nobility.

Authors and audiences

If  we seek to attain a better understanding of  the images present in literary texts, we should
also aspire  to  attain a  better  understanding of  the  historical  contexts  in  which they were
produced: their authorship as well as the audiences for which they were once written. This is
easier said than done, as information is often fragmentary, something which is especially true
of  older texts like the Middle English romances. Still, some things can be learned from the
information that we do have.

It is possible to deduce from circumstantial evidence a few aspects of  the context in
which romances were created. The fact that the early romance authors could write and had
access to parchment suggests that they lived and perhaps grew up in some material prosperity
at least. This observation applies less to the Middle English romances. In the course of  the
thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, literacy appears to have spread in England as
well  as  elsewhere.  And when in  the  fifteenth and sixteenth centuries  paper  became more
widely available this provided a cheaper alternative to parchment which could, in principle, be
used for writing romances.21 

20 One instance of  a romance with an unhappy ending is ‘Balin or the Knight with the Two Swords’ in Malory’s
The Hoole Book (pp. 37-59 in Vinaver’s edition). In this tale, two knights are forced into combat. Once they
have dealt each other their death-blows they discover that the person they have fought against is their brother.

21 Michael Clanchy estimates that basic literacy had spread to ‘Maybe half  the population […] in medieval
England and throughout Latin Christendom’ by 1500 (1993/1999: 13). Cf. Brewer 1982/1997: ‘Probably
more than half  the population [of  England] could read, though not necessarily also write, by 1500’ (23). On
the spread of  paper see Febvre and Martin 1958/1999: 39-60 and Vale 1998: 278-79. Worth noting is that
the only apparent autograph of  a Middle English romance, the ‘Ashmole’ Sir Firumbras (c. 1380), was written
on paper (Herrtage 1879/1903: xv, see also below). 
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Dialectical features of  a text may hint at its geographic origins. The language of  the
Roman de Thèbes, for instance, has been identified as western French, with occasional northern
colouring  (Petit  2008:  13-18).22 King  Horn  has  been  identified  as  Southwestern  or  South
Midland English (Dunn 1967: 18). Yet we cannot be certain of  a romance’s geographic origin
on the basis of  its dialect alone. Very few autographs survive,23 and the scribes and printers on
whose work we consequently rely might well alter the language of  a text to be more like their
own.24 What is more, authors did not necessarily write their romances in the region where they
grew up or had received their training.

Details of  a manuscript’s recorded history and manufacture can sometimes contribute
to  our  understanding  of  medieval  romance  audiences.  The  case  of  Robert  Thornton  is
well-known. Textual evidence correlated with historical data suggests that he was a Yorkshire
gentleman who succeeded to the lordship of  the manor of  East Newton in 1418. It appears to
have been in the second quarter of  the fifteenth century that he copied two miscellanies of
Middle  English  prose  and  verse,  now  in  the  British  Library  and  the  Lincoln  Cathedral
Library.25 They include numerous  romances,  among which the  only surviving texts  of  Sir
Perceval of  Galles (c. 1300-40), the Alliterative Morte Arthure (c. 1360), the Sege of  Melayne (c. 1400
or somewhat earlier) and the Prose Alexander (1400-50).26 The last romance seems to be roughly
contemporaneous with the manuscript it appears in. This is highly uncommon. All of  the
early  French-language  romances  survive  in  manuscripts  which  postdate  their  composition
considerably (Huot 2000: 75). With regards to the Middle English romances, Carol M. Meale
has pointed out that  ‘although sixty-one works can be identified as probably having been
written  prior  to  1400,  only  nineteen  manuscripts  containing  these  texts  can  securely  be
assigned to the same period’ (1994: 213).27 What is more, we often do not know who was the
original owner of  a manuscript. Romance manuscripts can therefore rarely give us definite
answers when it comes to the contemporary audiences of  individual romances. What they do
confirm is that highly affluent individuals, and perhaps groups, owned Old French, Anglo-
Norman  and  Middle  English  romances.  Some  manuscripts  are  so  costly  that  very  few
individuals would have been able to afford them. 

Various romance  texts  provide  us  with  the  name  of  an  author.  For  early  French-
language romances the provision of  a name is, indeed, common. Sometimes there is also an
indication of  the origins or whereabouts of  the author. Yet the identity of  authors like the two
Thomases, Benoît  ‘from  Saint  Maure’,  Chrétien  ‘from Troyes’  and  Marie  ‘from  France’
remains elusive, as there is but a slender basis in the romances themselves and there are no

22 This makes it likely that the poet was a subject of  the House of  Plantagenet, with whose court his work has
been associated.

23 As intimated above, the version of  Sir  Firumbras in Oxford University Bodleian Library MS Ashmole 33
(c. 1380) is probably the only Middle English romance of  which we have the autograph (Smyser 1967: 84-85).
Although we do not  know the name of  its  author,  the  manuscript  provides  us  with a  tantalising bit  of
information: the original binding of  the romance incorporates two documents related to the bishopric of
Exeter (Herrtage 1879/1903: xiv-xvi). Might the author have been connected with the diocese? Linguistically
the text does appear to belong to the region: the dialect has been identified as South-western (Smyser 1967:
84).

24 The  remaining  manuscripts  of  Chrétien’s  Erec  et  Enide,  for  instance, display  a  variety  of  linguistic
characteristics, among which examples of  Picard, Champenois and Bourguignon (Fritz 1994).

25 They  are  Lincoln  Cathedral  Library  MS 91  and  British  Library  MS Additional  31042.  Dating  of  the
manuscripts from Keiser 1983: 111 and McSparran 1986: 2-3.

26 Three of  the romances here mentioned appear in the Lincoln MS. The fourth text, the  Sege of  Melayne,
appears in the British Library MS. Thomson 1989: 65-68 lists the contents of  the Lincoln MS. The names of
various later members of  the Thornton family were written into the manuscripts, indicating that the family
used them for several generations (Keiser 1983, McSparran 1986: 4-5).

27 Estimations are generally on the basis of  dialect and occasional historical  references.  Guddat-Figge 1976
provides a detailed overview of  manuscripts containing Middle English romances.
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external sources which provide more conclusive evidence. It is unusual to find situations like
that in Ipomedon, where the author Hue de Rotelande says that he has a house in Credenhill
(Bartlett 2000: 498). If  we turn our attention to the Middle English romances, we find author
names  for  only  a  small  section  of  the  corpus.  The  vast  majority  of  the  Middle  English
romances survive anonymously. Sometimes we have a name, though little else besides.28 A
‘William’  (5521)  claims  the  authorship  of  William of  Palerne (c.  1350-61) while  a  Thomas
Chestre states that he wrote Sir Launfal (later 14th century): ‘Thomas Chestre made thys tale |
Of  the noble knyght Syr Launfale, | Good of  chyvalrye’ (1039-41).29 Yet there are instances
where we are allowed a glimpse into the author’s life. For ten named authors we have an idea,
at least, of  their title, profession or their immediate ancestry. John Gower (c. 1330-1408), the
earliest  of  these  authors,  included  a  number  of  romances  in  his  Confessio  Amantis  (three
recensions, 1390-c. 1392).30 Gower held land in Kent and may have served in a royal or legal
capacity (Wetherbee  1999/2002). Mention should also be made of  ‘Maister Iohannes Clerk
de Whalele’ (likely Whalley in Lancashire), who hid his name and place of  residence in the
Gest Historiale of  the Destruction of  Troy  (Turville-Petre 1988,  Gest dated c. 1350-1400). On the
basis of  Clerk’s title it has been suggested that he was in secular orders at Whalley Abbey
(268).  More  is  known about  Gower’s  friend Geoffrey  Chaucer  (c.  1345-1400),  who wrote
Troilus and Criseyde (1382-86) and included four romances in the Canterbury Tales (1372-1400).31

He was  the  son of  a  prosperous  London wine  merchant  connected with the  royal  court.
Chaucer served Edward III as a soldier, courtier, diplomat and customs official.  He again
served in various capacities under Richard II. One of  the functions which he occupied during
Richard’s reign was that of  royal forester. Chaucer appears to have died during the reign of
Henry IV, who had kept him as a retainer (Brewer 1977/1979, Crow and Leland 1987/1988).

Born some twenty-five years after Chaucer is  John Lydgate (c.  1370-1449/50),  the
author  of  the  Troy-Book  (1410)  and  the  Siege  of  Thebes (1420-22).  He  was  a  monk  and,
eventually, priest in the Benedictine monastery of  Bury St Edmunds (Schirmer 1961, esp. 8-
23). Henry Lovelich, the apparent author of  the History of  the Holy Grail  (c. 1420) and Merlin
(c. 1425), was a contemporary of  Lydgate living in London. As a member of  the Company of
Skinners he represents a social group substantially different from that of  either the courtier
Chaucer or the cleric Lydgate (Newstead 1967: 49). Among the romance authors there are
also members of  noble families. Some twenty years after Lovelich’s Merlin we find Amoryus and
Cleopes (1448-49). Its author gives his name as ‘Jon Metham’ (2208) and says that he was born
in Cambridge (2215-16). He claims lineal descent from ‘the fyrst Alyscounder Metham, the
knyght’ (2219).32 The author of  The Hoole Book of  Kyng Arthur and his Noble Knyghtes of  the Rounde
Table (1469-70) appears to have been a knight himself.  He states his name as Sir Thomas
Malory  and  indicates  that  he  is  imprisoned  at  the  moment  of  writing.  Malory  has  been
identified with several historical figures, of  whom Sir Thomas Malory of  Newbold Revel (c.
1416-71) is generally held to be the most likely candidate. This landowner and Member of  the
1445 Parliament became embroiled in the Wars of  the Roses and may have been imprisoned
over an involvement in the Cornelius plot to replace Edward IV with his predecessor Henry
VI (Field 1993/1999). Another knight who may have composed one or more romances is the
Scotsman Gilbert Hay, who is often identified as the author of  the Buik of  King Alexander (15th

28 The author/narrator of  Sir Tristrem (late 13th century) states that he heard the story from a certain ‘Tomas’:
‘Tomas telles in toun | Þis auentours as þai ware’ (10-11). (‘Thomas tells everywhere | These adventures as
they occurred’). Yet the reference may be to the author of  the Anglo-Norman Tristran, rather than an English
poet (Newstead 1967: 77).

29 ‘Thomas Chestre made this tale | Of  the noble knight Sir Launfal | [Who was] A good knight.’ ‘Chyvalrye’
suggests both a noble bearing and martial skill.

30 Dating of  the Confession Amantis based on Peck 2006.
31 Datings of  Chaucer’s works from Benson 1987/1988.
32 ‘the first  Alexander Metham, the knight’.  This  most  likely is  a  reference to the Yorkshire nobleman Sir

Alexander Metham, who lived 1375-1417 (Page 1999: 2).
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century). He describes himself  as a knight bachelor and chamberlain to Charles VII of  France
in The Buke of  the Law of  Armys (Martin 2008: 62-63). Writing a short time after the death of
Sir Thomas Malory of  Newbold Revel is William Caxton, who translated eight romances and
produced the first printed edition of  Malory’s Hoole Book. He was a successful mercer before in
1475 or 1476 he became Britain’s first printer (Lerer 1999/2002: 720-22). John Bourchier (c.
1467-1533), the last of  our named authors, translated two romances: The Boke of  Duke Huon of
Burdeux  (c.  1530)  and  Arthur  of  Little  Britain  (before  1533).  As  the  second  Baron  Berners,
Bourchier is  the most aristocratic  of  the ten.  He served Henry VII and Henry VIII as a
soldier, ambassador and, finally, as the governor of  Calais (Ker 1901: xiv-xv). 

It  is  impossible  to  establish  if,  and  in  how  far,  the  social  diversity  of  romance
authorship found between the later fourteenth century and the early sixteenth is representative
for the entire period. Yet with a monk, a skinner, a knight and a baron among those who
added to the corpus of  Middle English romances, it  is  clear is that its creation cannot be
ascribed to a single group within society. Still, judging from the fact that in multiple instances
there  is  an  association  with  the  royal  court  or  the  nobility  in  general,  nobles  played  a
significant  role  in  the  creation  of  the  Middle  English  romances,  whether  as  audiences,
instigators or authors.

Romance texts may provide us with an indication of  their intended audience. Passages
in  the  early  romances  suggest  that  a  predominantly  noble  audience  was  targeted.  A
particularly clear statement of  the intended audience appears in the  Roman de Thèbes, whose
narrator says that those who are not clerics or knights need not bother try to understand him,
as they ‘aussi pueent escouter | Conme li asnes a harper’ (14-15).33 References to a patron or
benefactor found in various romances further contribute to the idea that the early romances
were primarily targeted at the nobility, including its most powerful representatives. The Roman
de Troie,  for instance, contains a dedication to a ‘Riche dame de riche rei’  (13468) who is
generally identified as Eleanor of  Aquitaine (O’Callaghan 2003: 301-04).34 Marie de France
dedicates her lays to a ‘nobles reis’ (‘Prologue’, line 43) often thought to have been Eleanor’s
second  husband,  Henry  II  of  England  (Bloch  2006:  5,  Burgess  and  Busby  1999:  12).35

Chrétien states in the introductory passage of  Lancelot or Le Chevalier de la Charrette that his lady
De Champagne wished for him to write a romance and gave him both its ‘Matiere et san’
(26).36

As suggested by the use of  the verb ‘escouter’  in the quotation from the  Roman de
Thèbes,  it  is  likely  that  the  early  romances  were  usually  listened  to,  rather  than  read
individually. In Yvain, the hero at one point enters an orchard where a maiden is reading out
from a ‘rommans’ (5363), her mother and father in attendance (5356-69). Similar passages are
found  elsewhere  and  point  to  a  practice  of  romances  being  read  ‘aloud  in  semi-public
gatherings’ until ‘late into the thirteenth century’ and likely beyond (Duggan 1989: 52-53).
Indeed, Jean Froissart mentions in his Dit dou Florin (1389) that he has read his entire Meliador
to  the Count of  Foix  (Huot 2000:  73).  In addition we find evidence of  another  practice.
Chrétien de Troyes in Erec et Enide  refers to the existence of  individuals ‘qui de conter vivre
vuelent’  (22).37 Twelfth-  and thirteenth-century sources  indicate  that  such performers were
expected to be able to recount multiple tales and romances without relying on a manuscript
copy (Duggan 1989: 53-57). We do not know what was the precise nature of  their practice.
Perhaps  written  texts  were  anterior  to  some,  or  even  many,  of  their  performances.38 Yet

33 ‘can listen as well | As can the ass to the playing of  the harp’
34 ‘Powerful/magnificent lady of  a powerful/magnificent king’.
35 ‘noble king’.
36 ‘Matter and meaning’.  The lady is likely Marie de Champagne, daughter of  Eleanor of  Aquitaine (Kibler

1991: 4-5).
37 ‘who wish to live from the act of  telling’. Chrétien complains how such individuals mangle the story of  Erec

before kings and counts (19-22).
38 Since  the  second  half  of  the  nineteenth  century,  various  manuscripts  have  been  identified  as  ‘minstrel
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whatever  the  relationship  between  oral  and  written  renditions  of  the  same  romance,  the
existence  of  professional  performers  increases  the  likelihood  of  romances  having  been
performed outside the noble households (Crosby 1936: 93). Versions of, or perhaps episodes
from (Duggan 1989: 57-58),  Erec et Enide  and the  Roman de Thèbes  may have been known to
audiences much wider than those envisioned in the surviving texts.  If  the content of  such
versions was close to that of  the texts which have survived, this also entails a more general
exposure to the notions which those texts embodied.

Due to the nature of  the linguistic situation in England,  Middle English romances
could potentially reach more members of  the population than could their French-language
counterparts.  It  is  impossible  to  establish  precisely  how many  people  read  or  listened  to
romances. Yet there are indications that, in the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
there was a wide as well as socially diverse audience. Some romances simply address all age
groups. The narrator of  Havelok (c. 1280-1300) asks ‘gode men—| Wiues, maydnes, and alle
men’ (1-2) to listen to his tale.39 The Northern Octavian (c. 1350) begins with an exhortation to
‘Lytyll and mykyll, olde and yonge’ to listen to the narrator’s ‘talkynge’ (1-2).40 Both examples
suggest a large audience listening to an oral performance.41 Might the authors be imagining a
town setting? There is also a well-known passage in Emaré (c. 1400) which suggests that there
were itinerant minstrels in England who would tell romances.42 Subsequently it suggests that
people might choose to pass the speaker by or move on after listening for a while:

Menstrelles that walken fer and wyde,
Her and ther in every a syde,
In mony a dyverse londe,
Sholde, at her bygynnyng,
Speke of  that ryghtwes kyng
That made both see and sonde.
Whoso wyll a stounde dwelle,
Of  mykyll myrght y may you telle,
And mornyng ther amonge.
(13-21)43

manuscripts’. The broad conception of  these manuscripts is that they would have acted as a repository of
texts in the minstrel’s repertoire, whether or not composed by himself. They could then be memorised or read
out. Yet in a close examination of  manuscripts linked to minstrels, the majority English, Andrew Taylor found
that most identifications are either dubious or problematic (1991). Indeed, ‘The number of  possible examples
[of  minstrel manuscripts] that survive into this century is too small and their pattern of  preservation too
haphazard to form a useful sample of  the minstrel repertoire’ (73). We should also take into account the
possibility that oral performance could precede the written form of  a romance. In the prologue to Marie’s
lays, found in British Library MS Harley 978, the author/narrator states that she decided to make poems
from lays which she had heard (33-38). A far-reaching claim concerning Chrétien de Troyes is made in Vitz
1999:  not only did he compose his  romances  orally,  he possibly  did not  even write  them down himself
(86-135). 

39 ‘good men, married and unmarried women and all men’.
40 ‘child and adult, old and young’, ‘speech’.
41 Cf. Meale 1994, which quotes the first two lines of  Havelok as one of  the few instances in which a romance

text is ‘inclusive in its delineation of  an implied audience’ (209). Various other instances of  oral delivery being
referred to within the context of  Middle English romance can be found in Baugh 1967 and Crosby 1936 and
1938. 

42 Among the publications which mention this passage is Crosby 1936: 108.
43 ‘Minstrels who walk far and wide, | Here and there in every direction, | In many different countries,  |

Should when they start | Speak of  that just king | Who made both the sea and the sound [i.e., God]. | Those
who stay for a while | I can tell of  great mirth | As well as mourning.’
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We also find examples  of  narrators addressing an audience of  social  superiors,  seemingly
listening to the romance being told. The narrator of  Athelston (c. 1355-80) asks ‘lordyngys, that
ben hende’ (7) to listen to his narrative. It is possible that the references to noble lords are
sometimes  fictions  shared  by  the  imagined  storyteller  and  their  audience,  rather  than
reflections of  a physical reality experienced or imagined by the author. The narrator of  Roberd
of  Cisyle (late 14th century), for instance, addresses ‘Princes proude that beth in pres’ (1).44 The
phrase  ‘proude in pres’  is  a  common one,  yet  where  it  normally  means  ‘proud amid the
throng’, the syntax of  the line in  Roberd of  Cisyle suggests that the ‘princes’ referred to are,
indeed, men standing in a crowd.45 We need not, however, doubt that nobles were among the
audiences of  the Middle English romances. Not only are there the examples of  noblemen who
wrote romances, we also find examples of  romances being written at the instigation of  a noble
lord. The narrator of  William of  Palerne (c. 1350-61) says that it was made for Humphrey de
Bohun, the Earl of  Hereford (5530).46 John Gower claims in the first recension of  his Confessio
Amantis  that it was written at the request of  Richard II (35-56).47 Whether such men would
listen to a romance, read it, or enjoy it in either fashion is a question we cannot answer.

References  to  a  reading  audience  become more  prevalent  in  the  fifteenth  century
(Crosby 1936:  100,  note  3).  The advent  of  the  printing press  stimulated its  absolute  and
perhaps relative growth later in the century. William Caxton in his 1483 preface to The Hoole
Book of  Kyng Arthur and his Noble Knyghtes of  the Rounde Table addresses ‘noble prynces, lordes and
ladyes, gentylmen and gentylwymmen that desyre to rede or here redde’ of  King Arthur (xv).48

It is evident that there was a considerable demand for printed editions of  Middle English
romances in the later fifteenth century and the sixteenth century. William Caxton, Wynkyn de
Worde, Robert Copland and Richard Pynson all published romances.49 Many of  the books
they produced were affordable for a broad section of  society. In 1520, one could buy a copy of
Sir Isumbras  for twopence at John Dorn’s in Oxford.  Bevis of  Hampton was more expensive at
sixpence (Bourgeois Richmond 1975: 9). In the south-east of  England, wages between two
and six pence a day appear to have been common (Dyer 1998: 211-22, Rogers 1906: 326-28).
This means that many servants, labourers and craftsmen would have been able to buy the
shorter romances, at least, after a day’s work or less. Later sixteenth-century preliminaries to
printed books in general indicate that their potential readership by that time encompassed
much of  the population (Brayman Hackel 2005: 69-72). While in the thirteenth, fourteenth
and early fifteenth centuries exposure to romance would, for the majority of  the population,
have been through oral renditions almost by definition, this no longer applied after the advent
of  the printing press.

Neither romance authors, nor romance audiences can be clearly bracketed. Although
various of  the early romances suggest that they were composed with an audience of  nobles
and, perhaps, clergy in mind, we need to take into account the possibility that romances were
also enjoyed beyond the noble courts. Oral versions of  the romances may well have been close
to  those  found in the  surviving  manuscripts.  Some of  the  evidence  we have seen indeed
suggests that they often lay at the basis of  the romances that have survived in writing. Middle
English  romance  audiences  were  clearly  heterogeneous,  encompassing  nobles  as  well  as
commoners.50 Judging from Lydgate’s  enthusiasm for the romance genre, members of  the
clergy were also amongst their numbers. Romance authors likewise came from many walks of
life, although unfortunately the evidence is limited for the period after c. 1370. The historical

44 ‘Proud princes who are amidst the throng’.  The line and its significance in Roberd of  Cisyle are discussed in
Ford 2006: 4.

45 For other instances see Sir Tristrem 57, Amis and Amiloun 636 and the stanzaic Le Morte Arthur 2351. 
46 This example and its possible implications are discussed in Turville-Petre 1977: 40-42.
47 The two lines can be found in a note to lines 24-92 of  the third recension prologue.
48 ‘noble princes, lords and ladies, gentlemen and gentlewomen’.
49 See the individual romance descriptions in Severs 1967.
50 I use ‘commoner’ in this study as a generic term for any layman who is not a noble.
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orientation of  an inquiry like the present therefore has to be wide and partly generic.

Historical background

This section offers an introduction to the nobility of  England and Scotland. Its purpose is to
provide  a  backdrop  against  which  the  romances  in  the  corpus  can  be  more  effectively
analysed.  The  section  first  discusses  the  concept  of  nobility,  after  which  it  explores  the
nobility’s  military  and economic  connotations.  Included is  a  brief  discussion of  the  most
commonly encountered terms for high and late medieval noblemen in England and Scotland.

Nobility

In studies  of  medieval  England and Scotland,  the  term ‘nobility’  is  broadly  used  in  two
manners.  One  of  those  rests  on  a  number  of  ideas  summarised  by  Marc  Bloch  in  an
often-quoted passage from La société féodale (1939-40/1982):

[...] toute classe dominante n’est pas une noblesse. Pour mériter ce nom, elle doit, semble-t-il, réunir
deux conditions:  d’abord,  la  possession  d’un statut  juridique  propre,  qui  confirme et  matérialise  la
supériorité à quoi elle prétend; en second lieu, que ce statut se perpétue par le sang—sauf, toutefois, à
admettre, en faveur de quelques familles nouvelles, la possibilité de s’en ouvrir l’accès, mais en nombre
restreint et selon des normes régulièrement établies.
(395)51

In trying to apply these ideas to the situation in medieval England and Scotland one quickly
hits upon a difference between the situation in France and that in the other two kingdoms. In
France a ‘status juridique’ developed in the course of  the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
Centred around the hereditary right to be dubbed a knight, it united knights, counts and kings
(Bloch 1939-40/1982:  395-96,  445-52).  There  was  no  similar  status  in  either  England or
Scotland.52 From the Norman invasion until the introduction of  the first duchy in 1337, the
only hereditary title in England apart from that of  king was that of  earl. The inheritance of
the title of  earl was furthermore not automatic. Until the late thirteenth century it was the
king who determined whether the son of  an earl  would be allowed to inherit  his  father’s
dignity, even though some families continued to use the title without royal permission (Crouch
1992/2005:  40-49  and  56,  Given-Wilson  1987/1996:  29).  The  situation  in  Scotland  was
similar, although there the kings seem to have made fewer attempts to control the inheritance
of  the titles of  earl and its Gaelic equivalent mormaer (Crouch 1992/2005: 60-62). 

In response to the lack of  an inheritable ‘umbrella’ status like that in France, numerous
historians have restricted their definition of  the English nobility to the parliamentary peerage
(Mertes 1988: 4, Rosenthal 1976: 17-19).53 Similar suggestions have been made with regards

51 ‘[...] not every dominant class is a nobility. It would appear that in order for it to merit that name it has to
meet  two  conditions:  firstly,  the  class  must  have  its  own  juridical  status,  confirming  and  realising  the
superiority to which it lays claim; secondly, this status must be passed on through the bloodline – with that
exception, that a small number of  new families may be granted the possibility to gain access to that class,
though only in restricted numbers and in accordance with rules which are formally established.’

52 Marc Bloch notably concluded that ‘Au sens français ou allemand du mot, l’Angleterre médiévale n’eut pas de
noblesse’ (Bloch 1939-40/1982: 459). (‘In the French or German sense of  the word, medieval England had
no nobility’).

53 Being a ‘peer’ connoted from its inception membership of  the elite. Early in the fourteenth century, ‘writers
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to the Scottish nobility (Barrell 2000: 200). The origins of  the peerage in both England and
Scotland lay in the practice of  holding councils where the king would deliberate with powerful
men.  In  the  thirteenth  century  these  councils  developed into  assemblies  with  power  over
taxation and legislation (Sayles 1988: 12-23, Brown and Tanner 2004: 1-17). They also took
on the role of  final court of  appeal, one that the British parliament continued to fulfil until
October 2009.54 The so-called peerage came into being when a small group of  landholders
acquired an heritable right to sit in parliament. From the reign of  Edward I, summonses to the
English parliament took two forms. Individual summonses were sent to judges, government
officials,  high clergymen and major  landholders.  From this  group judges  and government
officials  were  eventually  excluded.  In  addition  to  the  individual  summonses  there  were
instructions to sheriffs to send representatives of  the cities and boroughs to parliament (Holt
1981/1999:  2-3,  Harriss  1981/1999:  38-39).  Increasingly,  the  individual  summonses  were
awarded  on  the  basis  of  one’s  parentage.  As  a  consequence  a  group  of  hereditary
parliamentarians  developed  which  sat  in  the  House  of  Lords,  separately  from  the
representatives of  the cities and boroughs. The process was complete towards the end of  the
fifteenth  century  (Rigby  1995:  195-98,  Given-Wilson  1987/1996:  55-68).55 A  similar
development took place in Scotland. A 1425 statute of  James I declared that earls, barons and
freeholders of  the king were to personally appear in parliament when summoned by the king
(Robertson 1878: 117). This changed in 1428: in March, an act was passed which stated that
‘smal barounis and fre tenandis’ need not attend parliament (Tanner 2001: 31). Dukes, earls,
‘lordis  of  the  parliamentis’  and  bannerets,  however,  did  (31,  33-34).  The  term  ‘lord  of
parliament’ eventually became a style which distinguished the most powerful men in the realm
from the less powerful lords (Barrell 2000: 200).

The second use of  the term nobility above referred to starts from the observation that
there was significant internal coherence among a much larger group than just the fifteenth-
century English and Scottish peerages. Esquires, knights, earls dukes and kings all tended to
preside over large, sometimes vast households (Mertes 1988, Woolgar 1999). They often held
important administrative and judicial positions. Hunting with hawks and hounds was closely
associated  with  their  ranks  (Cummins  1988/2001,  Gilbert  1979/2003).  Their  income
overwhelmingly came from land and they shared an association with mounted warriorship
which lasted throughout the late medieval period. Contemporary sources acknowledged the
joint  nobility  of  individuals  whose  power  lay  far  apart.  In  fifteenth-century  England,  an
esquire of  moderate means as well  as a duke with vast estates could both be described as
‘gentle’ or ‘noble’ (McFarlane 1973/1997: 6-7, Keen 2005: 38-39, Maddern 2005).56 When in
this study the term nobility is used, it is to refer to the group described in this paragraph.57

In  this  section,  two  factors  central  to  the  nobility’s  conception  in  the  thirteenth,
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries will be discussed in more detail: fighting on horseback and
the possession of  land. Yet before we look at these two factors, it may be wise to examine more
closely some of  the terms which are used in referring to the English and Scottish nobility of
the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. While the discussion below is not exhaustive,

had got into the habit of  calling the magnates [...] “peers of  the realm” ’ (Crouch 1992/2005: 78). The origin
of  the practice would appear to have been the notion that twelve ‘pairs’ headed the French aristocracy, a
conception which was in turn modelled on the douze pairs of  the Charlemagne legend.

54 The earliest recorded official use of  the term ‘parliament’ to refer to such an assembly in England is in 1236
(Sayles 1988: 14). In Scotland, the term parliament came into use after 1290 (Brown and Tanner 2004: 8-9).

55 K.B. McFarlane argued that ‘the enjoyment of  nobility was ultimately restricted’ to the peerage, through a
process of  ‘exclusion, definition, and stratification’ which took place between 1300 and 1485 (1973/1997:
268-69).

56 To quote from Saul 1981/2002, ‘In Middle English the word  gentil served as both noun and adjective to
describe the landed classes’ (6).

57 Among the studies using a similar definition of  nobility are Dyer 1998, Given-Wilson 1987/1996 and Mertes
1988.
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it encompasses the social positions most commonly encountered in discussions of  the period as
well as in the Middle English romances themselves. It should be noted that the position of
knight is here featured only indirectly as it is one of  the subjects of  the next subsection, that on
the conception of  the nobility as a social group of  mounted warriors.

Social positions of  the English and Scottish nobility

At the top of  the noble hierarchy in both England and Scotland was the king. He was the
greatest magnate of  all and played a crucial role in the maintenance of  peace as well as the
declaration and conduct of  war (Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 6-8, Barrell  2000, esp 67-227).
Succession was through the male line in both countries, although it should be noted that in
Scotland before c. 1280 it was common for male relatives other than the king’s son to be
chosen as heir to the throne (Barrow 1992: 40).

The earl in England was originally a provincial governor. He was responsible for the
defence of  his territory and presided over the shire court with the local bishop. During the
reign of  William the Conqueror earldoms generally became smaller, yet it was only in the
twelfth century that earls lost most of  the powers previously associated with their title. What
was left, in effect, was mostly a prestigious title. An earl need no longer even hold land in the
shire from which he took his title (Crouch 1992/2005: 35-54). This is not to say that English
earls held no power. They played leading roles in government and had incomes which were
surpassed by  few other  members  of  society.  It  has  been estimated that  in  the  fourteenth
century the minimum income ‘compatible with the title of  earl’ was  £1,000 (Given-Wilson
1987/1996: 37). In Scotland, earls retained many of  their responsibilities until the fourteenth
century. Their lands were generally concentrated in the province of  their title, where they
were expected to promote security and keep an eye on the overall running of  affairs. From
1358,  however,  earldoms  were  created  which  were  not  clearly  associated  with  a  specific
territory. As a result, in Scotland too ‘earl’ became primarily a prestigious title for powerful
magnates (Barrell 2000: 200-201). 

Dukes were not created in England and Scotland until the fourteenth century. It would
appear that the intention in both cases was to create a title with more stature than that of  earl.
The very first dukes were notably the eldest son of  Edward III, Edward the Black Prince
(1337), and the son and brother of  Robert III of  Scotland, David and Robert Stewart (1398)
(Barrell 2000: 147, Crouch 1992/2005: 72-73, Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 45). Under the reign
of  Richard II so many dukes were created, however, that they came to be known as ‘duketti’,
that is to say, ‘little dukes’ (Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 52).

The term ‘baron’ was loosely used in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century England to
denote a man of  great power and standing. There was also, however, a stricter perception of
baron as a man who held land directly from the king (Dyer 1998: 12-13). In the fifteenth
century ‘baron’ evolved into a title which could be conferred by the king (Crouch 1992/2005:
80-86). In late medieval Scotland, the term baron referred to a lord who was entitled to hold a
criminal court and carry out various punishments, among which the death penalty. In terms
of  the amount of  land they held, Scottish barons were often equivalent to English knights
(Grant 2008: 157-59 and 189-91). The ‘banneret’ in fourteenth-century England was a knight
who was allowed to fight under his own square banner. As a style, ‘banneret’ was associated
with military distinction and might imply greater wealth than could be expected of  ordinary
knights. The style disappeared after 1400, when many of  the bannerets were absorbed into
the peerage (Crouch 1992/2005: 86-90, Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 60-62). No instances are
known of  Scottish knights being made, or referring to themselves as, bannerets. The term
banneret does, however, appear in connection with parliaments which were held during the
effective reign of  James I (1424-37). One example is the 1428 act quoted from above. In this
context it has been suggested that James I was attempting to introduce a new style positioned
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below that of  earl (Stevenson 2006a: 45-46).
A remarkable case is that of  the English esquire. The term esquire originally referred

to a servant responsible for looking after a knight’s horse and armour. Such a person might be
someone with the prospect of  becoming a knight himself. In England, at least, twelfth- and
thirteenth-century esquires also came from less privileged backgrounds (Coss 1995: 158). That
the position of  esquire carried relatively little prestige in the late thirteenth century is evident
from the 1292  Statutum Armorum in Torniamentis. It stipulates that esquires who take part in a
tournament must be clearly recognisable as such, wearing a cap displaying the arms of  their
lord (Barker 1986/2008: 57). What is more, only those ‘esquier[s] […] qe trencherunt devaunt
lur seignurs’ are allowed to take part in the entertainments organised by great lords (quoted in
James 1857: 191).58 In the first half  of  the fourteenth century, the term ‘armiger’, with which
esquire has often been equated, appears to have referred to a wide range of  individuals who
might serve as men-at-arms. Amongst them were men who clearly did not belong to knightly
families (Coss 1995: 160-65). In the second half  of  the fourteenth century, however, a social
group of  esquires crystallised. It makes its first official appearance in statements of  the 1360s
and 1370s, among which the 1363 Statute on Apparel and the 1379 graduated poll tax (Dyer
1998: 13-14). The poll tax illustrates the economic diversity within the group, as well as its
association with knights at the top level.59 Knights bachelor and esquires who ‘par l’estatut
devroit estre chivaler’ are to pay 20s.60 Esquires ‘de meindre estat’ are to pay 6s. 8d. Finally
‘chescun esquier nient possessionez des terres, rent ne chateux, q’est en service ou ad este
armez’ is to pay 3s. 4d.61 Worth noting is the suggestion that the style of  esquire might also be
accorded on the basis of  one’s military activity or by serving a more powerful nobleman. We
know that this also occurred. One instance of  a man who became an esquire in this manner is
Geoffrey Chaucer. The son of  a vintner, he is referred to as an ‘Esquire of  less degre’ in a
1368 order for gifts  of  robes to members of  the royal  household (Furnivall  1876: xii).  An
important testimony to the acceptance of  esquires as members of  the nobility was the fact that
they were allowed to have their own coats of  arms. This privilege had previously only been
extended to knights and earls (Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 69-71). A 1389 grant of  a coat of
arms to a man called John de Kyngeston illustrates the change which took place in the course
of  the fourteenth century.62 According to the entry in the Calendar of  the Patent Rolls, Richard II
‘receive[d] him to the estate of  gentleman, [made] him an esquire, and [...] [willed] that he be
known  by  the  said  arms’  (Maxwell  Lyte  and  Morris  1902:  72).  The  esquire  had  clearly
arrived.63

58 ‘Esquire[s] […] who carve meat before their lords’. 
59 For a discussion and translation of  the Statute on Apparel  see the subsection ‘Ideological  Power’  of  the

discussion of  the Northern Octavian.
60 That is to say, those esquires who could be distrained to knighthood as they owned land worth a specific

amount  of  money.  In  the fourteenth  century  the  sum was  normally  40 pounds  a  year.  Men who were
distrained would often pay a fine rather than take up knighthood, which increasingly made distraint a tax
measure rather than a means of  bolstering up English armies. See also the subsection on land below.

61 ‘by statute ought to be a knight’, ‘of  lesser estate’, ‘every esquire who does not possess lands, rents or chattles,
who is in service or who has borne arms’. Quotes from the Rotulus Parliamenti tenti apud Westm' in .XV. Pasche,
anno regni Regis Ricardi Secundi post conquestum Anglie secundo, items 13-17. I have consulted the translations of  the
digital edition edited by Chris Given-Wilson.

62 Among  the  publications  which  mention  Richard  II’s  elevation  of  John  de  Kyngeston  is  Given-Wilson
1987/1996: 1991-92, note 5.

63 I am here omitting the hazy category of  ‘gentlemen’ which arose in the fifteenth century. Although the very
epithet of  gentleman connoted membership of  the nobility, the grounds upon which one might be referred to
as a gentleman are unclear. Incomes might be as low as £5 or as high as £40, even though an order issued by
Edward IV in  1474 suggests  a  notional  minimum of  £10  (Maddern 2005:  20).  While  most  gentlemen
enjoyed a landed income, not all of  them did (Dyer 1998: 19-21). Finally, although there was a notion that
gentility could be inherited it could also be attributed on various other grounds, among which membership of
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A social group of  mounted warriors

Ask a random individual how they would imagine a medieval nobleman, and there is a fair
chance that they will conjure up images of  armour-clad gentlemen who divided their time
between tourneying and saving damsels from fiendish adversaries. The current predominance
of  this  image  can  largely  be  traced  to  the  eighteenth  and  nineteenth  centuries,  whose
romanticised notions of  the high to late medieval nobility have had a persistent influence on
how medieval nobles are represented (Lewis 1964/1978: 8-9, Girouard 1981). Yet the image
itself  has roots which extend far beyond the modern era.

It  hardly  needs  stating  that  in  the  High  and  Late  Middle  Ages  general  social
dominance and the occupation of  a leading military position were often associated qualities.
An early illustration of  this phenomenon is an eleventh-century tract known as the Gethynctho
(‘Rank’ or ‘Degree’).64 In it, privileges and social distinction are accorded to a man on the
basis of  his possession of  five hides of  land, various amenities, a special position in the royal
household and ‘the gate of  a defensible structure’, likely a synecdoche for a fortified manor
house (Williams 1992):

& gif  ceorl geþeah, þæt he hæfde fullice fìf  hida agenes landes, cirican & kycenan, bellhus & burhgeat,
setl and sundernote on cynges healle, þonne wæs he þononforð þegenrihtes weorþe.
(456)65

A  hide  was,  at  least  theoretically,  the  amount  of  land  which  could  support  a  single  free
household  (Higham  1995:  240-48,  Maitland  1897/1907:  357-62).  Thus  a  man  in  the
possession of  five hides would, indeed, have been a person of  considerable means.

In England the link between military involvement and other aspects of  one’s position
was confirmed and extended by the Norman reign, which in its early stages relied significantly
on military coercion by a newly instituted top layer of  society (Powicke 1962/1996: 28-30).
The secular elite’s  association  with  military activity  became more enounced when,  in  the
course  of  the  eleventh and twelfth  centuries,  powerful  nobles  in  England and Normandy
began  to  adopt  the  label  of  ‘miles’  (Boulton  1995:  48-49).  The  term  miles  had  been
traditionally associated with mounted warriors with little to no land of  their own (Boulton
1995: 44-45, Coss 1993/1996: 6-10). It has been calculated that the ‘normal landed basis’ of
an English miles in the decades after the Conquest was only one and a half  hides (Harvey
1970: 15). This put them ‘only just above most well-to-do peasants’ (ibidem). This situation
changed as the lifestyle expected of a miles and the arms and armour with which he fought
became  more  expensive.  A  smaller,  yet  wealthier  group  of  milites  without  further  noble
positions was the result (Boulton 1995: 55-56, Coss 1993/1996: 60-69). 

The increasing exclusivity of  the position of  miles, equated in England with that of
chevalier  or  knight  (Boulton  1995:  55-58,  Coss  1993/1996:  12-13),  is  likely  to  have
contributed to its ever closer association with the top layer of  society. In France and the Holy
Roman  Empire the  position  of  miles eventually  became a  hereditary  privilege (Barber
1970/1982: 26-31, see also above). While this did not occur in either England or Scotland,
here too knighthood came to be closely associated with the secular elite. From the second half
of  the twelfth century it was increasingly common for a man to be dubbed a knight when he

the legal profession (Maddern 2005: 21). Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that halfway through the
fifteenth century gentlemen were allowed to have coats of  arms, which, like esquires, associated them with
other members of  the nobility (Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 70). 

64 The dating is from Williams 1992: 225.
65 ‘And if  a free man prospered so that he had five hides of  land which were his own, a church and kitchen, a

bell-house and the gate of  a defensible structure, a seat and a special office in the king’s hall, then he was from
that point on worthy of  the rights of  thegns.’ I have consulted the translations in Atherton 2006 (79) and
Williams 1992 (225).
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received an earldom (Boulton 1995: 86-87). In other contexts too members of  the secular elite
began to identify themselves as knights:  ‘By the early thirteenth century [English] men of
noble  birth  were  proud  to  style  themselves  as  knight  (miles)  in  their  formal  documents’
(Harvey 1970: 42). In Scotland a perception developed that knighthood could be extended
only to those of  high birth, although the social position was still  occasionally conferred on
men of  humbler origins (Stevenson 2006a: 8-9). It appears to have been a matter of  course for
important members of  the royal family to be knighted from the second half  of  the twelfth
century  (Crouch  1992/2005:  116).  Scottish  earls  by  1200  had  made  it  a  habit  to  have
themselves depicted as mounted warriors on their seals (ibidem: 117). 

The increasing identification of  society’s most powerful seculars with mounted warfare
had implications for the definition of  their own social positions as well as that of  knighthood
in general. In embracing the mounted warrior as an emblem of  their own position in society,
they also acknowledged knights less powerful than themselves as members of  the same social
group. A secular elite had thus taken shape which founded its conception largely on a joint
military outlook.

Spread and sustenance of  the image

The concept of  the mounted warrior with which the secular elite became closely identified
appears to have enjoyed considerable popularity.  Depictions of  heavily armed warriors on
horseback  appear  in  carvings,  paintings,  and stories  of  the  High  and Late  Middle  Ages.
Misericords  –  ledges  attached  to  choir  seats  –  were  sometimes  decorated  with  mounted
warriors (Grössinger 1997, Remnant 1969/1998). Among the late fourteenth-century carvings
found in Chester Cathedral, for instance, are two fully armed figures on horseback and an
armed man who is threatened by a gryffin (Remnant 1969/1998: 24-26). In the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries toys existed which allowed children to reenact mounted combat (Orme
1995: 53-54 and 2001: 50, Willemsen 1997: 200 and 1998). Pewter fighters on horseback,
dated to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, have been found in the Netherlands, France,
and England. In the Belgian town of  Ypres a stand with spectators was dug up, leading to
speculations that part of  a jousting playset had been found (Willemsen 1998: 103-08, 154-59,
193). 

Peace-time activities contributed to the nobility’s association with the popular image.
Knights, earls, and royal princes took part in tournaments and jousts.  In fourteenth-century
England, they were increasingly also joined at these events by esquires (Barker 1986/2008:
115-17). A tournament was, originally, a mock battle on horseback with multiple, often many,
participants. The phenomenon seems to have made its first appearance in the late eleventh
century and continued well into the fourteenth (Barker 1986/2008: 4-16, Crouch 2005/2006:
1-2). The tournament in its original form was eventually supplanted by the joust. This was a
direct encounter between two opponents in which only lances could be used. While jousts
were generally more controlled than tournaments, they could still result in disability and even
death  (Barber  1970/1982:  168-70;  Barker  1986:  13-14,  145-48).  In  both  England  and
Scotland, jousts continued to be held in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, supporting the
nobility’s  image association with mounted warfare  (Ferguson 1960: 13-16,  Stevenson 2006a:
63-102). Even in death, finally, the martial image of  the nobility could be asserted. Effigies of
the  thirteenth  and  fourteenth  centuries  celebrated  the  martiality  of  knights  and  esquires,
depicting  noblemen  in  their  war-dress,  often  handling  swords  (Dressler  1999,  Gittos  and
Gittos 2002/2008, Tummers 1980). 

Yet the strongest contributor to the nobility’s military image beyond military activity
itself  may well have been the set of  ideas known as estate theory. Throughout the Middle
Ages, there was a widely disseminated notion of  society as being divided into a number of
‘orders’ or estates, each of  which had a distinct function. This notion most commonly took the
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shape of  a tripartite model which distinguished between clerics, warriors and labourers.66 In
King Alfred’s  adaptation of  Boethius’  De consolatione  Philosophiae  (871-99),  the Mind at one
point tells Wisdom that a king requires prayer-men, soldiers, and workmen: ‘[Þæt] bið þonne
cyninges [andweorc] and his tol mid to ricsianne, þæt he hæbbe his lond fullmonnad; he sceal
habban gebedmen and fyrdmen and weorcmen’ (chapter 17,67 lines 15-18).68 A more elaborate
account  of  the  tripartite  division of  society  can be  found in an addition to  the  Book of
Maccabees by the abbot Aelfric of  Eynsham (c. 1000):69

Is swa-ðeah to witenne þæt on þysre worulde 
synd þreo endebyrdnysse on annysse gesette. 
Þæt synd laboratores. oratores. bellatores. 
laboratores synd þa þe urne bigleafan beswincað. 
oratores synd þa ðe us to gode geðingiað. 
bellatores synd þa ðe ure burga healdað. 
and urne eard be-weriað wið onwinnende here. 
Nu swincð se yrðlincg embe urne bigleofan. 
and se woruld-cempa sceall winnan wið ure fynd 
and se godes þeowa sceall symle for us gebiddan. 
and feohtan gastlice. wið þa ungesewenlican fynd.
(Passio Machabeorum, 812-22)70

Later texts might expand the number of  orders to four, five or six (Strohm 1989/1994: 2-10).
The idea of  a military order remained important, however, and was often associated with all
or part of  the nobility. This is illustrated by  Passus VI of  the B-text  of  William Langland’s
Vision of  Piers Plowman (1377-79).71 In it, a passage appears in which the character Piers paints
his ideal of  a society in which the ‘commune’ support the ‘knight’ in exchange for protection
against evil men and animal pests:

[...] I shal swynke and swete and sowe for us bothe, 
And othere labours do for thi love al my lif  tyme, 
In covenaunt that thow kepe Holy Kirke and myselve 
Fro wastours and fro wikked men that this world destruyeth; 

66 See, for instance, Georges Duby’s classic Les trois ordres ou l’imaginaire du féodalisme (1978), translated in English
as The Three Orders: Feudal Society Imagined (1980/82). Duby gives us two of  the examples quoted here: Alfred’s
adaptation of  Boethius’  De consolatione Philosophiae (99-102) and Aelfric’s addition to the Book of  Maccabees
(102-08).

67 Alfred’s chapter 17 is based largely on Boethius ii. pr. 7.
68 ‘[Thus] a king’s [raw material] and instruments of  rule are a well-peopled land, and he must have men of

prayer, men of  war, and men of  work.’ The text is that of  the damaged MS Cotton Otho A. vi as edited by
Walter John Sedgefield,  with restored readings between brackets. The word ‘andweorc’ was borrowed from
Franciscus Junius’s seventeenth-century collation of  the text in Oxford University Bodleian Library MS 180
with that in the Cotton manuscript. The translation is that of  Walter John Sedgefield (41). The dates are
those of  Alfred’s reign.

69 Dating based on Gretsch 2005: 5.
70 ‘It  is,  however,  to  wit,  that  in  this  world  |  there  are  three  orders,  set  in  unity,  |  these  are—labourers,

beadsmen, soldiers. | Labourers are they who obtain with toil our subsistence; | Beadsmen are they who
intercede with God for us;  | Soldiers are they who protect  our towns, | and defend our soil  against an
invading army. | Now toils the field-labourer for our subsistence, | and the worldly warrior must fight against
our enemies,  | and the servant of  God must  always pray for us,  | and fight  spiritually against  invisible
enemies.’ The translation is that by Gunning and Wilkinson, printed in Skeat’s edition (121 and 123). Dating
based on Skeat 1898: xxvii-xxviii.

71 Dating taken from A.V.C. Schmidt’s edition.
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And go hunte hardiliche to hares and to foxes,
To bores and to brokkes that breken down myne hegges,
And so affaite thi faucons wilde foweles to kille, 
For swiche cometh to my croft and croppeth my whete.
(25-32)72

The  concept  of  society  evoked  in  the  lines  above  remained  current  in  the  fifteenth  and
sixteenth centuries,  when treatises  appeared in which ‘knights’  were attributed the task of
defending  the  community  at  large  (Ferguson 1960,  esp.  142-81).  Estates  theory  remained
popular, supporting an image which put the nobility at the heart of  all military activity.

Image and reality

It will hardly come as a surprise that nobles did not always live up to their close association
with warfare.  Kings of  England and Scotland sometimes knighted commoners who would
have had little or no military experience (Stevenson 2006a: 16-17, 2006b: 36-38). A notable
example is that of  the London fishmongers Robert Aleyn and John Wroth, who were knighted
in 1337 (Coss 1993/1996: 124-25). With regards to the fourteenth-century English nobility, it
has been remarked that we do not know what percentage actively participated in warfare
(Ayton 1994/1999a: 2-3). We should not, moreover, forget that wars are not won and lost by
noble  warriors  alone.  ‘Ceorls’  fought  in  the  militias  of  pre-Norman  England  (Powicke
1962/1996: 1-25).73 Urban and rural militias took part in many of  the conflicts of  the twelfth
and  thirteenth  centuries,  fighting  alongside  mercenaries  and  baronial  troops  (Powicke
1962/1996, 26-62).74 Archers, often drawn from the peasant population, played an important
role in battles throughout the period under discussion, most famously so at Crécy (1346) and
Agincourt (1415) (Bradbury 1985/2008). Yet there can be no doubt that noble involvement
was crucial to the conduct of  warfare in the High and Late Middle Ages. Knights and later
also  esquires  acted  as  captains  and  men-at-arms  during  the  Hundred  Years’  War  (Ayton
1994/1999a:  5-6),  while  other,  more  powerful  nobles  amassed  and  led  the  English  royal
armies  in  the  British  Isles  and  on  the  Continent  (Powicke  1962/1996:  213-16).  In
fifteenth-century  Scotland,  lords  provided  the  king  with  retinues  in  which  knights  fought
alongside  esquires  and  men-at-arms  (Stevenson  2006a:  23-24).  Although  the  fourteenth
century  it  became  common for  at  least  some of  the  English  men-at-arms  to  come  from
relatively humble backgrounds (Coss 1993/1996: 104-07, Ayton 1994/1999a: 5-6) many such
men would eventually establish themselves as knights thanks to the spoils of  war and noble
favour (Keen 2005: 40-41). 

72 ‘[...] I shall work and sweat for the both of  us, | And do other works for your sake all my life, | On the
condition that you protect the Holy Church and myself  | Against wastrels and wicked men who destroy this
world; | And vigorously hunt the hares and the foxes, | The boars and the badgers which break down my
hedges. | And thus to train your falcons to kill wild birds, | For they come to my croft and eat my wheat.’ I
have restored two readings: 30 ‘brokkes’ – ‘bukkes’, 31 ‘so’ – ‘go’.

73 These were free men with relatively little or, later, even no land of  their own (Higham 1995: 235-37 and 241-
42, McLean Andrews 1892: 68-69).

74 A notable instance is the 1298 Falkirk campaign, on which Edward I took with him over 25,700 foot soldiers,
their numbers far outreaching those of  the cavalry, estimates of  whose size lie roughly between 2,000 and
3,000 men (Ayton 1999b: 193, Contamine 1984/2002: 70). Similar circumstances existed elsewhere. France,
for  instance,  had a system of  urban and rural  militias  in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries  which
contributed heavily to the defense of  the kingdom. In 1253, nine towns of  the Massif  Central provided the
king with more than 3,000 sergeants (Nicolle 1991/2001: 14). Crossbowmen and other soldiers were sent to
the aid of  the king when the ‘arrière ban’ was called out on a number of  occasions in the first half  of  the
fourteenth century (Allmand 2001: 93).
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The association of  nobles with mounted warfare lost part of  its connection with reality
in the fourteenth century.75 Thomas Gray in the Scalacronica (1355-69) remarks that the Scots
at  the  battle  of  Bannockburn dismounted their  knights,  having learned from the Flemish
victory at Courtrai, where ‘[lez Flemenges] auoint [...] descounfist a pe le poair de France’ (fol.
208,  p.  142  of  the  edition).76 The  English,  however,  fought  on  horseback,  not  being
accustomed ‘pur descendre a coumbatre a pee’ (ibidem).77 This was, however, to change. After
1340, English men-at-arms generally dismounted when they arrived on the battlefield, which
meant that the ‘warhorse [...] was being abandoned as a practical tool of  warfare’ (Ayton
1994/1999a: 25). In 1483, the Italian friar Dominic Mancini remarked that English troops
would ride  on any sort  of  horse:  ‘non quod ex equo consueverint  pugnare,  sed quia  illis
utantur,  ut  portentur  ad  locum pugne,  ut  ibi  sint  recentiores  neque fessi  labore  vie,  ideo
quibuscumque equis insident etiam dorsuariis.  Ubi ad locum pugne ventum fuerit,  omnes,
relictis equis, equo marte pugnant, ut nulli sit spes fuge: sed hiis satis’ (pages 98 and 100).78

Here too, however, a few qualifications should be made. Armour for use in mounted warfare
continued to  be  developed on the Continent,  ensuring ‘that  the heavy cavalryman in the
fifteenth century remained a formidable warrior when intelligently employed’ (Ayton 1999b:
205-07, quotation on 206-07). What finally undid him was guns, which in the first half  of  the
sixteenth century became sufficiently effective to halt and destroy heavy cavalry (ibidem, 207-
08).

Image  and reality  may  not  always  have  coincided when it  comes  to  the  nobility’s
association with mounted warfare and military activity in general. On the whole, however, the
importance of  the nobility to the conduct of  warfare in the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries  was considerable; perhaps uncommon, even, if  compared with that of  other social
groups.

Land

The income necessary for the sustenance of  a nobleman or noblewoman’s lifestyle normally
came from land.79 Incomes in England might range ‘from as little as £10 per annum to as
much as £10,000’  (Dyer 1998:  18).  Even ten pounds,  however,  was  a large  sum by most
people’s standards.80 Land might also entail political influence. From around 1350, sheriffs and
members of  parliament in England were nearly always chosen from those land holders who

75 In both its treatment and examples the following paragraph relies heavily on Ayton 1994/1999a and Ayton
1999b.  Tomas  Gray’s  Scalacronica is  briefly  discussed  on  page  19  of  Ayton  1994/1999a.  Mancini’s De
Occupatione Regni Anglie per Riccardum Tercium libellus appears on page 27.

76 ‘[the Flemish] had defeated the French army on foot’. I have consulted the translation by Herbert Maxwell
(55-56). The dating is based on Maxwell 1907.

77 ‘dismount in order to fight on foot’. 
78 ‘Not that they are accustomed to fight from horseback, but because they use horses to carry them to the scene

of  the engagement, so as to arrive fresher and not tired by the fatigue of  the journey: therefore they will ride
any sort of  horse, even pack-horses. On reaching the field of  battle the horses are abandoned, they all fight
under the same conditions so that no one should retain any hope of  fleeing, but enough of  this matter.’ The
translation is that of  C.A.J. Armstrong, found on pages 99 and 101 of  the edition.

79 On English lordship see Dyer 1998: 18-19 and 27-48, Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 19-25 and 104-23, Mertes
1988: 92-102 and Payling 1992, esp. 51. On its Scottish counterpart see Brown 1998/2007: 157-82, which
discusses the Douglases, and Barrell 2000: 198-227.

80 £10,000 was an exceptional sum, one that very few nobles approximated, let alone attained. Among the men
who did were Edward III’s sons Edward the Black Prince and John of  Gaunt, ‘the two greatest magnates of
late fourteenth-century England’ (Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 66). The ‘three largest landowners in the reign
of  Henry VI’ had significantly lower incomes:  £7,000, £6,300 and £5,900 gross respectively (McFarlane
1973/1997: 177-78).
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had incomes of  between 20 and 200 pounds (Given-Wilson 1987/1996 71-73). The English
and the Scottish peerages, as previously indicated, developed from the groups of  major land
holders in both countries. The prestige associated with land ownership is likely also to have
contributed  to  a  tendency  among  English  and  Scottish  commoners  of  some  means  to
purchase land. Witnessed as early as the twelfth century in England, it is also apparent in
fifteenth-century Scotland (Thrupp 1948/1989: 118-30, Wormald 1981/2005: 48).

An illustration of  the extent to which nobility was tied up with the possession of  land is
the intimate link which existed in England between land ownership and the social position
with  which  the  nobility  was  most  closely  associated:  knighthood.  In  the  1240s  and  50s,
knighthood  was  defined  as  an  obligation  to  the  crown,  founded,  with  varying  legal
qualifications,  on  the  extent  of  one’s  landed  possessions.  The  period  also  introduced  the
confiscation of  lands (‘distraint’) as a means of  forcing those deemed to qualify as knights to
take up knighthood (Powicke 1962/1996: 70-81). Of  special significance was a general writ of
1241, which stipulated that only those holding either a complete knight’s fee or lands worth
twenty pounds per annum ‘in socage or military tenure’ could be distrained to knighthood
(ibidem: 73). By 1324, the ‘level of  distraint [of  knighthood]’ was ‘all but fixed at £40’ (Saul
1981/2002: 11). With the exception of  a few temporary interruptions, this level was to remain
in place until the abolition of  distraint of  knighthood by the 1641 Long Parliament (Leonard
1978).81 The  association  between  knighthood  and  landed  income  also  meant  that  it  was
possible  for  men  with  common  backgrounds  to  become  knights  if  they  or  their  families
acquired enough land. Although merchants who had acquired lands worth 40 pounds or more
do not, generally, appear to have been enthusiastic about the prospect of  knighthood, there
was repeated royal pressure for them to accept it (Thrupp 1948/1989: 275-78).82 

If  the nobility’s  public  image was founded largely on its  association with mounted
warfare, the source which sustained and, indeed, determined many of  their activities was land.
War and land were the twin foundations of  the high and late medieval nobility.

Inquiry

General approach

This study starts from the premise that, irrespective of  any intentions their authors might have
had, the romances were socially meaningful when they were written; that, in other words, they
embodied specific perceptions of  society and were affected by contemporary circumstances
and ideas. This is not, of  course, a unique position. The impact of  social and cultural contexts
on human expression is a major point of  interest in modern scholarship, as a quick browse
through publications on literature or the arts will show. Special mention should here be made
of  Marxist and new historicist criticism. This research shares with these influential practices
not only its belief  in the social pertinence of  literary forms of  expression, but also its focus on
power as the main descriptor of  social relations. Yet it does not posit the Marxist contention
that all  social  relations are ultimately determined by relations of  production,83 nor does it

81 See e.g. Coss 1993/1996: 62-69, which looks into the costs involved in knighting ceremonies and the support
of  knighthood in general. Also Barber 1970/1982: 32-34, Rigby 1995: 190.

82 As Thrupp notes, merchants become knights were often not fully accepted by the established families. Yet
their children might well marry into such families and thus leave behind at least part of  the association with
their father’s background (278).

83 The body of  Marxist thought on art and literature is diverse, yet its fundamental tenet is succinctly expressed
in Marx and Engels  1932/1970, written 1845-46. It states ‘Die Produktion der Ideen, Vorstellungen, des
Bewußtseins ist zunächst unmittelbar verflochten in die materielle Tätigkeit und den materiellen Verkehr der
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employ  the  conception  of  power  as  an  amorphous  yet  omnipresent  phenomenon that  is
associated  with  new historicist  analysis.84 I  aim to  attain  a  better  understanding  of  what
notions of  noble power made their way into Middle English romances. What I wish to avoid,
however, is the a priori  notion that those texts are instruments, extensions or vectors of  social
power. 

Mention should here be made of  Stephen Knight’s paper ‘The Social Function of  the
Middle  English  Romances’  (1986).  Its  interest  in  noble  power,  conjoined  with  its  broad
orientation  within  the  corpus  of  Middle  English  romances,  probably  makes  it  the  closest
approximate  of  the  inquiry  undertaken  here.  The  paper  is  a  Marxist  exploration  of  the
Middle English romances. In all, it refers to 37 Middle English romances, although it discusses
only four in any detail:  Libeaus Desconus (c. 1325-50), Sir Gawain and the Green Knight  (c. 1375-
1400), Sir Amadace (late 14th century) and Malory’s The Hoole Book of  Kyng Arthur and his Noble
Knyghtes of  the Rounde Table (1469-70). In the paper, Knight argues that the Middle English
romances are ‘the best testimony to the hopes and fears of  the medieval English ruling class,
and a part of  the cultural pressure on those who permitted them to rule’ (119). He recognises
that some of  the romances, among them Sir Gawain and the Green Knight  and  The Hoole Book,
treat the ‘social structures of  feudal England and its cultural projections’ critically (114-15). Sir
Amadace is discussed as a romance which combines a ‘neat and firm response to mercantilism’
(108) with an emphasis on ‘the danger of  ever having to rely on anyone’s help’ (109), one
which  Knight  associates  with  feudalism.  Yet  Knight  also  emphatically  states  that  in  the
romances ‘Threats and values are coded to produce a self-concept for the powerful and to
present an acceptable image of  power to those without it’ (102-03). In the ‘classic romance’
the hero’s establishment of  ‘authority over property’ and creation of  a family, his exclusion ‘of
enemies and challengers from his land’ and, finally, his establishment as ‘his own lord’ act out
the ‘mechanisms by which the lord appropriates surplus’ as well as ‘the absence of  centralised
state power’ (all quotes from page 103). Libeaus Desconus is used as an illustration of  this, as well
as of  the phenomenon that ‘all the romances at some stage recognise [the] disturbing reality
[that feudality was based on violence and self-interest] in order to make valid their cultural
concealment  of  it’  (107).  In  Knight’s  analysis  of  the  Middle  English  romances  theory,
expressed  in  terms  of  absolute  reality,  threatens  to  become  the  subject,  rather  than  an
instrument, of  literary analysis. This is something I would like to prevent from happening in
my own inquiry as I believe it blocks a full appreciation of  the texts.

The theoretical framework which is here employed derives from the work of  Michael
Mann. It distinguishes between four ‘fundamental types of  power’ (1986/2007: 10), none of
which is necessarily anterior to any of  the others: economic, ideological, military and political.
I believe that Mann’s theory allows for readings which are pertinent and specific. The fact that
it does not feature a claim of  anteriority like that found in Marxism may furthermore help
avoid readings in which theory becomes dominant over interpretation.85 

Menschen’  (15).  (‘The production of  ideas,  of  conceptions,  of  the consciousness is,  first  and all,  directly
interwoven with the material activity and traffic of  human beings’).  Eagleton and Milne 1996 provides a
compilation of  some of  the key texts from the beginning of  Marxism until 1989. A general study of  Marxist
literary criticism is Eagleton 1976/2002.

84 One of  the earliest, and most influential, new historicist essays is Greenblatt 1981/1998. Among its claims is
that drama was the ‘aesthetic form’ of  the Elizabethan mode of  power (798). Greenblatt explores the notion
of  art as a social phenomenon in  1988 and 1989. In drawing on notions such as those of  ‘discourse’ and
‘épistémè, Greenblatt  and other new historicists  display the influence of  Foucault  1966, 1969 and 1971.
These  studies  are  also  part  of  the  theoretical  backdrop  to  Foucault  1975,  which  identifies  as  the  main
organising element of  society ‘pouvoir’, a diffuse phenomenon located in a myriad of  relations and practices.
(‘power’).  Foucault’s  work  would  profoundly  influence  new  historicist  conceptions  of  power.  On  New
Historicist conceptions of  literature in general see  Brannigan 1998: 1-9 and Ganim 1992. Two medievalist
studies which incorporate new historicist practices are Strohm 1989/1994 and Barr 2001/2003.

85 Mann himself  states that, like Max Weber before him, he sets out to devise a ‘methodology […] to cope with
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Social theory

In 1986 Michael Mann published the first volume of  The Sources  of  Social  Power (reprinted
2007). In what is eventually to be a three-volume work, Mann takes the reader through human
history, exploring both the nature and development of  power relations. He postulates that
societies consist in ‘multiple overlapping and intersecting power networks’ (2), rooted in ‘the
four sources of  social power’: ‘ideological, economic, military and political relationships’ (2).
In this study, concepts developed by Mann are used to analyse and describe notions of  the
nobility’s position in its corpus of  Middle English romances.

Mann defines social power as ‘the ability to pursue and attain goals’ through ‘mastery
exercised over  other  people’  (1986/2007:  6).  Such an ability  can be individual  as  well  as
collective, as people can cooperate to ‘enhance their joint power over third parties or over
nature’  (6).86 Ideological  power  derives  from  a  monopolisation  of  ‘meaning,  norms  and
aesthetic and ritual practices’ (23). Mann locates it primarily in religious movements, although
he notes that it may also have secular characteristics. A predominantly secular ideology would
be Marxism (23). Mann furthermore distinguishes between ‘transcendent’ ideology, which is
‘set apart from and above more secular authority structures’ (23), and ‘immanent morale’ (24).
The latter concept refers to a shared ideology which unifies the members of  a social group.
Nations  and  classes  are  given  as  examples  (24).  Economic  power  derives  from  the
monopolisation of  ‘control over production, distribution, exchange, and consumption’ (24).
Mann borrows the Marxist and Weberian concept of  ‘class’ in order to describe a social group
which successfully monopolises such economic control (24). Military power derives from the
monopolisation of  violence or ‘force’ (25-26). It is at its most evident in times of  war, yet can
also be used in peace time as a means of  coercion (26). Monopolisation results in a military
elite (26). Political power, finally, derives from the monopolisation of  control over ‘centrally
administered and territorially bounded’ regulations and processes of  coercion which support
them (26). Mann uses the term ‘state power’ as a synonym (26) and refers to a group which
controls the state as the ‘state elite’ (27).87

In distinguishing between four sources of  social power, Mann modifies and expands a
notion  of  there  being  ideological,  economic  and political  ‘dimensions’  to  social  exchange
which had become widely accepted amongst Marxists and Weberians by the 1970s (Collins
2006:  20-23).  Mann’s  distinction  between  political  and  military  power  allows  for  more
nuanced descriptions  of  societies  in  which  there  is  no  fully  developed state  monopoly  of
violence.  This  makes  it  a  useful  tool  for  studies  related  to  the  thirteenth-  fourteenth  and
fifteenth-century kingdoms of  England and Scotland. Although increasingly centralised, these
did not yet have the fully developed state apparatus of  modern-day Britain. As a consequence,
considerable military power could rest  with groups and individuals  who were not  directly
adherent  to  the  central  authorities.  In  Scotland  this  became  painfully  evident  during  the
fifteenth-century  struggles  between  the  Douglases  and  the  King  of  Scots  (see  Brown
1998/2007,  esp.  227-334).  As  products  of  the high and late  medieval  period,  the Middle
English romances should be read in a manner which takes into account the facts that military
and political power at the time need not overlap.

Yet before Mann’s concepts can be applied to the Middle English romances his theory
must be adapted to take into account the properties of  a phenomenon which is produced in,

messiness’ (4).
86 Cf. Weber 1972/2002: ‘Unter “Macht” wollen wir […] hier ganz allgemein die Chance eines Menschen oder

einer  Mehrzahl  solcher  verstehen,  den  eigenen Willen  in  einem Gemeinschaftshandeln  auch  gegen  den
Widerstand anderer daran Beteiligter durchzusetzen’ (531). (‘In a very general sense, we wish to understand
by power the ability of  an individual or number of  individuals to carry out their own will  in communal
activities even if  other participants should oppose it.’

87 Gorski 2006 provides a succinct summary of  the four sources of  social  power, listing them as ‘meaning
systems, material resources, physical violence and administrative infrastructure’ (102).
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but does not constitute, a physical reality. In this respect, much can be learned from studies of
what we generally refer to as ‘status symbols’. To quote from Veblen 1899/1912:

In order to gain and to hold the esteem of  men it is not sufficient merely to possess wealth or power. The
wealth or power must be put into evidence, for esteem is awarded only on evidence.
(36)

People can use objects and activities such as the distribution of  gifts in order to convey to
others a sense of  where they stand within the overall network of  social relations.88 A vivid and
unusually explicit evocation of  this phenomenon can be found in a late seventeenth-century
ballad titled The Faithful Squire or The Fortunate Farmer’s Daughter:

Then said her Father, I much do admire
That you on her so much love should place,
Seeing your Garb and most Sumptuous attire, 
Speaks you to be of  a noble race,
You may have Ladies at your leisure,
Wealthy and fit for your Degree:
I have not want, sa’d the Squire, of  Treasure,
She is more precious than Gold to me.

While a status symbol need not contribute directly to a specific form of  power, it will evoke it
through a direct or indirect causal connection. The squire’s garb suggests economic power
because wealth bought it. Yet status symbols rely on more than power alone. In order for an
object  or  activity  to  become a  status  symbol  it  requires  an  audience  that  recognises  and
acknowledges its association with power. In the words of  Helga Dittmar, ‘the meaning of  any
kind of  symbol or object is neither intrinsic or idiosyncratic, but social’ (78). If  the Father in
the ballad of  The Faithful Squire had not conceived of  the squire’s garb as ‘Sumptuous attire’ it
would have failed as a symbol of  the squire’s wealth and noble descent.89

Characters  in  narratives  may  display  behaviour  which  seems  designed  to  elicit  a
recognition of  their power from other characters. The most straightforward example would be
a scene in which another character is intimidated, for instance through a display of  military
strength. Contrasts between the assets owned by several characters, or between those owned
by the same character at distinct stages in their own development, may result in a suggestion
of  exclusivity related to one of  the four sources of  social power. Thus the assets owned by the
main character in a ‘rags to riches’ story can become suggestive of  his material wealth, even
without the comments of  the other characters in the narrative. The audience in such a case
are not the characters, but those who read, listen to or watch the narrative, acting upon the
suggestions implicit in the treatment of  its characters. Often their interpretation will rely on
multiple  factors:  contrasts  within  the  narrative  may  combine  with  real-world  parallels  to
suggest social significance. This is especially important when dealing with older texts as these
may  feature  assets  whose  social  significance  we  no  longer  recognise.  The  exploration  of
historical contexts will therefore play an important role in attempts to recover some of  the
original significance of  such elements.90

I will borrow in this study Mann’s usage of  ‘social group’ as a term for a number of

88 On gifts see Veblen 1899/1912: 75. I will not here discuss the reciprocal dimension of  the gift, most famously
analysed in Mauss 1923-24.

89 On status symbols  in general  see also  Goffman 1951 and Khalil  2000.  Van Uytven 1999 offers  a brief
discussion of  the role clothes and victuals might play in the communication of  social positions in the high and
late Middle Ages.

90 Cf. Wim Blockmans’ comment that ‘It is the task of  the researcher to recognize and translate the language of
symbols used and implicitly understood by contemporaries in particular contexts’ (1999: 2).
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individuals who occupy similar positions with respect to one or more forms of  social power.91

The social group which we will here focus on is, of  course, the nobility. I will use the word
‘social position’ for the entirety of  circumstances that associate a person with a social group.
Such circumstances may consist  in assets,  as well  as in certain rights  and obligations or a
shared ideological outlook. A fourteenth-century knight, for instance, might be expected to
serve his lord in times of  war. This meant that he required assets such as weapons and armour,
which would allow him to contribute to the military power of  his lord. The possession of  a
warhorse would have associated him with the traditional notion of  the knight as a mounted
warrior and thus have underlined his membership of  the social group of  knights. He might
furthermore be expected to be more economically powerful  than most  other members  of
society, as generally he would have held more land.

In the analyses  of  the romances that  make up the corpus,  economic,  military and
ideological  power  will  be  discussed  individually  before  general  conclusions  are  drawn.  As
political power is rarely evident it is not separately discussed, but mentioned only if  and where
it is pertinent to the discussion of  the romance. It should be noted that most of  the romances
in the corpus encompass comments, events or ideas which are not immediately covered by the
concepts  of  economic,  military,  political  and ideological  power,  yet  which have significant
implications for the position ultimately taken by all or certain members of  the nobility. Where
this applies, these are first discussed, after which the role of  the various forms of  social power
within the context of  the romance is analysed. 

It should finally be pointed out that ideological power is here discussed on two levels.
Firstly, that of  ideological power as enjoyed by characters within the romance itself: might a
character enjoy ideological power over others on the basis of  his or her belonging to a specific
social  group?  Secondly,  that  of  ideological  power  as  enjoyed  by  individuals  in  the  world
beyond the text. What is explored, in other words, is the question of  whether a romance in its
treatment of  the nobility or, perhaps, another social group, might reflect the ideological power
enjoyed by that group in the real world.

Selection of  the corpus

The corpus  here  used consists  of  ten romances.  They  were  selected on the  basis  of  two
criteria.  Firstly,  social  contrasts  in  individual  romances  should  be  sufficiently  evident  for
effective analysis to be possible even if  there were no very specific historical contexts from
which to read them. Secondly, there should be a temporal spread within the corpus which
might allow for conclusions to be drawn on the influence of  specific socio-historical contexts
on the worlds portrayed in the romances of  the corpus. Together these criteria purpose to lead
to conclusions on the interplay between tradition and contemporaneity in romance depictions
of  the  nobility.  My  analyses  start  from the  romance  texts  themselves,  drawing  on  broad
historical observation to identify and contextualise the conceptions of  the nobility that are
embedded in their depiction of  society. I will use more specific sources if  the details and dating
of  a text suggest that these might be pertinent to the reading of  the text. 

In  early  explorations  of  the  body  of  Middle  English  romances,  three  motifs  were
identified  which  were  likely  to  result  in  specific  characteristics  of  the  nobility  being
highlighted. These are ‘Child exile’, in which a child of  noble heritage is separated from their
original social and material background; ‘Spendthrift knight’, in which overspending causes a
noble to fall into poverty; and ‘Social climber’, in which a character gains a position in the
nobility which involves more power than the social position previously occupied by them or
their  parents. Along  with  the  second  selection  criterium,  the  identification  of  these  three
motifs has led to the inclusion of  the following romances: the child exile romances King Horn

91 Mann does not explicitly define it as such, but uses the term in connection with concepts such as class and
nation (24).
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(c. 1225),  Havelok (c. 1280-1300), Sir Degaré (before 1325), the  Northern Octavian (c. 1350) and
Roswall and  Lillian  (late 15th century); the spendthrift knight romances Sir Launfal  (later 14th
century), Sir  Amadace  (late  14th  century)  and  Sir  Cleges  (late  14th  century);  and the  social
climber romances  The Taill  of  Rauf  Coilyear (c.  1465-1500) and  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre (c.
1500). They are discussed in three separate chapters, each dedicated to one type. 

In view of  the uncertain status of  reconstructed text editions, this research uses single-
text editions for its corpus and for other texts where available. Verbal substitutions which have
a significant impact on the meaning of  the text are ignored, as are lines inserted from other
manuscripts or prints. If  this results in my reading being different from that in the edition this
is always indicated in a footnote along with the reading provided by the edition.92

92 The classic commentary on reconstructions of  medieval literary texts, most specifically those in French, is
Bédier 1929/1928. A brief  introduction to editorial approaches can be found in Huot 2000: 62-63.
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CHILD EXILE ROMANCES

A common motif  of  the  Middle English  romances  which  has particular  relevance to  the
present inquiry is that of  the noble child who is denied their social and material inheritance.
Separated from their  family  and peers,  the child—in most  cases,  a  boy—grows  up in an
environment  which  is  substantially  different  from  the  social  and  material  expectations
associated with their birth. The outcome is always the same: after a number of  trials, and
sometimes aided by other characters, the child attains a position which corresponds to the
social and material context of  their birth and is commonly reunited with their family.1 If  and
where developed in detail, the motif  entails contrasts between the conditions, and sometimes
preconditions, associated with the social positions that are successively occupied by the hero.

The motif  described above is here referred to as ‘child exile’, a term adopted from
Ramsey’s Chivalric Romances: Popular Literature in Medieval England (1983). Ramsey uses the term
‘child exile’ for the Middle English and Anglo-Norman Horn and Havelok romances, in which
‘a prince who, as a young boy, is alienated from home and inheritance, is sent into enforced
exile in a land where he is unknown or where he has no social position, and must therefore
re-establish his personal identity and win back his kingdom by means of  natural strength and
virtue’ (26). Similar patterns, though not necessarily involving removal to a foreign land, are
found elsewhere, leading to the more embracing use of  the term in this study.

A large number of  Middle English romances employ the child exile motif. Prominent
examples are King Horn (c. 1225), Havelok (c. 1280-1300), Bevis of  Hampton (c. 1300), Lai le Freine
(early  14th century),  Horn  Child (c.  1320),  Sir  Degaré (before  1325),  Sir  Perceval  of  Galles (c.
1300-40),  Libeaus Desconus (c. 1325-50),  the Northern Octavian (c. 1350),  the Southern Octavian (c.
1350), Gamelyn (c. 1350-70), William of  Palerne (c. 1350-61), Chevalere Assigne (c. 1350-1400), Sir
Triamour (late fourteenth century),  Emaré (c. 1400), the first book of  John Lydgate’s  Siege of
Thebes (1420-22) and Roswall and Lillian (late 15th century). Of  these romances, nine develop
the child exile motif  in detail: King Horn and Horn Child, Havelok, Sir Degaré, Sir Perceval of  Galles,
the Northern and the Southern Octavian, William of  Palerne, the first book of  John Lydgate’s Siege of
Thebes and  Roswall and Lillian.  From this group, a selection was made which would offer a
broad perspective from the point of  view of  content as well as temporal spread:  King Horn,
Havelok, Sir Degaré, the Northern Octavian and Roswall and Lillian.

1 Only in the c. 1225-50 romance of  King Horn is the hero’s separation from his heritage brought about by
factors external to the nobility. Saracens slay Horn’s father and consequently force him and his companions
aboard a rudderless ship which they hope will be the doom of  the boys.
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King Horn
(C. 1225)

King  Horn:  A  Middle  English  Romance,  ed.  by  Joseph  Hall  (Oxford:  Clarendon  Press,  1901).
Contains the texts of  each of  the three surviving manuscripts. The text used is that from the
late fifteenth- or early sixteenth-century Cambridge University Library MS Gg. 4.27.2 (dating
from Herzman, Drake and Salisbury 1999: 13).2

King Horn is the story of  a young boy whose father Murry, the King of  Suddene, is
killed by invading Saracens. Set adrift to die with his twelve companions, Horn is able
to reach the shores of  the land of  Westernesse. Here he is received into the household
of  King Aylmar, where he is educated and knighted.

Horn is banished from Westernesse when one of  his companions, Fikenhild,
accuses him of  sleeping with Aylmar’s daughter Rymenhild, as well as of  planning the
king’s  death.  He  travels  to  Ireland,  where  he  enters  upon  the  service  of  King
Thurston. Horn helps the Irish defeat an army of  Saracen invaders, slaying the giants
who killed his  father in the process.  Yet Thurston’s  sons  die  fighting the invaders.
When Thurston offers Horn his daughter and the throne of  Ireland, Horn refuses.
Instead, he asks for a boon to be granted in seven years’ time.

Seven years pass. When Horn receives word that King Mody is about to marry
Rymenhild,  he  asks  for  Thurston’s  support  and is  granted an army.  Dressed as  a
palmer, he enters Mody’s castle. After testing Rymenhild’s faithfulness Horn reveals his
true  identity  and,  together  with  his  men,  kills  everyone  except  for  the  twelve
companions and King Aylmar. The survivors have to swear oaths of  good faith to
Horn. Horn then marries Rymenhild and sets sail for Suddene. Its Saracen occupiers
are killed and the land is restored to Christianity. 

While  Horn is  away conquering  Suddene,  Fikenhild has  a castle  built  and
claims  Rymenhild.  Aylmair  dares  not  refuse.  The  wedding  feast  is  already  in
progression when Horn and his best knights, disguised as musicians, enter the castle.
Fikenhild and all of  his men are slain. Horn makes his former mentor Athelbrus king
of  Mody’s  country  Reynes,  arranges  a  marriage  between  Athulf  and  Thurston’s
daughter  Reynild,  and  makes  Athulf ’s  cousin  Arnoldin  heir  to  the  throne  of
Westernesse. He returns to Suddene with Rymenhild, where they become king and
queen.

The nature of  royalty and nobility

King Horn associates with its hero a beauty beyond that of  any other character. The
romance attributes Horn’s beauty to Jesus Christ, singling out Horn as a man chosen
by God: ‘Muchel was his fairhede | For ihesu crist him makede’ (83-84).3 Along with
the  identification of  the  hero’s  most  daunting  opponents  as  infidels,  this  positions

2 New editions of  King Horn appeared in 1984 (ed. by Rosamund Allen) and 1999 (ed. by Ronald B.
Herzman, Graham Drake and Eve Salisbury). They are not here used, however, as Hall’s edition
remains the closest to the text in the manuscript.

3 ‘His beauty was great, | For Jesus Christ created him.’
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Horn as a figure of  almost messianic proportions.4 God has entrusted Horn with the
task of  defending the faith, something which is underlined by Horn’s actions once he
has wrested control of  Suddene from the Saracens: he builds chapels and churches,
and causes masses to be held (1379-81).

Horn’s destiny cannot be seen separately from his position as the crown prince
of  a land overrun by enemies. Just how much the main character’s worldly career and
his  spiritual  function  are  entwined  becomes  clear  from  the  impact  which  his
God-given beauty has on others. Aylmar informs Horn that his ‘fairnesse’ (213) will be
known throughout Westernesse (211-14) and refers to him as his ‘fundlyng’ (228), an
honour which he bestows on none of  the companions.5 Singling out the hero since he
is  ‘so  swete’  (217),  Aylmar  instructs  the  steward  to  provide  him with  a  courtier’s
training.6 Horn’s companions are to be prepared for ‘oþere seruise’ (238):7

Stiward, tak nu here
Mi fundlyng for to lere
Of  þine mestere,
Of  wude and of  riuere;
And tech him to harpe
Wiþ his nayles scharpe,
Biuore me to kerue,
& of  þe cupe serue;
Þu tech him of  alle þe liste
Þat þu euere of  wiste.
(227-36)8

Athulf  accounts for his loyalty to Horn by referring to his power and beauty at one

4 Susan Dannenbaum has taken the suggestion further, and argued that a description of  Horn in lines
315-16 purposes to convey the impression that ‘Horn’s physical perfection exceeds that of  ordinary
men as Adam’s and Christ’s perfect bodies, created directly by God, exceeded those of  ordinary
men’ (Dannenbaum 1981: 117). Various saints’ lives offer parallels to Horn’s association with beauty.
Saint Edmund the King is referred to in the Oxford University Bodleian Library MS Laud 108
South English Legendary (13th century) as a ‘Swyþe fair knyȝt and strong’ (‘Vita sancti Eadmundi regis’:
line  5).  (‘Most  fair  and  strong’).  Saint  Catherine  in  the  same manuscript  amazes  the  emperor
Maxentius with her beauty and wisdom: ‘Gret wonder him þouȝte of  hire fair-hede: and of  hire
Quoyntise’  (‘Katerine’:  line  32).  (‘He  marvelled  at  her  beauty  and  her  wisdom.’)  Yet  overall
conceptions regarding the relationship between beauty and character were diverse, stretching from
complex theological discourse to simple associations between deformity and evil. The association of
beauty with a character’s or individual’s worthiness of  sympathy or admiration was not, therefore,
universal  (Metzler 2006:  esp.  38-55).  Dating of  the  South English  Legendary  based on Horstmann
1887: viii.

5 ‘beauty’, ‘[his] foundling’. The narrator refers to Horn as Aylmar’s ‘fundyng’ (220) in the scene of
the arrival in Westernesse. This should very likely be read as ‘foundling’.

6 ‘so agreeable/pleasing’.
7 ‘other service’.
8 ‘Steward, now take here | My foundling,  so you may teach him | Of  your mastery, | Of  the

woodland and the river; | And teach him to play the harp | With his sharp nails, | To carve [the
meat] before me, | And to serve me with the cup; | Teach him of  all the skill | That you ever
learned.’
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point,9 while  Thurston’s  son Berild  requests  that  his  father  engage Horn’s  services
because he is the ‘þe faireste man | Þat eureȝut on [his] londe cam’ (787-88).10 Not
even the Saracens who invade Suddene can help being influenced by Horn’s physique:

Payns him wolde slen,
Oþer al quic flen,
ȝef  his fairnesse nere,
Þe children alle aslaȝe were.
(85-88)11

Horn’s recovery of  his father’s throne is facilitated to a considerable degree by his
beauty. 

No exceptional beauty is attributed to royal characters other than the hero.
Indeed, lines 787-88 indicate that Horn’s beauty exceeds that of  Thurston and Berild.
The  fact  that  these  characters  already  find  themselves  in  positions  which  can  be
assumed to correspond to the social and material circumstances of  their birth, and live
in Christian countries, suggests that Horn’s beauty is not an attribute inherent to his
royalty but a reflection of  his God-given social position. The heir to the throne is as
much  a  tool  as  a  beneficiary  of  God’s  volition.  His  inheritance  of  kingship  is  a
manifestation of  divine benevolence towards both the people, who are again free to
practice the true faith, and himself,  divine intervention allowing him to inherit the
throne.  King Horn  thus appears to reflect what was phrased by Otto Gierke as the
‘Auffassung  der  Menschheit  als  eines  einheitlichen  Körpers  mit  gottgewolter
geistlich-weltlicher Verfassung’, embodied in various accounts by the twin institutions
of  priesthood and kingship (1881: 517-18, note 7).12 In this context it is worth noting
that one of  the styles of  the English kings in the thirteenth century was ‘Dei gratia
Rex Anglie’ (Barrow 1992: 35-36, Bloom 1906: 66 and 248).13

It  should  be  noted  that  King  Horn  leaves  room  for  nobles  who  are  not
themselves crown princes to become kings. Where the royal line fails or a hostile king
is destroyed a new royal house can be created. Before he is aware of  Horn’s royal
descent,  Thurston offers  the hero his kingdom and his daughter in marriage.  The
acceptance of  such an offer would result in the establishment of  a new line with a
clear link to the previous house. Athulf ’s marriage with Thurston’s daughter is clearly
intended  as  an  alternative  realisation  of  Thurston’s  plans,  putting  one  of  Horn’s
closest allies on the throne of  Ireland. That claims to kingship might be made on the
basis of  one’s wife’s ancestry was demonstrated by Prince Louis of  France, who partly

9 Lines 314, 316 and 320: ‘Horn is fairer & riche [...] Þane eni Man þat libbe [...] Ihc nolde him ne
þe begile.’ (‘Horn is more beautiful and powerful […] Than any other man alive, [...] I would not
betray him’).

10 ‘the most beautiful man | To ever set foot on [his] lands’.
11 ‘Pagans meant to slay him, | Or to flay him whilst still alive, | Had it not been for his beauty | All

of  the children would have been killed.’
12 ‘conception of  human kind as a single body with a God-willed spiritual and worldly constitution’.

Cf. Michael Hicks’ comment on fifteenth-century kingship: ‘Kings stood next to God and exercised
God’s  authority  on earth.  […] Coronations did not  make kings.  They were  awesomely  solemn
occasions at which those already kings were acclaimed, consecrated and decked in the insignia of
majesty: crown, orb and sceptre’ (2002: 28).

13 ‘King of  England by the Grace of  God’
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founded his 1215 claim to the English throne on his wife Blanche of  Castile’s descent
from Henry II of  England (Hallam and Everard 2001: 172-73). There is no equivalent
link with the  previous  line  in  Arnoldin’s  case,  as  the  king’s  daughter  is  no longer
available for marriage. Yet Horn’s most drastic intervention is that in Mody’s realm, as
it is Horn’s men who killed the previous king. The text mentions that ‘[Horn] makede
[Aþelbrus] þer king’ (1507).14 While this does not necessarily imply that Athelbrus was
installed by means of  pure force, there is a suggestion in the romance that his reign is
or was opposed: Horn instructs his former mentor to give ‘alle þe kniȝtes ore’ (1509).15

Athelbrus, in other words, is to make peace with, or at least acknowledge, the nobles
of  his realm. In no other context is advice of  this type given. King Horn thus features
an opportunistic attitude towards international power relations in addition to a highly
ideologised  conception  of  hereditary  kingship.  What  binds  these  two  elements
together is the need to eliminate threats to the realm of  Suddene: foreign kings can
apparently be replaced if  this befits the homeland.

We should finally look into the portrayal of  Horn’s companions. These ‘riche
mannes sones’ (21) are twice referred to as good-looking men, once by the narrator
(22)  and  once  by  Aylmair  (161).16 When  Horn  and  his  companions  arrive  in
Westernesse, the king collectively calls them ‘faire gumes, | Þat her to londe beoþ
icume, | Alle þrottene, | Of  bodie swiþe kene’ (161-64).17 From these words it appears
that  the  king’s  perception  of  male  physical  beauty  is  linked  with  military
considerations:  Horn and his  companions  have  the  bodies  of  warriors.  The same
association  is  implicit  in  a  description  of  Horn  which  is  given  by  the  Saracen
commander who orders him and his companions to be set adrift:

Horn, þu art wel kene,
& þat is wel isene;
Þu art gret and strong,
Fair and euene long;
Þu shalt waxe more
Bi fulle seue ȝere:
Ȝef  þu mote to liue go
& þine feren also,
Ȝef  hit so bi falle,
Ȝe scholde slen vs alle:
Þaruore þu most to stere,
Þu and þine ifere.
(91-102)18

Seeing that Horn’s companions too are cut off  from their inheritance, their beauty
may likewise be a reflection of  their social position. If  so, King Horn presents a world in

14 ‘[Horn] made [Athelbrus] king there’.
15 ‘grant all the knights mercy or honour’
16 ‘sons of  rich/powerful men’.
17 ‘good-looking men/boys | Who have come to these shores, | All thirteen, | With warlike bodies’.
18 ‘Horn, you are bold/warlike, | And this can easily be seen; | You are big and strong, | Fair and of

good length; | You will grow more | In seven whole years: | If  you were to stay alive | And your
companions likewise, | If  this were to occur, | You would kill all of  us: | Therefore, you must board
a ship [literally: ‘to a rudder’], | You and your companions.’
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which the natural and probably God-willed role of  the nobility is closely tied up with
the use of  violence. In an environment which is as ridden by military conflicts as is
Horn’s, this would entail an association with the defense and continuation of  society,
closely allying the role of  the nobility with that of  the king. While Fikenhild’s case
demonstrates that military power can also be perverted and abused, his corrupting
influence is countered and purged by the hero.

Military power

A social group of  warriors

King Horn features various devices in addition to the suggestion implicit in the beauty
of  Horn’s companions that establish and extend the association between nobility and
warriorship. The most immediately apparent of  these is the way in which many of  the
fighters are categorised: every warrior whose social position is further specified is a
knight.  A possible  exception is  the  gatekeeper  (gateward’,  1067)  who tries  to  keep
Horn from entering Mody’s castle.19 We furthermore find in the romance reflections
of  historical knighting ceremonies in which the association between knighthood and
chivalry was physically enacted by endowing the candidates with spurs and a sword.20

In the scene of  Horn’s knighting, spurs, sword, and horse feature prominently:

[The king] Horn […] dubbede to kniȝte
Wiþ swerd & spures briȝte.
He sette him on a stede whit:
Þer nas no knight hym ilik.
He smot him a litel wiȝt
And bed him beon a god kniȝt.
(499-504)21

The chivalric  image of  knighthood which is  established by  the  knighting  scene is
confirmed by the hero. As soon as Horn has been knighted he sets off  on a steed ‘his
‘kniȝthod [to] proue’ (545).22 He kills a large number of  Saracens who have landed on
the shores of  Westernesse and returns to the court to tell the king that now his ‘wile
[is] iȝolde, | […] þat [he him] kniȝti [wolde]’ (643-44).23 The implications of  Horn’s
actions extend to the nobility as a whole. Knight and king are the only noble positions
mentioned  in  King  Horn.24 King  Thurston  closely  associates  the  two  latter  social

19 Even the three giants who Horn fights in Ireland are called ‘kniȝtes’ (812). 
20 For a discussion of  the ceremony see Barber 1970/1982: 38-42.
21 ‘[The king] dubbed Horn a knight | With sword and bright spurs. | He put him on a white steed: |

There was no knight like him. | He gently struck him | And bade him be a good knight.’
22 ‘prove his knighthood’.
23 ‘he [has been] repaid for [his decision] | To knight him’.
24 The romance here appears to reflect the situation in thirteenth-century England, where the  only

inheritable titles until 1337 were king and earl. Note that the romance twice refers to the existence
of  esquires. The first instance can be found in lines 357-62, where Rymenhild instructs Athelbrus to
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positions by presenting successful knighthood as a determiner of  effective kingship:
after  the death of  his  two sons,  he states  that  he wishes  to endow Horn with his
kingdom since he is a ‘kniȝt of  muchel pris, | & of  grete strengþe, | & fair o bodie
lengþe’25 (898-900).26 The  nobility  in  King  Horn are  to  a  significant  degree
characterised  by  their  association  with  knighthood and,  through  knighthood,  with
mounted combat.

The distribution of  military power within the nobility

The nobility’s  association  with  military  exertion  and its  physical  attributes  implies
substantial collective power. If  one looks closely, however, an internal distribution can
be  perceived.  Qualitatively  and  quantitatively  distinct  realisations  of  the  military
following play a role in the accession of  Horn, who initially stands at the head of  a
group of  boys, subsequently becomes the foremost member of  a band of  knights, and
eventually leads an army of  knights. Worth noting is the way in which Horn obtains
his first knights: immediately after Horn’s knighting, Athulf  implores King Aylmar to
allow Horn  to  knight  his  companions  in  turn  (507-16).  The  king  grants  Athulf ’s
request,  thus  putting  Horn in  a  position of  authority  over  his  companions.27 It  is
mirrored on a larger scale by a position flowing from Horn’s relationship with the
King of  Ireland, who provides the hero with the army that allows him to defeat his
enemies in Westernesse and Suddene. Together these instances present an image of
noblemen as occupying a number of  militarily disparate social positions, the highest
of  which is that occupied by the king.

The military supremacy of  kings is confirmed by scenes in which Aylmar and
Thurston  are  referred to  as  coming ‘among all  of  their  knights’.28 Yet  Fikenhild’s
claiming of  Rimenhild demonstrates that royal supremacy can be challenged. When
Horn is away to conquer Suddene, Fikenhild constructs a castle and ensures himself
of  the loyalty of  ‘Ȝonge […] and elde [men]’ (1391) by presenting them with gifts.29 As
a consequence, the king ‘ne [dares] [Fikenhild] werne’ (1404) when he comes to ask
for  Rymenhild’s  hand.30 This  has  far-reaching  implications.  Implicit  to  Fikenhild’s

have Horn come to her room ‘On a squieres wise’ (360). (‘In an esquire’s manner’). The second can
be found in line 1111, discussed in the section on economic power below, in which esquires are
associated closely with knights.

25 ‘knight of  great excellence, | And of  great strength, | And of  good body length’.
26 The association  between knighthood and  kingship  which is  thus  established  coincides  with  the

portrayal  of  Horn’s  father,  who dies  fighting Saracens  alongside  two of  his  knights.  MS Laud
Misc. 108 establishes an even closer association between kingship and knighthood, by having the
Saracen giants whom Horn fights in Ireland state that they never received ‘so harde duntes in non
lond | bote of  þe kyng Murry | þat wes swiþe sturdy’ (872-74). (‘such hard strokes in no land | As
from King Murry | Who was very bold’).

27 Edward I granted the future Edward II the same privilege in 1306. The prince knighted 276 men
after first having received knighthood from his father (Barber 1970/1982: 46).

28 See lines 223-24 and 893-94. Disregarding a minor orthographic difference, the two instances are
identical: ‘Þe kyng com in to halle | Among his kniȝtes alle.’ (‘The king came into the hall | Among
all of  his knights.’)

29 ‘young […] and old men’.
30 ‘[dares] not deny [Fikenhild] his request’.
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attempt to marry the king’s daughter is a threat of  him claiming kingship. Rymenhild,
after all, appears to be Thurston’s only heir. 

The fact that Fikenhild’s build-up of  military power allows him to undermine
the position of  the king implies that military power and general social dominance are
closely associated phenomena.31 It is also through a use of  military power that Horn is
able to restore the previous order and subsequently mould it to his will. After defeating
Fikenhild,  Horn  installs  one  of  his  allies  as  the  heir  to  the  throne.  The  military
hierarchy is both a reflection and a support of  the God-willed structure of  society.

Economic power

Various scenes in King Horn indicate that there are considerable economic differences
within society. One such scene is that of  Horn’s disguise as a palmer. Horn proposes to
a pilgrim that they exchange clothes:

Quaþ Horn, ‘so crist me rede,
We schulle chaungi wede:
Haue her cloþes myne,
& tak me þi sclauyne.
Today ischal þer drinke
Þat some hit schulle ofþinke.’
His sclauyn he dude dun legge,
And tok hit on his rigge:
He tok horn his cloþes,
Þat nere him noȝt loþe.
(1051-60)32

It is evident from the fact that the mantle allows Horn to pass as a beggar at Mody’s
feast,  as  well  as  from the  palmer’s  reaction  to  Horn’s  proposal,  that  the  contrast
between the garments of  the two men rests on economic factors.33 The last line of  the
quotation appears to be an understatement founded on assumed expectation patterns
concerning the kinds of  garment a man like Horn might wear. While the conclusions
which can be drawn from the passage are limited, it is evident that underlying  King

31 It is worth noting in this context that Fikenhild is the only character who operates from a castle: the
kings Murry, Aylmar, and Thurston all live in, and operate from, ‘halls’, a nuance which suggests
that they have less to fear. See lines 71, 223, and 779 respectively. A hall could be a manorial hall,
royal residence, palace, or castle. See ‘hal(le’ in the MED.

32 ‘Then Horn said, “In the name of  Christ, | We must exchange clothes: | Have here my garments, |
And give me your pilgrim’s mantle. | Today I will drink there | So that some may regret it [i.e.,
receive punishment]. | His mantle he took off, | And [Horn] put it on his back: | He took Horn’s
clothes, | Which he did not find unpleasant.’

33 The case is less clear-cut for the scene in which Horn and his men enter Fikenhild’s castle under the
pretence of  being minstrels. The knights dressed as they wished (‘schrudde hem at wille’, 1464), yet
whether, and to what extent, this involved a downgrade of  their garments is not apparent from the
text itself.
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Horn is  a  conception  of  society  in  which  certain  individuals  possess  amounts  of
economic power which significantly surpass those of  other members of  society.

A  scene  which  more  explicitly  engages  with  economic  contrasts  is  that  of
Mody’s wedding feast. While beggars sit ‘vpon þe grunde’ (1115) in ‘beggeres rowe’
(1080), ‘Kniȝtes and squier’ (1111) appear to sit on benches (see line 1105).34 The fact
that  the  individuals  in  one  group  are  collectively  referred  to  as  ‘beggars’  already
suggests that the social distinction between them and the group from which they are
physically  separated  rests  largely  on  economic  factors.35 This  suggestion  the  scene
confirms and extends by associating with the groups different degrees of  access to the
beverages provided by the host: Horn and the other men in beggar’s row are thirsty
while the knights and esquires drink beer.36 Close physical proximity is thus combined
with a situation of  eating separately, underlining the social gulf  which separates the
two social groups represented at the feast. Through the contrast between want and
plenty,  the  nobility  are  collectively  positioned  as  a  social  group  of  considerable,
possibly supreme economic power. A similar image rises from the description of  Horn
and Rymenhild’s wedding in lines 1257-58: ‘Þer was brid & ale suete, | For riche men
þer ete’.37 Seemingly, there will be a fine meal where powerful men are present.

One more scene should be considered, even if  it consists of  only two lines. In
lines 1391-92, the audience learns how Fikenhild sets about building his large retinue:
‘Ȝonge he ȝaf  & elde | Mid him for to helde’.38 These words add relief  to the military
differences within the nobility and society as a whole. They indicate that, under the
right circumstances, economic power can be converted into military power. Wealth
can bind people and it may be that underlying the military hierarchy in King Horn is
one of  the economic kind.

Ideological power

Paired with the evocation of  Horn’s divine election to kingship is a suggestion that
characters in the romance accept its  reality. When Horn arrives in Suddene, he is
welcomed by a knight hungry to revert to Christianity. After Horn has revealed his
identity, the knight asks him whether he will destroy the invaders:

‘Childre’, he sede, ‘hu habbe ȝe fare?
Þat ihc ȝou seȝ hit is ful ȝare.

34 ‘upon the ground’, ‘beggars’ row’, ‘knights and esquires’.
35 It was normal for great households to entertain a number of  poor individuals, especially on feast

days (Woolgar 1999: 12-13, table 1). Some households kept a ‘group of  paupers as part of  the
permanent establishment’ (Dyer 1998: 54). Joan of  Valence’s household, for instance, comprised a
‘regular group of  possibly resident poor’ in 1295-97 (Woolgar 1999: 14).

36 Horn accosts  Rymenhild in lines 1119-20, asking her to ‘ȝef  [him and the other beggars] wiþ þe
furste, | Þe beggeres beoþ ofþurste’. (‘make him and the other beggars among the first [to receive
drink] | As the beggars are thirsty’).

37 ‘There was fine bread and ale, | For powerful men ate there.’
38 ‘He gave to young and old | To side with him’.
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Wulle ȝe þis londe winne
& sle þat þer is inne?’
(1355-58)39

Horn promises to flay and kill the Saracen ‘hundes’ (1367) and then fulfils the hope
vested in him by defeating the Saracens and reinstituting Christianity.40 Divine election
in King Horn is real, giving the ideological power enjoyed by the rightful king an almost
tangible quality. Behind Horn’s inheritance of  the throne is the all-powerful Christian
God. In the role of  Christianity as a defining element of  the hero’s people we have a
clear  instance  of  what  Michael  Mann  refers  to  as  ‘immanent  morale’;  a  shared
ideology which binds the hero’s people as a group.

King  Horn  testifies  to  a  belief  in  the  continuing,  unassailable  validity  of
pre-existing  social  relations.  Horn  as  well  as  his  companions  return  to  positions
commensurate with those which they occupied before the Saracen invasion. Fikenhild
and the Saracens, whose actions threaten to subvert and replace kingship respectively,
come to a bad end at the hands of  a champion associated with divine volition. Great
ideological power is thus associated with kingship, even though what applies to the
hero’s motherland does not necessarily apply to other countries.

Perhaps  King  Horn is,  to  some  extent,  a  reflection  of  the  struggles  that
challenged the English monarchy in the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. From
1135 until  1153 the  country  was  in  civil  war  over  the  question  over  whether  the
daughter of  the previous king Matilda or William the Conqueror’s grandson Stephen
should  inherit  the  throne  (Jordan  2001/2002:  152).  The  Anglo-Norman  romance
Horn et Rimenhild (c. 1170-80), of  which King Horn appears to be an English adaptation,
was written not long after the civil war ended.41 For an English author writing in c.
1225, the issues raised by the story of  a boy who regains the throne of  his father may
have appeared especially pertinent after the events which shook the English monarchy
earlier in the same century. Most of  the French territories were lost during the reign of
King John (1199-1216), among them the Duchy of  Normandy with which England
had been closely allied since 1066 (Gillingham 2001: 86-115). Baronial discontent over
John’s  autocratic  government  furthermore  reached  a  peak  when  rebel  barons
supported a rival king in the shape of  Louis, son of  the King of  France (1215-17).
Louis invaded in 1216, after which the country was in civil war for one-and-a-half
years.42 As mentioned previously, Louis’ claim to the throne was based on his wife’s
ancestry. Yet in installing Louis the barons acted contrary to the practice of  the royal
throne being passed on through the male line. John was the son of  Henry II and had
already been king for some years (Hallam and Everard 2001: 172-73, also Gillingham
2001: 107-08 and Valente 2003: 49-54 and 60-64).

39 ‘Young men’, he said, ‘how have you been? | I am very glad to see you again. | Will you conquer
this land, | And slay those who reside in it?’ 

40 ‘dogs’.
41 Dating and reference from Dunn 1967: 19.
42 Support for Louis crumbled when his rival died. He left in 1217, leaving the throne to Henry III.
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Conclusion

Kingship and military power are the two central concepts when it comes to the role
and representation of  noble power in  King Horn. The hereditary nature of  kingship,
and  perhaps  the  nobility  in  general,  represents  an  order  which  transcends  the
boundaries  of  society  itself.  The needs to  which it  corresponds are,  however,  very
much of  this  world:  the rightful  king  of  Suddene restores  his  land to  a  positively
connoted previous order, destroying the occupying forces and restoring the old faith.
The  nobility  in  general  are  associated  with  mounted  warfare  and,  through  this
association, with military power. Internal  divisions point  to and confirm the king’s
position as a central figure. The nobility are clearly economically powerful, yet this is
an aspect of  the romance which is hardly developed.
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Havelok
(C. 1280-1300)

Edition:  Havelok, ed. by G. V. Smithers (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987). Contains the texts of  both
manuscripts. The text here used is that of  Oxford University Bodleian Library MS Laud Misc. 108 as
the other text is fragmentary. The section which contains  Havelok  is  dated to the early 14th century
(Smithers 1987: xi-xii).

Havelok is the orphaned son of  Birkabeyn, the King of  Denmark. After the king’s passing, he
and his sisters are put into the care of  the nobleman Godard, who is to govern Denmark until
Havelok comes of  age. Godard proves to be a treacherous individual. After first imprisoning
the children, he kills Havelok’s sisters, and intends to do the same with their brother. A divine
intervention causes Godard to pity Havelok and in this manner prevents him from killing the
boy himself. Godard then orders his serf  Grim to drown the boy. A miraculous beam of  light
emitted by Havelok’s mouth causes Grim and his wife to discover that Havelok is the heir to
the throne. Grim promises to look after Havelok, and soon flees to Lincolnshire with Havelok
and his  family.  The house which Grim builds in his  new homeland lays  the seed for  the
settlement of  Grimsby.

When a famine breaks  out,  Havelok moves to the city  of  Lincoln,  where he finds
employment with the cook of  the earl Godrich. After some time, talk of  Havelok’s meekness
and strength reaches the earl’s hall. Godrich is the regent of  England, and has been entrusted
with the care of  Goldeboru, the only daughter of  the last king, Athelwold. Intent on securing
the throne for his own descendants, Godrich decides to marry the girl  to the ‘cook’s boy’
Havelok. This should meet an instruction by Goldeboru’s father to marry his daughter to the
best man available, while simultaneously disqualifying her from inheriting the throne.

After the marriage, Havelok and Goldeboru flee to Grimsby, where they are received
by Grim’s sons and daughters.  Their father has died. At night,  an angel reveals Havelok’s
identity to Goldeboru. Havelok meanwhile has a dream which augurs that he shall be lord of
Denmark and England.  Goldeboru  advises  Havelok  to  travel  to  Denmark  with  his  foster
brothers. Havelok promises his brothers that he will make them powerful barons, and in a lost
passage he, Goldeboru, and the brothers set sail for Denmark.43

In  Denmark,  he  gains  the  aid  of  the  powerful  magistrate  Ubbe,  who  recognises
Havelok after another occurrence of  the ‘beam of  light miracle’. Ubbe uses his influence to
establish Havelok as the king of  Denmark. Havelok is true to his word and in turn knights his
foster brothers and makes them powerful barons. Godard is eventually captured, tried, and
executed.

With his Danish adversary out of  the way, Havelok invades England. Here his army is
confronted by troops assembled by Godrich. Havelok is able to capture Godrich after the loss
of  many men on both sides and sends him off  to Goldeboru. When the English realise that
Havelok is married to the rightful heir to the English throne, they cry for mercy. A similar
reaction follows when the men are confronted with the queen herself. Godrich had earlier
refused to put an end to fighting in exchange for amnesty, and he is now tried by an English
council. Like Godard before him, Godrich is condemned to death and executed. Havelok has
the  English  swear  fealty  and marries  his  foster  sister  Gunnild  to  the  earl  of  Chester.  He

43 Smithers estimates that approximately 180 lines were lost after line 1445. Lines 1436-42 introduce Havelok’s
intention to travel to Denmark. The descriptions of  Havelok’s preparations, voyage, and arrival are all lost. In
the  Lai  d’Haveloc  (c.  1190-1220, dating Smithers  1987:  xix),  an Anglo-Norman romance which is  closely
related to Havelok although it does not appear to have been its immediate source (Smithers 1987: liv), it is the
husband of  one of  Havelok’s foster sisters, a merchant, who takes him and his party to Denmark.
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consequently makes Godrich’s cook the Earl of  Chester, and has him marry his other foster
sister,  Levive.  Ubbe is  instated as regent of  Denmark. Havelok and Goldeboru remain in
England, where they live happily and have many children.

The nature of  royalty and nobility

From birth,  Havelok  and Goldeboru  are  destined  to  inherit  the  thrones  of  their  fathers.
Havelok is surrounded by suggestions of  an inherent physical and moral superiority over the
people in his environment. In adulthood, he is stronger and more beautiful than anyone else
and widely known to pair these qualities with meekness and generosity (1064-69).44 Havelok is
furthermore singled out by a mark on his right shoulder which is seemingly indicative of  royal
descent: Grim and his wife Leve discover a ‘kynemerk’ (605) on Havelok’s shoulder when they
roll  back his  shirt.  This  the  MED translates as  ‘A mark or  birthmark signifying royalty’.45

Goldeboru grows up to be the ‘fayrest wman on liue’ (281) and is famed for her wisdom,
chastity, and beauty (286-91).46 The descriptions of  the two main characters suggest that their
inheritance of  the thrones of  Denmark and England is  natural  and God-willed,  a notion
which is confirmed by the miracles which cause Havelok to be recognised as the heir to the
throne.

The strict notion of  kingship as a position inherited on the basis of  one’s immediate
ancestry does not apply to other noble statuses.  Commoners in  Havelok  can become  nobles.
When Ubbe first concludes that Havelok should be knighted, he is neither aware of  the hero’s
descent, nor of  a wish on the latter’s part to become a knight:

Hauelok biheld he swiþe wel,
Hw he was wel of  bones maked,
Brod in þe sholdres, ful wel schaped,
Þicke in þe brest, of  bodi long—
He semede wel to ben wel strong.
‘Deus!’ hwat Ubbe, ‘Qui ne were he knith?
J woth þat he is swiþe with:
Betere semede him to bere 
Helm on heued, sheld and spere,
Þanne to beye and selle ware—
Allas, þat he shal þer-with fare!
Goddot, wile he trowe me,
Chaffare shal he late be.’
(1646-58)47

44 Havelok’s beauty is only fully realised, however, once Havelok gains clothes better than those in which he
came to Lincoln: ‘Hwan he was cloþed, osed, and shod, | Was non so fayr under God | Þat euere yete in
erþe were, | Non þat euere moder bere’ (972-75). (‘When he was clothed, hosed and shod, | There was not in
God’s creation anyone as fair | Out of  all those who ever lived, | Or were of  mother born.’)

45 Other translations are ‘kin-mark’ and ‘nature-mark’.
46 ‘most beautiful woman alive’.
47 ‘He beheld Havelok well | How his bones were well-made | Broad in the shoulders, very well shaped, |

Thick in the breast, of  great length | He appeared to be rather strong. “By God!” said Ubbe, “Why is he not
a knight? | I know that he is very stalwart: | It would seem better for him to wear | A helmet on his head, a
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Ubbe’s reaction, devoid of  surprise and immediate in the conclusion that is drawn, suggests
that men are made knights with some regularity. Here Havelok echoes historical reality. As we
have seen, knighthood in England was a position which was primarily associated with the
extent of  one’s landed possessions. It was not inherited automatically and might be bestowed
on men whose ancestors had not been knights themselves. More surprising is the fact that in
Havelok  individuals  born  into  non-noble  families  can  become  barons.  When  Havelok
introduces Bertrand and Grim’s children into the baronage, he brings about a change which
spans opposite sides of  the social spectrum: Grim’s sons eventually occupy positions similar to
that of  the man who once exercised almost complete control over their father.

While the changes of  social position undergone by Bertrand and Grim’s children and,
to  a  lesser  extent,  that  contemplated  by  Ubbe,  have  far-reaching  consequences  for  them
personally, these changes appear to be part of  a system whose ultimate aim is to sustain the
general structure of  society.48 A selection process is implicit in Ubbe’s considerations in lines
1646-58, suggesting that he seeks to augment his following by knighting Havelok.49 Similar
suggestions are present in Havelok’s preferment of  Bertrand and Grim’s children. The men
are given positions that are beneficial to their material welfare. When Havelok makes Bertrand
an Earl, he tells him that he will ‘haue riche mede, | For [his] wissing and [his] gode dede’
(2902-03).50 Yet it would have been uncommon for an historical lord to elevate a man without
expecting something in return. The same appears to apply to Havelok and his newly created
nobles. In a passage on Godrich, the narrator tells the audience that he mans the castles with
his own loyals as soon as he becomes regent of  England:

Þe riche erl ne foryat nouth 
Þat he ne dede al Engelond
Sone sayse intil his hond,
And in þe castels leth he do
Þe knictes he micte tristen to.
(249-53)51

The passage quoted above evokes the importance of  personal ties of  loyalty to a government
centred  around a  single  individual.  Seeing,  furthermore,  that  the  new social  positions  of
Bertrand and Grim’s sons would historically have put them in a position of  allegiance to the
king, it is likely that the men’s advancement should be read as an infusion of  the elite with
individuals who are likely to support Havelok. By wedding his foster sisters to Bertrand and
the Earl of  Chester, Havelok strengthens his ties with these men, drawing them into a family
circle centred around his person. The great changes of  social position in Havelok can thus be
explained as  events  borne  out  of  Havelok’s  private  interests.  What  is  more,  the  fact  that
Havelok and, seemingly, Ubbe can selectively introduce individuals into social positions that
are subordinate to their own suggests  there is  a considerable barrier for those who would
become nobles: one cannot become a noble out of  one’s own volition. This is also implicit to
actions taken by Godrich, whose decision to marry Goldeboru to Havelok is rooted in a belief

shield and spear, | Than to buy and sell goods—| Alas, that he lives by those means! | God knows that if  he
will put his confidence in me | He will cease to occupy himself  with trade.” ’

48 John  Halverson takes  a  contrary  view,  typifying  the  social  situation  which  rises  towards  the  end of  the
narrative as a ‘world-turned-upside-down’ (1971: 150).

49 Historically, Ubbe would have allied, and potentially subordinated, Havelok to himself  by knighting him.
50 ‘have a great gift [or endowment] | For [his] guidance and good deeds’.
51 ‘The powerful earl did not forget | Of  all England | Soon to take control. | And in the castles he had

positioned | The knights whom he might rely on.’
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that he can thus safeguard his own position: 

He wende þat Hauelok wer a þral—
Þer-þoru he wende hauen al
Jn Engelond þat hire [i.e., the king’s daughter’s] rith was.
(1098-100)52

These  words  constitute  more  than  a  reference  to  the  discrepancy  between  the  earl’s
conception of  Havelok’s  social  position and the latter’s  inborn regality.  They confirm two
notions conveyed by the narrator in lines 1092-93: 

‘[...] Hauelok is þat ilke knaue
Þat shal Goldeborw haue!’
Þis þouthe [Godrich] with trechery, 
With traysoun and wit felony: 
For he wende þat Hauelok wore
Sum cherles sone and no more.
(1088-93)53

Implicit in the narrator’s confiding address of  the audience in lines 1092-93 are notions that
low-ranking servants are self-evidently bound to their present social  position, and that the
social positions of  women depend on those of  their husbands. This defines changes of  social
position like those of  Grim’s children and possibly Bertrand as so uncommon that the chance
of  them taking place need not, normally, be taken into account.54 Havelok thus presents us with
a system which allows for the entry of  new individuals into the ranks of  the nobility without
significantly altering the premise of  a closed social group which, certainly at the baronial level,
is exclusive to a limited number of  families.55 Indeed, the fact that entry into the nobility is
possible in  Havelok  confirms, rather than denies, the strength of  the system: the instances of
social change are firmly embedded in the existing order. 

52 ‘He believed Havelok to be a thrall—| Through this he intended to have everything | In England to which
she was entitled.’

53 ‘ “[...] Havelok is the very boy | Who Goldeboru will have!” | This thought Godrich with treachery | With
treason and with felony: For he believed that Havelok was | Some churl’s son and nothing more.’ A felony
was a crime against one’s feudal overlord which would result in the forfeiture of  one’s fee (see the entry
‘felonīe’ in the MED). The MED lists instances of  the word ‘cherl’ from Havelok as illustrative of  the meanings
‘bondsman, serf, villein, peasant; servant’.

54 At the same time it also provides the framework for the elevation of  Havelok’s foster sisters, who are wedded
to noblemen. 

55 Worth  noting  is  that  catalogues  of  social  positions  which  appear  in  Havelok  underline  the  notion  of  a
hierarchic ordering of  social groups. One such catalogue appears in lines 31-34. It begins with earls and
barons, and then continues to juxtapose social positions to which were attached different rights, privileges,
and obligations, thus evoking a sense of  the full body of  society: ‘Erl and barun, dreng and þayn, | Knict,
bondeman, and swain, | Wydues, maydnes, prestes, and clerkes, | And al for his gode werkes’. (‘Earl and
baron, retainer and thegn, | Knight, bondsman and attendant, | Widows, maids, priests and clerks, | And all
this because of  his good works’).
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Military power

A social group of  warriors

There are strong associations in Havelok between nobility and the means to, as well as exercise
of,  violence.  Ubbe’s  comments  in  lines  1646-58  virtually  equate  being  a  knight  with  the
possession and use of  arms and armour, to the extent of  suggesting that fighting with a spear
presupposes  knighthood:  ‘Betere semede him to bere | Helm on heued,  sheld and spere’
(1653-54). A more detailed version of  this image can be found in the description of  King
Birkabeyn:

[Birkabeyn] was fayr man and wicth:
Of  body he was þe beste knicth
Þat euere micte leden uth here,
Or stede on-ride or handlen spere.
(344-47)56

The knight is here clearly a mounted warrior, as is also the case in the following passage,
which describes the military following Havelok obtains in Denmark:

A thusand knihtes ful wel o-bon
With-held þe king with him to lede,
Þat ilkan hauede ful god stede,
Helm, and sheld, and brinie brith,
And al þe wepne þat fel to knith.
(2356-60)57

The association of  knighthood with warriorship has implications for the entire male nobility.
There are multiple suggestions in the romance that being a knight is a prerequisite for further
advancement.  Havelok  is  knighted  before  he  is  formally  endowed  with  the  kingdom  of
Denmark (2313-20) and knights Grim’s sons before making them barons (2347-51). What is
more, knighthood appears as a conjunct of  other noble positions. The kings Athelwold and
Birkabeyn, the regent Godrich, and the Earl of  Chester are all identified as knights.58 Implicit
in the close ties between nobility and knighthood is exclusivity: through their association with
horses and other implements of  war the nobility are collectively associated with far-reaching
military power. 

56 ‘[Birkabeyn] was a man handsome and strong | And of  body the best knight | That ever might lead out an
army, | Ride on a steed or handle a spear.’

57 ‘A thousand knights of  good build | The king took into his service to take with him, | That each one had a
very good steed, | Helmet, and shield, and bright coat of  mail, | And all the weapons that were needful for a
knight.’ Cf. lines 2571-74: ‘At þe day he come sone | Þat he hem sette, ful wel o-bone, | To Lincolne with
gode stedes | And al þe wepne þat knith ledes.’ (‘The day soon came | That they, well-built men, | Took the
way to Lincoln with good steeds | And all the weapons that a knight carries.’)

58 Athelwold: lines 87 and 108-09, Birkabeyn: line 345, Godrich: lines 2716-22, Earl of  Chester: lines 2860-61.
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The distribution of  military power within the nobility

In its portrayal of  the nobility, Havelok clearly distinguishes between lords and followers. This is
illustrated by descriptions which are given of  Birkabeyn and Ubbe. Birkabeyn is said to have
had ‘mani knict and sueyn’ in line 343.59 The same description could be applied to Ubbe.
Sixty-one  soldiers  attack  Havelok  and  his  companions  when  they  stay  with  the  ‘grave’,
Bernard:60

So comes a ladde in a ioupe,
And with him sixti oþer stronge,
With swerdes drawen and kniues longe,
Jlkan in hande a ful god gleiue.
(1768-71)61

The men are later identified as ‘Sergaunz, þe beste þat mihten gon’ (1930) who were in Ubbe’s
service.62 Even after their loss the magistrate disposes over a considerable number of  knights
and sergeants, as is evident from a scene in which Ubbe witnesses a beam of  light coming
from Havelok’s mouth:

He calde boþe arwe men and kene,
Knithes and serganz swiþe sleie,
Mpo þan an hundred, withuten leye,
And bad hem alle comen and se
Hwat þat selcuth mithe be.
(2116-20)63

The juxtaposition of  knights and retainers in the first of  the two excerpts above, and knights
and sergeants in the second, suggests that from the perspective of  men like Birkabeyn and
Ubbe knights  are  among a larger  body of  subsidiaries  contributing to  their  own military
power. Such a  suggestion is also implicit in  qualitative and quantitative changes which take
place in the hero’s control over followers, weapons, and armour. Havelok first becomes master
of  his foster siblings, then gains lordship of  the inhabitants of  Ubbe’s town and ultimately
becomes king, enabling him to sustain large numbers of  knights. Lines 2356-60 quoted above
indicate that these knights are provided with horses, armour, and swords, setting them apart
from ‘laddes’  like  those  in  lines  1768-71.  Yet  as  the  assets  come from Havelok  they  also
underline the men’s dependency on the king. The joint association of  noblemen with armed
horsemanship is thus paired with an uneven distribution of  military power within the nobility

59 ‘many knights and attendants’.
60 A grave was a steward or the headman of  a town or village community. See ‘greive’ in the MED.
61 ‘So comes a footsoldier in a loose-fitting jacket, | And with him sixty other strong men, | With drawn swords

and long knives, | Each of  them carrying a very good spear.’
62 See esp. lines 1927-30. The word ‘sergaunt’ had various meanings, all of  which were ultimately based on

notions of  subservience. Some of  these meanings were: ‘attendant’, ‘head of  a specific department of  a noble
manor or a king’s household’, ‘soldier’, ‘tenant by military service under the rank of  knight’, ‘officer […]
charged with collecting debts and arresting offenders’ and ‘barrister’ (see ‘sergeant’ in the MED). The context
in which the word here appears has strong military overtones, suggesting a meaning which equates, or is
similar to, the third or fourth translation given above.

63 ‘He called both the timid and the brave, | Most dexterous knights and sergeants, | More than a hundred, in
faith, | And bade them all to come and see | What that marvel might be.’
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itself. 
Some lords actuate and enjoy military power which extends far beyond the boundaries

of  their  immediate  retinue.  Havelok,  Athelwold,  Birkabeyn,  Godrich,  and Godard  are  in
positions  whose  effective  execution  requires  control  over  considerable  bodies  of  men  in
military  as  well  as  judicial  capacities.  This  is  first  intimated  by  the  narrative’s  opening
sequence, which idealises a forceful mode of  government:

It was a king bi are-dawes 
Þat in his time were gode lawes
He dede maken an ful wel holden.
[...]
Ricthwise men he louede alle,64

And oueral made hem for to calle.
Wreieres and wrobberes made he falle,
And hated hem so man doth galle;
Vtlawes and theues made he bynde,
Alle þat he micthe fynde,
And heye hengen on galwe-tre
For hem ne yede gold ne fe!
(27-44)65

To þe faderles was he rath—
Wo-so dede hem wrong or lath,
Were it clerc or were it knicth,
He dede hem sone to hauen ricth.
(75-78)66

It  is  evident from the positively connoted verbs and adjectives which are used to describe
Athelwold’s actions that they are meant to convey an image of  good, even ideal, government.
The desirability of  the mode of  government that is thus evoked is underlined by a three-line
exclamation by the narrator: ‘Þanne was Engelond at hayse—| Michel was svich a king to
preyse | Þat held so Englond in grith!’ (59-61).67 Yet exercising control as firm as Athelwold’s,
without regard for the social positions or wealth of  individuals, would have required military
and political power far beyond what could be mustered from a baronial retinue. This Havelok
reflects in its account of  the early stages of  Godrich’s government. From the start, Godrich is a
man who inspires fear into his countrymen. Indeed, this is one of  the reasons why the nobles
suggest he be made regent:

64 The manuscript has the meaningless spelling ‘Rirth wise’.
65 ‘There was a king in earlier days | In whose time there were good laws | Which he made and very well

upheld | [...] | Virtuous men he loved all, | And everywhere had them summoned. | Slanderers and robbers
the caused to fall, | And hated them like poison; |Outlaws and thieves he had bound, | All that he might
find, | And hung high on the gallow-tree | Neither gold nor fee availed them!’

66 ‘To the fatherless he was very good— | Whoever did them any wrong or harm, | Even if  he should be a clerk
or knight, | He caused them to quickly get their just deserve.’

67 ‘Then was England at ease, | Much was a king to be praised | Who kept England so secure.’
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[He] was trewe man wituten faile,
Wis man of  red, wis man of  dede,
And men haueden of  him mikel drede.
(179-81)68

What the men appear to be looking for is someone who can perpetuate Athelwold’s judicial
policy.  And  arguably  this  is  precisely  what  Godrich  does—yet  not  without  adapting  the
military and judicial apparatus:

Justises dede he maken newe
Al Engelond to faren þorw,
[…]
Schireues he sette, bedels and greyues,
Grith-sergeans with longe gleyues,
To yemen wilde wodes and paþes
Fro wicke men that wolde don scaþes,
And for to hauen alle at his cri,
At his wille, at hise merci
Þat non durste ben him ageyn—
Erl ne barun, knict ne sweyn.
(264-73)69

Godrich evidently realises that for a far-reaching restrictive policy a band of  personal followers
does not suffice, creating a network of  warriors and officials which is closely interwoven with
the country’s institutions.70 One might argue, indeed, that what we see in the above lines is an
instance of  political power, realised in part by military means.

It should be noted that there is an important difference between kings and regents
when  it  comes  to  the  occupation  of  positions  of  military  dominance.  Members  of  both
categories  are  forced  to  repress  crime  and lead  armies  in  battle.71 Yet  while  the  wartime
leadership of  Godrich and Godard can be reduced to a question of  distributive power, that of
the kings carries a suggestion of  self-evidence which lifts it from the confines of  society. When
the English warriors join the army which Godrich is gathering in order to repel the hero, it is
because they fear the regent.72 When, at a later stage, they submit to Havelok, however, it is
because he is married to the heir to the English throne:

Þan the Englishe men þat sawe,
Þat þei wisten, heye and lawe,
Þat Goldeboru þat was so fayr

68 ‘[He] was a loyal man without fail, | A man of  wise advice and action, | And men were very afraid of  him.’
69 ‘He appointed new judges | Whose task it was to travel all through England, | […] | He installed sheriffs,

summoners and stewards, | Sergeants of  the peace with long spears, | To guard wild woods and paths |
Against wicked men meaning to do harm, | And so as to have all under his rule, | Subjected to his will and at
his mercy | That none dared be against him—| Neither earl nor baron, neither knight nor attendant.’

70 Whether  this  involves  an  increase  of  the  number  of  men working in  military  and judicial  capacities,  a
replacement of  such men or both is not evident from the text.

71 See e.g. lines 87-89 (Athelwold), 345-46 (Birkabeyn), 2535-38 (Havelok) and 2549 (Godrich).
72 See lines 2567-70: ‘Þe Englishe Þat herde Þat | Was non þat euere his bode sat, | For he him dredde swiþe

sore, | So runci spore, and mikle more.’ (‘Of  the English who heard this | There was none who disregarded
his command, | For they feared him greatly, | As does the steed the spore, and much more than that even.’)
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Was of  Engeland rith eyr,
And þat þe king hire hauede wedded,
And haueden ben samen bedded,
He comen alle to crie ‘merci’,
Vnto the king at one cri
And beden him sone manrede and oth.
(2767-75).73

This contrast suggests that transcendent military power is an inherent aspect of  kingship, even
if  it can temporarily be challenged. Kings are presented as leaders obedience to whom is a
matter of  course; other figures in similar capacities have to rely on personal loyalty and their
own ability to coerce. 

The nobility in  Havelok are an internally divided social group. Knights, barons, and
kings may constitute a military order; they do not possess equable amounts of  military power.
The distinction between kings and regents reminds us that social divisions in the world of
Havelok are founded on more than distinctions  in military and economic power alone,  an
aspect which will be further discussed in the section on ideological power.

A note on non-noble warriors

As will  be evident at this point, noblemen are not the only warriors in  Havelok.  They are,
however, the only ones to be associated with mounted warfare. What is more, while knights,
barons, and kings are members of  the same social group, this is not the case for the beadles
and sergeants. As members of  noble retinues who are not themselves occupants of  a knightly
position,  these  individuals  appear  to  occupy  positions  supplementary,  and  subordinate,  to
those of  the nobles.  This does not imply that their position in the field of  military power
should be altogether discounted; the social position of  sergeant in particular seems to entail
military power greater than that of  most, possibly all, commoners. Yet the romance pays little
attention to the portrayal of  non-noble characters, associating nearly all military activity with
noblemen. In the world of  Havelok, the non-noble warrior is a fringe phenomenon to an area
dominated by men on horseback.

Economic power

Havelok is a romance of  great economic detail. The hero’s successive social positions are set off
by  a  number  of  qualitative  and  quantitative  changes  which  testify  to  the  existence  of
economic  distinctions  within  the  population.74 The  most  prominent  changes  occur  in
Havelok’s bedding, food, and clothes.  When in Godard’s prison, Havelok has substandard
bedding, a lack of  food, and wretched clothes:

73 ‘When the Englishmen saw that | So that they knew, high and low, | That Goldeboru who was so fair | Was
the rightful heir of  England, | And that the king had married her, | And that they had slept together, | They
all came to beg for his forgiveness, | Unto the king, of  one accord, | And soon offered him their pledge of
service and oath.’

74 Cf.  Robert  W. Hanning’s  comment that  in  Havelok ‘feasts’  are  among a ‘series  of  repeating symbols  the
recurrence of  which mark stages in the hero’s journey toward maturity’ (1967: 593-94).
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Þer [he and his sisters] greten ofte sore
Boþe for hunger and for kold,
Or he weren þre winter hold.
Feblelike [Godard] gaf  hem cloþes.
He ne yaf  a note of  hise oþes—
He hem cloþede rith ne fedde,
Ne hem ne dede richelike bebedde.
(415-21)75

At the end of  a long process illustrated in figure (1) below, Havelok is able to distribute clothes
and food among large numbers of  people. The prominent role of  food and, to a lesser extent,
clothes  in  the  romance  suggests  a  notion  of  society  in  which  an  existence  at  or  below
subsistence levels is a realistic prospect for many. Particularly telling is that Havelok’s job as a
cook’s boy entails being fed. ‘Wiltu ben wit me? | Gladlike wile Ich feden þe’ (906-07) says the
cook when he offers to take Havelok into his service.76 The material advantages which are
associated with proximity to, and ultimately membership of, the baronage position it as the
most powerful social group economically. Other nobles partake in their wealth, serving in the
retinues of  men like Ubbe, Godrich, and Havelok.

The width of  the economic gulf  separating kings and barons from their subsidiaries is
illustrated by two scenes opposing the regents of  Denmark and England with their servants
Grim and Havelok.  In the first  of  these scenes,  Godard promises Grim his  freedom and
prosperity if  he drowns Havelok:

Grim, þou wost þu art mi þral:
Wilte don mi wille al
Þat I wile bidden þe?
Tomorwen shal [I] maken þe fre
And aucte þe yeuen and riche make
With þan þu wilt þis child take.
(527-32)77

The earl’s ascendancy over Grim is so complete that he can transform him from a possession
into a proprietor, a situation which reflects thirteenth-century law.78 In the second scene, the
relationship is somewhat less one-sided, although the economic detail is more explicit. When
Godrich asks Havelok whether he would like to be married, the hero replies in words which

75 ‘There [he and his sisters] often wept grievously | For hunger as well as cold, | Before they were three winters
old. | Godard gave them poor clothes. | He did not care in the least about his oaths—| He neither clothed
them fittingly, nor fed them as he should, | And had them not provided with costly bedding.’

76 ‘Would you work for me? | I will gladly feed you.’ When Havelok first arrives in Lincoln, he has to compete
with a large category of  men prepared to work for food. In order to get his first job for the cook, Havelok has
to ‘shof  dun nyne or ten’ (872). (‘push over nine or ten’). The reward is ‘a ferþing wastel’ (879). (‘a loaf  of
white bread worth a farthing’).

77 ‘Grim, you know that you are my thrall: | Will you do my bidding in every respect, | Everything that I order
you to do? | Tomorrow [I] will make you free | And give you possessions and make you rich/powerful | If
you will take this child.’ The addition of  ‘I’ in line 530 is the editor’s.

78 Villeinage or serfdom became a legally definable condition in the course of  the twelfth century. While serfs
often enjoyed a number of  customary rights and freedoms they were subject to legislation which reduced
them to chattels (Dyer 1998: 10-11, Faith 1999: 245-53, Rigby 1995: 28-31). Despite increasing controversy,
serfdom existed well into the fifteenth century (Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 24-25, Rigby 1995: 112-13).
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Figure 1

Havelok’s social positions correlated with developments in his control over material assets evoking economic
power.

Prisoner Foster-son of  a

bondsman

Foster-son of  a

freeman (a)

Assistant to the

earl’s cook

Grim’s successor Ubbe’s protégé King

Improvements: bedding

Wretched

bedding (b) 

A ‘most beautiful

bed’ (c)

Improvements: food

Great lack of

food

Homely fare (d) Varied diet

featuring costly

bread and various

meats (e)

Guarantee of

plenty (f) 

Sumptuous meal

(g)

Provides a noble

feast (h)

Distributes food

at the feast of  his

accession. (i)

Improvements: clothes

Wretched clothes Coat made of  sail New clothes; hose

and shoes

Merchant’s

garments (j)

Distributes

clothes at the

feast of  his

accession. (k)

a) The term ‘freeman’ may not be entirely appropriate here since Grim subjects his own fate and that of  Leve his wife to Havelok’s, even stating that

they are his ‘cherles’ (621), and that it is only through him that he wishes to gain his liberty (628-30). (‘bondsmen’)

b) One of  Godard’s wicked deeds consists in not providing Birkabein’s children with costly bedding: he ‘hem ne dede richelike bebedde’ (421).

c) Havelok is laid to rest in a ‘ful fayr bed’ (659) after Grim and his wife Leve have fed him for the first time. We lose sight of  the quality of  Havelok’s

bedding after the scene in which he is put to bed by Grim. Some progression may, however, be detected in the location of  Havelok’s bed: after the

night with Goldeboru in Grimsby comes the night at Bernard Brun’s house, and finally the stay in Ubbe’s tower, in a division of  the room which is

adjacent to Ubbe’s. This last occasion, arguably symbolical of  social parity between the powerful justice Ubbe and Havelok, forms a bridgehead for

the sequential rise of  Havelok to a royal position.

d) ‘Bred an Chese, butere and milk, | Pastees and flaunes’ (644-45) and similar foodstuffs (‘al with suilk | Shole we sone þe wel fede’, 645-46). (‘Bread

and cheese, butter and milk, | Pasties and cakes’, ‘with such fare | We will soon feed you well’).

e) Grim catches a great variety of  fish (752-60) and even whales (754) which he sells and may also contribute to the family’s diet. He buys wastels and

simnels, both of  which were types of  fine bread (780), as well as flour and grain (781), and the meat of  cattle, sheep and swine (782).

f) In a time of  widespread starvation (825-28), Havelok succeeds at obtaining a job with the earl’s cook, who agrees to give him ‘inow to ete’ (912) in

exchange for his services (see 910-12 and 922-25).

g) When, after his marriage to Goldeboru, and after the death of  Grim, Havelok returns to Grimsby, a meal is had at which the company have food

that is both good and plentiful (1241-47): goose, hen, duck and drake are mentioned, as well as wine and ale for drink (1245).

h) In lines 1725-36 a costly meal is described that is fit for ‘king or cayser’ (1726). Cranes, swans, venison, salmon, lamprey, and good sturgeon grace the

table (1727-28), and there is wine in such abundance that not even the lowliest of  pages will ask for ale (1729-32). Notice the contrast with the meal

at Grimsby, at which both wine and beer are drunk.

i) See lines 2340-44.

j) These garments are bought for Havelok by the earl’s cook. Although on the basis of  similar occasions in other romances we have to assume that

Havelok and his company disguise themselves so as to be accepted as merchants in Denmark, the section in which the disguisal would have taken

place (some 180 lines between what are now lines 1445 and 1626) has been lost. 

k) See lines 2337-39.
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leave little doubt as to his economic situation:

[…] ‘Mayster, wilte wif ?’
‘Nay!’ quoth Hauelok, ‘bi mi lif !
Hwat sholde Ich with wif  do?
J ne may hire fede ne cloþe ne sho.
Wider sholde Ich wimman bringe?
J ne haue none kines þinge—
J ne haue hws, Y ne haue cote,
Ne I ne haue stikke, Y ne haue sprote,
J ne haue neyþer bred ne sowel,
Ne cloth but of  an hold with couel.
Þis cloþes þat Ich onne-haue
Aren þe kokes and Ich his knaue!’
(1136-47)79

While  Havelok  is  not  owned  by  the  cook  or  the  earl,  he  finds  himself  in  a  situation  of
immediate  dependence  on  the  two  men.  Whatever  comfort  he  enjoys  derives  from  the
economic power of  the cook and thus, ultimately, that of  the earl. Vast economic differences
distinguish both Grim and Havelok from their baronial masters.

It is  worth noting that Grim is not a serf  in two narratives closely associated with
Havelok, the Haveloc episode in Geoffrey Gaimar’s L’Estoire des Engleis (c. 1135-40), and the Lai
d’Haveloc  (c. 1190-1220).80 In the former text, Grim is a friend of  the royal family who helps
Havelok’s mother flee from England after her husband has been killed in battle. The queen
dies  when Grim’s  ship is  attacked by pirates;  Grim then decides  to raise  the  boy himself
(403-40). In the latter text, Grim is a nobleman who has been ordered by the king to protect
the castle in which are his wife and son (51-60). When the king dies in battle, Grim flees from
Denmark with his charges. Pirates attack, and only Grim, his family, and Havelok remain
(110-20). By making Grim a serf,  Havelok  foregrounds the theme of  socio-economic contrast
from the beginning, suggesting a profound concern with notions of  lordship and servitude,
wealth and poverty. 

A few final comments should be made on the subject of  the king, who appears to be
chief  among the nobles when it comes to economic power. His social position is associated
with the possession of  surpassing quantities of  land, the asset which yielded nearly all of  the
thirteenth-century nobility’s income. When the hero comes to power in Denmark, he endows
each of  his ennobled foster brothers with ‘lond and oþer fe, | So mikel þat ilker twenti knihtes
| Hauede of  genge, dayes and nithes’ (2352-54).81 The hero’s performance as a distributor of
food and clothes once he is crowned king further contributes to the notion of  him as a man of
surpassing economic power.82 Havelok suggests a notion of  society in which the distribution of
economic power ideally follows the lines of  the noble hierarchy. 

79 ‘[...] Lad, would you have a wife?’ | ‘No!', said Havelok, ‘by my life! | What should I do with a wife? | I
cannot feed her, clothe her or give her shoes. | Where should I take her? | I have nothing whatsoever— | I
have neither house nor cottage, | I have neither stick nor twig, | I have neither bred nor sauce, | No cloth but
an old white frock. | These clothes which I am wearing | Are the cook’s, and I am his servant!’

80 The datings given are from Smithers 1987: xvi-xix.
81 ‘land and other possessions, | So much that each one of  them had twenty knights | In retinue, both day and

night’.
82 Havelok’s accession feast is characterised by a flow of  goods away from the hero, contrasting sharply with the

circumstances in which Havelok and his sisters find themselves after their imprisonment by Godard.
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Ideological power

If  Havelok is a testimonial to ideological power in the world that produced the romance, it is to
that associated with the institution of  hereditary kingship. Godrich and Godard break more
than man-made agreements when they try to gain perpetual control of  the realms that have
been entrusted to their care: their actions run counter to principles which transcend the realm
of  social  exchange.  Perhaps  Havelok’s  composition  or,  more  specifically,  its  treatment  of
kingship was partly  informed by the  difficulties  which faced the English monarchy in the
twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. Struggles over the throne brought about the civil war of
1135-53 and were a key component of  the civil war of  1315-17.83 With such events in mind,
the  notion  of  a  kingship  willed  and  endorsed  by  God  may  have  appeared  more  than
commonly attractive.

Within the world of  the narrative itself  too hereditary kingship possesses ideological
power. Godrich’s troops abandon their lord when they discover that Havelok is married to the
rightful  heir  to  the  throne,  extending  their  subservience  and  support  to  Havelok  and
Goldeboru.  The ideological  power which Havelok  enjoys  thus  makes  it  easier  for  him to
function as a lord and military leader, pointing to the practical  significance of  ideological
domination.  Indeed,  it  can  be  argued  that  Havelok’s  victory  is  as  much  based  on  the
ideological power he derives from his wife as it is based on his military power. The problem
with which Godrich is confronted when Havelok invades England is that while he may coerce
others into supporting him, he does not pack the ideological clout of  a king or queen.84

Conclusion

Havelok  presents  a  detailed  image  of  society.  As  a  body,  the  nobility  are  associated  with
extensive, even supreme, economic and military power, resting ultimately on the possession of
land and realised through mounted warriorship. Internal divisions are evident, however. The
king or regent finds himself  at the head of  a social group which encompasses baronial figures,
knights and, ultimately, servants and non-noble warriors. Social mobility is possible, yet it is
managed and controlled by men whose power exceeds that of  those who are elevated. As it is
clearly exceptional, its appearance confirms rather than challenges the strength of  the existing
order. Monarchy is the one noble position which is completely out of  reach for those born in a
different social context, its hereditary nature a reflection of  divine volition. The primacy of
kingship is underlined by the ideological power attached to hereditary kingship. Within the
romance it facilitates the effective execution of  kingship. Here, arguably, the romance provides
an illustration of  the potential impact of  ideological power.

83 See the subsection ‘Ideological power’ of  my discussion of  King Horn.
84 Hereditary kingship may even hold some sway over the minds of  the culprits themselves: neither Godrich nor

Godard claims the throne. Yet while Godrich does not contemplate the possibility of  his own coronation, he
does try to rid himself  of  Goldeboru so that his son may become king after his reign (292-311, esp. 308-11).
From this  one might deduce that the apparent restraint  of  the two usurpers reflects  considerations of  a
tactical rather than an ideological nature.
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Sir Degaré
(Before 1325)

Edition:  Sir  Degare,  ed.  by David Burnley and Alison Wiggins,  in  The Auchinleck  Manuscript (National
Library  of  Scotland,  2003)  <http://www.nls.uk/auchinleck/mss/degare.html> [last  accessed  on  30
August  2009].  Based  on  the  text  in  National  Library  of  Scotland  MS  Advocates  19.2.1,  or  ‘the
Auchinleck manuscript’, the earliest of  six manuscripts and three prints. The manuscript was most likely
produced between 1331 and 1340 (Wiggins 2003).

Degaré is the son of  the daughter of  a king and a fairy knight who raped his mother when she
was alone in a forest.85 The king’s daughter keeps her pregnancy a secret, and has the child
smuggled out of  her father’s castle when it is born. It is left at a hermitage, along with gold
and silver to pay for its raising, gloves which only fit on its mother’s hands, and a letter.

Degaré grows up believing that he is the natural son of  a merchant and his wife, who
act as his foster parents. After studying with the hermit, he is given his mother’s letter. From it,
Degaré learns that he is of  gentle kin, and that he is to seek out his mother by using the gloves.
Immediately he sets forth.

An earl whom Degaré saves from a dragon offers him his land, but Degaré says he will
only accept if  his mother proves to be amongst the earl’s subjects. When Degaré’s mother is
not found, the earl knights Degaré, who then continues his quest. 

The hero accidentally marries his mother after winning her hand in a series of  jousts
against  his  grandfather,  who is  a  Breton king.  When the glove test  reveals  the identity  of
Degaré’s wife, he continues on his journey. A sword of  which the tip is in the fairy knight’s
possession is to help him find his father.

Degaré now rids the lady of  a castle of  maidens of  her violent suitor. He accepts the
lady’s offer of  marriage, but declares that he will continue adventuring for another year.

A knight with whom Degaré does battle recognises the sword and proves to be his
father. The final lines of  the story are missing, yet the conclusion can be reconstructed from a
passage  in  the  Rawlinson  Poetry  34  manuscript:  Degaré’s  marriage  with  his  mother  is
annulled, his father marries his mother, and Degaré himself  marries the lady of  the castle of
maidens.

The nature of  nobility

Sir Degaré projects an image of  nobility as a social position whose hereditary character is a
natural,  rather  than a  social  phenomenon.  Before  the  king’s  daughter  has  her  infant  son
smuggled out of  the castle, she writes a letter to whomever will find her child. In this letter, the
boy’s noble parentage is presented as a self-sufficient reason for preserving it from damnation
and death:

Par charite, ȝif  ani god man
Þis helples child finde can,
Lat cristen hit wiȝ prestes honde

85 It has been suggested that the name ‘Degaré’ refers to a state of  being lost or abandoned (Jacobs 1970).
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And bringgen hit to liue in londe,
For hit is comen of  gentil blod.
(205-09)86

‘Gentle blood’ here takes on a life of  its  own, requiring neither proof  nor justification. It
simply  is,  and decisions  must  be  taken on that  basis.  In making the  wishes  of  the  king’s
daughter become a reality the author furthermore suggests that her interpretation of  ‘gentle
blood’ reflects universal principles rather than personal interests. 

The validity of  the notion of  gentle blood is confirmed by many of  the circumstances
surrounding Degaré’s  childhood and adolescence. Even as  a  child,  Degaré  is  qualitatively
distinct from the people in his non-noble environment: 

Bi þat hit was ten ȝer old,
Hit was a fair child and a bold,
Wel inorissched, god and hende:
Was non betere in al þat ende.
(275-78)87

Degaré’s extraordinary development continues during his years with the hermit. The romance
neither negates nor retracts the idea of  an overall superiority, yet its focus moves to one which
is more immediately related to conceptions of  the nobility as a military order. The audience
learns that Degaré at the age of  twenty possesses an exceptional aptitude for fighting, even
though his training is that of  a clerk:

[The hermit] tauȝte him of  clerkes lore
Oþer ten wynter oþer more.
And he was of  twenti ȝer,
Staleworth he was, of  swich pouer
Þat þer ne was man in þat lond
Þat o breid him miȝt astond.
(287-92)88

Degaré’s merit as a warrior is confirmed when he defeats the dragon, an event which leads to
his  induction  into  the  knighthood.  Together  with  the  bodily  and  behavioural  oppositions
associated  with  the  hero’s  childhood,  the  contrast  between the  hero’s  upbringing  and his
eventual career, as well as the qualities which make this career possible, point to an inborn
nobility.89 The hero’s return to the lap of  the nobility appears to be foreordained.

86 ‘Please, if  any good person | Finds this helpless child, | Let it be baptised by a priest | And raise it in this
world, | For it comes of  gentle blood.’

87 ‘By the time that it was ten years old, | The child was fair and bold, | Well-fed, good and noble: | There was
no better child in all that area.’ Degaré’s grandfather later confirms the role played by physical appearance in
the recognition of  gentility when he states that Degaré will make a fine heir to the throne if  he is ‘also gentil a
man’ (595) as he ‘[semes] wiȝ siȝt vpan’ (596), plus as wise as he is stalwart. (‘as gentle a man […] as he
looks’). Note that Degaré’s being well-fed at the age of  ten is one aspect which may be attributed to his
fostering rather than to his parentage.

88 ‘[The hermit] taught him of  learned matters | For another ten winters [i.e., years] or so. | When he was
twenty years old, | He was stalwart—of  such power | That there was no man in the land | Who could
withstand one of  his blows.’

89 Contributing to the suggestion that Degaré’s nobility is inborn is the fact that Degaré’s father and maternal
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Military power

A social group of  warriors

When  Degaré  achieves  knighthood,  he  enters  the  ranks  of  a  social  group  which  is
characterised by an association with mounted combat. Throughout Sir Degaré, passages can be
found in which knighthood is associated with the use of  arms. ‘Knights’ are among the men
against whom Degaré’s grandfather has jousted, and are the first to fight the violent suitor of
the lady of  the ‘castle of  maidens’. Yet the most explicit association between knighthood and
military involvement is established by a remark which is made by Degaré’s biological father.
After declaring that he is a ‘fairi-knyȝte’ (100), he adds that his ‘kynde is armes for to were, |
On horse to ride wiȝ scheld and spere’ (101-02).90 This comment is mirrored by developments
in the material assets which are associated with the hero. When Degaré sets out to find his kin
(‘kinrede’, 310), he refuses to act upon a fear voiced by the hermit that the search for his
relatives will prove a disaster unless he take a ‘horse and good armour’.91 Asserting that he will
first  have  something  else, the  hero  takes  only  a  ‘bourdon’  (332)  fashioned out  of  an oak
sapling.92 The deliberation with which Degaré chooses his weapon, not to forget his use of  the
word  ‘first’,  suggests  that  he  considers  the  equipment  proposed  by  the  hermit  to  be
inappropriate at this point of  his career. This notion is contextualised by the earl, who equates
the use of  a ‘hors and armes’ (419) with knighthood when he knights Degaré. He subsequently
substantiates the equation by providing the hero with a palfrey, a steed, arms, armour, and a
retainer.93 Degaré’s change of  social position thus acquires a profoundly material aspect, one
that associates substantial military power with the occupation of  a knightly position.94

Knights are but one category within a broader range of  social positions associated with
mounted warriorship.  Earls,  barons,  dukes,  kings,  ‘Kynges sones’ (27),  emperors as well  as
esquires  make  an appearance in  Sir  Degaré,  whether  as  full-blown characters  or  as  figures

grandfather  are  likewise  redoubtable  warriors.  Degaré’s  father  slew a  giant  (123-28),  while  his  maternal
grandfather is feared as an active participant in war, jousting and tourneying (9-18).

90 ‘fairy knight’, ‘nature is to bear arms, | To ride on a horse with a shield and spear’. While one might argue
that the fairy knight’s description of  his ‘kynde’ should be taken to bear on the totality of  his self-declared
social position—that is to say, on his being a fairy knight—there are no indications in Sir Degaré that the hero’s
father is very much different from the nobles whom Degaré meets on his travels.

91 Lines 319-22: ‘[Degaré] nam his leue and wolde go. | “Nai” seide þe hermite “schaltu no. | To seche thi ken
miȝtou nowt dure | Wiȝouten hors and god armure”.’ (‘[Degaré] took his leave and intended to go. | “No”,
said the hermit, “this you will not do! | You will not endure the search for your kin | Without a horse and
armour’).

92 ‘club’
93  This character is later referred to as Degaré’s ‘squier’ (498).
94 No substantial changes take place in Degaré’s material accoutrements after he has left the earl’s court. When

Degaré leaves from the royal city, ‘Neiþer wiȝ him riden ne gon | But his knaue to take hede | To his armour
and his stede’ (722-24). (‘No-one rode or walked with him | But his page, who would look after | His armour
and his steed’). The lady of  the castle of  maidens augments Degaré’s equipment when he leaves her castle,
but she does not alter its fundamental composition: the hero receives ‘a stede, god and sur, | Gold and siluer
and god armur’ (987-88). (‘a steed, good and reliable, | Gold and silver and good armour’). The only aspect
of  the narrative that challenges the exclusivity of  advanced military assets to the nobility is  the hermit’s
seeming ability to provide Degaré with a horse and armour. Yet the main point of  the scene in which the
hermit warns Degaré that his mission might fail should he not equip himself  with a horse and armour is that
the hero refuses to take them, not that the hermit might possess them.
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briefly referred to. Comments and events connected with the jousts organised by Degaré’s
maternal  grandfather  project  an  image  of  such  figures  as  members  of  a  single  chivalric
community. The king invites men ‘of  armes so bold | Þat wiȝ [him] iusti wold’95 to face him
on the jousting field (439-40). Although the king’s challenge is seemingly intended for men
from all social groups, the opponents that the king fights with appear to belong to a select
range of  social positions.96 A ‘seriaunt’ (431) whom Degaré encounters when he approaches
the royal  city  tells  him that  ‘Mani erl  & mani  baroun,  | Kniȝtes  and squiers  of  renoun’
(447-48) have jousted with the king.97 The hero himself  intimates that not everyone is likely to
possess the assets necessary for jousting when, prior to entering the royal city, he mentions his
possession of  ‘a stede, | Swerd and spere and riche wede’ (459-60) as a reason for taking up
the king’s challenge.98 All of  these assets the hero acquired upon his knighting, a circumstance
which associates them closely with knighthood. What we find in Sir Degaré is a nobility united
by a knighthood which is  defined by the practice of  mounted combat. Here the romance
clearly  reflects  historical  circumstances:  powerful  nobles  closely  associated themselves  with
knighthood and its armigerous image from the twelfth century.99 Worth noting is the mention
of  ‘squires  of  renown’  in  line  448,  which  appears  to  be  a  reflection  of  the  increasing
acceptance of  esquires as members of  the nobility in the fourteenth century.

There is a suggestion in Sir Degaré that commoners might become knights, introducing
them into the ranks of  the nobility. The earl whom Degaré saves from the dragon knights the
hero without there being any indication that he is aware of  Degaré’s descent. In and by itself,
this  suggests  that  actions,  and not  an innate nobility,  underlie  the hero’s  change of  social
position. Words spoken by the earl at Degaré’s knighting ceremony seem to confirm this idea,
encompassing a reference to worthiness which flows naturally from the earl’s rescue at the
hero’s hands:

[He] dubbed him þer to knyȝt
And swor bi God almiȝti 
Þat he was better worthi
To vsen hors and armes also
Þan wiȝ his bat aboute to go.
(416-20)100

Yet since Degaré’s military ability and daring are associated closely with his descent, the earl’s
recognition of  the  hero’s  worth imports  an acknowledgement  of  Degaré’s  inborn nobility

95 ‘bold of  arms | who would joust with [him]’.
96 When Degaré, while pretending to be his own servant, informs the king that his ‘louerd’ (472) wishes to take

up the challenge, the king replies that ‘No man [he] wil [...] forsake’ (481), ‘Be he baroun, be he erl, | Be he
burgeis,  be  he  cherl’  (479-80).  (‘He  will  deny  no  man  [...]  Be  he  baron,  earl,  |  Burgess  or
freeman/bondsman’).

97 ‘attendant/soldier’, ‘Many earls and many barons, | Knights and esquires of  renown’. Given that esquires
only appear to have become recognised as a distinct social group in the second half  of  the fourteenth century,
the reference to  ‘esquires  of  renown’  is  remarkable.  That  esquires  are chivalric  warriors  in  Sir  Degaré  is
confirmed by the Lady of  the castle of  maidens, who tells Degaré that her ‘squiers, þat weren so stoute, | Bi
foure, bi fiue þai riden oute | On hors armed wel anowȝ’ after her knights had been slain (897-98). (‘esquires,
who were so bold, | Rode out in fours and fives | On horses, armed rather well’).

98 ‘a steed, | Sword and spear and costly garments’.
99 See the subsection ‘A social group of  mounted warriors’ of  the General Introduction.
100 ‘[He] there dubbed him a knight | And swore by the almighty God | That he was more worthy | Of  using a

horse and arms | Than to go about with his bat.’
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which cancels out suggestions of  social flexibility.

The distribution of  military power within the nobility

While the male nobility in  Sir Degaré are united in their association with mounted combat,
there is  clearly  also a distributive aspect  to  the military power associated with their  social
group. Two asset types in particular display significant variations in the number and varieties
at the disposal of  individual characters: followers and castles.

Degaré  has  one follower when he leaves  the  earl’s  castle,  a  character  who is  later
identified as his esquire. There are other individuals, however, whose retinues exceed his in
both number and social  diversity.  The earl  has  just  lost  a  knight  and four  esquires  when
Degaré encounters him (343-56). No more is said regarding the earl’s retinue, yet the fact that
he takes with him a company that is not only significantly larger than the hero’s but also more
socially up-scale puts him in a category which is  quite distinct from the hero’s. The earl’s
retinue may, in turn, be surpassed by that of  the lady of  the castle of  maidens, who appears to
have had armed followers of  various kinds before the conflict with her violent suitor:

In mene ich hadde mani a kniȝt
And squiers þat were gode and liȝt,
And staleworth men of  mester
To serue in court fer and ner.
[...]
Þe best [knight] he slowgh þe firste dai
And seþen an oþer, par ma fai,
And seþen þe þridde and þe ferþe,
[…]
Mine squiers, þat weren so stoute,
Bi foure, bi fiue þai riden oute,
On hors armed wel anowȝ
His houen bodi he hem slough.
Mine men of  mester he slough alle,
And oþer pages of  mine halle.
(877-902)101

Yet the character with the largest, as well as most socially diverse, retinue appears to be the
king. ‘Mani knyȝtis’  (48) accompany Degaré’s grandfather when he travels to a  monastery
where he will hold celebrations.102 An even more impressive company accompanies the king
when he rides to the jousting field where he will fight Degaré. ‘Mani a man’ (500) is there,
among them lords ‘of  gret renoun’ (502).103 The inclusion of  these men among the king’s

101 ‘I had many knights in retinue, | As well as esquires who were good and nimble, | And hardy men of  skill |
To serve me in court far and wide. […] The best [knight] he killed on the first day, | Then another one, in
truth, | And then the third and the fourth, […] My esquires who were so bold, | In fours, in fives, they rode
out, | On horses, armed well enough, | He himself  killed them. | My men of  skill he killed all, | And other
pages of  my hall.’

102 See lines 43-49. The preceding lines are illegible in the Auchinleck manuscript. The equivalent passage in
Cambridge  University  Library  MS  Ff.2.38  indicate  that  the  celebrations  are  held  annually,  in
commemoration of  the king’s late wife.

103 ‘Many a man’, ‘of  great renown’. Perhaps it is these men whom the king refers to when, in line 602, he speaks
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following  suggests  that  he  heads  an  extensive  military  hierarchy.  Fourteenth-century  lords
retained considerable numbers of  men,  and acted as  captains  in the king’s  armies (Ayton
1994/1999a: 10-12, Powicke 1962/1996: 166-70). As long as a monarch could count on their
support, he had at his disposal a large body of  soldiers who were not in his immediate service.

Lordship is not the only aspect which sets the earl, the lady, and the king apart from
their noble followers: each of  the three characters owns one or more castles. In lines 151 and
388, castles are mentioned which are in the possession of  the king and the earl, while in lines
873-74 it becomes apparent that the lady is heir to the castle which she dwells in, as well as to
‘mani a tour and toun’ (874). That castles are military structures in Sir Degaré is evident from a
scene in the castle of  maidens.104 When the lady’s violent suitor approaches the castle walls,
one of  the maidens cries: 

Her comeȝ oure enemi, faste vs ate.
Drauwe þe bregge and sschet þe ȝate,
Or he wil slen ous euerichone.
(923-25)105

By portraying the earl, the lady, and the king as the owners of  buildings which shield them
and their  followers,  Sir  Degaré underlines  their  position  as  military  overlords.106 An overall
projection  of  the  nobility  as  a military  order is  paired  with  the  evocation  of  an internal
military hierarchy.

Economic power

There is a small group of  characters in Sir Degaré whose wealth clearly exceeds that of  others.
When the earl encounters the dragon, he is engaged in a deer-hunt ‘par force de chiens’. Such
hunts were, historically, highly expensive as they required horses, servants and specially bred
running-hounds.107 The  source  of  economic  power  that  makes  it  possible  for  the  earl  to
engage in such a costly activity appears to be land. In lines 390-2, the earl offers Degaré ‘al þat
he hade: | Rentes, tresor an eke lond, | For to holden in his hond’.108 A similar suggestion is
made with regards to the lady of  the castle of  maidens, who informs the hero in lines 873-74
that her father ‘was a riche baroun | And hadde mani a tour and toun’.109 She consequently
subsumes her father’s assets in the concept of  ‘land’:

‘ȝhe, sire’ ȝhe saide ‘þan al mi lond
Ich wil þe ȝiue into þin hond

of  ‘mi  barons  bolde’.  This  phrase  could  refer  to  nobles,  feudal  tenants,  heroes,  or  simply  warriors  (see
‘barǒun’ in the MED).

104 Castles had a clear military purpose until the arrival of  heavy firearms in the fifteenth century. 
105 ‘Here comes our enemy, rapidly towards us. | Draw up the bridge, and close the gate, | Or he will kill us all.’
106 It is worth noting that also the fairy knight owns a castle. Sir Degaré contains too few indications of  the fairy

knight’s position within the nobility, though, to allow for finite conclusions to be drawn from this observation.
107 See lines 343-46. On ‘par force’ hunting see Cummins 1988/2001, esp. page 15.
108 ‘everything he had: | Rents, treasure, and also land, | To exercise control over’.
109 ‘a rich/powerful baron, | Who had many a tower/stronghold and town’. While fortifications could act as

centres of  rural economic activity, towns were a source of  income that was generated through trade.
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And at þi wille bodi mine,
ȝif  þou miȝt wreke me of  hine.’
Þo was he glad al for to fiȝte,
Ac wel gladere þat he miȝte
Haue þe leuedi so briȝt
ȝif  he slough þat oþer kniȝt.
(913-20)110

Degaré’s  enthusiasm at  the  prospect  of  gaining  the  lady’s  land  underlines  the  economic
disparity between the lady and himself.111 It is  not evident in  Sir Degaré whether the king’s
wealth exceeds that of  baronial characters like the earl and lady.112 What is clear, however, is
that he supports a large and presumably costly household. ‘Mani knyȝtes (48) and a number
of  female attendants (52) accompany him and his daughter to the abbey where his wife is to
be commemorated.113 When Degaré and his mother are married a ‘riche feste’ is held.114 The
upkeep  of  a  castle,  too,  would  have  taken  considerable  resources,  as  would  the  king’s
donations to the monastery: ‘Offring [he brought] gret plente’ (45).115 

The commemoration of  the king’s wife finally highlights a broader distinction between
rich and poor. Two of  the king’s activities at this abbey are feeding ‘Poure men’ and dressing
the naked (44).116 Although they reflect Christian ideology, these actions presuppose and thus
enact a profound divide between the king’s party and certain of  the kingdom’s inhabitants.
Through the romance’s repeated evocation of  retinues this arguably reflects on the nobility as
a whole. While the nobility are collectively associated with economic power, a redistributive
hierarchy also operates within their group.117 At its head are the king and barons.

110 ‘ “Yes, sir”, she said, ‘then all of  my land | I will give to you to hold | And I will yield my body to you, | If
you can avenge me on him.” Because of  this he was happy to fight, | The more gladdened by the fact that he
could | Have that beautiful lady | If  he killed the other knight.’

111 That the lady is economically powerful is also confirmed by a gift to the hero, consisting of  ‘a stede god and
sur, | Gold and siluer an[d] god armur’ (987-88). (‘a steed, good and reliable, | Gold and silver and good
armour’).

112 Unless in the limited sense of  the king possibly being able to draw on the military retinues of  his lords, and
thus, indirectly, on their economic resources. It is worth noting that the romance indicates that possession of
the king’s realm would be a prize fit for an emperor. In lines 23-28, the audience is informed that dukes,
emperors, and the sons of  kings seek the hand of  the king’s daughter ‘For loue of  here heritage’ (27), which is
later described as a ‘kingdom god and fair’ (441). (‘Out of  a love of  her inheritance’, ‘good and beautiful
kingdom’).

113 ‘many knights’.
114 ‘splendid feast/banquet’.
115 ‘[he brought] many donations’. 
116 ‘poor men’. The two activities are, of  course, based on two of  the Corporal Works of  Mercy:  to feed the

hungry and to clothe the naked. See the notes to the subsection ‘The nature of  nobility’ in the discussion of
Roswall and Lillian for a fuller discussion.

117 In  addition,  there  is  a  suggestion  that  the  economic  power  of  certain  nobles  far  transcends  that  of
town-dwellers like Degaré’s mercantile foster father: the places which they live in are  encompassed in the
lady’s notion of  ‘land’. Sir Degaré does not, however, pay any specific attention to such disparities, unfolding in
what is, for the most part, a social vacuum.
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Ideological power

Sir Degaré does not feature instances of  ideological power within the fictional world itself. Yet
there  are  indications  of  power  in  the  world  beyond  the  narrative.  The  letter  which
accompanies  the  infant  Degaré  on  his  journey  to  the  hermitage  is  symptomatic  for  a
conception of  society that leaves little to no room for personal social development. Presenting
nobility as an inborn phenomenon, Sir Degaré evokes a world ordered along strict hereditary
principles,  where  private  activity  is  subsidiary,  and,  in  many  respects,  subject,  to  an
inescapable  social  framework.  The  close  association  between  nobility  and  mounted
warriorship even entails a suggestion that military dominance itself  is, to some degree, inborn.
Sir Degaré is not, however, a story of  social contrast. It suggests ideological power primarily
through its single-minded portrayal of  the nobility, virtually ignoring even the social group of
the hero’s foster parents. To some extent this is to be expected, yet not all romances are as
singly focussed as is Sir Degaré.

Conclusion

Sir Degaré presents us with a society whose focal point is the nobility, a social group closely
associated with mounted warriorship, dominating the fields of  military and economic power.
The powerful  suggestion that  nobility  is  innate  contributes  to  the  evocation of  a  view of
society which is marked by a lack of  flexibility. Internal divisions within the nobility finally
suggest a military and economic hierarchy in which the king is a, perhaps the, central figure,
yet there is not nearly as much attention for kingship in Sir Degaré as there is in King Horn and
Havelok. The nobility’s portrayal is to a considerable extent generic.
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The Northern Octavian
(C. 1350)

Edition: Octovian: Edited from Lincoln, Dean and Chapter Library, MS 91 and Cambridge,  University  Library,  MS
Ff. 2.38 by Frances McSparran, ed. by Frances McSparran (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986). The
text of  Cambridge University Library MS Ff. 2.38 is here used. The manuscript is dated to the late
fifteenth or early sixteenth century (McSparran 1986: 7).  The edition also includes the texts  of  the
incomplete Lincoln Cathedral Library MS 91 and Huntington Library 14615, an early print.

Octavian, emperor of  Rome, sends his wife and twin sons into exile, convinced by his mother
that his wife has been unfaithful. The boys are stolen from the empress by two animals when
they are alone in a forest. The empress recovers one of  the children when she is on her way to
the Holy Land. The other child, however, remains missing, and is eventually bought from a
band of  outlaws by a Parisian burgher referred to as Clement the Velayn (‘the Commoner’).
He and his wife Gladwyn adopt the child, which is baptised Florent. 

When Florent is seven years old, he is sent into town with two oxen in order to learn
the butcher’s trade.118 On his way through town, Florent encounters an esquire who has a
falcon for sale. Florent gives the esquire the two oxen in exchange for the falcon. At home,
Florent is beaten severely by his foster-father, yet he fails to grasp why. Gladwyn then asks her
husband to relent:  perhaps the boy is meant for other things than becoming a butcher. A
similar incident occurs when one day Florent is to take forty pounds to his unnamed foster
brother. Before Florent reaches his foster brother, he spots an impressive warhorse. He buys
the steed, and even pays forty pounds where its owner asked for thirty. Clement seethes with
anger when he finds out, but Gladwyn begs him not to beat their child: Florent’s actions reveal
that he is not of  Clement’s blood, and not, therefore, of  his nature.

Not long after the incident with the steed, a Sultan invades France with a 100,000
strong army.  The Roman emperor  soon comes to  the  aid  of  the  King of  France  with a
contingent of  knights. When Florent hears of  a Saracen giant called Aragonour who threatens
to kill everyone in the land, he dons the rusty weapons and armour of  his foster father and
slays the giant. A dinner is held in Florent’s honour, at which Clement’s mercantilism induces
the Roman emperor to ask Florent whether Clement is indeed his father. All is then revealed.
Father and son are reunited, and Clement is rewarded.

After two great battles and various feats of  daring by Florent, the French and Roman
nobles are taken prisoner by the Saracen invaders. Eventually, though, all ends well. Florent’s
brother has grown up at the court of  the King of  Jerusalem and confronts the Saracen army
with an army of  Jerusalem knights. The Saracens are slain, and their prisoners are freed. 

The imperial family are now reunited, and Florent marries the sultan’s daughter. The
emperor’s mother is  condemned to death, yet commits suicide before the sentence can be
carried out. All return home cheerful and satisfied.

118 The lines here summarised are somewhat confused in the Cambridge manuscript. At first it appears that
Florent is  to be a money-changer (640-42), yet lines 643-46 indicate that Clement intends for Florent to
become a butcher. What Florent is to do with the oxen once he arrives at the bridge is not apparent from the
text. The Lincoln version is more straightforward: Clement’s biological son is to become a chandler, while
Florent is to be apprenticed to a butcher whose shop is located across the bridge. It is to this latter individual
that he is to take the two oxen, assumedly as an apprenticeship fee (Lincoln lines 643-53).
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The nature of  nobility

The Northern  Octavian associates  with  noble  birth  notions  of  a  physical  and  behavioural
superiority  over  members  of  other  social  groups.  This  happens  primarily  through
qualifications of  the narrative’s hero, Florent, whose adventures in infancy and consequent
urban childhood lend themselves well to suggestions of  an innate contrast with commoners.
Even as a child, Florent is beautiful, and displays exceptional behaviour. People who behold
Florent shortly after he is taken from his mother are moved to tears by his beauty. At the age
of  seven, the hero is ‘wyse and bolde’ (632), and famed throughout the realm of  France for his
appearance (634-36).119 Comments made by a number of  characters who have no previous
knowledge of  Florent’s  descent underline the suggestion of  his  remarkable behaviour and
physique being inherent to his birth. The leader of  the outlaws who sell Florent to Clement
seemingly bases  a  notion that  Florent  is  of  ‘gentle  blood’  on the  infant’s  beauty:  in  lines
562-64 he remarks that Florent ‘ys so feyre and gentyll borne | That we myȝt haue therforne
| Golde and syluyr ynoghe’.120 Other characters infer Florent’s descent from aspects of  his
bearing and attitude. The emperor decides that the ‘chylde [is] comyn of  gentyll blode’ (1127)
after reflecting on an observation that Florent is ‘so curtes and so bolde’ (1124).121 And when
Florent gives the emperor a wondrous steed which Clement stole from the sultan, onlookers
say that Florent is ‘of  gentull blode: | Hyt [may] noon odur be’ (1511-12).122 Commoners, it
appears, do not easily give away a prized horse.123

Unlike the other child exile romances,  the Northern Octavian suggests there is an urge
associated with noble birth to possess and interact with attributes belonging to specific asset
types. This urge is evoked by the scenes in which the hero purchases the falcon and warhorse.
In the fourteenth century animals of  this kind connoted membership of  the landed elite,124

even though for warhorses the correspondence between image and reality diminished after the
onset of  the Hundred Years’ War.125 Florent buys the two animals without prior consideration
and before discovering his true parentage, suggesting that he acts upon an inborn urge to
interact with ‘noble’ assets. This is also the conclusion drawn by Gladwyn, who surmises that
Florent cannot be the son of  a commoner after the incident with the steed:

‘[Clement], mercy’, sche seyde, ‘for Crystys ore,
Owre feyre chylde bete ye noght!
Ye may see, and ye vndurstonde,
That he had neuyr kynde of  þy blode,
That he þese werkys hath wroght.’
(752-56)126

119 ‘wise and bold’.
120 ‘is so fair and gentle born | That we might have in exchange for him | Plenty of  gold and silver’.
121 ‘[was] descended from gentle blood’, ‘so courteous and so bold’.
122 ‘of  gentle blood: | It [can] not be otherwise’. The second line might also be interpreted as a comment made

by the narrator.
123 Some of  the qualities attributed to Florent moreover point forward to functions which he might be expected

to fulfil as a member of  the nobility: a lord’s ability to judge ‘wisely’ could contribute to the welfare of  his
subjects, while boldness would have been a valuable personality trait for a warrior.

124 ‘Proficiency in hawking was considered a necessary accomplishment for a gentleman and an acceptable goal
for a lady’ until well into the sixteenth century (Grassby 1997: 49).

125 See the subsection ‘Image and reality’ of  the General Introduction.
126 ‘Please, [Clement]’, she said, ‘for the grace of  Christ, | Do not beat our fair child! | If  you take heed, you
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The determinism implicit  in appearance of  the two ‘werkys’  supplements,  and potentially
transgresses, that implied by the positive evaluations associated with Florent’s descent: birth
here does not simply determine the subject’s fitness for a career similar to that of  his father,
but defines aspects of  the subject’s volition, steering him in a direction which will lead to his
reintegration into the nobility.127

The indications that Florent is innately superior to the people in his environment, and
inherently gravitates towards certain asset types, imply that being of  noble descent affects—
even determines—a person’s nature. The spread of  noble positions through the population
thus appears to be pre-determined, established in a way which lies beyond the powers of  man.

Military power

A social group of  warriors

Most Middle English romances ignore the fact that commoners played a significant role in the
military  conflicts  of  later  medieval  Europe,  centring  their  evocations  of  military  conflict
around noble characters. Not so  the Northern Octavian. There are multiple indications in the
romance  of  a  potentially  militant  citizenry.  Florent’s  foster  father  Clement  owns  an,
admittedly dilapidated, assortment of  weapons and armour consisting of  an acton, a hauberk,
a shield, a spear, and a sword (879-88).128 Since there is no suggestion of  him being in the
service of  a noble lord, he could be meant to represent a (former) member of  the town militia.
This body may also be implicit in the descriptions of  two great battles against the Saracens.
The first of  these starts with the lines: 

On the morne when hyt was daylyght, 
The folke can them to batell dyght, 
All that wepyn myght welde.
(1309-11).129

The all-embracing reference to men capable of  bearing arms is mirrored by a line in the
description of  the second battle, which refers to ‘all that Crysten were’ (1536) to describe the
individuals caught in addition to ‘Emperour and kynge’ (1535) at the end of  the battle. 

Despite the suggestion of  noble troops in the Northern Octavian being joined by soldiers
who  occupy  non-noble  positions,  the  romance  upholds  an  image  of  the  nobility  as  the

may tell that he was never your blood relation | From the fact that he did these things.’
127 Cf. Jeffrey J. Cohen’s comment that ‘the narrative energy of  the romance is reserved for the infant abducted

by the ape, whose slow realization of  his possible identity provides an exemplary study of  how knights come
to know who they are by desires that draw them out of  themselves and into passionate encounters with the
nonhuman world’ (2003: 64). The ‘nonhuman’ world in this context consists in the ape, the falcon, and the
warhorse. The latter two in particular are viewed by Cohen as representations of  possibilities beyond those
offered by Florent’s immediate environment.

128 Other commoners in the possession of  armaments are the seamen aboard the ship which takes the empress to
the Holy Land: a party of  shipmen who leave the ship to search for two men who did not return from a
watering expedition put on hauberks and helmets before setting off  (433-38).

129 ‘In the morning, when it was daylight, | The people began to prepare themselves for battle, | All those who
could bear arms.’
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foremost social group when it comes to the possession and use of  military power, one that is
centred around mounted warfare. No explicit mention of  non-noble warriors is featured in the
description of  the first great battle. While kings and knights are at the forefront of  attention,
other characters remain in the background, reducing them to insignificant cogs of  the larger
war machine. The description of  the aftermath of  the second great battle similarly shifts away
from a conception of  war which involves members of  social groups other than the nobility.
The mass of  ‘Christian men’ vanishes from sight, replaced by what are effectively catalogues
of  noble positions.130 Yet the most significant passage when it comes to the relative positions of
commoners and the nobility is that of  the hero’s first arming. Florent requests that Clement
help him get ready for a confrontation with the giant:

‘Fadur’, he seyde, ‘sadull my stede,
And lende me somedele of  your wede,
And helpe that y were dyght!
Yf  that hyt be Goddys wylle,
I hope to fynde hym hys fylle,
Thogh he be stronge and wyght.’
(865-70)131

Clement  at  first  refuses,  even  threatening  to  ‘break  Florent’s  head’  (see  line  872)  if  he
perseveres. Yet Florent will not take no for an answer, and Clement soon finds himself  arming
his foster-son:

For sorowe Clementys herte nye braste
When he on Florent hacton caste—
The chylde was bolde and kene—
An hawberke aboue let he falle,
Rowsty were the naylys all
And hys atyre bedeene.
Clement broght forthe schylde and spere
That were vncomely for to were,
All sutty, blakk and vnclene.
A swyrde he broght the chylde beforne
That sevyn yere afore was not borne,
Ne drawe, and that was seene.
(879-88)132

130 Lines  1547-48 inform the audience that  ‘Bothe emperour,  kynge and knyght,  | Woundyd they [i.e.,  the
Saracens] can them lede’. (‘Both emperor, king and knight, | Wounded they began to lead them’). Much the
same group is described as liberated by Florent’s brother Octavian in lines 1627-32: ‘The emperour [...]; The
kyng of  Fraunce and odur moo, | Dewkys, erlys and barons also’ (1627, 1630-32). (‘The emperor […]; The
King of  France and others, | Dukes, earls and also barons’).

131 ‘  “Father”,  he said,  “saddle my steed, | And lend me some of  your armour/attire,  | And help me get
prepared! | If  God wishes it be so | I hope to give him more than he bargained for, | Even though he is
strong and stalwart.” ’

132 ‘Clement’s heart almost burst for sorrow | When he put the hacton on Florent—| The young man was bold
and keen—He dropped a hauberk over the hacton, | All of  the nails were rusty, | And the same was true for
all of  Florent’s attire. | Clement produced a shield and spear | Which were not becoming, | All sooty, black,
and filthy. | He presented the young man a sword | Which had not been carried for seven years, | Nor
drawn, as was evident if  one looked at it.’
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Florent’s innate audacity induces him to use the material prerequisites of  mounted warfare
which his foster father has neglected for years. By extension, this suggests that nobles are more
likely to realise  latent military potential  than are commoners:  while  representatives of  the
latter social group may own advanced military assets, they are not their natural users. This
constitutes not so much a denial of  the military potential of  commoners as of  its relevance for
the distribution of  power. Only the nobility need be taken into consideration when matters of
military significance are concerned, their ranks associated closely with mounted warfare and
the glories of  the battlefield. 

The distribution of  military power within the nobility

The  nobility  in  the Northern  Octavian  are  mostly  portrayed  as  a  community.  An  internal
hierarchy is implied, however, by the fact that the Emperor of  Rome, the King of  Jerusalem
and other monarchs evidently dispose of  armies. The emperor Octavian is described in lines
769-71 as travelling to Paris ‘Wyth many a mody knyght’ (771).133 Other kings too come to the
aid of  the King of  France,  ‘Wyth helmes and hawberkys bryght’  (774).134 The army with
which Florent’s brother Octavian defeats the soldiers of  the sultan consists of  knights in the
service of  the King of  Jerusalem. He puts them at Florent’s disposal so that he may come to
his father’s aid:

Sone, þou schalt take my knyghtys fele,
Of  my londe that thou wylle wele,
That styffe are on stede,
Into Fraunce wyth the to ryde.
(1576-79)135

The monarch, whether king or emperor, if  not simply at the head of  the military hierarchy, is
a first among equals, leading into battle other nobles. 

Economic power

The hero’s purchase of  the falcon and warhorse presents a challenge for simple attributions of
economic  dominance  to  the  nobility.  Neither  of  the  two  purchases  reduces  Clement  to
poverty,  implying that  he and, by extension, other commoners possess  sufficient  economic
power  for  acquiring  instances  of  the  asset  types  represented  by  the  two  animals.  As  the
romance  does  not  develop  qualitative  differences  between  distinct  instances  of  the  two
categories beyond that between the wondrous steed stolen by Clement and other horses, the
purchases imply a reduction of  the exclusivity of  warhorses and birds of  prey in general. This
is not to say that instances of  the asset types should be assumed to be within every individual’s
reach.  Such  an  interpretation  would  fail  to  take  into  account  the  violence  of  Clement’s
reactions  to  the  hero’s  purchases,  and clash heavily  with  what  we know of  the  historical

133 ‘With many a brave/noble knight’.
134 ‘With helmets and shining hauberks’.
135 ‘Son, you will take my many knights, | Of  my land, whom you will choose, | Who are strong/unwavering on

the steed, | To ride with you into France.’
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context in which the Northern Octavian was composed. In the fourteenth century, birds of  prey
were the subject of  a trading network that encompassed most of  the known world. Accounts
of  the values of  the birds vary, yet it is clear that the price tag on trained birds put them well
out of  reach for the masses (Cummins 1988/2001, 197-99). The amount one had to pay for a
warhorse varied greatly, depending on its quality and use. In 1336, horse appraisers in the
service of  Edward III valued two ‘hobbies’ at £10 (Ayton 1994/1999a: 63-64), while a courser
serving in the same campaign was valued at £40 (ibidem: 65). The maximum value royal
appraisers attached to a horse was £100 (ibidem: 70), yet actual horse values might be even
higher. In 1337, Edward III bought a destrier for £168, ‘the equivalent of  over eighty years’
income for a prosperous peasant family’  (Rogers  1999:  144).  The situation was not much
different in France, where the romance is set and real-world English armies fought the troops
of  the French king (Allmand 2001: 45). What the purchases promote is thus not a completely
deflated image of  noble economic power, but a conception of  society in which commoners
encroach upon the nobility’s economic dominance.136

The  nobility’s  position  with  regards  to  economic  power  is  ultimately  defined  by
behavioural differences which set Florent’s foster father apart from the nobles. When Clement
makes his first appearance, he is posited as a shrewd bargainer. Although asked for a sum of
forty pounds in exchange for the baby Florent, Clement talks the price down to twenty (574-
88 and 1162-64). The distinction between Clement and the nobles is further developed as the
story progresses. How much Clement is preoccupied by money is illustrated by the name he
gives to the hero: a ‘florent’ was a gold coin, an English florent equating six shillings and eight
pence.137 The gulf  which separates him from the nobles is at its most apparent in the scene
describing the banquet which is held after Florent’s victory over the giant. Once everyone has
finished eating, Clement produces thirty pounds and says ‘Haue here for my sone and me, | I
may pay for no more’ (1133-34).138 Clement is then laughed at by the kings and knights in the
hall.  Florent feels  deeply ashamed at his father’s  behaviour,  and the emperor asks Florent
whether Clement is, indeed, his father.139 The narrator mockingly comments on the situation,
stating that Clement ‘was so curtes and wyse, | He wende hit had ben merchandyse, | The
pryde  that  he  sawe  thore’  (1135-37).140 Clement,  in  other  words,  has  transferred  the
expectations of  a man subject to the trade economy to a context in which they have no place.
The kings and knights, who, unrestrainedly and seemingly without repercussions, indulge in

136 In the case of  the warhorse, the implications are military as well as economic. Clement apparently has the
ability to buy an asset which was closely allied with the nobility’s  image as a social  group of  equestrian
warriors.

137 The significance of  Florent’s name is  also pointed out in Cohen 2003: 65. In fourteenth-century France
‘ ō“florin” for a time meant any gold coin’ (Spufford 1986: 172). For the value of  the English coin see ‘fl ren’
in the MED.

138 ‘Take this [as payment] for my son and me, | I may pay for no others.’
139 In the Lincoln manuscript, the events described above are preceded by two other incidents which likewise

underline the contrast between the ways in which Clement and the nobles relate to cost. Minstrels who are
present when Florent is presented before the emperor are chased away by Clement, who, so the narrator tells
the audience, was ‘so sorye […] þat daye | For alle þaire costes þat he solde paye, | That he gane wepe wele
sore’ (1065-67). (‘so sorry […] that day | Because of  all their costs which he would have to pay, | That he
began to weep most grievously’). Later Clement takes the mantles of  the kings who are present at the feast,
and hides them in his house. When the kings discover that their mantles are gone, Clement says, ‘By Goddes
daye, | For ȝoure mete moste ȝe paye, | Or ȝe gete þam no more’ (1074-76). (‘By God’s Day, | You must pay
for your food, | Or you will not be getting them back.’) The kings then laugh; when the King of  France
promises Clement that he will pay ‘for alle’ (1082) Clement quickly returns the mantles.

140 ‘believed that it had been commerce, | The pride that he saw there’.
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costly  activities,  are  pitted  against  a  burgess  who  acts  upon financial  considerations.  The
behaviour displayed by the nobles is suggestive of  economic power of  a degree which lies
beyond Clement’s grasp, even though he is evidently a wealthy man. It could be argued that
this reflects primarily on the host, whether the King of  France or the Emperor of  Rome. Yet
the  emphasis  in  the  Northern  Octavian  is  on evoking  a  joint  association  of  the  nobles  with
economic power. While they make nor save money they consume freely, drawing on economic
resources  which  are  seemingly  free  from constraints.  Expenditure  to  them is  a  given and
economic concerns appear to have no hold on them. 

Despite the caveat with which we ended the preceding paragraph, it is evident that the
emperor  is  a  very  powerful  man,  as  he  is  able  to  endow  Clement  with  many  landed
possessions.  When  the  true  identity  of  Florent  is  discovered,  the  emperor  gives  Clement
‘townys fele, | To leue yn ryches and yn wele | Inowe for euyrmore’ (1186-88).141 Indirectly,
the  emperor’s  generosity  may  also  provide  us  with  an  indication  of  the  mechanism that
underlies  the  nobility’s  economic  superiority.  Drawing  on  towns  for  his  income  would
historically have put Clement at one remove of  the economic processes that lay at the basis of
his wealth, putting him in the position of  a lord rather than that of  a trader or craftsman.
Many of  the men present at the feast would have related to economic power in similar ways
had  they  been  real-world  individuals.  Perhaps  we  should  read  the  nobles  in  the Northern
Octavian as  being shielded off  from the  immediacy  of  economic concern by an ability  to
appropriate and utilise resources realised by others. 

Ideological power

Christianity in the Northern Octavian unites the knights and monarchs of  various nations against
a  common enemy,  fulfilling  the  role  of  immanent  morale.  Here  the  romance  reflects  the
nature of  Europe as a Christian realm, in which the church influenced many aspects of  life
and warriors from multiple nations and kingdoms might jointly fight the adherents of  other
belief  systems.  The  most  spectacular,  and  perhaps  infamous,  instance  are  of  course  the
eleventh-, twelfth- and thirteenth-century crusades, the last major instance of  which was the
1270 invasion of  Tunisia (Jordan 2001/2002: 278-79). 

When it comes to the specific position of  the nobility, the Northern Octavian does not
contain instances of  ideological power enjoyed within the world of  the romance itself. The
repeated assertions that Florent must be of  noble birth represent a phenomenon which is real
within the romance’s fictional world: that of  certain traits being inherent to noble birth. Yet
centred around the portrayal of  the nobility are indications of  a conflict between real and
notional disparities in the possession of  power. Implicit in their development and outcome is a
suggestion of  the nobility’s ideological power in the world beyond the text. 

There is something forced about the way in which the romance positions its nobility.
The attribution to noble men of  a natural attraction to, and talent for the use of, military
assets can deny the relevance, but not the truth, of  such assets being owned by non-noble
characters. Armour, weapons and steed are given the dubious status of  noble status symbols
by rights rather than by exclusivity. This has far-reaching implications if  considered from an
historical perspective: the Northern Octavian indirectly contradicts the legitimacy of  the practice
of  distraining men to knighthood on the basis of  their landed income as well as that of  part of

141 ‘many towns, | So he might [always] live in [great] wealth and prosperity’). Interesting to note that rather
than give Clement land as such, the emperor gives him locations like the one he lives in.
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the  men-at-arms  in  English  armies  coming  from  fairly  humble  backgrounds.142 Similar
observations can be made with regards to falcons and steeds: while in the romance noblemen
seem naturally attracted to the two asset types, there is no immediate correspondence between
nobility and the ability to own such animals. Indeed, it is evident that the commoner Clement
can afford to buy a steed and falcon if  he wishes. In its attitude to the notion that commoners
might be able to own such assets the romance almost seems to foreshadow the 1363 Statute on
Apparel, which attempted to make the ability to wear certain garments dependent not only on
income but also on officially acknowledged social positions. In particular esquires (and other
genteels ‘below the estate of  knight’) whose annual incomes were below the £100 mark were
barred from wearing any cloths or adornments that were particularly costly:

[Le Roi Edward [...] ad ordeine] qe esquiers et toutes maneres de gentils gentz desouz l’estat de chivaler
qe n’ont terre ou rente a la value de cent livres par an ne preignent ne usent drape pur lour vesture ou
chauceure de plus haut pris qe deinz le pris de quatre mars et demy le drape entier, par voie d’acat
n’autrement; ne q’ils ne usent drape d’or, de soy ne d’argent, ne nul manere vesture embroidez, anel,
fermaill n’ouche d’or, ruban, ceynture, ne nul autre apparaile ne hernies d’or ne d’argent, ne riens de
perre, ne nul manere de pellure. 
(Rotulus Parliamenti tenti apud Westm’ die Veneris in Octabis Sancti Michaelis anno regni Regis Edwardi Tercii post
Conquestum tricesimo septimo, item 27)143 

Economic status symbols are here partly redefined as symbols of  a legally delimited position.
That it was important to the author of  the Northern Octavian to establish a behavioural

distinction between the nobility and men like Clement is evident also from a comparison of
the  scene  of  Florent’s  purchase  with  its  equivalents  in  two  closely  related  narratives,  the
Southern Octavian (c. 1350) and the Old French Octavian (13th century).144 The former romance
is another English version of  the story of  Florent, Clement and their relatives, written in a
southern variety of  English. The latter romance is likely close to the hypothetical ultimate
source  of  both  of  the  English  versions  (McSparran  1986:  42-48). In  neither  of  the  two
romances is there an indication of  bargaining. All the audience learns in the Southern Octavian is
that Clement pays ‘Well many floreyne’ (396) for the child.145 In Octavian, ‘Climent’ pays one
hundred ‘perpres d’or’ (513), where local merchants had earlier refused to pay a sum of  forty
livres  (see line 506).  Thirteenth-century exchange rates  suggest  that  this  would have been
equivalent to, or in excess of, the money asked by the outlaws.146 The author of  the Northern

142 See the subsections ‘A social group of  mounted warriors’, ‘Image and reality’ and ‘Land’ of  the General
Introduction.

143 ‘[King Edward […] has ordered] that Esquires, and all other Genteels whose social position is below that of
Knight, and whose income from land or rent is less than one hundred pounds a year, neither take nor use
textiles costing more than four-and-a-half  Marks [i.e., three pounds] for the entire cloth, whether by purchase
or by other means. Neither shall they use gold, silk, or silver cloth; any vestment which is embroidered, or to
which are attached gold rings, clasps, or straps; any ribbons, waistbands, or other vestments or pieces of
armour that are decorated with gold or silver; any precious stones; or fur of  any kind.’ Sumptuary legislation
became common in Europe in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, after a spell in which the Church had
been the only European authority issuing sumptuary laws (Killerby 2002: 22-23, Harte 1976). Notions of
moderation  and  social  propriety  mingled  from  the  start.  Laws  introduced  in  France  and  the  Spanish
kingdoms in the thirteenth century showed a strong social bias, as did similar laws that were introduced in
other jurisdictions (Killerby 2002: 24-26). On England see also Crane 2002, esp. 11-15.

144 Dating of  Octavian based on McSparran 1986: 38.
145 ‘A very large number of  florins’.
146 The perpre d’or, or hyperpyron, was a Byzantine gold coin, widely in use in the twelfth century (Morrisson
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Octavian added details not present in the nearest equivalents of  the romance, underlining the
distinction between Florent’s attitude to expenditure and that of  his foster father. 

The Northern  Octavian attempts to  defend  an  attribution  of  military  and  economic
supremacy to the nobility against phenomena which challenge its absolute validity. Through
its simultaneous admittance and denial of  a society in which military and economic dividing
lines do not neatly follow the boundaries separating the nobility from other social groups, the
Northern  Octavian suggests  a  world in which the nobility  enjoy ideological  power which far
surpasses that of  other social groups. Their dominance is seemingly integral to the world the
author wants to convey, even if  another, more complex reality looms in the background.

Conclusion

Although in  the Northern  Octavian  internal  hierarchies  are  presupposed by the  presence  of
figures like the Roman Emperor, the King of  Jerusalem and the King of  France, the social
subtext  rests  largely  on  the  collective  juxtaposition  of  the  nobility  and  commoners.  The
introduction  of  behavioural  inclinations  proves  an  effective  means  of  establishing  noble
dominance in the areas of  military and economic power. Yet it also points to the existence of  a
reality in which noble dominance is less self-evident. Almost despite itself, the Northern Octavian
is suggestive of  challenges to its own image of  society.

2004: 399). In 1284, the official rate for one hyperpyron in Venice was 20 soldi of  Venice (Spufford 1986:
287). One gros tournois was deemed to equate two soldi of  Venice in a 1274-80 long-distance exchange (188).
A gros tournois in this period equalled 12 deniers tournois, one twentieth of  a livre (185). Based on these
facts, 100 perpres d’or can tentatively be estimated to have equated (100*20/2/20) 50 livres tournois, which
in turn would have equalled 40 livres parises, the other major coinage of  thirteenth-century France (172).
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Roswall and Lillian
(Late fifteenth century)

Edition: Die Schottische Romanze ‘Roswall and Lillian’, ed. by Oscar Lengert (Leipzig: O.R. Reisland, 1892).
Based on a 1663 edition, the earliest of  six surviving prints of  the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
(Lengert 1891-92: part 2, pp. 341-43). Contains emendations based on the other prints.

Roswall is the son of  the King of  Naples and his wife, the Lady Lillian. One day he overhears
three prisoners—men who had betrayed his father—bemoan their fate. Feeling sorry for the
prisoners, he decides to free them. Roswall steals his father’s keys and releases the men. They
promise to aid him should he ever need their help.

The king vows that the person who committed this crime shall die. When it transpires
that Roswall was the culprit, the king decides to send him abroad, rather than to kill his own
son. He writes letters to the King of  Bealm and entrusts Roswall to the care of  his steward.
Roswall is given gold for his upkeep and promised more by his mother should he need it.

Roswall and the steward leave the city. When they stop to drink water, the steward
threatens to drown Roswall unless he give him the gold and letters and agree to serve him.
Frightened, Roswall agrees. In Bealm, the steward abandons his ward. He goes to the royal
court, where he is welcomed as the prince of  Naples upon presentation of  the letters.147

Roswall, now alone, redubs himself  Dissawar. He is taken in by an old lady of  modest
means who sends him to school with her son. Here Dissawar does well, having received much
instruction when he still lived in Naples. Dissawar is soon spotted by the king’s steward, who
takes him into his service because of  his courtesy, nature and beauty. The king’s daughter, who
like Roswall’s mother is named Lillian, chooses the popular Dissawar as her chamberlain and
falls in love with him. Roswall becomes her lover.

Eventually  the  King  of  Bealm  sends  letters  to  the  King  of  Naples  proposing  a
marriage between his daughter and the supposed prince. The King of  Naples gladly consents.
The King of  Bealm then announces that there will  be three days of  jousting prior to the
wedding. Lillian wants Dissawar to take part, yet he refuses, saying he was not trained to joust.

On the first day of  the jousts Dissawar goes to the forest with his hounds, even though
he had promised to watch it with Lillian. Here he meets a knight dressed in white and seated
on a white horse. The knight tells him that they are to exchange garb and equipment, and that
Dissawar is to take part in the jousts. This Dissawar does. He unhorses many knights and
esquires, among them the evil steward. He then returns to the forest without revealing his
identity. The knight has hunted in his stead, allowing Dissawar to return to the court with
venison.

Roswall again promises that he will watch the jousts with Lillian. Yet on the next day
he returns to the forest. This time he meets a knight dressed all in red, mounted on a grey
horse. The two men exchange garb and equipment, and Roswall takes part in the second day
of  the jousts. Once more, he proves himself  the finest jouster. After unhorsing the steward and
a large number of  other opponents, he returns to the forest without revealing his identity. The
knight has been hunting in the woods, and Roswall returns with venison.

Lillian suspects that Roswall is the red knight, yet he denies this. She pleas with him
not to leave on the next morning, yet he again takes to the woods with his hunting dogs. This
time he meets a knight dressed in red, green and gold. Another exchange takes place, and
Roswall takes part in the jousts. He causes both men and horses to go down, and breaks two
of  the steward’s ribs. Once the jousting is over he quickly rides to the forest, where he meets
all three of  the knights. They reveal that they are the men whom he released from prison and

147 Roswall and Lillian is the only romance in the corpus in which ‘king’s son’ is rendered as ‘prince’.
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promise that in exchange for that kindness they will prevent the steward from marrying the
king’s daughter.

Lillian is convinced that Roswall and the knight who won on each of  the three days of
jousting  are  one  and the  same.  She  begs  him to  reveal  his  identity  so  that  they  may  be
married. On the next day, Lillian asks the king to allow her to marry Dissawar, yet as he is but
a bachelor the king instructs her to go ahead with the wedding with the prince. Lillian then
weds  the  steward,  though much against  her  will.  At  the  wedding meal  the  three  knights
appear. They assert that the steward is not their prince, and induce Dissawar to tell the court
what happened on the way to Bealm. 

The steward is hanged, and Roswall and Lillian are married. The old lady, her son and
Roswall’s teacher are amply rewarded. Roswall and Lillian have three sons and two daughters.
The daughters marry powerful men and the sons become the pope, the king of  Naples and
the king of  Bealm.

The nature of  nobility

At its heart,  Roswall and Lillian  is a story of  loyalty and betrayal, and of  charity and abuse.
These  elements  constitute  the  core  of  a  moral  subtext  which  interacts  closely  with  the
romance’s portrayal of  noblemen and other members of  society. The result is a picture of
society whose divisions need not always coincide with that between the nobility and other
social categories. Yet as we shall see, there is still a conception of  nobility in Roswall and Lillian
which distinguishes those to whom it applies from the rest of  society, irrespective of  immediate
questions of  economic or military power.

As Oscar Lengert points out in the second part of  his edition of  Roswall and Lillian, the
story  told  by  the  romance is  known  also  from  a  number  of  folk-tales  (1891-92:  part  2,
347-64).148 A striking instance is that of  the Bosnian tale Kraljev sin, in which the son of  a king
releases a wild man who was captured by his father and is then banished for this trespass.149

He is placed in the care of  a servant who is to accompany him to a foreign court. The servant,
however, forces the prince to exchange places with him, threatening to drown him if  he does
not comply. The two men arrive at the court, where the servant is accepted as the prince. He
tries to rid himself  of  his companion by inducing the king to set his servant, the real prince,
impossible tasks on three successive days. If  the servant refuses or fails he will be executed.
When the real prince bemoans his fate in the forest the wild man appears. On each of  the
three days he gives the prince a magic bell which allows him to complete his task. When a
series of  horse races are subsequently held for the hand of  the princess, the wild man gives the
prince costly garments and fine horses which will ensure his victory. The prince wins, yet after
every race he quickly rides off  to the forest. When the princess eventually discovers who was
the mysterious horseman, the prince reveals what happened on the way to the court. The
servant is hanged, and the prince marries the princess. 

As the brief  summary illustrates, Kraljev sin features fundamentally the same themes as
does Roswall and Lillian. The prince gains assets and a position commensurate with the one his
servant appropriated. Kindness is rewarded while treachery results in severe punishment. Yet

148 See also the introduction to The Lord of  Lorn and the False Steward in The English and Scottish Popular Ballads  in
Child 1882-98/2003, vol. 5: 42-48).

149 ‘The King’s  Son’.  Translated as  One Good Turn deserves  Another in  Serbian Folk-lore:  Popular  Tales  Selected  and
Translated by Madam Csemodille Mijatovies (1874). It is this translation upon which the present summary is based.
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in Roswall and Lillian the treatment of  the main themes is part of  a Christian moral subtext.
The romance repeatedly reminds the audience of  the seven Corporal Works of  Mercy: to feed
the hungry (1), to give drink to the thirsty (2), to clothe the naked (3), to welcome strangers (4),
to visit the sick (5), to buy back the captive (6), and to bury the dead (7).150 Roswall’s release of
the three prisoners evokes an association with the sixth of  the works, while the actions of  the
old lady in Bealm correspond to the first and fourth.151 When the lady meets Dissawar, she
says that she can tell from his face that he is ‘of  far countrie’ and gladly shares with the boy
what food she has:

She sayes: ‘To such meat as I have
Ye are welcome, part thereof  receive!’
She set him down, and gave him meat
Even of  the best that she could get.
(259-63)152

Dissawar’s new foster brother is likewise welcoming. So is the schoolmaster, who stresses that
he will support Dissawar if  necessary:

The master said, ‘Now, Dissawar, 
Thou shalt want neither meat nor laire.

150 The primary source for the Corporal Works of  Mercy was Matthew 25. 34-36 (Carlson 1988: 98-99): ‘Tunc
dicet  rex  his,  qui  a  dextris  ejus  erunt:  Venite  benedicti  Patris  mei,  possidete  paratum  vobis  regnum  a
constitutione mundi | Esurivi enim, et dedistis mihi manducare: sitivi, et dedistis mihi bibere: hospes eram, et
collegistis me | nudus, et cooperuistis me: infirmus et visitastis me: in carcere eram, et venistis ad me’. (‘Then
shall the king say to them that shall be on his right hand: Come, ye blessed of  my Father, possess you the
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of  the world. For I was hungry, and you gave me to eat; I was
thirsty, and you gave me to drink; I was a stranger, and you took me in: Naked, and you covered me: sick, and
you visited me: I was in prison, and you came to me.’) All Bible translations are from Richard Challoner’s
revised Douay-Rheims Bible.

151 The notion that  it  was  laudable  to  pursue the  freedom of  prisoners  was  wide-spread.  See  e.g.  Thomas
Aquinas,  Summa Theologica, secunda secundae, quaestio 32, articulus 2: Ponuntur [...] septem eleemosynae
corporales,  scilicet  pascere  esurientem,  potare  sitientem,  vestire  nudum,  recolligere  hospitem,  visitare
infirmum, redimere captivum, et sepelire mortuum’. (‘[...] we reckon seven corporal almsdeeds, namely: to
feed the hungry, to give drink to the thirsty, to clothe the naked, to harbor the harborless, to visit the sick, to
ransom the captive, to bury the dead’). A Middle English account of  the sixth Corporal Work of  Mercy can
be found in the Speculum Vitae (c. 1350-75), an adaptation into Middle English of  the hugely successful Somme
le roi of  Friar Lorens of  Orléans (1279): ‘Þe sext braunche [of  the left side of  the tree of  Mercy] es þat we be
boun | To visite þam þat er in prisoun | And to comfort þam nyght and day | And helpe þam out if  þat we
may.’ (8331-34). (‘The sixth branch [of  the left side of  the tree of  Mercy] is that we are bound | To visit those
who are in prison | And to comfort them night and day | And help them out if  we may.’) Judging from
Brayer and Leurquin-Labie’s 2008 edition of  La Somme le roi, the Middle English is a close rendering of  the
original French: ‘La sisiesme branche de cest arbre est visiter et conforter ceus qui sont en chartre et eus
delivrer, qui puet’ (57: 360). (‘The sixth branch of  that tree is to visit and comfort those who are in prison and
to set them free if  possible.’) Dating of  the Speculum Vitae from Hanna 2008: lxii-lxiii; dating of  the Somme le roi
from Brayer and Leurquin-Labie 2008: 13-14. The translation of  the excerpt from the  Summa Theologica  is
that by the Fathers of  the English Dominican Province.

152 ‘She says, “You are welcome to such foodstuffs as I have, | Take part thereof !” She set him down, and gave
him food, | Indeed, the best that she could get […].’ I have restored one reading: 260 ‘receive’ – ‘crave’.
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When ever thou needest, come to me,
And I shall make you good supplie’.
(305-08)153

The words and deeds of  the lady, her son and the schoolmaster sharply contrast with those of
the steward, who left Roswall homeless and without food. Before Roswall is taken in by the old
lady he even fears that he might die of  starvation (231-32). 

The Christian moral  context  of  the actions described in the previous paragraph is
highlighted through two instances of  prayer, a reference to ‘saint July’ (255) and another to the
birth of  Christ  (258).  The first  prayer is  the lament of  the  three  prisoners,  overheard by
Roswall before he decides to release the men. It takes the form of  a supplication to God:

They said, ‘Dear God, have mind of  us,
Even for the sake of  dear Jesus
Who bought us with his precious blood,
And for us dyed on the Rood;
To help us, if  thy will it be,
And of  this prison make us free.’
(45-52)154

The content of  these lines and their place in the text suggest that in releasing the prisoners the
hero  carries  out  God’s  work:  Roswall’s  opening  the  prison  door  constitutes  a  natural
progression from the plea of  the three men. The second instance of  prayer is indirect and less
elaborate, consisting only in a statement that Dissawar ‘said the grace’ (294) after his first
supper with the old lady and her son. Yet it confirms the common Christianity of  Roswall and
his  adoptive  family,  and  thus  the  pertinence  of  Christian  morals  to  their  actions.  The
references to ‘saint July’ and the birth of  Christ appear together, in the passage where Roswall
asks the old lady for food and a place to sleep:

He sayes: ‘Dame, for saint July,
This night let me have harbury
And als some vittals till the morn,
For him, that was in Bethlehem born.’
(255-58)155

While there are several saints called Julian or Julia, the most likely candidate in this case is
Saint Julian the Hospitaller. He was the patron saint of  travellers, his legend a celebration of
kindness to strangers in need.156 The narrator of  the life of  Julian in the Scottish Legends of  the
Saints (c. 1400) recounts how when he used to travel people would ‘to sancte Iulyane dewotly |
a pater-noster say in hy, | In hope þat al gud herbry suld haf, | þat in sik wyse It suld crafe’

153 ‘The schoolmaster said, ‘Now, Dissawar, | You will lack neither food nor lodging. | Whenever you are in need
come to me, | And I will give you good support.’

154 ‘They said, ‘Dear God, be mindful for us, | For the sake of  dear Jesus | Who bought us with his precious
blood, | And died for us on the Rood; | Help us if  it be your will, | And release us from this prison.’ Lines
49-50, here left out, were added by the editor from another print. I have restored one reading:  51 ‘To’ –
‘Now’.

155 ‘He says, “Madam, for the sake of  Saint Julian, | Give me shelter this night | And also some food until
morning, | For the sake of  him who was born in Bethlehem.” ’ 

156 This is also pointed out by Lengert (see p. 34 of  the edition, note to line 255).
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(15-18).157 Along with the mention of  Jesus’ birth in Bethlehem, the reference to the Saint
gives  the  old  lady’s  response  in  particular  strong  religious  overtones.158 She  appears  to
represent a model of  behaviour desirable in any Christian, one that values charity over the
merciless treachery of  the steward. Goodness can be found in both commoner and nobleman.
Nobility, furthermore, does not induce goodness: the culprit is himself  a knight (211).

As we have seen, Roswall’s  Christianity and  charitable spirit  associate him with his
foster family. So does part of  his education. When Roswall and his foster brother go to school,
the narrator comments that ‘Great skill of  learning before he had, | Into the country, where
he was bred’ (309-10).159 In doing so, the narrator suggests that the subjects which Roswall is
to study at his new school are comparable with those he studied at home. Here the romance
may echo historical circumstances. Later fifteenth-century Scotland had grammar schools as
well as a large number of  song schools (Ewan 2006: 30). In the sixteenth century Scottish
schools  of  the  former  type  educated  both  nobles  and commoners  (Brown 2004:  184-87).
Indeed, the 1496 education act ‘decreed that all sons of  barons and freeholders of  substance
should attend grammar schools and learn Latin and law’ (Ewan 2006: 30). A similar situation
may have applied around the time when  Roswall and Lillian  was composed.  With regards to
song schools, it is likely that at least some of  them taught their pupils to read as well as to sing,
as has been argued for song schools in England (Orme 2006: 63-64).160 Schooling, in short,
was becoming more common in the late medieval period and is likely to have produced an
overlap in the education enjoyed by certain nobles and commoners.

Although  there  is  much  that  connects  Roswall  with  his  foster  mother  and  foster
brother,  he  is  and remains  a  nobleman.  When Roswall  tells  the  king’s  daughter  that  his
‘father’s a man of  a low degree’ (364), she exclaims that she can tell from Roswall’s ‘courtesie’
(367) and ‘wonder-fair bodie’ (368) that he is ‘come of  noble blood’ (369).161 While there is a
suggestion of  innate nobility implicit to the king’s daughter’s mention of  noble blood, it should
probably not be extended to the romance as a whole. Apart from the mention of  noble blood,
there are no indications in Roswall and Lillian that the hero’s social and material recovery rest
on  an  ability  or  propensity  for  certain  activities.  Roswall’s  eventual  social  and  material
recovery appears to rest primarily on a conception of  what is good and just: Roswall receives
the support of  the three knights whom he once released from prison while the evil steward is
killed for having taken Roswall’s position. Yet the notion that that Roswall is physically and
behaviourally  different  from commoners  is  one  which  the  romance  elaborates  as  well  as
partially  accounts  for.  The  scenes  in  which  this  occurs  are  centred  around  the  jousts
announced by Lillian’s father. When the king’s daughter suggests that Roswall take part in the
jousts he says that he was not ‘bred with such a play’ (466):

For I had rather be at hunting, 
Then singing, dancing, or at justing.
(467-68).162 

157 ‘devoutly say to Saint Julian | the Lord’s Prayer on high, | Hoping that everyone should have good shelter, |
who asked it in this manner’.  Legends of  the Saints  is better known as The Scottish Legendary. Dating based on
Metcalfe 1896: xxii-xxxii.

158 Luke 2. 7 of  course suggests that this took place in a stable ‘quia non erat eis locus in diversorio’. (‘because
there was no room for them in the inn’).

159 ‘He had previously received much instruction | In the country where he had been raised.’
160 In England there was an increase in the number of  reading, song and grammar schools during the same

period (Hoeppner Moran Cruz 2000: 182-84).
161 ‘father is a man of  low stature’, ‘courtesy’, ‘most beautiful body’, ‘come from noble blood’.
162 ‘not educated for this kind of  game/fighting’, ‘For I would rather hunt | Than sing, dance or joust.’
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Roswall  is  clearly keen to suggest that he lacks the proper upbringing for the activities he
mentions. Paradoxically, however, his response creates the preconditions for a series of  events
which set Roswall apart from the social group with which he seeks to associate himself. The
forest that Roswall goes to with the dogs provides the necessary cover for the exchanges of
garb  and  equipment  that  allow  Roswall  to  prove  his  mettle  in  the  jousts  without  being
discovered. Contrary to his suggestion,  Roswall has the skill  and, assumedly, physique that
make a fine jouster. It might even be argued that  Roswall’s successful participation acts as a
confirmation of  his nobility for the other characters in the romance. As in fifteenth-century
Scotland, jousting is a noble activity: no commoner jousts in Roswall and Lillian. When Roswall
finally reveals his identity to the king, he tells him ‘All the manner of  the justing’ (790) and
explains ‘that is was he, | Who won the justing dayes three’ (791-92).163 Yet the woodland
scenes are not only there to provide the romance with a location for the exchanges of  clothes
and equipment  which  allow Roswall  to  joust.  They  also  highlight  an aspect  of  Roswall’s
behaviour and personality which is not apparent from either his jousting success or his stated
wish to hunt. Before Roswall spots the first knight, he takes in his surroundings:

He looked east and looked west,
He looked over the bents brown,
Where he saw neither house nor town.
The myrle and mavese shouted shrill,
The sun blinked on every hill.
In his heart he had great rejoycing 
Of  the birds full sweet singing.
(478-84)164

Roswall’s second woodland outing not only brings him enjoyment, but also induces him to
sing of  his lady:

The birds did sing with pleasant voice, 
He thought himself  in paradice, 
And to bear part, for joy sang he 
Even for the love of  his ladie, 
How she lov’d him her paramour, 
And she of  all the world the flower, 
For pleasure of  the weather fair, 
So clear and pleasant was the air; 
His heart was light as leaf  on tree,
When that he thought on his lady.
(563-72)165

Roswall’s  third visit  to the wood is  less  elaborately described but  suggests  a like  response:

163 ‘Everything about the jousting’, ‘that it was he | Who won the three days of  jousting’. 
164 ‘He looked east and he looked west, | He looked over the brown open fields, | Where he saw neither house

nor town. | The blackbird and song thrush sang pleasantly, | The sung glistened on every hill. | In his heart
he rejoiced greatly | Because of  the birds which sang very sweetly.’

165 ‘The birds sang with pleasant voice, | He thought he was in paradise, | And to participate for joy he sang, |
Indeed, for the love of  his lady, | Of  how she loved him as her lover, | And how she was the best of  all the
world. | Thanks to the enjoiment brought by the fair weather, | So clear and pleasant was the air, | His heart
was as light as a leaf  on a tree, | When he thought about his lady.’
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Roswall has ‘great comforting | Of  all the birds full sweet singing’ (635-36).166 I am not aware
of  similar scenes in other Middle English romances, yet parallels are provided by late medieval
love poems. The association of  birds, or bird song, with the theme of  love was a common one.
Some of  the poems in which it can be found are the anonymous ‘Lenten ys come wiþ love to
toune’ (first half  of  the fourteenth century?) and William Dunbar’s poems ‘Ryght as the Stern
of  Day Begouth to Schyne’ (c. 1480-c. 1513?) and ‘Quhen Merche Wes with Variand Windis
Past’ (1503).167 Singing, furthermore, was a skill cultivated by fifteenth-century and sixteenth-
century courtiers throughout western Europe. Sir John Fortescue remarks in De Laudibus Legum
Angliae  (1468-71) that finishing schools in London provided training in singing, harmonics,
dancing and various other accomplishments ‘qualiter in domo regia exercere solent enutriti’
(284).168 Poems of  love and adoration like that evoked in lines 567-68 were evidently among
the repertoire. Before his death in 1437, King James I of  Scotland wrote a poem known as the
Spring Song of  the Birds:

WORSCHIPPE ye that loveris bene this May,
For of  your blisse the Kalendis are begonne,
And sing with us, Away, Winter, away!
Cum, Somer, cum, the suete sesoùn and sonne!
Awake for schame! that have your hevynnis wonne,
And amorously lift up your hedis all,
Thank Lufe that list you to his merci call!169

In England, Henry VIII famously composed a number of  love lyrics during, and perhaps
previous to, his early reign (Herman and Siemens 2002: 4-5).170 The romance thus not only
introduces the hero into a scene reminiscent of  love poetry, it also implies that he either is
versed in its conventions or knows one or more poems by heart. Roswall is at once a subject
and a participant of  the tradition. In this manner, the romance intimately associates Roswall
with  court  life  as  well  as  contradicts  his  suggestion  that  he  was  not  educated  to  sing.
Everything,  in  short,  points  to Roswall  not  being who he claims he is.  This  the  romance
indirectly attributes to his previous upbringing at the royal court of  Naples through Roswall’s
claim that  he  was  not  ‘bred  with  such  a  play’  (466).  Evidently,  there  are  still  differences
between the kind of  education enjoyed by Roswall’s foster brother and that enjoyed by the son
of  a king.

Roswall and Lillian at once establishes connections between nobles and commoners and
asserts  the  ultimate  distinction  between  the  two  social  groups.  Good  people,  who  live  in
accordance with the morals set by God, can be found in both groups. Schooling seemingly is
something  which  commoners  and  nobles  may  share.  Yet  there  are  activities  which  are
associated with  nobles  specifically  and those,  it  would appear,  require  a  specifically  noble
upbringing. Although there is a tentative suggestion of  innate nobility in the words of  the

166 ‘[was] greatly cheered | By all the birds that sang most sweetly’.
167 Dating of  ‘Lenten ys come wiþ love to toune’ based on Treharne 2000. Datings of  Dunbar’s poems based on

Burrow 2006: 134-38 and Gray 1998: 396-97.
168 ‘as those brought up at the Royal Court are accustomed to practice’. I have consulted the translation in

Chrimes’ edition (119). Dating based on Chrimes 1942a: lxvi and 1942b: lxxiv. 
169 ‘Pay homage, you who are lovers this May, | For the first day of  your bliss has come, | And sing with us,

“Away, Winter, away! | Come, summer, come, the sweet season and sun!” | Awake, for shame, you who have
conquered your dejection, | And lift up your heads, | Thank Love, whom it pleases to call you to his mercy!’

170 Instances are ‘Alac! Alac! What Shall I Do?’ and ‘Whereto Should I Express?’, both found in British Library
MS Additional 31.922.
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king’s daughter, education appears to be the key factor in the determination of  whether or not
one is a noble.

Military power

Military power plays a subsidiary role in Roswall and Lillian. The notion that the nobility are a
social group of  mounted warriors is implicit to the fact that the jousts play an important role
in counteracting Roswall’s claim that he is of  humble origins. The men who take part are
referred to  as  knights  and esquires  (509,  514).  As both Roswall  and the steward who has
appropriated his identity are among the group, the terms ‘knight’ and perhaps even ‘esquire’
(spelled  ‘squyer’,  514)  appear  to  encompass  men  of  royal  birth.  This  coincides  with  the
historical status of  knighthood as a phenomenon which united much of  the male nobility. Yet
all military activity in Roswall and Lillian takes place within the confines of  the jousting field. It
is  also  here,  within clearly  defined boundaries,  that  the conflict  between Roswall  and the
steward is played out. Thus while the nobility are armed and trained for battle, the romance
does not contain any indications of  the significance which this might have beyond the jousts. 

We should also  here  look  into  the  position of  the  monarch.  The King  of  Naples
evidently has many other nobles in his service. When the princess and the steward pretending
to be Roswall are to be wed, he sends ‘An earle and lusty lords tway’, ‘two lusty knights’ and
‘many a gallant squire wight’ (448-50).171 The steward is referred to as a ‘stalward knight’
(151).  The King of  Bealm,  in turn,  is  shown to control  the  creation of  earldoms.  When
Roswall for the second time rides off  to the woods he declares that he who brings him the
knight will have an ‘earldome of  land’ (604). These instances could be seen as indirect, and
unintentional, references to surpassing military power. The King of  the Scots in the fifteenth
century  headed  an  extensive  military  hierarchy  in  which  nobles  played  a  crucial  role
(Stevenson 2006a: 23-24). Yet in the absence of  true military conflict in Roswall and Lillian the
full extent of  noble and royal military power is unclear.

Economic power

It will be evident at this stage that the economic disparities in Roswall and Lillian are large. The
first time this is clear is when the steward forces Roswall to trade places with him. With the
gold he has appropriated, the steward rents servants and acquires ‘abundance of  all fashion’
(214). When he arrives at the royal palace, there is ‘great rejoycing’ (221) in his heart. The
steward’s ill-gained prosperity is set off  by Roswall’s plight when he is abandoned ‘With not a
penny in’s companie’ (217).172 Lacking food, he fears he will die (231-32). In depicting these
extremes, Roswall and Lillian draws attention not only to the impact of  profound poverty, it also
elicits the economic dependence of  a servant or follower like the steward. The respective roles
of  the two men are underlined by the scene in which the exchange of  identities comes about:

171 ‘An earl and two fine lords’, ‘two fine knights’, ‘many a gallant and valiant esquire’.
172 ‘in his company’.
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This oath [Roswall] made to the false knight:
He the master, and he the knave;
He gave to him what he would crave.
(202-04)173

The prosperity enjoyed by the steward derives from Roswall  and thus ultimately from the
King and Queen of  Naples. This becomes even clearer if  one considers a promise the queen
makes to the steward before he and Roswall set out: 

Sir steward, now I do thee pray,
To keep my son both night and day,
And serve him both by foot and hand,
And thou shalt have both gold and land
Or yet of  any other thing,
That thou’lt seek from me, or the king.
(157-62)174

In ‘becoming’ Roswall, the steward gets closer to the source of  his material welfare and is able
to use more of  its resources for his personal benefit. Apparently the prospect of  future wealth
is not enough, even if  to be given land would, from a real-world perspective, have entailed
greater economic dependence.

The treacherous steward is not, of  course, the only person in  Roswall and Lillian  who
finds himself  in royal service. The fact that the household of  the King of  Bealm features
specialised functions such as those of  steward and chamberlain to the king’s daughter suggests
that many are in his service. Like conclusions might be drawn from the fact that the king is
able to stage a series of  jousts and hold elaborate wedding celebrations for his daughter:

Then every lord and gentle knight
Marched with a lady bright.
The courses came abundantlie
With bread and wine in great plenty.
(753-56)175

The lines above describe the dinner held before the steward’s deception is uncovered. After
Roswall’s  wedding with  Lillian,  there  is  dancing  and supper  is  had (807-17).  To have  an
elaborate  household  would have  required large  and sustained investment  and the  various
indications  that  the  King of  Bealm stands  at  the  head of  one could hence be seen as  a
suggestion of  great, even superior economic power.176 This is likewise true of  the fact that in a
world where some might starve the King of  Bealm is able to feed many. 

Roswall  and  Lillian  arguably  posits  monarchs  as  focal  points  of  economic  power.

173 ‘This oath [Roswall] made to the treacherous/deceitful knight: | That he would be the master and he himself
the servant; | He gave to him what he asked.’

174 ‘Sir steward, I entreat you | To look after my son both night and day, | And to serve him in all things. | If
you do this, you will have both gold and land | Or other things in addition | That you will seek from me or
the king.’

175 ‘Then every lord and gentle knight | Marched with a fair lady. | The courses came in abundance |With
bread and wine in great plenty.’

176 For a  more  detailed  exploration  of  the  subject  of  noble  households  see  the introduction  to  Chapter  2:
‘Spendthrift Knights’.
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Themselves  in  control  of  vast  resources,  they  are  in  a  position  selectively  to  redistribute
economic  power  among  courtiers  and  members  of  society  at  large.  In  addition  to  the
indications that  the  King of  Bealm heads a large household we find various instances  of
monarchs, or those closely allied with them, offering or granting sources of  economic power to
others. The Queen of  Naple’s promise of  gold, land and other rewards to the steward has
already been mentioned in this section. In the previous section mention was made of  the King
of  Bealm’s promise of  an ‘earldome of  land’ (604) to whoever brings him the knight who won
on the second day of  jousting. And once Roswall is the husband to the king’s daughter he
amply rewards all those who aided him: everyone ‘that did him good’ (855) he makes rich, the
old lady receiving gold ‘that lasted all her life’ (850). The recurrence of  land as a potential
reward also draws attention to the status of  land as the primary source of  noble income in late
medieval England and Scotland. The king’s promise in line 604 notably defines an earldom in
terms of  the amount of  land. The kings of  Naples and Bealm are evidently in control of  large
quantities of  land, as is also suggested by the outcome of  a marriage with Lillian. When the
king’s daughter tries to convince Roswall to reveal that he participated and won on each of  the
jousting days she tells him that if  he does her father will give him ‘[her] and all the land’ (708).
Noble income in Roswall and Lillian derives from land and the greatest noble of  all is the king.

Thus far we have failed to take into account the economic position of  the old lady and
the schoolmaster. When Roswall joins the old lady’s household he no longer has to fear that he
will die of  starvation or not have a roof  over his head. The schoolmaster too seems able to
provide Roswall with basic economic security.177 Evidently, then, one need not be badly off  if
one does not share in the wealth of  the royal court or possess an earldom of  land. What is
more, it is not necessary to be noble in order to be economically powerful. The old lady is
made rich, yet there is no suggestion that she is absorbed into the nobility. The positions which
Roswall gives to his foster brother and the schoolmaster are clearly advantageous. They, too,
are among those who are made rich by Roswall. Yet the positions are clerical, not noble. The
foster brother becomes bishop while the schoolmaster becomes chaplain to Roswall (851-54).
While the chaplaincy entails economic dependency on Roswall, if  real-world situations are
anything to go by this is not true of  the bishophood. Bishops in fifteenth-century Scotland
held extensive lands, as was also the case for their counterparts in England.178 Roswall may
determine the outcome of  the bishop’s election, but it is unlikely that he provides his income.

Roswall and Lillian presents us with a clearly gradated society in which kings take centre
stage. The degrees of  economic power in the romance range from the extremely destitute to
the exceedingly rich. The royal court is a place of  great wealth associated with the king, whose
economic power is further highlighted by his ability to endow others with riches. The promises
made by Roswall’s mother and the King of  Bealm point to the fact that nobles other than the
king, too, may be very rich, even if  their own wealth should still be subsidiary to, and to some
extent derive from, that of  the monarch. Yet economic power in  Roswall  and Lillian  is  not
simply divided in accordance with the question of  whether or not one is  a noble. This is
evidenced by the positions which Roswall gives to his foster brother and the schoolmaster. The
result is the projection of  an economic elite which, while associated with the nobility, is not
concomitant with its membership.

177 See my discussion of  the Christian moral subtext of  Roswall and Lillian in the first section of  this romance’s
discussion.

178 Roswall’s appointing his foster brother to a bishopric seems partly to reflect the situation in late medieval
Scotland,  where such appointments  were  effectively  controlled by  the king.  Pope Innocent  VIII  in 1487
granted James III a license which gave him eight months to suggest a candidate if  an abbey or bishopric
became vacant (Barrell 2000: 232).
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Ideological power

If  there  is  one  institution  whose  ideological  power  permeates  Roswall  and  Lillian, it  is  the
Christian  Church.  Its  moral  teachings  highlight  the  wrongs  as  well  as  the  rights  of  the
narrative,  establishing  a  norm  for  righteous  behaviour  which  applies  to  nobleman  and
commoner alike. It is worth noting that, unlike the other romances discussed in this chapter,
Roswall and Lillian does not in any serious way suggest that nobility or kingship rests on factors
which are beyond society itself. Roswall’s eventual marriage with the king’s daughter is neither
natural nor God-given. The role which the Christian faith plays in Roswall and Lillian is thus
substantially  different  from that  in  King  Horn and  Havelok,  where  hereditary  kingship rests
ultimately on divine predilection. Roswall’s achieving a position whose likely outcome is that
he will become King of  Bealm rests on the fulfilment of  a system of  justice applicable to every
member of  society, along with the more immediately practical aspect of  him having enjoyed
the education of  a noble. This difference between King Horn and Havelok and Roswall and Lillian
cannot be accounted for on the basis of  historical differences between the English and Scottish
kingdoms. The idea that kingship was somehow God-given existed in England and Scotland
both. From 1329, the coronation ceremony of  a King of  Scots included formal anointment by
a priest (Barrow 1992: 33-34). The style of  the King of  Scots as found on the royal seal was
‘Dei Gratia Rex Scottorum’ from the reign of  David II (1329-71, see Barrow 1992: 36, esp.
note 61).179 Perhaps the author of  Roswall and Lillian felt less of  a need to justify their hero’s
career on grounds which can be defined as ideological than did the authors of  the other two
romances.  Despite a number of  political  crises,  the royal  line in the fifteenth century was
stable. At no stage was there an alien rival king like Louis in early thirteenth-century England
(Barrell 2000: 209-26, esp. 225). The Stuarts were and remained the royal house. 

Conclusion

The  nobility  in  Roswall  and  Lillian are  associated  with  mounted  combat  and  as  such  are
associated with  military  power.  The full  extent  of  their  power,  however,  is  unclear  as  the
violence in the romance is contained within the context of  a series of  jousts. Thus while there
are indications that  the king heads an extensive military hierarchy,  his  position too is  one
which the romance leaves partly undefined. Great economic power is associated with at least
some of  the nobles, the king in particular. He is at the heart of  the court economy and is
shown  to  be  able  to  endow  others  with  considerable  economic  power.  Notable  is  the
appearance in the romance of  economically powerful commoners and ecclesiastics who are
associated with Roswall and thus with the royal house. Although there are no instances of
ideological power enjoyed within the world of  Roswall  and Lillian,  the romance as a whole
testifies to the ideological power of  the Christian Church, whose teachings are apparent in the
way the romance develops its moral subtext.

179 ‘King of  the Scots by the Grace of  God’.
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Child Exile Romances: General Conclusion

If, apart from the child exile motif  itself, there is one element which unites the romances that
have been discussed in this chapter, it is their penchant for social continuity. Kingship in King
Horn and Havelok, and nobility in the Northern Octavian and Sir Degaré are positions which defy
challenges  to  their  hereditary  conference.  In  Roswall  and  Lillian,  continuity  resides  in  a
combination of  a strong sense of  justice, combined with a perception that social distinctions
reside partly in educational differences. 

Yet  while  each of  the  five  romances  ends  in the  hero gaining  a  position which is
roughly equivalent to that which they would have held if  they had not gone through a time of
adversity, the differences between the romances are also considerable. It would appear that the
way in which the inheritance of  noble statuses is treated by the five romances depends to a
considerable  degree  on concerns  which are  to  some extent  separate  from the concept  of
innate nobility itself. Each of  the main characters descends from a king or emperor. However,
only in King Horn and Havelok does the recovery process centre around a notion of  hereditary,
god-given kingship.  In King Horn  the kingdom has effectively ceased to exist while in Havelok
the  principle of  kingship  as  an inheritable  position is  under  threat.  As I  suggested in my
discussion of  the respective romances, the two romances may here, to some extent, constitute
responses to challenges which faced the English monarchy in the twelfth and early thirteenth
centuries. It should furthermore be noted that in  King Horn  the notion that kingship is God-
willed is not absolute. The author seems to be primarily concerned with the welfare of  the
hero’s people: there is no suggestion that the hero trespasses against God when he replaces
another king with one of  his allies. 

If  we focus on the treatment of  nobility in the five romances, we find a varied picture.
King  Horn  suggests  that  hereditary  nobility  might  be  God-willed but  does  not  significantly
develop it. In Havelok commoners can become nobles. In the Northern Octavian and Sir Degaré we
find a highly developed notion of  innate nobility, while in  Roswall and Lillian the notion that
nobility might be innate is hardly evident. In the Northern Octavian in particular the suggestions
of  innate nobility are suggestive of  social anxiety. By positing various innate traits to those
born of  noble  parents  the  romance  suppresses  the  idea  that  the  possessions  and perhaps
activities of  a commoner might approximate those of  a nobleman. The fact that men and
women of  humble descent can become nobles in Havelok suggests a more secure view of  the
nobility’s overall position than that found in the Northern Octavian and, in a certain sense, makes
the romance more realistic. The chances of  the children of  a former serf  being absorbed into
the highest ranks of  the English nobility may have been very small, yet nobility in England
was only  partly  based on inheritance.  Most  notably,  a  commoner who acquired a  certain
amount of  land could be distrained to knighthood.180 Ideology in the  Northern Octavian,  Sir
Degaré and, to a lesser extent, King Horn thus conflicts with reality. 

Roswall and Lillian offers an interesting point of  contrast to the other four romances
when it comes to the hero’s ultimate attainment of  a position like that held by his father. In its
treatment of  the hero’s adversities, the romance does not seem to be as much concerned with
the notion that hereditary kingship might be threatened by a usurper as with the more general
principles  that  the  good  should  be  rewarded  and  that  justice  should  prevail.  While  the
realisation of  this notion entails that the son of  the king of  Naples marries a princess and is
likely to become a king himself, this seems to be a matter of  course rather than the result of
various inborn characteristics or a specific divine endorsement. 

180 See the subsections ‘A social group of  mounted warriors’ and ‘Land’.
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Economic differences within the nobility are apparent in each of  the five romances. In
Havelok and Roswall and Lillian in particular and, to a somewhat lesser extent, in Sir Degaré they
centre around the king. In the first two romances his power clearly, possibly vastly, exceeds that
of  other nobles, who may furthermore be his subsidiaries. The economic contrast between the
nobility and the poor is particularly evident in  King Horn  and  Havelok the Dane. It is likewise
implicit to Roswall’s adversity when he is abandoned by the treacherous steward and to the
mention of  ‘Poure men’ (44) in Sir Degaré. Havelok presents us with the most economic detail,
evoking a carefully gradated scale in which the most important and far-reaching economic
contrast is that between lord and serf. In Havelok and Roswall and Lillian we find illustrations of
commoners who lead lives of  reasonable comfort even though they do not enjoy the economic
power associated with the nobility or the royal court. The Northern Octavian and  Roswall and
Lillian are the only romances to indicate that the economic power of  some commoners might
approximate that of  nobles. It should be emphasised that the implications are different. In the
Northern Octavian the indication is repressed, suggesting that the author experienced a challenge
to noble economic dominance. In Roswall and Lillian, it arguably contributes to the splendour
of  the royal  court as  the rich commoner is  Roswall’s  foster mother,  who is  provided with
wealth by her  foster  son once he has  married the king’s  daughter.  If  one also  takes  into
account that  Roswall  and Lillian  implies that certain ecclesiastics might possess considerable
economic power, it appears that the romance espouses a conception of  the economic elite
which is closely allied, but not concomitant with the nobility.

A  more  generic  image  rises  if  one  looks  at  military  power.  In  each  of  the  five
romances,  the nobility are associated with mounted warfare.  Especially in the two earliest
romances,  which  were  composed  before  it  became  common  for  English  men-at-arms  to
dismount when they arrived at the battlefield, this implies general military dominance. In the
Northern Octavian, the importance of  the noble contribution to warfare is stressed by largely
ignoring the role of  commoners. Here too the romance’s ideology conflicts with the realities
of  England in the  period when the romance was  likely  written:  throughout  the  medieval
period commoners played an important role in war. What is more, men-at-arms serving in
English  armies  during  the  Hundred  Years’  War  might  come  from  relatively  humble
backgrounds.181 In Roswall and Lillian the precise extent of  noble military power is unclear as
all military activity takes place on the jousting field. In King Horn, Havelok, to a lesser extent Sir
Degaré  and  likely  Roswall  and  Lillian the  most  significant  character  militarily  is  the  king.
Fikenhild’s challenge of  royal power in King Horn is temporary, the evil man destroyed by the
hero of  the narrative.

All  in all, the child exile romances offer us a varied picture. The nobility generally
appear to be a social group of  great economic and military power. Yet we find that in one
romance their position is challenged and that in another the economic elite appears to extend
beyond the nobility. Kings come across as central figures within the noble hierarchy, yet only
in King Horn and Havelok the Dane do we find indications that the inheritance of  kingship is a
God-willed phenomenon. In King Horn, even God-willed kingship has its limits as the hero is
able to replace another king without it being suggested that this is a wrong thing to do. And
while nobility is clearly innate in Sir Degaré and the Northern Octavian, this is less clearly the case
in King Horn, hardly evident in Roswall and Lillian and simply not true in Havelok.

181 See the subsections ‘A social group of  mounted warriors’, ‘Image and reality’ and ‘Land’ of  the General
Introduction.
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2

SPENDTHRIFT KNIGHT ROMANCES

The concept of  a ‘spendthrift knight’ motif  seems to have become popular after it was used in
the  Motif-Index  of  the  Middle  English  Metrical  Romances (Bordman 1963),  where,  for  unclear
reasons, it is only associated with  Sir Amadace.1 It describes a pattern found in four Middle
English romances.  In these romances,  the hero starts  out as a rich nobleman. Due to his
spending  pattern  he  becomes  poor  or,  as  we  shall  see,  poor  faster  than  he  would  have
otherwise. Thanks to the intervention of  God or a fairy, however, he eventually becomes rich
again. What makes the spendthrift knight romances of  particular interest within the present
context is that they twice fundamentally alter the hero’s economic situation. 

Two of  the Middle English spendthrift knight romances derive from Marie de France’s
Lai de Lanval, in which a king’s son residing at Arthur’s court is reduced to poverty. They are
Sir Landeval (c. 1300-50) and Thomas Chestre’s Sir Launfal (later 14th century).2 The other two
spendthrift  knight  romances  are  Sir  Amadace (late  14th  century),  and  Sir  Cleges (late  14th
century).  Both of  these romances are here analysed. As of  the two Middle English Lanval
romances Sir Launfal explores the implications of  the hero’s poverty in the greatest detail it is
this version which is studied here.3 

1 See index number Q 42.1 for the ‘spendthrift knight’ motif, and index numbers W 131.1.1 and W 131.2 for
two derivatives.  The  Index also lists  a  ‘spendthrift  hero’  motif  (L 114.2)  which would appear to refer to
identical circumstances.

2 Two sixteenth-century English versions of  the Lanval story also remain: Sir Lambewell, which can be found in
the Percy Folio, and Sir Lamwell, of  which only fragments survive.

3 Sir Launfal borrows extensively from Sir Landeval, even to the extent of  copying lines from the earlier romance.
It considerably expands the story, however, introducing many elements of  its own. Particularly significant is its
treatment of  the situation leading to the hero’s economic difficulties and the consequent descent into poverty.
For this it uses 228 lines, where the MS Rawlinson C 86 text of  Sir Landeval uses 47.
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Sir Amadace
(Late 14th century)

Sir Amadace, ed. by Edward E. Foster, in ‘Amis and Amiloun’, ‘Robert of  Cisyle’, and ‘Sir Amadace’ (Kalamazoo:
Medieval Institute Publications, 1997), pp. 116-45. Edition based on the text in the 1450-60 Princeton
University Libraries MS Taylor 9, with occasional reference to MS Advocates 19.3.1, from which the
following lines were added: 373-81, 637-48. (dating Foster 1997b: 114).

Amadace is a knight who has incurred great debts in the maintenance of  his household. When
his  steward4 advises  him  to  let  go  of  nine-tenths  of  his  men and ask  his  creditors  for  a
postponement of  payment, Amadace instead holds a feast where he gives costly gifts to knights
and squiers. He consequently mortgages all of  his lands for seven years and leaves with some
of  his men, intending to return once his debts are paid off.

On their way, Amadace and his men meet a lady who is lamenting over the body of
her  husband,  a  merchant  who died in debt  because  of  a  spending  pattern which closely
resembled Amadace’s.  A merchant  to  whom thirty  pounds are  owed is  taking revenge by
preventing his debtor’s body from being buried. After failing to persuade the creditor to allow
the corpse to be buried, Amadace pays off  the thirty-pound debt, and then holds a pompous
funeral for the dead merchant.

After the funeral, Amadace is penniless and has to let his men go. Alone in a forest he
laments his fate, beseeching God to take his life should he not return him to his former state. A
knight-like figure clad all in white then appears and offers to deliver Amadace from his misery.
If  Amadace  agrees  to  share  with  him half  of  his  winnings,  he  will  provide  him with  a
boundless source of  income for the purpose of  building a retinue. This retinue, it appears, is
to aid Amadace in gaining the hand of  a girl who is the sole heir to her father’s kingdom.
Amadace immediately agrees to the White Knight’s terms and bids him farewell. 

Riding by the  seashore,  Amadace  finds  a  shipwreck laden with riches.  The White
Knight had instructed him to claim ownership of  the ship, which he consequently does. His
new-found wealth leads to his acceptance as a great lord by the local king and his daughter,
and allows him to build a large retinue. He successfully competes in a series of  jousts and gives
away half  of  his winnings to the king.

When the jousting is over, a meal is held at which Amadace and the king’s daughter fall
in love. The king, who is deeply impressed with Amadace, takes the knight aside and offers
him his daughter in marriage and half  his kingdom to hold. Amadace gladly accepts, and
weds the king’s daughter.

Some years after the wedding, the White Knight appears at Amadace’s court. He states
that he will not have any of  Amadace’s worldly possessions, yet demands that Amadace hold
their covenant by cutting his wife and child in two. Amadace’s wife says her husband should
keep to the terms of  his agreement with the White Knight, after which preparations for the
division of  Amadace’s wife and child are made. Only at the last moment does the White
Knight stop Amadace from hewing his wife and child in two. He subsequently reveals that he
is the spirit of  the dead merchant, who requested God to relieve Amadace of  his impoverished
situation. He leaves the court, and Amadace and his wife live happily ever after.5 Amadace
pays off  his debts, summons the men who were with him before his time of  care, and, when
the old king dies, is crowned king of  all the land.

4 Excepting the hero himself, all of  the characters in Sir Amadace are nameless.
5 The test appears to have been added for dramatic effect, as no reason is provided for it taking place.
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Economic power

Premise

Sir  Amadace starts  from a  simple  premise:  driven  by  a  desire  to  enjoy  prestige,  the  main
character  spends  beyond  his  means,  resulting  in  his  bankruptcy.  Amadace  words  the
discrepancy between his image and income, as well as his reason for maintaining it, in lines
398-405: 

A mon that litul gode hase,
Men sittus ryghte noghte him bye;
For I hade thre hundrythe powunde of  rente,
I spendut two in that entente.
Of  such forloke was I.
Evyr quyll I suche housold hold,
For a grete lord was I tellut,
Much holdun uppe thareby.6

Yet  woven around this  concept  is  a  romance in  which socio-economic ideals  and realism
collide. Sir Amadace is a narrative of  complex and sometimes contradictory images, its society
marked  by  a  web  of  contrasts  between  assets  associated  with  the  main  character,  his
entourage, the Dead Merchant, and the figures with whom they interact.7 

The risks of  expense

The lines quoted in the previous subsection implicitly question the viability of  a spending
pattern like the hero’s. The same observation can be applied to other passages: embedded in
Sir  Amadace  is  a  pressing awareness  that  structurally  transgressing the  boundaries  of  one’s
income makes it impossible to run a sustainable household. It is particularly evident in the
romance’s  description  of  the  hero’s  descent  into  poverty,  which  attaches  a  financially
disastrous  outcome  to  Amadace’s  decisions  prior  to  the  merchant’s  burial.8 Lines  391-95
indicate that Amadace used to own ‘londus brode’, ‘castels hee’ and ‘townus made’ before he
mortgaged his estates.9 The hero suggests at one point that from these assets he derived an
income  of  three  hundred  pounds.10 Yet  despite  having  a  sizeable  income,  Amadace

6 ‘A man who has few possessions, | Is not respected by others; | Of  the three hundred pounds which I had in
rent | I spent two to that end. | Of  such foresight was I. | As long as I held such a household, | I was
thought of  as a great lord, | Held in high esteem because of  it.’

7 In the MS Advocates 19.3.1 text an instance can be found of  the notion of  nobility as an inherited quality.
Mention is made of  ‘lordes and [...] lades small | That comon wer of  gentyll kyn’. (‘lords and […] graceful
ladies | Who came of  gentle kin’). The lines are added by Edward E. Foster as lines 647-48 of  his edition.

8 Unfortunately, in both the Advocates 19.3.1 and Taylor 9 manuscripts the first lines, approximately 25 in
number, have been lost. We learn from other passages that Amadace possesses a considerable amount of
landed wealth before debts force him to bid his homeland farewell. Lands, towns, and castles were among his
possessions (see especially lines 391-95).

9 ‘wide lands’, ‘high castles’, ‘towns built’.
10 See lines 400-01. Historically, an income of  three hundred pounds would have put Amadace on a par with

the less affluent among the fourteenth-century peers (Given-Wilson 1987/1996: 66).
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accumulates debts so great that he owes ‘wele more | Thenne [he] may of  [his] londes rere |
In faythe this sevyn yere’ (4-6) when his steward advises him to cut down on expenses.11 By
holding a feast and mortgaging his lands, Amadace further reduces his finances to a single,
fixed sum of  forty pounds:

He lafte no more in his cofurs to spende,
But evyn forty powunde.
(59-60)12

Implicit in the use of  the words ‘no more’ and ‘evyn’ is a conception of  the forty pounds as
falling short of  Amadace’s financial requirements. This notion is corroborated by historical
data.  The  long-term  upkeep  of  a  lifestyle  like  that  of  the  hero,  who  according  to  the
Advocates manuscript travels with a fully horsed retinue consisting of  ‘Sqwyar, yomon, and
knave’ (376), would have required considerably more than the money left after Amadace’s
spending spree.13 In the fourteenth century an annual, and therefore repeated, income of  forty
pounds from land was widely considered the minimum commensurate with knighthood (e.g.
Dyer 1998: 30). Normally those who fell into the appropriate income bracket would also have
enjoyed the use of  other resources such as the produce of  demesne lands or rent in kind. Stock
accounts suggest that goods obtained in these ways were not conceived of  as ‘income’ (Mertes
1988: 96). In addition, many nobles would have been able to produce staples such as bread
and beer  in  their  own households.14 By  mortgaging  his  lands,  a  fourteenth-century noble
would have lost all such benefits. He would have lost his income for the term of  the agreement
and potentially afterwards, should he fail to pay back the money owed. The annual yield of
the  lands  mortgaged  would  have  gone  towards  paying  off  the  debt  if  the  pledge  was  a
so-called ‘vivum vadium’ or ‘living pledge’; if  it was a ‘mortuum vadium’ or ‘dead pledge’
other funds would have had to be found. Should he have leased the land to his creditor for the
duration of  the agreement, he might lose possession of  his lands if  he failed to repay the debt
on time  (Simpson 1986: 141-43).15 Amadace’s bankruptcy, in brief, appears to be a logical
consequence  of  the  choices  he  made,  the  expense  on  the  merchant’s  funeral  merely
accelerating the process.16

Yet there is in Sir Amadace an illustration of  what may happen if  one persistently lives
beyond  one’s  means  which  is  more  poignant  even  than  the  hero’s  economic  downfall.
Amadace’s actions are paralleled by those of  the dead merchant, concerning whom Amadace
remarks in lines 209-10 that he ‘myghte full wele be of  [his] kynne, | For ryghte so [had he]
wroghte’.17 Like Amadace, he ended up in debt even though he had an ample income:

Sir, [he was] a marchand of  this cité,
Hade riche rentus to rere.

11 ‘truly [owes] considerably more | Than [he] may raise from [his] lands | In the next seven years’.
12 ‘He left no more to spend in his coffers | Than precisely forty pounds.’
13 ‘esquire, yeoman, and page/attendant’.
14 On the financial implications of  producing staples within one’s own household see Mertes 1998: 98 and 101-

02.
15 It is not evident from the romance how Amadace intends to pay off  his debts.
16 Highlighting the role of  volition in the hero’s economic downfall are the proposals made by his steward.

These draw attention to the fact that Amadace might have avoided bankruptcy if  he had economised. The
steward provides very specific financial advice in lines 9-11, where he suggests that his master ‘[parte [his]
courte in sere; | And putte away full mony of  [his] men | And hald butte on, quere [he] hald ten’.

17 ‘could well be [his] relative, | For in precisely this manner [had he] acted’.
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And eviryche yere three hundrythe powndee
Of  redy monay and of  rowunde,
And for dette yette lise he here.
(140-44)18

Amadace learns from the merchant’s wife that the cause of  his debts were investments in gifts
to officials and members of  the gentry, alms, feasting, and followers:19

Thenne Sir Amadace sayd, ‘For the Rode,
On quat maner spendutte he his gud
That thusgate is away?’
‘Sir, on gentilmen and officers,
On grete lordus, that was his perus,
Wold giffe hom giftus gay.
Riche festus wold he make,
And pore men, for Goddus sake,
He fed hom evyriche day.
[...]
Yette he didde as a fole.
He cladde mo men agaynus a yole
Thenne did a nobull knyghte:
For his mete he wold not spare;
Burdes in the halle were nevyr bare,
With clothes richeli dighte.
[...]
Bi thenne he toke so mycul opon his name,20

That I dar notte telle yo, lord, for schame
The godus now that he aghte.’
(145-68)21

18 ‘Sir, [he was] a merchant of  this city, | Who had rich rents to collect. | And every year three hundred pounds
| Of  solid, ready money, | Nevertheless debt caused him to lie here.’

19 In the later Middle Ages, the terms ‘gentleman’ and ‘officer’ (see line 148) had wider scopes of  reference than
‘knight’ and ‘esquire’, the terms associated with the individuals among whom Amadace distributes gifts at the
beginning of  the narrative. A ‘gentleman’ might be any member of  the nobility, whilst the term ‘officer’ could
refer to anything from a servant to a high offical of  the municipal or royal authorities. Since the merchant’s
wife appears to summarise ‘gentilmen and officers’ as ‘grete lordus’ in line 149, it is unlikely that we should
interpret ‘officers’ as referring to low-ranking domestics, yet what precisely makes someone a great lord within
the context of  the merchant’s wife’s speech cannot be ascertained. The alternative is, of  course, to interpret
‘great lords’  as  the third group receiving gifts  from the merchant. See ‘offīcēr’,  ğentīlman’,  ‘knīght’  and
‘squier’  in the  MED as well as the subsections ‘Nobility’ and ‘Social positions of  the English and Scottish
nobility’ of  the General Introduction.

20 It is unclear what situation ‘bi thenne’ refers to. It is here interpreted as ‘eventually’.
21 ‘Then Sir Amadace said, “In the name of  the Holy Cross, | What was it that he did with his possessions |

That it should now be gone?” | “Sir, he was wont to give gentlemen and officers, | To great lords, who were
his peers, | Splendid gifts. | He would hold great feasts, | And poor men, for the sake of  God, | He would
feed every day. | [...] | He continued to act as a fool. | At Yuletide he clothed more men | Than would a
noble knight. | He would make no savings on his food; | The tables in the hall were never bare, | They were
richly laid with cloth. | […] | Eventually he accumulated so many debts, | That shame prevents me from
now telling you, lord, | The extent of  the goods which he owed.” ’
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What  makes  the  merchant’s  example  particularly  painful  is  that  the  repercussions  of  his
spending pattern extend beyond the personal sphere, and even beyond the boundaries of  life
and death. The merchant’s wife loses everything when her husband dies: all that she and her
husband owned is either sold or taken away (169-80). The fact that parting from life does not
necessarily make financial problems go away is underlined by the remaining creditor’s refusal
to allow for the merchant’s funerary rites to be completed (259-64).22 Debt has a destructive
influence, and from an economic perspective it is evident that Amadace and the merchant
brought it about themselves.

The morality of  expense

Sir  Amadace contains  the  ingredients  of  two  opposing  moral  evaluations  of  the  spending
patterns of  Amadace and the merchant. Criticism is levelled at the behaviour of  the two men
by the hero and the merchant’s wife. At one point the hero vehemently condemns his own
spending pattern, and thus implicitly that of  the merchant whose behaviour he equated with
his own:

[...] all for wonting of  my witte,
Fowle of  the lond am I putte,
Of  my frindes I have made foes.
(421-23)23

Amadace’s comment mirrors that made by the merchant’s wife in line 157, where she asserts
that her husband acted as a fool when he persisted in spending large sums of  money on gifts
and luxuries. Yet Sir Amadace also harbours an overriding notion of  unbounded expense as a
laudable activity. Among the comments which the merchant’s wife makes on her husband are
the following:

Quil he hade any gud to take,
He wernut no mon, for Goddus sake,
That wolnotte onus say nay.
(154-56)24

Giffe I sayd he did noghte wele,
He sayd, God send hit everyche dele,
And sette my wurdus atte lighte.
(163-65)25

It hardly needs stating that the above lines invoke Christian morals. Man is here neither the
owner, nor the originator of  the goods which he or she uses and controls.26 To hoard them is

22 Amadace states in line 284 that he will bring the merchant’s body ‘to Cristun berunge’. The romance here
seems to reflect an older practice which was apparently permitted by Canon Law (Robson 1842: xxvi).

23 ‘[...] Because of  shortcomings in my thinking [i.e., ill-considered actions], | I am considered the greatest fool
in all the land, | And have made foes out of  my friends.’

24 ‘As long as he had any goods at his disposition, | He refused no man, for the sake of  God, | Not once would
he say no.’

25 ‘If  I said he acted wrongly, | He would say that God had sent it, every bit, | And pay no heed to what I said.’
26 See also Putter 2000b, which extensively discusses the religious implications of  gifts and expenditure in  Sir
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to  deny  God’s  munificence,  even  to  appropriate  that  which  is  his.27 The  first  of  these
conceptions is  also implicit  in words spoken by Amadace and the White  Knight.  In lines
256-57, Amadace asks the dead merchant’s creditor to ‘Thenke how God ordant for [him] |
Bettur grace then evyr had He’28 in an attempt to convince the creditor to allow the body’s
burial.29 Yet it is the White Knight’s words which are particularly significant. When he first
addresses Amadace, he tells him that ‘God may bothe mon falle and rise’ (452) and that ‘gud
His butte a lante lone | Sumtyme men have hit,  sumtyme none’ (454-55).30 The eventual
identification of  the White Knight as an agent of  God, first hinted at by his appearing shortly
after Amadace’s beseeching God to relieve him from his poverty, attaches a strong suggestion
of  divine truth to his comments.31 The notion that to spend liberally, without giving heed to
financial considerations, is to be commended thus overtakes the earlier suggestions that such a
spending pattern is reprehensible. One’s fate is ultimately in the hands of  God, who wants
wealth to be expended.32

Sir Amadace  offers a metaphysical solution to a problem which is located in physical
phenomena. The disassociation from human beings of  the ability to exert influence on their
financial  situations  points  to  a  duality  in  the  conception of  expenditure  which cannot  be
resolved. Yet as the treatment of  economic issues is initially realistic in nature, the introduction
of  a transcendental aspect to expenditure leaves the impression of  it being an attempt to solve

Amadace and  Williams 1999, which points out that ‘ “To give and not to count the cost” is  a traditional
Christian virtue’ (60).

27 It might be argued that the merchant’s comments identify giving as an imitation of  God. An analogous, and
roughly contemporaneous, treatment of  this subject can be found in the Book for a Simple and Devout Woman (c.
1400): ‘[Þe couetise man] is euel to God, for þe godes þat God haþ ȝeuen hym to spende, as a traytour he
makeþ hem his owne. For riche men buþ nat lordes bot spenderes of  þe godes, forþi God curseþ þe riche þat
makeþ hem hure owne and so bicomeþ Godis enemy þer he scholde be his frende if  he hem wel spendede, as
a trewe spencere auȝte to do þe godes of  his lorde.’ (2714-18). (‘The covetous man is evil/sinful in his dealings
with God, for the goods which God has given him to spend he makes his own like a traitor. For rich men are
not lords but the spenders of  goods; God therefore curses the rich man who appropriates his goods and, in
this manner, becomes God’s enemy, while he would be God’s friend if  he spent his goods well, in the same
way as a loyal household steward ought to spend the goods of  his lord.’) Note that the words ‘spencere’
carries strong connotations of  expenditure.) Dating Diekstra 1998: 51-52. 

28 ‘Contemplate how God ordained for [him] | Better grace than [the dead merchant] ever had’.
29 In addition, Amadace asserts  that ‘Gode forgave His dede’ (254).  Both Foster and Maldwyn Mills in his

edition of  Sir Amadace translate the word ‘dede’ as ‘death’ (page 176, gloss to line 254). It is likely, though, that
‘dede’ should here be read as ‘deed’, ‘act’, or even as a misspelling of  ‘debt’ as Amadace sets out to convince
the creditor that he should forgive the dead merchant, allowing the corpse to be buried. This does, however,
add some ambiguity to the romance’s moral subtext: if  God forgives the merchant, his actions may not have
been altogether virtuous after all, even if  only in view of  their eventual outcome. 

30 ‘God may lower a man as well as elevate him’, ‘Worldly possessions are but a lent loan, | Sometimes men
have them, sometimes they don’t.’ Cf. Sir Isumbras 100-03: ‘[...] God bothe yeveth and taketh | And at his wyll
ryches maketh, | And pore men also’. (‘God gives as well as takes | And creates rich people if  and when he
wishes | As well as poor men.’)

31 It furthermore confirms God’s ability to determine the economic fate of  human beings. The White Knight’s
demand that Amadace divide his wife and child in two may appear to cast a slur on the contract between
Amadace and himself. Yet it serves to test the hero’s loyalty to the terms of  the contract, not to question the
fundamental justification of  seeking to improve one’s situation by making false economic claims. 

32 Cf. Ad Putter’s comment that ‘The kind of  test which the poet is building up to is [...] underpinned by a
religious understanding of  “goods on loan” that banishes concepts like “commodities” or “owners” ’ (2000b:
387). 
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that which cannot be solved. Sir Amadace appears to be an economic wish-fulfilment fantasy.

Conforming to the norm: social positioning and expense

We have seen how Sir Amadace  provides large-scale expenditure with a religious context that
counters negative evaluations of  the practice. This does not, however, cancel out the fact that
a  striving  for  prestige,  rather  than  religious  fervour,  inspired  Amadace’s  lavishness.  This
striving is contextualised by the dead merchant’s returning in the guise of  a ‘knight’, a device
which suggests that grandiose spending patterns are more fitting for noblemen than they are
for merchants.33

The distinction implicit in the association of  high expenditure levels with nobility in Sir
Amadace  is  not  straightforwardly economic in nature.  As we have seen,  the bankruptcy of
Amadace  and  the  dead  merchant  demonstrates  that  suggestions  of  prosperity  do  not
necessarily rest on commensurate economic foundations. What is more, by implying that the
dead  merchant  enjoyed  an  income  equal  to  the  hero’s,  Sir  Amadace  introduces  a  distinct
possibility of  economic parity between nobles and commoners, most particularly merchants.
The religious  connotations  discussed in the previous section furthermore add a  moralistic
aspect to the expenditure levels associated with Amadace and the dead merchant, suggesting
that by expending all of  their wealth the two men have shown themselves good Christians.
There is  also, however, a more mundane aspect to the distinction between nobleman and
commoner. After Amadace has left the city of  the Dead Merchant, its inhabitants voice their
disapproval of  his liberality:

Quen he was gone [...],
Thenne iche mon sayd thayre devise,
Quen he wasse passutte the gate.
Sum sayd, ‘This gud full lighteli he wan,
That thusgate spendutte hit on this man,
So lightely lete hit scape.’
Sum sayd, ‘In gud tyme were he borne
That hade a peny him biforne.’
(337-44)34

The opinions voiced by the townspeople are those of  men used to thinking in terms of  effort
and creditworthiness.  These  two elements  have  profoundly  influenced their  ethic,  causing
behaviour like that of  Amadace and the Dead Merchant to be considered wasteful without
further qualification.  The Dead Merchant’s creditor even goes so far as to allow financial
considerations to impact his treatment of  the debitor’s body. In a conversation with Amadace
he states that ‘That body schall nevyr in the erthe come | My silvyr tille that I have’ (260-61).35

One is reminded of  the Northern Octavian, in which the common and noble attitudes
towards expense likewise differ substantially. Yet there is a significant difference: where in the

33 This is also suggested by the dead merchant’s wife’s identifying not citizens but ‘gentilmen and officers’ (148)
and,  possibly,  other  ‘great  lords’  as  her  husband’s  ‘perus’  (149).  (‘gentlemen/nobles  and  (high)  officials’,
‘peers’). See also note 19 above.

34 ‘When he was gone | Everyone voiced their opinion | When he had passed through the gate. | Some said
“These possessions he gained most easily, | Which he thus spent on this man, | So easily he let them escape.”
| Some said, “Blessed is he, | Who has a penny before him.” ’

35 ‘That body will not go into the earth | Before I have my silver’.
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Northern Octavian the noblemen are seemingly free of  economic care, in Sir Amadace they are as
susceptible to bankruptcy as are the commoners. There is something decidedly problematic
about the notion of  noble expense in Sir Amadace. Nobles are expected to live up to an image
which  does  not  necessarily  coincide  with  their  financial  situation.  Perhaps  the  prominent
appearance of  cost and economic limitations in the romance is, to some extent, a reflection of
the increasing importance of  trade and the money economy in late medieval Europe, where
‘everything came to have its  price’ (Wood 2002: 206).  Yet there are also far more specific
factors  which are likely  to have played a role.  To quote  Maurice Keen, ‘to “conduct and
arrange well”  the  management  of  the  household,  to  balance the  impression of  style  and
plenty that it gave with the resources at its master’s disposal, was a necessary art for any born
into the secular ruling class [of  later medieval England], at whatever level’ (1990: 160-61).
Sources of  the period suggest that to many people it was self-evident that a lord should lead a
life more expensive than that of  most of  his fellow countrymen. In the c. 1352-70 allegory
Wynnere  and  Wastoure,  for  instance,  the  character  Wastoure  responds  indignantly  to  an
accusation of  paying ‘for a repaste a rawnsom of  siluer’ (363):36

Woldeste þou hafe lordis to lyfe as laddes on fote,
Prelates as prestes þat þe parischen ȝemes,
Prowde marchandes of  pris as pedders in towne?
Late lordes lyfe as þam liste, laddes as þam falles.
(375-78)37

A sizeable and well-provided household would contribute significantly to the prestige of  its
master and was a necessity if  one wished to exert significant political influence (Mertes 1988:
102-03).38 Fourteenth-century magnates went so far as to demonstrate the superior size and
composition of  their retinues by providing their men with garments, hoods, or badges that
would identify them as their followers (Ailes 2002, 94-95).39 Less well-endowed nobles tried to
mimic  the  style  and  composition  of  the  great  households.  The  financial  impact  of  this
behaviour was considerable, even if  there was more that might motivate the size, composition,
and amenities of  a noble household than only a desire to gain prestige.40 Large proportions of
a nobleman’s budget would often be spent on food and drink alone, much of  it consumed by
his retinue, guests and servants.41 A poignant reminder of  the risks involved in spending on a
large scale is found in the mid fifteenth-century ‘Ashmole’ Secrete of  Secretes, a Middle English

36 An elaborate analysis of  the social and literary context of  Wynnere and Wastoure is given in Scattergood 1987.
Scattergood dates the poem 1352-53. Trigg proposes 1352-c. 1370 (1990: xxii-xxvii). 

37 ‘Would you have lords live like common men who go on foot,  | Prelates  like priests  who look after the
parishes, | Proud merchants of  high standing like the peddlars who also live in town? | Let lords live as they
wish, common men as is appropriate for them.’

38 Cf.  Woolgar  1999:  16:  ‘What  did  all  these  servants  do?  The key  to  much activity  lay  in  what  was  not
immediately  functional,  in  religion,  display,  extravagance,  courtesy,  gesture  and  movement,  indeed  in
anything that underpinned status and magnificence’.

39 A famous example of  this practice are the S-shaped links made of  gold, silver, or brass that John of  Gaunt
distributed amongst his favourites (Keen 1990: 16-17).

40 Christopher Dyer has estimated that dukes and earls maintained between 40 and 166 individuals; a rich
knight would have maintained between twelve and thirty (Dyer 1998: 50-51).

41 Joan de Valence in 1296-97 (gross annual income  £1000)  and Edward Stafford in 1503-04 (gross annual
income £5000) both spent approximately forty percent of  their income on food and drink (Woolgar 1999,
tables 1 and 7 (pages 12-13 and 113) Higher as well as lower percentages are found, the richest households
generally spending smaller portions of  their income on foodstuffs than the less affluent (Dyer 1998: 55).
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redaction of  the Secreta Secretorum.42 Here, a (would-be) prince or king could read that ‘For to
exercise avarice and prodigalité  is  no maistrye;  forto contynue in largesse is  and wolle be
harde’ (p. 32: 27-28):

Therfore shalt thow give thy goodes after thy power, and that with mesure vnto nedy and to worthy
men. […] And who inordinatly yeveth away his goodes and richesse, he shal sone come to the bitter
strone of  pouertee.
(p. 32: 31 – p. 33: 1)43

This,  in  a  nutshell,  is  the  problem encountered by  the  hero of  Sir  Amadace.  But  it  is  not
‘mesure’ which ultimately saves him from a life in poverty.

Power through display: the implications of  the White Knight’s intervention

In the scenes leading up to Amadace’s  encounter with the White  Knight,  the rewards of
large-scale expenditure are abstract in nature while the disadvantages are painfully evident.
Once  the  White  Knight  has  made  his  first  appearance,  however,  the  rewards  become
decidedly tangible.

It  is  clear from the beginning that  the  marriage  between Amadace  and the king’s
daughter  is  to  be  the  means  to  an  end.  When the  White  Knight  discloses  his  plans,  he
intimates that Amadace will be able to escape from his present situation through the proposed
marriage:

[...] Wold thu luffe him avre all thing
That wold the owte of  thi mournyng bringe,
And kevyr the owte of  kare?
For here beside duellus a riall king,
And hase a doghtur fayre and yinge,
He luffis nothing mare.
(469-74)44

The White Knight specifies the potential winnings as ‘full mekille honowre, | Fild and frithe,
towne  and  towre’  in  lines  496-97,  mentioning  the  marriage  only  as  an  afterthought.45

Amadace subscribes to this pragmatic vision of  the future when he says,

And thu have myghte thrughe Goddus grace
So to cumford to me,
Thu schalt fynde me true and lele

42 The editor suggests in an introductory note to the text that it was ‘written perhaps soon after 1445’ (18).
43 ‘For exercising avarice and wastefulness requires no special skill; continuing in largesse is, and will be, hard.

[…] Therefore you will give your goods according to your ability to do so, and this with moderation, to needy
and worthy men. […] And who gives away his goods and wealth without measure will soon come to the bitter
gain of  poverty.’ The dating is from the editor’s introductory note to the text.

44 ‘[...] Would you love more than anyone else | He who would bring you out of  your mourning, | And recover
you from your state of  misery? | For close-by there dwells a majestic king, | Who has a fair and young
daughter, | Whom he loves above everything else.’

45 ‘great honour, | Field and forest [or, park], town and tower’.
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And evyn, lord, for to dele
Betwix the and me.
(506-10)46

The prospect of  social and material gain leads Amadace to pursue a marriage with the king’s
daughter.47

It initially appears as if  Amadace’s chances of  marrying the king’s daughter and thus
reconsolidating his fortune depend solely on his ability to joust. In lines 478-80, the White
Knight tells Amadace that ‘no mon [may the king’s daughter] wedde ne weld, | Butte he that
first is inne the fild, | And best thenne justus thare’.48 And indeed, it is shortly after the hero
has won ‘so mycull honoure’ (607) in a series of  jousts that the king offers him the opportunity
of  marrying his daughter.49 Yet the vetting process that precedes the wedding consists in more
than jousting alone. When Amadace finds the shipwreck to which he is directed by the White
Knight, he immediately sets about associating himself  with its cargo, which consists of  ‘all
kynne maner of  richas | That any mon myghte devise’ (523-24).50 

Thenne Sir Amadace he him cladde,
And that was in a gold webbe,
A bettur myghte none be.
And the stede that he on rode,
Wasse the best that evyr mon hade
In justing for to see.
Ther he wanne full mecul honoure,
Fild and frithe, toune and towre,
Castell and riche cité.
Aure that gud he hovet full ryghte.
That see the king and his doghtur bryghte
The justing furthe schild be.

The kinge sayd to his doghtur bryghte,
‘Lo, yond hoves a riall knyghte!’
(529-42)51

46 ‘If  you have the power through the grace of  God | Thus to comfort me, | You will find me true and loyal |
And [ready], lord, to divide evenly | Between you and me [the winnings].’

47 Only in the scene immediately previous to the king’s offer of  his daughter do the hero and the king’s daughter
fall in love.

48 ‘No man [may wed or govern in marriage the king’s daughter] | But he who shows the best performance on
the field, | And there jousts best’.

49 ‘such great honour’.
50 ‘riches of  every kind | A person might conceive of ’.
51 ‘Then Sir Amadace dressed himself, | In a gold cloth, | There might be no better. | And the steed which he

rode on, | Was the best a person ever had, | The best that might ever be seen in a joust. | There he won
great honour, | Field and forest [or, park], town and tower [i.e., fortified structures of  every kind], | Castle
and prosperous city. | Above those goods he lingered most truly. | This the king and his lovely daughter saw |
The jousting was to be held forthwith. | The king said to his lovely daughter, | “Look, over there lingers a
royal/majestic knight!” ’ Worth noting is that the word ‘riall’ is also used by Amadace when he announces his
final spending spree in the first scene of  the romance: ‘Yette wille I furst, or I fare, | Be wele more riall then I
was are  |  Therfore  ordan thu schall’  (37-39).  (‘I  will,  however,  before  I  go,  | Be even more splendidly
generous than I ever was before. | You will make the necessary arrangements.’) Royalty and munificence are
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When Amadace first introduces himself  to the king, he states that he was ‘a prince of  mekil
pride’ (565) who had intended to visit the kingdom with his followers.52

As a result of  his actions, Amadace is in the king’s good books even before he has made
his  acquaintance.53 Not  only  does  the  king  express  his  approval  of  the  hero  in  line  542,
esquires sent by the monarch also assure Amadace that ‘his’ possessions will be kept secure,
and inform him that the king’s men are at his disposal.54 Further consequences are suggested
by  the  way  in  which  the  passage  quoted  above  presents  its  information.  The  immediate
transition in lines 529-38 from a description of  Amadace’s interaction with the goods in the
ship to a catalogue of  winnings similar to that in lines 496-97 suggests that the hero’s material
advances somehow flow from his display of  the economic power which he has appropriated,
while the juxtaposition of  lines 539 and 540 seems to imply that the jousts  are held as a
consequence of  the impression which Amadace leaves on the king and his daughter.55 Even
though Sir Amadace  plays with the notion of  the hero’s fate being determined entirely by his
military performance, economic display evidently also plays a role in his social and economic
recovery.

The  fact  that  behaviour  based  on  the  principles  that  led  to  Amadace’s  economic
demise also contribute to his  socio-economic recovery poses a challenge to notions of  his
earlier spending pattern as having been financially injudicious.56 Yet the circumstances under
which Amadace regains his wealth cannot be compared with the context in which he went
bankrupt. When the White Knight instructs Amadace, he tells him to spend without stint on
gifts to great lords (484-86) and to ‘be large of  feyce’ (490) in order to attract followers. To this
latter instruction the White Knight furthermore adds that he will ‘pay ichone’ (492).57 The
wealth on which the hero founds his new image thus derives from a seemingly inexhaustible
source, allowing Amadace to escape from the phenomena which earlier caused him to be
reduced to impecuniousness.58 The White Knight makes the unimaginable come true, evading
the issues raised in the scenes preceding his arrival and offering instead vindication without
resolution.

here closely associated concepts.
52 ‘a ruler/nobleman of  great magnificence’.
53 Statements which Amadace later makes make it more than clear that his actions are part of  a conscious

attempt to project an image of  himself  as a man of  great wealth. The hero speaks of  the ship as if  it were his,
and states explicitly that ‘To spend [he has] enughe plenté’ (574). (‘to spend [he has] enough wealth’).

54 See lines 545-49 and 562-64.
55 A slightly modified version of  the catalogue is used as a summary of  Amadace’s winnings at the jousts: ‘Ther

he wanne so mycull honoure, | Fild and frithe, towne and toure, | Castell and riche cité’ (607-09). (‘There he
won such great honour, | Field and forst [or, park], town and tower, | Castle and prosperous city.’)

56 It does not, moreover, come as a surprise that successfully asserting membership of  a privileged social group
might come with socio-economic advantages,  as  to  be  prejudiced in favour of  one’s  peers  is  a  common
human tendency. Cf. Christopher Dyer’s remark that ‘A lord who impressed his fellow aristocrats with his
numerous  following  and good connections  would  be  more  likely  to  contract  advantageous  marriages  or
receive royal patronage, and thereby increase his family’s income’ (1998: 90).

57 ‘generous [in the giving] of  rewards’, ‘pay every single one’.
58 The extraordinary character of  the White Knight’s support is underlined by its temporariness. When the king

offers Amadace his daughter in marriage, he endows him with half  of  the land, and holds out the prospect of
becoming king himself: ‘Here a gifte schall I yo gife | Halfe the kyndome quilles I life—| Take all aftur my
daye’ (634-36). (‘Here a gift I shall give you | Half  the kingdom while I live—| Take all after my lifetime.’)
Real-world financial viability, not continued otherworldly support, is the goal of  Amadace’s adventures in ‘the
kingdom without a male heir’.
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The position of  the king

The  fact  that  the  ultimate  solution  to  Amadace’s  predicament  lies  in  him acquiring  the
resources and eventually position of  a king associates economic eminence with kingship. The
riches of  the king furthermore evidently exceed those of  Amadace: after marrying the king’s
daughter he is able to pay off  his debts and summon his old companions.  Sir Amadace thus
seems to imply an economic hierarchy headed by the king. That Amadace has to climb to the
top of  this hierarchy in order to escape from his financial difficulties could be viewed as a
confirmation of  the fact that the conflict between economic reality and the pressure to expend
cannot normally be resolved without taking into account one’s income.

Military power

The only military activity in Sir Amadace  are the jousts. The fact that they fulfil a role in the
hero’s socio-economic recovery suggests that at least those noblemen referred to as ‘knights’
are a social group which ideally encompasses effective mounted warriorship.59 It may be that,
through the jousts, the author of  Sir Amadace  intended to distinguish the nobility from other
social groups, invoking the idea of  a military order as a counteractive to the blurry economic
distinctions  resulting  from  its  portrayal  of  the  hero,  the  Dead  Merchant  and  the  other
inhabitants of  the Dead Merchant’s city. This is also suggested by the categorisation of  the
men  who  support  Amadace  in  the  jousts.  When  the  hero  arrives  at  the  royal  court,  a
proclamation is issued on his behalf  which states that he will give to all those who will dwell
with him, ‘knyghte, squiere, yoman and knave, | Iche mon in thayre degree’ (593-94), ‘so
muche, or ellus more, | As any lord wold evyr or quare’ (598-600).60 Yet the focus shifts rapidly
from this cross-section of  secular society to nobles—men who can, and do, support Amadace
in the jousts:

Quen gentilmen herd that cry,
Thay come to him full hastely,
With him for to be.
Be then the justing wasse alle cryed,
There was no lord ther besyde
Had halfe as mony men os he.
(601-06)61

Thus we find in Sir Amadace a nobility who engage in mounted combat, albeit only within the
context of  the jousts. The implications are ambivalent. Yes, there is fighting in Sir Amadace, but
it is controlled and without an apparent parallel in the world beyond the jousting field. The
appearance of  retinues headed by ‘lords’ implies a military hierarchy, yet here too the question

59 Cf. the White Knight’s comment on the hero in lines 475-78: ‘thu art one of  the semelist knyghte | That evyr
yette I see with syghte, | That any armes bare.’ (‘you are one of  the handsomest knights | I ever saw, |
Among those who bore arms.’)

60 ‘knight, esquire, yeoman, and knave | Each man in his degree’, ‘so much, or otherwise more, | As any [other]
lord would, at any time and in any place’.

61 ‘When gentlefolk heard that proclamation, | They came to him most hastily, | So as to be with him. | By the
time the jousting had been declared, | There was no lord present | Who had half  as many men as he.’
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is if, and how, this translates to everyday situations. The nobility in Sir Amadace are superficially
associated with the traditional image of  the mounted warrior and may be more powerful
militarily than other social groups.62

Ideological power

One will not find in  Sir Amadace  instances of  ideological power enjoyed within the fictional
world itself. This does not, however, prevent the romance from suggesting that the real-world
nobility enjoy considerable ideological power.

The economic exchanges of  Sir Amadace import a significant conflict between perceived
and desired social realities. The narrator presents their audience with an image of  the nobility
whose confirmation relies on devices that are drawn from a reality beyond that of  the conflicts
between expenditure  and economic capacity  that  drive the  plot.  The help offered by the
White  Knight  allows  Amadace  to  shake  off  the  constraints  which  brought  about  the
reduction, and then cessation, of  his cost-inducing activities, as well as the financial backlash
which followed upon the death of  his fellow expender, the Merchant. This is a fundamentally
escapist  solution  to  the  hero’s  problems,  one  that  runs  counter  to  the  realities  of
fourteenth-century  household  management  or,  indeed,  those  of  any  economy  defined  by
scarcity. Contrary to the assertions of  Stephen Knight, we do not have in Sir Amadace a ‘neat
and firm response to mercantilism’ (1986: 108).63

Implicit to the solution chosen by the author of  Sir Amadace is ideological power in the
world beyond the text. Despite being aware of  the finite nature of  noble economic power, the
author  appears  keen  to  salvage  a  conception  of  society  in  which  almost  boundless
munificence,  and thus  almost  boundless  economic  power,  is  one of  the  defining  traits  of
lordship and even of  nobility itself. Yet the romance also draws attention to the risks involved
in living up to the image. Ideological power appears sometimes to be a double-edged sword: in
promoting the perpetuation of  images that do not necessarily accord with reality, it may also
promote behaviour that tallies with those images, but not with one’s actual ability.

Conclusion

Sir  Amadace  finds  itself  between  the  opposing  pulls  of  socio-economic  realism  and
nobility-centric  ideology  when  it  comes  to  the  evocation  of  society.  A  reality  based  on
economic  common sense  encroaches  on  the  nobility-centred  dream image  implicit  in  the
lifestyles of  Amadace and the Dead Merchant. Despite the fact that assets such as horses,
towns, and castles are mentioned in contexts which associate them with nobles, the economic
significance of  this remains unclear in the light of  the exchanges which take place in the Dead
Merchant’s city. Military contrasts are suggested, yet remain largely undeveloped. And while

62 Indeed, it might be argued that the most immediate implications of  the jousts are of  an economic, rather
than a military nature: Amadace’s retinue’s far surpassing the followings of  other lords in size is rooted in the
economic power which he derives from his agreement with the White Knight, and thus constitutes a final
statement of  the hero’s economic power before the attainment of  real-world social and material success. 

63 See also my discussion of  Knight’s article in the subsection ‘General approach’ of  the General Introduction.
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gift-giving  is  identified  as  noble  behaviour,  it  is  evident  that  there  may  be  a  discrepancy
between the suggestion of  economic power it entails and the resources which the giver has at
their disposal. In an evocation of  the nobility which centres around phenomena associated
with economic power, Sir Amadace evokes both what is and what should be.
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Sir Cleges
(Late 14th century)

Edition: Sir Cleges, ed. by Eve Salisbury, in The Middle English Breton Tales, ed. by Anne Laskaya and Eve
Salisbury (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1995), pp. 377-407. Edition based on the text in
the c. 1500 Oxford University Bodleian Library MS 6922 (dating Shuffelton 2008: 2-3), with occasional
reference to National Library of  Scotland MS 19.1.11 (formerly Advocates MS Jac.V.6.21), from which
the following lines were added: 130-32 (line reference is to Salisbury’s edition).

Cleges  is  a  knight  in  the  service  of  Uther  Pendragon.  His  finest  moments  are  his  yearly
Christmas feasts, at which he regales rich as well as poor. After ten or twelve years of  feasting,
Cleges’  wealth  begins  to  dwindle.  By  mortgaging  his  manors,  Cleges  is  able  to  continue
holding  his  festivals  for  a  considerable  time,  yet  finally  the  time comes  that  nearly  all  of
Cleges’ possessions have been spent away. Hoping that God will defray his expenses, Cleges
holds a final feast. The costs incurred prove to be too much, and after the feast all of  Cleges’
manors, except for one of  little value, are sold. 

When one Christmas Eve Cleges dolefully reminisces his Christmases past, he hears
the sound of  minstrelcy, song and dance. He thanks Christ for this message, and thinks about
the charity he would practice at this time of  year. His wife, Dame Clarys, advises Cleges to do
away with his sorrow and thank God for that which He has given them. The family then have
a humble Christmas meal, Cleges wipes his tears away, and in the morning Cleges, Clarys and
their two children go to church. 

In church, Cleges prays for the well-being of  his family, whilst Clarys asks God to keep
her husband from pain. After church, Cleges goes to a garden by his house to thank God for
having sent to him poor people whom he might support. When Cleges rises from his prayer,
he finds cherries on the bough he is holding. He thinks this midwinter fructification is an omen
of  more grief  to come, but Clarys says it is a token of  goodness coming their way. She adds
that Cleges should present the cherries to the king so that they might be the better from the
reward that can be expected.

In the morning Cleges and his son set out for the king’s court. Since Cleges has neither
steed nor palfrey to ride on, a poor man’s staff  has to serve him for a horse. It is still Christmas
day when Cleges arrives at the gate of  Uther’s court in Cardiff.64 His hopes initially threaten
to be thwarted by the king’s porter, usher, and steward, who, one after another, have Cleges
promise to give them a third of  his reward before they allow him to continue on his way to the
king. Seeing that he may not himself  benefit from a material reward, Cleges asks for twelve
buffets  to  deal  out  to  his  adversaries  in  the  hall  when  the  king  grants  him a  boon.  He
distributes these among the three court officials. When the king recognises his former vassal,
he promotes him to the position of  steward, and gives him the castle of  Cardiff  ‘with all the
accompanying rights’ in feoff. Cleges’ son is made an esquire and given a collar to wear, as
well as granted an income of  £100 a year. Cleges and Clarys pay off  their debts, and such
great riches fall to Cleges that he can advance all of  his kin. When after a long life Cleges and
Clarys die, they go straight to heaven because of  their goodness.

64 The author or scribe seems to have made a mistake. Since the action of  Sir Cleges starts on Christmas Eve, it
should be on the second day of  Christmas that Cleges and his son reach the royal court. 
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Economic power

The risks of  expense

Like Amadace, Cleges starts out as a wealthy nobleman. ‘Rych maners’ (62) allow the hero
and his wife to be generous in their treatment of  others. Cleges gives ‘gold and fe’ (18) to
esquires whom warfare has reduced to poverty (16-18) and liberally shares his food with his
guests (22-24).65 He and Clarys are also ‘Grete almusfolke’ (31) who give freely to poor men
and friars  (31-32).66 The hero’s  generosity  reaches  an annual  high in December,  when he
invites  both  rich  and  poor  to  his  Christmas  feast.  While  no  description  is  given  of  the
celebrations themselves,  the gifts which the minstrels receive suggest great,  if  not extreme,
lavishness:

Mynstrellus, when the fest was don,
Schuld not withoutyn gyftes gon,
That wer both rych and gode,
Hors and robys and rych thynges,
Gold and sylver and other thynges,
To mend with ther mode.
(49-54)67

The fact that the hero is able to hold his feasts without this having immediate repercussions
confirms that he is a man of  great, perhaps vast, economic power.

What leads to Cleges’ economic downfall is his dedication to a spending pattern for
which he has to overstretch his budget. While the first ten or twelve years of  feasting do not, in
themselves, appear to have a permanently damaging effect on the hero’s solvency, the decision
to mortgage lands in order to pay for further Christmas celebrations adversely influences the
hero’s  long-term material  welfare.  By  mortgaging  lands,  Cleges  progressively  reduces  the
acreage that is at his immediate disposal, thus narrowing his financial basis while continuing a
spending pattern which is overly expensive from the start.68 It does not, therefore, come as a
surprise that eventually ‘All [Cleges’] gode [is] spendyd away’ (68).69

By having Cleges hold one more feast before he goes to ruin, the romance suggests
that,  at this point,  he might yet stabilise, perhaps even better,  his situation—that, in other
words, he has a choice. Cleges evidently realises that his actions are not financially viable, as
he holds the feast hoping that an extra-societal entity—God—will pay for his expenses: ‘He
hopyd,  God  wold  hym  quyte’  (72).70 This  God  does  not,  at  first,  do,  so  that  after  the
celebrations Cleges and his wife are left with nothing but a single manor that has a low yield:

65 ‘productive manors’, ‘gold and other movable property’.
66 ‘Great almsgivers’.
67 ‘Minstrels, when the feast was over, | Were not to remain without gifts | Which were costly as well as good; |

Horse and robes and costly things, | Gold and silver and other things, | To improve their spirits.’ I have
restored one reading: 52 ‘thynges’ — ‘rynges’.

68 It is worth noting that Uther assumes Cleges will be asking for ‘lond our lede | Or other gode’ (418-19) when
he grants him a wish.

69 ‘All [of  Cleges’] property [is] spent away’.
70 ‘He hoped that God would reward/deliver him/free him from debt’.
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Hys ryalty he forderyd ay
To hys maners wer sold awey,
That hym was left bot one,
And that was of  lytell valew,
That he and hys wyfe so trew
Oneth myght lyfe therone.
(73-78)71

Henceforth Cleges and his family are forced to lead a humbler existence. The ‘rych metys and
drynkes gode’ (118) of  Cleges’ grand Christmas feasts are replaced by cheap foods,72 and a
staff  is Cleges’ ‘hakney’ (251) when he travels to Uther’s court, ‘As maner in poverté’ (252).73

The contrast with Cleges’ material circumstances prior to the last feast brings home the fact
that,  by  persistently  spending  beyond  his  means,  Cleges  has  brought  about  an  extensive
reduction of  his economic power.

Motivations for expense

Cleges’  persistent  transgression  of  his  financial  limitations  raises  the  question  of  why  he
perseveres in holding his expensive Christmas feasts. Embedded in the romance are seemingly
dichotomous answers to this question.

The first answer is provided by the narrator of  Sir Cleges, who states that the hero’s
feasts are a means of  honouring God. In line 39, the Christmas feasts are described as having
been held ‘In the worschype of  that dey’.74 Similar assertions follow for the separate stages in
Cleges’ economic downfall. The first feasts are characterised as held ‘In worschype of  Hym,
that all weld | And fore us dyghed upon the Rode’ (56-57).75 The feasts which are financed
through mortgages are typified as held ‘In the name of  God allmyght’ (66), while the last feast
is typified simply as held ‘In the wyrschyp’ (71).76 Based on these assertions, one would be led
to believe that piety is the sole reason for Cleges’ financially disastrous spending pattern.

The overall emphasis on the expense involved in the hero’s Christmas feasts, and the
evident costliness of  the goods given to the minstrels, suggest a second reason for holding the
Christmas Feasts: to position the hero as a man of  superior economic power.77 Its existence is
also suggested by an event which takes place after Cleges’ reduction to poverty. Lines 88-96
describe how, one Christmas Eve, the hero goes through an emotional collapse:

71 ‘He always promoted his magnificence | Until his manors were sold away, | So that he was left with but one,
| And that was of  little value, | So that he and his wife so true | Could hardly live off  its yield.’

72 After Cleges’ emotional collapse: ‘[he, Clarys, and their children] went to mete | With sych god as thei myght
gete’ (154-55). (‘went to their meal | With such fare as they might get’).

73 ‘costly foodstuffs and good drinks’, ‘hackney’ (a light riding horse), ‘In the manner of  poverty’.
74 ‘in devout recognition of  that day/to devoutly honour that day’.
75 ‘In devout recognition of  He who governs everything | And died for us on the Cross’.
76 ‘In the name of  the Almighty God’, ‘in devout recognition’.
77 This is more immediately suggested by the text in the National Library of  Scotland MS, where we read that

‘Euery yer Sir Cleges wold | At Cristemas a gret ffest hold | In worschepe of  þat daye, | As ryall in all thynge
| As he hade ben a kynge, | Forsoth, as i you saye’ (36-42). (‘Every year [At Christmas] Cleges would | Hold
a great feast | In honour of  that day, | As magnificent in every respect | As if  he had been a king, | Truly, as
I tell you.’)
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When it drew towerd the none,
Syre Clegys fell in swownyng sone;
Wo bethought hym that tyde,
What myrth he was wonte to hold,
And he, he had hys maners solde,
Tenandrys and landes wyde. 
Mekyll sorow made he ther; 
He wrong hys hondes and wepyd sore, 
Fore fallyd was hys pride.
(88-96)78

The word ‘pride’ can have multiple meanings, yet its context here suggests a translation as
‘greatness’ or ‘exalted state’.79 Cleges, it would appear, used to enjoy prestige on the basis of
his feasts and landed possessions. The fact that the thought of  no longer enjoying that prestige
appears  to  absorb  him completely  suggests  that  to  be  attributed  prestige  was  one  of  the
reasons for holding the costly Christmas celebrations.

Events set after the hero’s economic demise attach to the evocation of  economic power
a powerful suggestion of  social necessity. The impecuniousness of  the hero’s appearance is
repeatedly  emphasised  in  the  scenes  leading  up  to  Cleges’  encounter  with  Uther.  As
mentioned earlier, the narrator remarks in lines 251-52 that the hero’s means of  transport is
that of  a poor man. When Cleges arrives at the king’s gate, the porter at first refuses to let him
in, deeming that he is more fit for ‘begers route’ (267) than for the area inside the castle walls.80

The reason for the porter’s rejection of  Cleges, it would appear, is the state of  his garments:

As Sir Cleges wold in go
In pore clothyng was he tho, 
In a symple aray.
The porter seyd full spytously:
‘Thow schall withdraw the smertly,
I rede, withoute deley,

Els, be God and Seynt Mary,
I schall breke thi hede smertly,
Go stond in begers route.’
(259-67)81

Similar situations occur when Cleges encounters the usher and the steward. There are no
explicit statements regarding Cleges’ clothes in the passage describing the first encounter, yet
when the steward spots Cleges, he explicitly attributes his disapproval of  Cleges’ presence in
the king’s hall to his garments:

78 ‘When it was almost noon | Sir Cleges soon fell into a swoon; | With pain he then thought | About he mirth
he had been wont to hold, | And he, he had sold his manors | Tenants and extensive lands both. | Much
sorrow he made there; | He wrung his hands and wept sorely, | For his greatness had been brought down.’

79 Cf  Schelp 1967: 95-97, which argues that in the text of  National Library of  Scotland MS 19.1.11 the word
‘pride’ suggests a translation as superbia.

80 ‘company/rabble of  beggars’.
81 ‘As Sir Cleges was about to go in | He was dressed in poor clothes, | In simple garments | The porter said

most contemptuously: | “You shall swiftly leave from here, | Without delay; this I order you. | Otherwise, by
God and Saint Mary, | I will quickly break your head, | Go stand among the beggars.” ’
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‘Cherle’, he seyd, ‘thou arte to bolde. 
Withdraw the with the clothes olde
Smertly, I the rede.’
(331-33)82

Cleges’ ‘clothes olde’ contrast greatly with the garments worn by the other noblemen present
at the royal court. Before the steward accosts Cleges he moves ‘Among the lordes in the halle |
That [wear] ryche wede’ (326-27).83 When Uther realises who Cleges is, he not only provides
him with new sources of  economic power,84 he also remedies the discrepancy between the
hero’s own appearance and that of  the other courtiers by giving him ‘anon ryght | All that
longes to a knyght | To aray hys body with’ (541-43).85 Paired with the remark concerning
Cleges’ ‘hackney’ and the various incidents surrounding Cleges’ poor apparel, this implies that
in the world inhabited by the hero economic prestige is  a necessary component of  noble
positions.

The  importance  of  a  prosperous  image  is  underlined  by  some  of  the  particulars
connected with the king’s recognition of  Cleges. When Uther learns from a harper that the
‘pore man’ (491) who gave him the cherries is Cleges, he initially refuses to believe that this is
true, asserting that Cleges is dead:

[...] This is not he in dede;
It is long gon that he was dede,
That I lovyd paramour.
(499-501)86

In what lies the origin of  this statement? In order to find an answer to this question, we must
turn to another passage, in which the harper reveals the hero’s identity:

[...] My lege, withouten les,
Somtyme men callyd hym Cleges;
He was a knyght of  youre.
I may thinke, when that he was
Full of  fortone and of  grace,
A man of  hye stature.87

(493-98)

Not only has Cleges lost his ‘great prominence’, the fact that he is no longer prosperous has
even led to his name falling into disuse. Cleges’ is dead socially; his poverty has reduced him to
a non-entity. When Uther gives Cleges ‘All that longes to a knyght, | To aray hys body with’
(542-43)  he  effects  a  social  resurrection.  Costly  garments  are  not  just  the  material
accompaniments of  a noble position, they are inherent elements thereof.

82 ‘ “Churl”, he said, “you are too presumptuous. | Leave swiftly, with your old clothes | This I order you.” ’
83 ‘Among the lords in the hall | Who [wear] costly garments’.
84 I.e., Cardiff  Castle with its accompanying rights and the position of  steward to the king.
85 ‘immediately | Everything that belongs to a knight | To adorn his body with’.
86 ‘[...] This is not really him; | He passed away long ago, | He whom I loved so dearly.’
87 ‘[...] My liege, without falsehood, | Men once called him Cleges; | He was one of  your knights. | I believe

that when he was full of  fortune and grace [i.e., was very prosperous], | He was a man of  great prominence.’
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Negotiating societal and religious motivations for expense

Cleges operates in a context which demands high expenditure of  its nobility. Seen from this
perspective, the hero’s feasts are a reflection of  social pressures which, in themselves, appear to
have little to do with the other motivation for holding the celebrations—the worship of  God.
Here the romance clearly reflects the real-world social mechanisms identified in the discussion
of  Sir  Amadace.88 Yet  meaningful  ties  between  the  dual  motivations  for  Cleges’  elaborate
Christmas celebrations exist beyond the surface level. Their pivot is the Cherry Miracle.

By fulfilling Cleges’ hope that ‘God wold hym quyte’ (72), the cherry miracle vindicates
his refusal to economise on his annual Christmas feasts. As the cherries provide the means to a
conclusion which centres around the importance of  economic display, it appears that God
condones, possibly approves, the use of  economic display to affirm the occupation of  noble
positions. In this context it is worth noting that implicit in the use of  the verb ‘quyten’ is a
suggestion of  deliverance, attaching to the hero’s transgression of  his financial limitations a
notion of  piety.

Yet the cherry miracle and its context also have other implications. Immediately after
the emotional collapse of  lines 88-96, heavenly music inspires a monologue in which the hero
stresses the pious aspect of  his feasts:

A, Jhesu, Heven Kyng,
Off  nought Thou madyst all thyng;
I thanke The of  Thy sonde.
The myrth, that I was won to make
In this tyme fore Thi sake,
I fede both fre and bond.
And all, that ever com in Thi name,
They wantyd nother wylde ne tame,
That was in any lond.
Off  rych metys and drynkes gode,
That longes for any manus fode,
Off  cost I wold not wonde.
(109-20)89

Cleges here moves from a contemplation of  self  to a contemplation of  God and his rewards.
Yet it is still he who stands at the centre of  his reflections, his words bespeaking a profound
dissatisfaction with his situation. This is evidently realised by Clarys, who entreats Cleges to
reconcile himself  with his fate:

Be Crystes sake, I rede ye lynne
Of  all the sorow that ye be ine,
Agene this holy dey.

88 See the subsection ‘Conforming to the norm: social positioning and expense’.
89 ‘Ah, Jesus, King of  Heaven, | You created everything out of  nothing; | I thank you for your message/favour.

| The mirth which I was wont to make, | In this time for your sake; | I fed both the free and those who were
bound. | And no-one who ever came to me in your name | Lacked either game or the meat of  domesticated
animals | If  such might anywhere be found. | [They had] fine foods and good drinks, | Everything that is
appropriate for human consumption, | I would not shrink back because of  the costs that were involved.’ I
have adjusted the punctuation of  the passage, replacing commas in lines 114 and 117 with full stops, and the
full stop in line 118 with a comma.
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Now every man schuld be mery and glad
With sych godes, as thei had;
Be ye so, I you pray.
(133-38)90

It is on the day after his collapse that Cleges enters the second and last stage in his purification
process. Wholeheartedly thanking God for the opportunities that he gave him for aiding the
poor, he unquestioningly subjects his fate and actions to Divine volition:91

He knelyd adoun in that tyde
And prayd to God verament.
He thankyd God with all hys hert
Of  all desesyd in poverte,
That ever to hym he sente.
(188-92)92

Cleges’ initial discontent has here made way for an unquestioning subjection to the will of
God, and a contemplation of  the good he has been able to do through his affluence. The
miraculous fructification takes place immediately after the prayer, suggesting that the means to
a social renewal constitute an award for Cleges’ abandonment of  the earlier self-absorbed
musings. Cleges’ mistake, it appears, has been to love, if  not to seek, prestige for its own sake.93

Sir Cleges negotiates Christian ideology with socio-economic realism in its treatment of
investments in prestige-inducing activities. While acknowledging and perhaps even hallowing
the need for affirming and strengthening pre-existing social positions through economic status
symbols, the romance also intimates to its audience that one should not seek to be held in high
esteem but rather to be a good Christian.

The position of  the king

Although Uther only makes his effective appearance in the final scenes of  Sir Cleges, the role
which  he  there  fulfils  has  important  implications  for  the  definition  of  kingship.  If  divine
benevolence is the driving force behind Cleges’ recovery, its vehicle is the king. It is he, after
all, who provides the hero with a new source of  income and the visual insignia of  a man of
great prosperity. This places him somewhat beyond the economic reality in which Cleges lives,
attributing to him economic power which vastly surpasses that of  individual nobles like the
hero.

90 ‘For the sake of  Christ, I advise you to cease your | Sorrowing completely, | On this holy day. | Now every
man should be merry and satisfied | With the goods they possess; | I ask you to act accordingly.’

91 This is even more evident in the National Library of  Scotland MS, in which Cleges does not thank God for
having sent him poor men, but for having sent him the state of  poverty itself: ‘[He] knelyd dovn in þat tyde |
And prayed God veramend, | And thanked God wyth all hys hartt | Of  his dysese and hys povertt, | That to
hym was sent’ (187-92). (‘[He] kneeled down at that moment | And honestly prayed to God, | And thanked
God with all  his heart | For the hardship and poverty, | Which had been sent to him.’)  The difference
between the two texts is pointed out by the editor in a note to lines 190-92 (page 401). 

92 ‘He then knelt down, | And earnestly prayed to God. | He thanked God with all his heart | For all those
afflicted by poverty, | Whom he ever sent to him.’

93 Cf. Hanspeter Schelp’s analysis in a study of  the National Library of  Scotland text of  Cleges as being guilty
of  the sin of  superbia (1967: 95-97).
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Military power

There  is  a  little  developed yet  repeated  association  in  Sir  Cleges between knighthood  and
military aptitude. When Cleges is first introduced, the narrator identifies him as a knight, and
then refers to the hero’s ‘doughtiness’:

[Uther Pendragon] had a knyghht, hyght Sir Clegys;
A doughtyere man was non at nedys
Of  the Ronde Tabull ryght.
(7-9)94

A similar association is established by Uther when he asks Cleges to confirm if  he is indeed the
man he once knew:

‘Arte thou my knyghht, that servyd me,
That was so gentyll and so fre,
Both strong, herdy and wyght?’
(535-37)95

Cleges answers in the affirmative, and adds that ‘Thus poverte [has him] dyght’ (540).96 He
thus subscribes to a conception of  knighthood whose ideal realisation encompasses potential
efficacy in combat, attributing the change in his appearance, and possibly aptitude, to adverse
economic  circumstances.  Squiredom  appears  to  carry  similar  connotations,  although  the
evidence here is slighter: lines 16-18 state that Cleges would give ‘gold and fe’ to ‘squyres, that
traveyled in lond of  werre’.97

The  associations  discussed  above  suggest  that  with  the  exception  of  socially  dead
characters like Cleges knights and esquires are a social group of  warriors.98 The implication
may be that the nobility in general are a military order. Yet the only violent exchange which
takes place in the romance is the dealing out of  the twelve buffets. What is more, Cleges by
intimating that poverty resulted in the loss of  his former identity suggests that military efficacy
is conditional to the possession of  considerable amounts of  economic power. Military power in
Sir Cleges is thus subsidiary to economic power, in the double sense of  phenomena conducive
to military power receiving less attention as well as appearing to be dependent on economic
power. Ultimately, of  course, it could be argued that this positions the king as the head of  a, if
not the, military hierarchy, yet this is at best an indirect implication of  the romance.

94 ‘Uther Pendragon had a knight whose name was Sir Cleges. | There was no man more stout-hearted in times
of  predicament | Out of  all the Round Table.’

95 ‘Are you my knight,  who served me, | Who was so noble and so generous/gracious | Strong as well  as
stout-hearted and stalwart?’

96 ‘Poverty has thus made him | dealth with him.’
97 ‘gold and movable property’, ‘esquires who suffered hardships in lands where there was war’.
98 Until Cleges’ economic recovery he seems not to exist to the other nobles, the king in particular.
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Ideological power

Like Sir Amadace, Sir Cleges is suggestive of  ideological power in the world outside the romance,
albeit not of  the same kind. The romance  breathes two value systems whose tenets are not
necessarily congruent to the modern mind. Embracing both the Christian virtue of  humility
and a conception of  nobility that centres around economic power and display, it presents us
with  a  problem  which  contemporary  sources  resolved  by  stressing  the  importance  of
moderation.  The  attitude  is  illustrated  by  the  fourteenth-century  Carmelite  friar  Richard
Lavynham, who writes in a discussion of  the deadly sin of  Pride that ‘Presumpcyon is whan a
man puttith hym silf  furtherforþ in prees in presence of  peple þan an oþer man doth. which
þat is as good as he’ (f. 35v, 11-13).99 Vainglory ‘is whan a man bostith of  hym silf  gretly. or
ellis  reioyschith hym whan oþer men magnyfyen his persone  mor þan wer worthy’ (f.  35v,
35-36).100 Lavynham thus does not dispute the right of  those with a claim to prestige to set
themselves apart from the masses, or even to derive enjoyment from doing so, as long as the
degree of  the two behaviours is commensurate with the position that one occupies. 

Sir  Cleges  in  making  the  hero  bow before  God  opts  for  a  solution  similar  to  that
proposed by Lavynham. Balancing piety with prestige, it may also resolve the fundamental
problem of  over-expenditure, as it suppresses one of  the hero’s motivations for spending on
such a grand scale. The romance is  a testimonial to the ideological power attached to the
Christian faith, while still exuding a fascination with the wealth of  noble lords, the king in
particular.

Conclusion

Nobility in Sir Cleges is first and foremost about the use of  economic power. Prestige is accrued
on the basis of  economic display, even if  its allocation is not necessarily justified by actual
economic circumstances. This is underlined by the prominence of  gift-giving in the romance,
as well as by the means of  Cleges’ social resurrection: phenomena evincing economic power
and the means of  their continued support. The way in which they are obtained result in a
projection of  the king as  a figure of  supreme economic power.  Associations with military
power are of  subsidiary importance in  Sir Cleges, although the knighthood, and possibly the
nobility in general, seem to be a social group of  warriors. The role of  humility in the romance
reminds us of  the all-pervasive impact of  Christianity in medieval society. It puts a partial
check on notions of  noble greatness, yet does not negate the validity of  strengthening social
positions through display.

99 ‘Presumption is when a man presents himself  as worthy of  more praise than does another man who is as
good as he in the presence of  people.’ Quotes are from A Litil Tretys on the Seven Deadly Sins. Abbreviations
expanded. Lavynham appears to have died in c. 1383; on Lavynham’s life see Van Zutphen 1956: xxviii-
xxxii. 

100 ‘Vainglory is when a man boasts of  himself  greatly, or otherwise rejoices when other men magnify his person
more than were fitting.’
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Sir Launfal
(Later 14th century)

Edition: Sir Launfal, ed. by Anne Laskaya, in The Middle English Breton Tales, ed. by Anne Laskaya and Eve
Salisbury (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1995), pp. 210-62. Based on the text in the only
surviving manuscript, British Library MS Cotton Caligula A. ii.  The manuscript is dated to the mid-
fifteenth century by Sarrazin (1885: ix) and Hudson (1996a: 119). Hornstein dates it 1450-1500 (1967:
127).

Because of  his generosity, Launfal, a bachelor at Arthur’s court, is made steward to the king
for ten consecutive years.101 Then Arthur marries Gwennere, a woman of  whom Launfal does
not  approve  as  she  is  reputed  to  be  adulterous.  This  appears  not  to  remain  unnoticed:
Gwennere skips Launfal when she distributes gifts amongst her husband’s followers. Grieved,
Launfal leaves the court after lying to the king that his father has died.

Launfal travels to Caerleon, where the mayor only reluctantly gives him lodgings, his
reluctance seemingly proceeding from Launfal’s no longer being in the king’s service. Launfal
quickly  expends his  wealth.  Shunned by the  powerful,  he  one  day reveals  to  the mayor’s
daughter that he lacks food and dares not attend mass because he has no presentable clothes.
He then borrows a saddle and bridle, and rides out to disport himself.

Alone  and  away,  Launfal  encounters  two  maidens  who  take  him  to  Tryamour,
daughter of  the King of  Fairy.102 She tells Launfal that if  he forsakes other women and never
boasts about her, she will give him unlimited funds, the trusty steed Blaunchard, her ‘knave’
Gyffre,  a  banner,  and  protection  against  wounding.  Also,  she  will  secretly  visit  Launfal
whenever he wishes for her presence. Launfal agrees to Tryamour’s terms, who consequently
sends him many riches. He begins to spend lavishly, and after a while a tournament is held in
his honour and Blaunchard’s. Gyffre helps Launfal carry away the prize, and later secretly aids
him defeat the giant Valentyne.

Launfal’s largesse leads to him being asked to act as steward at the king’s St John’s
Mass celebrations. When Gwennere seeks Launfal’s affections, the hero refuses, upon which
the queen says Launfal knows not the love of  women. Launfal’s reply is that he has a lady
whose ugliest maiden is more fit to be a queen than she.103 Gwennere then accuses Launfal of
having sought her affections before the king, and repeats his claims regarding her beauty. The
lords acquit Launfal of  the first charge, yet demand evidence of  the beauty of  his lady and her
maidens.  This  Launfal  cannot produce, having gone against  Tryamour’s  injunction.  He is
eventually  vindicated  by  Tryamour,  who  appears  in  person  after  sending  two  groups  of
maidens  to  prepare  for  her  arrival.104 Launfal  then  follows  his  lady  to  the  fairy-isle  of
Olyroun.105 Once a year, he returns to joust with whomever wishes to ‘kepe hys armes fro the
rustus’ (1028).

101 ‘Bacheler’  may  here  mean  any  of  the  following  things:  ‘young  man’,  ‘unmarried  man’,  ‘aspirant  to
knighthood’, or ‘knight serving another knight/retainer’. See ‘bachelēr’ in the MED.

102 The location, a western woodland, strengthens the suggestion that Launfal is near the fairy realm.
103 He thus identifies surpassing beauty as a, if  not the, qualification for queenship.
104 Noble and ecclesiastical households on the move often sent advance parties to prepare for their lord’s or lady’s

arrival, and take lodgings (Mertes 1988: 12, Woolgar 1999: 188-89). In  Sir Launfal, the advance parties are
also a narrative device enhancing the splendour of  Tryamour, who is the most glorious amongst her party.

105 The author uses the name ‘Olyroun’ for both Tryamour’s father and her homeland. As is pointed out by the
editor, ‘Olyroun’ may be a reference to the Island of  Oléron, which lies off  the coast of  Brittany (248, note
278).
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Economic power

The risks of  expense: Launfal’s situation

In  Sir Launfal’s twelfth-century predecessor  Lanval, the audience is informed by the narrator
that the hero’s economic problems arise from the joint factors of  being removed from his
homeland (‘luin [...] de sun heritage’, line 28) and not receiving economic support from the
king: ‘Tut sun aveir ad despendu; | kar li reis rien ne li dona | ne Lanval ne li demanda’
(30-32).106 While no such explicit comment is made in  Sir Launfal,  it likewise associates the
hero’s reduction to poverty with the state of  his relationship with the king.

Launfal’s  economic  welfare  appears  to  be  dependent  on  his  physical  and  social
proximity to individuals wealthier than himself. Before Launfal moves to Caerleon, he is able
to spend liberally without this appearing to have an adverse effect on his solvency. For at least
ten years—the duration of  his stewardship—he gives ‘gyftys largelyche, | Gold and sylver and
clothes  ryche,  |  To  squyer  and  to  knyght’  (28-30).107 Once  in  Carlisle,  however,  Launfal
quickly runs out of  funds:

So savegelych hys good he besette
That he ward yn greet dette
Ryght yn the ferst yeere.
(130-32)108

While line 130 qualifies Launfal’s expenditure as ‘reckless’, the comment that Launfal fell into
great debt ‘already in the first year’ implies that he would have ended up penniless even if  he
had  been  more  careful  in  the  allocation  of  his  resources.109 A  potential  reason  for  this
circumstance is implicit in a statement Arthur makes when Launfal informs him that he has to
leave the court: 

Launfal, yf  thou wylt fro me wende, 
Tak wyth the greet spendyng
And my suster sones two—
Bothe they schull wyth the go
At hom the for to bryng.
(80-84)110

Arthur’s injunction presupposes a disparity between his own material welfare and that of  the
hero which can be reduced through a flow of  goods from himself  to Launfal; a movement
which puts the king and his steward in the opposite, if  mutually dependent, positions of  giver
and receiver. The offhand manner in which the king announces his gift furthermore suggests
that Launfal has, on earlier occasions too, been a beneficiary of  royal support and thus that his
costly lifestyle has been at least  partly financed by the king. Along with the fact that it  is

106 ‘All of  his wealth he had spent, | Because the king did not give him anything | And Lanval did not ask him.’
107 ‘[Launfal] generously gave gifts, | Gold and silver and costly clothes, | Both to esquire and to knight.’
108 ‘So recklessly did he expend his goods | That he ended up in great debt | Already in the first year.’
109 Whether the fact that Launfal’s high-level expenditure hastens his descent into poverty is lost on the hero is a

question which the narrative leaves open to conjecture.
110 ‘Launfal, if  you wish to part from me, | Take with you great resources | And my two sister’s sons— | Both of

them will accompany you | In order to take you home.’
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Tryamour’s support which allows the hero to resume, possibly surpass, his former spending
habits,  this  suggests  that  Launfal  enjoys  little  if  any  independent  income.  It  furthermore
positions the king and his fairy counterpart as figures of  surpassing economic power.111 The
queen’s ignoration of  Launfal when dispending gifts to the followers of  her husband can thus
be viewed as  a  threatening  reference  to  the  risk  of  financial  ruin  contained in  a  conflict
between Launfal and the wife of  his lord. It adds a dramatic touch to Launfal’s problems
which is not present in Marie de France’s  Lai de Lanval, where Arthur fails from the start to
support the hero. Launfal’s  story is not one of  losing and regaining immediate sources of
economic power. It is one of  losing and regaining access to others who can, and will, channel
their power to the hero.

The risks of  expense: a broader view

Launfal is not the only character in Sir Launfal who relies on others for his income. His knights
Hew and Jon abandon him when he is no longer able to provide them with new clothes:112

They seyd, ‘Syr, our robes beth torent,
And your tresour ys all yspent,
And we goth ewyll ydyght.’
(139-41)113

The two men return to the court of  their uncle Arthur, where they evidently expect to find
more congenial economic circumstances. When they meet the king and queen, they affirm
that their clothes, ‘totore and thynne’ (156), are but their ‘old robes’ (172).114 In Sir Amadace and
Sir Cleges, too, an inability to perpetuate the support of  subordinate characters leads to the loss
of  the hero’s retinue. Here, however, the hero is himself  the economic dependant of  other
noblemen more powerful than himself. Launfal and his two groups of  followers are links in
hierarchically  arranged  chains  of  dependency  relationships  which  span  the  boundaries
between individual households.

The  economic  dependence  of  Launfal  and  his  followers  is  evidently  a  common
phenomenon. Initially the mayor of  Caerleon greets the hero with the words ‘thou art well
come’ (95).115 Yet his stance changes when Launfal informs him that he has left the king’s
service. When asked for a place to stay, he informs Launfal that ‘seven knyghtes’ (112) have
already taken lodgings.116 The mayor appears to be keenly aware that by severing the ties with
Arthur  Launfal  has  cut  himself  off  from the source  of  his  economic  power.  This  is  also
suggested by his reaction when he sees Launfal together with the riches sent by Tryamour:

And whan the Meyr seygh that rychesse
And Syr Launfales noblenesse,

111 Tryamour brings  Launfal  gratification of  the  heart  as  well  as  the  pocket.  The duality  of  her  character
underlines the wish-fulfilment aspect of  the romance. Tryamour unites in herself  answers to all of  the hero’s
wishes.

112 The two men are explicitly identified as knights in line 117.
113 ‘They said, “Sir, our robes are torn | And your treasure is completely spent | And we go around poorly

dressed.” ’
114 ‘torn and thin’, ‘old clothes’.
115 ‘you are welcome [here]’.
116 ‘seven knights’.
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He held hymself  foule yschent.
Tho seyde the Meyr, ‘Syr, par charyté,
In halle today that thou wylt ete wyth me!’
(400-04)117

What appears to frustrate the mayor is the ineptness of  his earlier behaviour in the light of  the
change in the hero’s fortune. This arguably confirms that Launfal’s spending pattern is not
directly responsible for his descent into poverty. Yet it also acts as a reminder of  the hero’s
vulnerability. Without a lord or lady to provide him with wealth he cannot expect to sustain a
lifestyle which will set him apart from the mayor or, indeed, the commoners who live in the
city. 

Motivations for expense

Once Launfal is poor he is ostracised by the other inhabitants of  Caerleon and its surrounding
area. Earls, barons, ladies and burgesses who hold Trinity Sunday celebrations do not invite
Launfal because of  his poverty,118 and when Gyffre informs a boy that the riches which he and
nine others are carrying are to go to Launfal, the boy replies, ‘Nys he but a wrecche! | What
thar any man of  hym recche?’ (394-95).119 Incidents such as these above evoke an aversion to
the poor which Launfal appears to have internalised. When Hew and Jon inform him of  their
decision to return to the royal court, he implores them not to reveal his situation to anyone:
‘Tellyth no man of  my poverté, | For the love of  God Almyght’ (143-44).120 The terms in
which he later words his motivations for not attending mass are absolute:

Today to cherche I wolde have gon,
But me fawtede hosyn and schon,
Clenly brech and scherte;
And for defawte of  clothynge,
Ne myghte y yn the peple thrynge.
(199-203)121

Launfal lives in, experiences, and seemingly accepts a world in which the prestige one enjoys is
closely related to one’s real or supposed economic power.

Launfal’s acceptance of  the social mechanism identified in the previous paragraph is
confirmed by his actions after receiving Tryamour’s support. When the mayor invites Launfal
to dinner, the hero asserts his possession of  riches greater than those of  the mayor and his
associates:

‘Sir Meyr, God foryelde the!
Whyles y was yn my poverté,

117 ‘And when the Mayor saw that wealth | And Sir Launfal’s nobility, | He held himself  sorely abused. | Then
the Mayor said, “Sir, in the name of  charity, | Be so kind as to join me for a meal in my hall today!” ’ 

118 See lines 187-89: ‘But Launfal, for hys poverté, | Was not bede to that semblé—| Lyte men of  hym tolde.’
(‘But Launfal, in view of  his poverty, | Was not invited to that gathering—| People held him in low regard.’)

119 ‘He is nothing but a wretch/pauper! | Why should anyone care about him?’
120 ‘Tell no man of  my poverty, | For the love of  God Almighty’.
121 ‘Today I wanted to attend church, | Yet I lacked stockings and shoes, | Clean breech and shirt;  | And

because of  the shortcomings in my clothing, | I could not mix with the [other] people.’
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Thou bede me never dyne. 
Now y have more gold and fe,
That myne frendes han sent me,
Than thou and alle thyne!’
(409-14)122

In employing his wealth as a means of  avenging himself  on the mayor, Launfal goes along
with  the  logic  behind the  mayor’s  behaviour.  Although  the  lines  above  evoke  a  sense  of
vexation,  Launfal  puts  the  mayor  in a  situation similar  to  that  in  which he earlier  found
himself.  The  hero  thus  invites  his  opponent’s  envy  and  frustration  while  providing  no
alternative  to  the  adverse  treatment  of  those  living  in  relative  poverty.  Subsequent  events
indicate that Launfal actively subscribes to a prestige model based on economic display. Using
resources provided by Tryamour, Launfal dresses himself  in costly garb, distributes clothes,
holds grand feasts, feeds the poor, buys ‘strong steeds’, gives rewards to clerics, delivers debtors
from prison, and generally pays tribute to others:

Launfal yn purpure gan hym schrede, 
Ypelured wyth whyt ermyne. 
[...]
Launfal helde ryche festes. 
Fyfty fedde povere gestes,  
That yn myschef  wer. 
Fyfty boughte stronge stedes; 
Fyfty yaf  ryche wedes 
To knyghtes and squyere.
Fyfty rewardede relygyons; 
Fyfty delyverede povere prysouns, 
And made ham quyt and schere; 
Fyfty clodede gestours.
To many men he dede honours
In countreys fer and nere.
(416-32)123

As is  pointed out by David Carlson, various of  Launfal’s  actions in lines 421-32 echo the
Corporal Works of  Mercy of  feeding the hungry, giving drink to the thirsty, clothing the naked
and ransoming the captive (1988: 97-99).124 This associates Launfal’s activities with Christian
virtuousness. Yet their primary significance appears to lie in the contrast which they provide to
Launfal’s earlier circumstance. The hero demonstrates that he is again able to give on a large
scale, and no longer has to suffer from qualitative or quantitative deficiencies in his clothing,

122 ‘Sir Mayor, may God pay you back! | As long as I lived in poverty , | You never invited me to dinner. | Now I
have more gold and fee, | Sent by my friends, | Than you and all of  your men!’

123 ‘Launfal dressed in a garment made from purple cloth, | Trimmed with white ermine fur | [...] | Launfal
held splendid feasts/banquets. | [He] fed fifty poor guests, | Who suffered deprivation. [He] bought fifty
strong steeds; | Gave away fifty costly garments | To knights and esquires. | [He] rewarded fifty members of
religious orders; | Freed fifty poor prisoners, | And made them completely free from debt; | [He] dressed fifty
storytellers. | To many men he did honours | In countries far and wide.’

124 I discuss the Corporal Works of  Mercy in the section on ‘Morality and proper behaviour in Roswall and Lillian’
in the preceding chapter.
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his food, or, indeed, his horses.125 The enumerative character of  lines 416-32, along with the
recurrence of  the same number,  furthermore associate with Launfal’s  activities  a  sense of
method and purpose. Their effectiveness is confirmed by social success. Line 432 is followed
by a passage indicating Launfal’s acceptance by the local elite:

Alle the lordes of  Karlyoun
Lette crye a turnement yn the toun
For love of  Syr Launfel,
And for Blaunchard, hys good stede,
To wyte how hym wold spede
That was ymade so well.
(433-37)126

Launfal is a skilled participant in a society governed by appearance, exploiting its sensitivity to
symbols of  economic power to the fullest, even though his own experiences demonstrate that
not every status symbol is necessarily founded on commensurate access to economic resources.
His ultimate re-establishment as a man of  significance pushes the negative connotations of  the
word ‘savagelych’ in line 130 into the background and suggests that his choices were valid. 

In suppressing the notion that its hero spent his wealth on too large a scale Sir Launfal
closely parallels the other spendthrift knight romances that are here discussed. The romance
reflects  the social  mechanism by which real-world nobles strengthened and sustained their
own position in society through the upkeep of  costly households.127 An important difference
between  Sir Launfal  and the other two romances is the fact that only the speed of  Launfal’s
descent into poverty can be attributed to his spending pattern. In addition to the pressures of
a society in which expenditure and prestige are closely associated phenomena, the romance
evokes the rewards and risks of  a system in which great lords support other nobles who would
otherwise enjoy little,  if  any, economic power.  For household servants  and the indentured
retainers of  fourteenth- and fifteenth-century English lords the picture evoked by the romance
would likely have held a strong ring of  truth. Many knights and esquires derived part or all of
their income from one or more powerful nobles to whom they were tied by their domestic or
military service (Keen 1990: 16-19). For at least some of  them the idea that those ties might
somehow be severed must have been frightening. 

The position of  the king

We have  already  seen  how  Sir  Launfal  associates  with  the  king  great  economic  power  by
positioning him as the person who provides Launfal, and probably others like him, with the
means to lead his costly lifestyle. His image is further enhanced by decisions which he takes in
connection  with  the  management  of  his  household.  On two  separate  occasions  he  gives
Launfal the position of  steward on the basis of  his image as a man who knows how to spend
freely.128 The first time this happens is in the period preceding Launfal’s departure from the

125 While Launfal still owns a courser when he meets Tryamour, he has to borrow saddle and bridle from the
mayor’s daughter in order to be able to ride it. The horse may, furthermore, be run-down. When Launfal
makes his way through Caerleon, it slips and falls into the mud (‘fen’, line 214).

126 ‘All the lords of  Caerleon | Had a tournament declared in the town | Out of  love for Sir Launfal, | And for
Blaunchard, his good steed, | In order to find out how he would fare | Who was so well-built.’

127 See the subsection ‘Conforming to the norm: social positioning and expense’ of  my discussion of  Sir Amadace.
128 It was not uncommon for men occupying a noble position to be employed as ‘upper servants’ (stewards,
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court. The second time is after Launfal’s economic recovery, when he is invited to manage the
king’s Saint John’s Mass celebrations. In lines 622-24 we read:

Syr Launfal schud be stward of  halle
For to agye [Arthur’s] gestes alle,
For cowthe of  largesse.129

Arthur’s awarding Launfal with a stewardship puts the hero in a position which allows him to
apply the principles that have governed his own expenditure to his master’s household.130 It
appears, therefore, that Arthur’s primary concern in household management is expenditure.
In this the romance may reflect late medieval notions that a king should be open-handed. The
fifteenth-century ‘Ashmole’ Secrete of  Secretes condemns kings who use resources without sharing
them with their subjects:

There ben 4 maners of  kynges, a kynge that is large to hymself  and to his subgettes, a kynge nygard to
hym-self  and to his subgettes, a kynge nygard to hymself, and large to his subgettes, and a kyng large to
hym-self  and nygard to his subgettes. [...] But amonge all, after my sentence, he is worst and of  merite
to be reproved, he that is large to hym-self, and nygard to his subgettes, for sone his reigne is like to be
destroyed.
(32)131

Yet by conveying Arthur’s inclination to make expenditure a key aspect of  his household the
romance  also  underlines  his  position  as  an  originator  of  wealth  and  thus  a  man  whose
economic power far exceeds that of  noblemen like Launfal. 

The aspects discussed above do not necessarily entail that the king is the most powerful
person in society. Indeed, his wealth appears to be exceeded by that of  the fairy character
Tryamour. For a long time she exists, and sets out to remain, in a space away from human
society.  Yet when towards the end of  the romance her ladies-in-waiting arrive at  Arthur’s
court, those who are gathered there are bedazzled by their appearance:

The barouns sawe come rydynge
Ten maydenes, bryght of  ble.
Ham thoghte they wer so bryght and schene

treasurers) in the households of  other nobles. Often men in such capacities belonged to noble families with
which the lord had close ties (Mertes 1988: 62-63).

129 ‘Sir Launfal was to be Steward of  the Hall, | So as to manage all of  [Arthur’s] guests, | Because of  his
knowledge of  largesse.’ Note that the MED reads the last line as meaning ‘Being famous for hospitality’.

130 The second time may be of  shorter duration, and of  more limited scope. According to the MED a ‘steuard’
or ‘steward of  halle’ might be an officer in charge of  the domestic affairs of  a (noble) household, as well as a
noble who had been appointed to supervise a feast. The dictionary uses lines 622-23 of  Sir Launfal to illustrate
the second meaning. 

131 ‘There are four kinds of  king: a king who is generous to himself  and to his subjects, a king who is stingy to
himself  and to his subjects, a king who is stingy to himself  and generous to his subjects, and a king who is
generous to himself  and stingy to his subjects. […] But of  all these, I judge, the one who is the worst and who
should be admonished for the character of  his conduct is he who is generous to himself  and stingy to his
subjects, for his reign is likely to be soon destroyed.’
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That the lodlokest, wythout wene,
Har Quene than myghte be.
(848-52)132

Tho saw they other ten maydenes bryght,
Fayryr than the other ten of  syght,
As they gone hym deme.
They ryd upon joly moyles of  Spayne,
Wyth sadell and brydell of  Champaygne,
Har lorayns lyght gonne leme.
They were yclodeth yn samyt tyre;
Ech man hadde greet desyre
To se har clothynge.
(883-91)133

The arrival of  the women adds markedly economic overtones to Launfal’s claim that his lady’s
ugliest maiden is more fit to be a queen than Gwennere. The beauty of  the second group of
maidens appears to reside to a considerable degree in their fine horses, their riding equipment
and their  costly garments.  In the description of  Tryamour,  the most beautiful  among the
women,  attention  is  paid  to  her  physical  appearance  as  well  as  her  garments  and  other
accoutrements. They include a caparison or a breastplate for her horse which is worth an
earldom  (958-60).  Earlier  Arthur  had  expressed  his  annoyance  at  Launfal’s  claim  and
rephrased it in terms of  beauty: ‘That thy lemmannes lothlokest mayde | Was fayrer than my
wyf, thou seyde! | That was a fowll lesynge!’ (763-65).134 In view of  the events that follow this
does not only imply that beauty is a primary qualification for kingship but also that Arthur is
not  able  to  provide  his  wife  with  adornments  more  exclusive  than  those  of  Tryamour’s
servants. However, Tryamour returns to the fairy realm after having vindicated Launfal, thus
leaving Arthur as the best candidate for economic supremacy.

Military power

When Hew and Jon return to Arthur’s court, Gwennere asks them ‘How faryth the prowde
knyght Launfal? | May he hys armes welde?’ (158-59).135 In doing so, the queen defines the
worth of  her husband’s former steward by his ability to fight, invoking the traditional military
connotations of  knighthood. They resurface, and take on a more generic aspect when the
‘lordes  of  Karlyoun’  (433)  decide  to  hold  a  tournament.  While  the  organisation  of  the
tournament confirms Launfal’s acceptance as a significant figure in local society, the purpose

132 ‘The barons witnessed approach on horses | Ten young women of  fair complexion. | They thought that they
were so fair and beautiful, | That the ugliest amongst them, without doubt, | Could have been their Queen.’

133 ‘Then they saw ten other fair young women, | More beautiful to see than the other ten, | In this manner they
judged them.  | They rode on pretty  Spanish mules,  | With saddles  and bridles  [made of  cloth?]  from
Champagne, | Their bridles shone in the sunlight. | They were dressed in samite attire; | Every man greatly
desired | To see their clothes.’ 

134 ‘You said that the ugliest lady-in-waiting of  your sweetheart | Was more beautiful than my wife! | That was a
filthy lie!’

135 ‘How fares the proud knight Launfal? | Can he handle his arms?’
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of  the tournament itself  appears to be to establish whether Launfal is fit to be one of  the lords
by assaying his prowess. The activity described is that of  a mock battle, with a large number
of  participants who use multiple weapons. The organisers themselves take part, the generic
‘lordes’ (433) subdivided into the social positions of  knight (446, 450), earl, baron (469, 496)
and Constable of  Caerleon (457). Warriorship is thus associated with some of  the nobility’s
most prominent social positions. The tournament’s social significance is further extended by its
effect: it is only after Launfal has won the tournament and dispatched an imposing challenger
that Arthur receives ‘The tydyng [...] | Of  syr Launfales noblesse’ (613-15).136 The nobility in
Sir Launfal remain a military order, however important the display of  economic power.137

The identification discussed in the previous paragraph is substantiated by the material
context in which it is enacted. There is no explicit contrast in Sir Launfal between the nobility
and other social groups when it comes to the possession of  arms. Yet the descriptions given of
Launfal  and  other  ‘knights’  (a  term which  doubles  as  a  generic  label  for  all  the  nobles
partaking in the tournament) follow familiar patterns:

And whan Syr Launfal was ydyght
Upon Blaunchard, hys stede lyght,
Wyth helm and spere and schelde,
All that sawe hym yn armes bryght
Seyde they sawe never swych a knyght,
That hym wyth eyen beheld.
(565-70)138

Nobles  are  thus  heavily  armed  warriors  on  horseback.139 Where  precisely  this  puts  the
commoners is a question which the romance leaves unanswered. As regards the king, however,
it can be argued that he heads a military hierarchy which spans at least part of  the nobility.
Not only served by a man like Launfal, who is himself  a knight, Launfal in turn may also have
in retinue other knights, as is evidenced by the appearance of  Hew and Jon.

Ideological power

If  Sir Launfal is suggestive of  ideological power in the world beyond the text, it is that of  the
king, who appears as a guarantor of  the perpetuation of  existing social conditions and thus

136 ‘The tiding […] | Of  Sir Launfal’s nobility/nobility of  conduct’. The challenger is a Lombard giant called
‘Syr Valentyne’ (507). Launfal slays him and all the men in his army with the secret aid of  Gyffre. This has
been referred to in various studies as ‘cheating’ (Stokes 2000: 70), yet as the glory accrues to Launfal, the
situation is nothing but a bonus from the hero’s point of  view: Gyffre helps Launfal achieve a victory which
might otherwise not have lain in his grasp. 

137 The fact that the hero has to prove himself  suggests that there is a meritocratic element to membership of  the
nobility in Sir Launfal, albeit without a simultaneous indication that individuals from non-noble backgrounds
might become noblemen through military efficacy.

138 ‘And when Sir Launfal was equipped, | Upon Blaunchard, his nimble steed, | With helmet and spear and
shield, | All of  those who saw him in bright armour | Said they had never seen such a knight; | All of  those
who saw him with their eyes.’

139 Among the gifts sent by Tryamour is also ‘armure bryght’, confirming the self-evidence of  the association
between knighthood and combat.
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arguably of  the structures which flow from them. The wealth of  the fairy princess Tryamour.
somewhat moderates the notion of  royal supremacy. As Tryamour belongs to the fairy realm
her economic power does not entail a fundamentally different conception of  Arthur’s position
in the human world.  It does,  however,  take away some of  the king’s  glory:  kings may be
central figures within the social framework, yet they are not sacrosanct. As in the case of  Sir
Amadace, it might be argued that Sir Launfal courts an ideal conception of  noble lords as men
who spend without stint, yet at the same time cannot avoid admitting that they too are subject
to economic limitations.

Conclusion

Sir Launfal evokes both economic and military hierarchies, although it is not clear how far they
extend within the nobility and society as a whole. Outside of  the fairy character Tryamour,
the character with whom the most power is associated is the king. While he and his nobles
appear to live in economic splendour, it should be noted that the romance does not posit as
necessary the economic superiority of  nobles or noble lords like Launfal, who for a while has
two other knights in his service. There is an element of  wish-fulfilment fantasy in the romance,
which allows the hero to escape from poverty without denying the realities of  his economic
dependence and the limitations of  his budget.
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Spendthrift Knight Romances: General Conclusion

Implicit to the treatment of  noble expenditure in Sir Amadace, Sir Launfal and Sir Cleges  is the
necessity for prominent figures like the three heroes to possess great economic power. In order
to be taken seriously by their peers and other members of  society they need to spend. In Sir
Amadace  and  Sir  Cleges,  the  sharing  of  wealth  is  furthermore  identified  as  commendable
behaviour in the eyes of  God. In Sir Amace, an act of  generosity leads to economic support by
an agent of  God, while in Sir Cleges the hero is given divine aid once he regains his humility
and focuses his thoughts on the help God had allowed him to extend to others. 

In each of  the three romances there is an element of  wish-fulfilment fantasy. Amadace,
Cleges, and Launfal operate in complex socio-economic environments, where expenditure has
real financial consequences and noblemen can fall  to poverty. The solutions to the heroes’
problems hail from realities which are different from the one in which their problems could
develop. Here the romances appear to be a response to the concerns of  real-world noble
households, in which the advantages of  expense had to be constantly weighed against the
risks. In Sir Amadace individuals who think in terms of  income and expense make a prominent
appearance, suggesting that the increasing importance of  trade and the money economy in
late medieval Europe contributed to the element of  economic realism in the romance.

In  Sir  Amadace  and  Sir  Launfal it  is  evident  that  a  nobleman  need  not  under  all
circumstances be more economically powerful than a commoner, even if  in  Sir Amadace  this
notion is superficially suppressed. In  Sir Cleges, poverty brings about social death, altogether
removing the person who has fallen on bad times from noble society. The fact that the kings in
the three romances appear not to suffer from the same economic limitations as do the main
characters positions them as men of  great and possibly supreme economic power.

General military dominance is suggested in each of  the three romances, and centred
around a notion of  mounted combat in  Sir Amadace  and  Sir Launfal.  Overall,  however, the
spendthrift knight romances pay little attention to the evocation of  military power. Although
military disparities within the nobility can be postulated on the basis of  historical parallels,
they are highlighted only in Sir Amadace, where they have a somewhat fanciful aspect. 
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SOCIAL CLIMBER ROMANCES

There  are  a  number  of  Middle  English  romances  which  feature  variations  of  the  social
climber motif. In these romances, one of  the characters gains a position in the nobility which
involves more power than the social position previously occupied by them or their parents.
This  motif  plays  a  significant  role  in  Floris  and  Blauncheflur (c. 1250),  in which a  Christian
servant girl  marries the son and heir of  an Islamic king;  Sir Eglamour of  Artois  (c. 1350), in
which a ‘knyght of  lytyll lond’ (64) marries the daughter of  an earl and inherits his earldom;
and Gower’s ‘Apollonius of  Tyre’ (c. 1390-99), in which a prince wins the hand of  a king’s
heiress when he is an anonymous exile lacking ‘worldes good’ (944).1 Other Middle English
romances  which  employ  the  motif  are  Amis  and  Amiloun  (near  the  end  of  the  thirteenth
century),  Bevis  of  Hampton  (c.  1300),  Lai  le  Freine  (beginning  of  the  fourteenth  century),
Chaucer’s ‘Clerk’s Tale’ (c. 1392-95), and Sir Torrent of  Portyngale (c. 1400).2 No Middle English
romance, however, pays as much attention to the development of  the notion of  individual
social change as do  The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear (c. 1465-1500) and  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre (c.
1500). It is these romances, whose main characters become powerful lords despite coming
from relatively humble backgrounds, that are studied here.

According to Ramsey, The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear and The Squyr of  Lowe Degre are ‘a good
indication that class differences were relaxing’ (1983: 197). This may be a slight exaggeration
in view of  the existence of  thirteenth- and fourteenth-century  romances  in which similar
motifs  play a  role.  Yet  the fact  that  two romances  from the same period pay uncommon
attention to personal social change warrants a closer look at the narratives and their context.
An inquiry into the romances may furthermore allow us to test another claim: that The Taill of
Rauf  Coilyear and The Squyr of  Lowe Degre ‘favor real social climbing’ (Ramsey 1983: 196).

1 Floris and Blauncheflur contains no description of  Blauncheflur’s ancestry, although it should be noted that the
beginning is lost. ‘Apollonius of  Tyre’ is one of  the tales in the Confessio Amantis.

2 The ‘Clerk’s Tale’ is one of  Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales.
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The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear
(C. 1465-1500)

Edition: Ralph the Collier, ed. by Alan Lupack, in Three Middle English Charlemagne Romances: ‘The Sultan of
Babylon’, ‘The Siege of  Milan’ & ‘The Tale of  Ralph the Collier’ (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications,
1990). Edition based on the only surviving text, a 1572 edition printed by Robert Lekpreuik (Lupack
1990: 164).

Charlemagne loses  his  way when on his  way to Paris.  He finds harbour with a trader in
charcoal named Rauf  who does not recognise him as a high-ranking noble, and treats him to
a  sumptuous  meal  comprising  venison,  game,  and  choice  wines.  Twice  Rauf  upbraids
Charlemagne for implicitly challenging his authority in his own home, the second time even
knocking his guest down. When Charlemagne leaves, he encourages Rauf  to visit him at the
court, where he will make sure that Rauf  gets a good deal for his charcoal. His name, so he
tells Rauf, is ‘Wymond of  the Wardrob’. 

Early the next day, Rauf  packs up his horse. He reaches the court after a squabble with
the knight Roland, who had been sent out to look for him. Rauf  is frightened when he realises
that ‘Wymond’ is in fact the king. His fear is not unfounded: the king’s knights propose to hang
the charcoal-burner. Charlemagne, however, states that he has need for men who are fit for
fighting against the infidels, and knights Rauf.

In the morning, Rauf  sets off  to prove his mettle in a duel with Roland, whom he
challenged after their meeting on the day before. He does battle with a knight on a camel,
only realising that this individual is a Saracen when Roland turns up. Roland convinces the
Saracen to become a Christian. The three men then return to the court.  Rauf  eventually
becomes the Marshal of  France and establishes a hostel in the location where he met the king.

Context

The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear is one of  a number of  tales which are known collectively as ‘the king
and the subject’ or ‘the king in disguise’ (Smyser 1967: 97). In these tales, a king encounters a
commoner who does not recognise him. Instead, he takes the king to be one of  the other
nobles or, in some cases, a (gentleman-) thief.3 In the scenes that follow, the subject treats the
king as if  he is his (near) social equal, in some cases aggressively asserting his opinion of  the
other. When the subject eventually realises that the man whom he is dealing with is the king,
he expects to receive severe punishment for his trespasses against the law and/or decorum.4

Yet instead he receives a reward. 
The king and subject genre appears to have enjoyed considerable popularity in both

England  and  Scotland,  where  The  Taill  of  Rauf  Coilyear was  likely  composed.5 Other

3 This latter circumstance occurs in The King and the Barker, King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth, and
King and Miller.

4 The reasons for the commoner’s fear of  being punished are mostly implied, rather than being stated explicitly.
5 Written in a form of  English associated with northern England and the southern lowlands of  Scotland (Walsh

1989: 61), the poem survives only in a text printed in Edinburgh. It is worth noting that William Dunbar and
Gavin  Douglas  both  wrote  poems  which  presupposed  an  acquaintance  with  The  Taill  of  Rauf  Coilyear.
Dunbar’s ‘To the King [Exces of  thocht dois me mischief]’ (c. 1500-13) and Douglas’s Palis of  Honoure (1500
or 1501) make mention of  Rauf, as well as the main character of  another king and subject narrative, John the
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representatives of  the genre are King Edward and the Shepherd (c. 1400), John the Reeve (1377-1461,
likely c. 1450), The King and the Barker (probably before 1500), King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner
of  Tamworth (two versions, c. 1550-1600 and c. 1650-1700), the Tanner of  Tamworth plot in
the first part of  Edward IV (play ascribed to Thomas Heywood, written in the 1590s, possibly
1599)  and  King  Henry  II  and  the  Miller  of  Mansfield,  otherwise  known  as  King  and  Miller
(c. 1620?).6

The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear  is the only among the king-and-subject narratives which is
generally considered a romance. Yet the way in which The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear develops the
social climber motif  is best understood if  considered in conjunction with the king and subject
motif. For this reason this section begins with an exploration of  the eight narratives mentioned
in the  previous paragraph.  Subsequently,  the  areas  of  economic,  military,  and ideological
power in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear are examined in more detail.

Social interaction in the king-and-subject narratives 

It  is  evident  that  king-and-subject  narratives  rely  on  social  contrast  for  their  effect.  The
characters around which the individual narratives are plotted occupy widely divergent sides of
the  social  spectrum.  Yet  what  to  make  of  the  concomitant  pattern  of  confrontation  and
reward? 

Hales 1867 and Cooke, Whiteford and Mohr McKinley 1992 present almost identical
answers to the above question in discussions of, respectively, the king-and-subject narratives
and King Edward and the Shepherd, John the Reeve, and The King and the Hermit:

The idea of  majesty compelled, or condescending to fraternise with low life has in foreign countries, too,
excited the vulgar imagination. Such meetings of  extremes—the fellowships of  a power so high with a
thing so low—have proved extremely fascinating. And while the stories of  them show how tremendous
was the interval between the king and his poor subjects, they show also how friendly was the popular
conception of  royalty. The king was far, far off; but he was kindly and genial. He could be imagined
descending from his supreme height, and enjoying the humours of  the humblest and vulgarest.
(148)

[They] portray subjects who unwittingly berate their king and reveal their infractions of  his laws, but
their confidence and warmth win the admiration and affection of  the king, who invariably shows 

Reeve (Browne 1903: 23-24). The first dating is based on the period of  Dunbar’s confirmed association with
the Scottish court (see Burrow 2006: 133 and Conlee 2004). The second dating is from Parkinson 1992.

6 Most of  these tales, as well as various later examples, are mentioned and described by Francis James Child in
the introduction to  King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth (Child  882-98/2003, vol 5: 67-75).  The
earliest English-language representative of  the type would appear to be the account of  ‘King Alfred and the
Cakes’ (or: ‘King Alfred and the Neatherd’), which appears in the tenth-century Vita Neoti  (Freedman 1999:
208-09). Datings taken from, or otherwise based on Cooke, Whiteford and Mohr McKinley 1992, except in
the case of  ‘King Henry II and the Miller of  Mansfield’ (dating based on Child 1882-98/2003, vol. 5: 69,
note ‡) and the first part of  Edward IV (dating based on Rowland 2005, esp. pages 9-26). Heywood’s version
of  the Tanner plot is considerably more elaborate than the versions in The King and Barker and King Edward the
Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth, introducing scenes in the Tanner’s village, his home, and the royal court.
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himself  to be more tolerant and down-to-earth than the unsuspecting commoner might ever have
imagined.
(3160)

Disregarding the condescending attitude implicit in the use of  the word ‘vulgar’ in the first
excerpt, there is something to be said for the interpretations presented above. In The Taill of
Rauf  Coilyear, the king indicates that he had decided to knight Rauf  because of  ‘his courtasie’
(746) and worthiness ‘to ga | To fecht on Goddis fais’ (750-51).7 The king in Edward IV states
that he rewards the tanner for his honesty and support to the crown (scenes 21 and 23). 

But there is  also in each of  the eight king-and-subject narratives mentioned in the
previous  section  a  suggestion  of  conflict  beyond  interpersonal  exchange.  The  most
immediately apparent feature carrying this suggestion is the subjects’ behaviour. The informal
and sometimes  bellicose manner  in which  the  subjects  treat  their  king subverts  the social
hierarchy, even if  the respective characters are themselves unaware of  the import of  their
actions.  John the Reeve,  The King and the Barker,  King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth
(both versions) and King and Miller all contain instances of  verbal aggression against the king,
while examples of  physical aggression can be found in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear. Rauf  grabs
the king by the neck when he stops to allow Rauf  to enter one of  the rooms in his house first,
a  gesture  which  Rauf  defines  as  discourteous  as  it  posits  Wymond/Charlemagne  as  his
superior within his own household. Later he hits the king so hard that he falls to the ground,
this time angered by the king refusing to sit down before his host:

‘Now is twyse,’ said the carll, ‘me think thow hes forget!’
He leit gyrd to the King, withoutin ony mair,
And hit him under the eir with his richt hand,
Quhill he stakkerit thair with all
Half  the breid of  the hall;
He faind never of  ane fall
Quhill he the eird fand.
(148-54)8

Rauf ’s action contravenes the historically more likely situation of  a king punishing, rather
than being punished by, a subject. What is more, it inverts normal relations by placing a king
in a state of  subordination. The romance underlines the uncommon nature of  the situation by
means of  the actions which lead to Rauf ’s violence: in both cases Charlemagne’s behaviour
can be viewed as an attempt at being courteous to a subordinate.

Excepting  the  narratives  that  feature  a  variation  of  the  Tanner  plot,  all  of  the
narratives studied here pair the unconscious nonconformity of  their subjects with indications
of  a conscious defiance of  certain of  the nobility’s privileges. Such defiance is most explicitly
expressed in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear, whose main character refuses to accept instructions from
the knight Roland to make his way to the king. Implicitly accusing the knight of  abusing his
military  power,9 Rauf  evokes  an  image  of  himself  as  a  member  of  a  vulnerable  yet
hard-working social group of  labourers, emphasising that he is just a ‘mad man’ (441) who

7 ‘his courtesy’, ‘to go | fight against the enemies of  God’.
8 ‘This is the second time,’ said the rustic, ‘I think you have forgotten! | Without further ado he aimed a blow

at the king, | And hit him under the ear with his right hand, | So that he staggered | Halfway across the hall.
| He did not cease to fall | Until he found the earth [i.e., hit the ground].’

9 Line 442: ‘I have na myster to matche with maisterfull men’. (‘I have not the skill to fight with powerful men’).
The verb ‘match’ suggests equality of  force, thus underlining the notion of  disparity.
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lives ‘with mekle lawtie and laubour’ (509).10 By stating that ‘it is na courtasie commounis to
scorne’  (429),  he  furthermore  implies  that  his  own social  group  and  that  represented  by
Roland  are  opposed.11 Any  conception  of  a  fundamentally  harmonious  society  is  thus
disturbed, even if  Rauf ’s outburst is considered unwarranted by Roland’s actions. King Edward
and the  Shepherd,  John the  Reeve and  King and Miller are less  explicit,  yet  they share with the
romance the appearance of  an activity which contemporary audiences would have had little
trouble to identify as being contrary to the norms set by the secular and clerical elite. Food
which the king is served in the four narratives reveals that the host has been poaching from a
royal  forest,  warren,  or  both.12 The  result  is  to  immerse  the  narratives  in  contemporary
controversy.13 In England, where the first three narratives were composed, forests, parks, and
rights of  warren ensured a steady supply of  meat for noblemen and certain members of  the
clergy, whilst making it difficult for other members of  the population to hunt without violating
the law.14 In response to this situation, the rebels of  the 1381 Peasant’s Revolt ‘insisted that
hunting and fishing should be made entirely free’  (Petit-Dutaillis  and Lefebvre 1968:  246,
McCall 1979: 103). In 1389, however, a statute was passed which sought to do virtually the
opposite,  effectively  banning  any  significant  hunting  activities  by  laymen  whose  lands  or
tenements  were  worth less  than forty shillings per year  and clergy whose  income did not
exceed ten pounds. The text of  the statute identifies most, if  not all, quarries of  the hunt as
the ‘deduit des Gentils’ and closely associates poaching with revolt.15 Even stricter legislation
was  introduced  in  the  centuries  that  followed.  Circumstances  in  Scotland  were  similar.
Although  legislation  comparable  to  the  1389  game  law  was  only  passed  in  1621,  when
Scottish parliament decided that ‘no man hunt nor haulk at anye tyme heirefter quha hes not
a pleughe of  land in heretage under the payne off  ane hundrethe pundis’ (Gilbert 1979/2003:
233),16 parks,  forests,  and rights  of  warren  imposed  restrictions  on  the  population.17 The

10 ‘simple man’,  ‘with great uprightness and labour’. The meaning ‘simple’ for ‘mad’ has not been attested
elsewhere. Its usual meaning is crazy, overcome, or foolish. See the entry ‘mād’ in the MED; also the note on
page 200 of  Lupack’s edition.

11 ‘no courtesy to scorn commoners’
12 The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear. Rauf  has a conflict with the local foresters over his killing ‘of  the fattest [deer]’ (197).

The men threaten to have Rauf  tried by the king. *  King Edward and the Shepherd. Before the shepherd takes
Edward into confidence, he informs his new companion that the king owns a warren for hunting rabbits
(conies) in the area, and that royal foresters guard the local deer (265-76). * John the Reeve. Before John serves
his guests boar, deer, rabits, cranes and various other animals, he has the men swear not to tell King Edward
since he fears knowledge of  the meal would greatly anger him (458-81). * King and Miller. When king Henry
comments on a venison pie of  which he is given a piece, the miller’s son Richard tells Henry that ‘now & then
[they] make bold with [their] Kings deere’ (96), catching them in Sherwood Forest.

13 It is worth noting that many of  the ‘outlaw-tales’ produced in roughly the same period feature instances of
their heroes eating game, suggesting that to a considerable number of  people poaching carried an association
of  gleeful, and perhaps glorious, irreverence. Notable examples are A Gest of  Robyn Hode (c. 1450) and Adam
Bell, Clim of  the Clough, and William of  Cloudesly (c. 1550).

14 For global definitions see Young 1979: 3-4 (forest),  45 (park), 46 and 97 (warren). On forest law see also
Petit-Dutaillis  and Lefebvre  1930/1968:  147-251.  Way 1997 gives  detailed  information on some of  the
consequences of  imparkment. On poaching see Hanawalt 1988.

15 See the Rotulus Parliamenti tenti apud Westmonasterium die Lune proximo post Festum Sancti Hilarii, anno regni regis Ricardi
Secundi tertiodecimo, item 58.

16 ‘no man shall hereafter hunt or hawk at any time if  he does not hold a plough of  land subject to the terms of
inheritance upon pain of  one hundred pounds’.

17 On Scottish hunting reserves see Gilbert 1979/2003. Differences with the English system are discussed on
pages 98-99 and 183-222.
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‘subjects’ in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear,  King Edward and the Shepherd,  John the Reeve and King and
Miller are  thus  rebels  against  an  order  imposed  and  perpetuated  by  secular  and  clerical
landlords, of  whose ranks the king would have been a prime exponent.

While the king may appear ‘kindly and genial’ in his treatment of  the subversive host,
his  gift  is  far  from  innocent.  Before  it  is  extended,  the  subject  invariably  goes  through
experiences which cause him to tremble before the power of  the king, often to be subjected to
ridicule afterwards. Rauf  shakes for fear when the king tells his nobles how he was treated by
the charcoal trader:

Than the Coilyear quoke as he had bene schent,
Quhen he hard the suith say how he the King schord.
(732-33)18

In King Edward and the Shepherd, the shepherd fears sharp punishment when he is informed by
an esquire that the man he knows as ‘Ioly Robyn’ is Edward II of  England, who may do with
him ‘what his willis be’ (1074-75):

Þen was þat herd a carful man,
And neuer so sory as he was þan,
When he herd þat sawe;
[...]
On knees he fel downe lawe.
‘Lorde,’ he seid, ‘i crye þe mercy!’
(1079-90)19

John the Reeve upon learning that he is to be knighted fears that ‘to debate they will [him]
bring’ (590)—that is to say, that they will lower or degrade him. In The King and the Barker, the
barker or ‘tanner’ believes that he will lose his life when he sees the lord Basset fall down upon
his knees before the horseman with whom he has been conversing (stanzas 30-31) and the
tanners of  both versions of  King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth think they will be
hanged when the king ambiguously calls for a ‘collar’—a word which might refer to a collar
fixed round the neck of  a prisoner, as well as to a badge of  allegiance to a noble overlord:20

‘A coller? a coller?’ then quoth the tanner,
‘it is a thing which will breed sorrow;
For after a coller commeth a halter,
and I shall be hanged tomorrow.’
(late version, stanza 36)21

The subjects  of  Edward IV  and  King and Miller  too believe they will  be hanged when they
discover  the  king’s  identity.  The  miller  is  furthermore  induced to  assume that  he  will  be

18 ‘Then the charcoal trader shook as if  he had been injured, | When he heard the truth told about how he had
threatened the king.’

19 ‘Then that herdsman was a troubled man, | And never so filled with sorrow as he was then | When he heard
those words; | [...] | He dropped down low on his knees. | “Lord,” he said, “I beg for your forgiveness!” ’

20 There is also a play on the rustic backgrounds of  the tanners, ‘collar’ and ‘halter’ referring also to parts of  the
harness of  a draught animal.

21 ‘A collar? A collar?’, then said the tanner, | ‘It is a thing which will produce sorrow; | For after a collar comes
a rope with a noose, | And I shall be hanged tomorrow.’
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decapitated:

The K[ing] perceiuing him fearfully tremblinge,
Drew forth his sword, but nothing he said;
The Miller downe did fall crying before them all,
Doubtinge the King wold cut of  his head.
(King and Miller, stanza 20)22

It is evident that in each of  the eight narratives the subject is intimidated by the actions of  the
king and his men. Especially in  King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth and King and
Miller, these  appear  to  flow  from  a  decision  on  the  part  of  the  king.  The  apparent
misunderstanding which rises from Edward’s calling for a ‘collar’ will have drawn laughs, and
perhaps  gasps  from  contemporary  audiences,  yet  its  implications  extend  beyond  any
immediate entertainment value. The misunderstanding illustrates the far-reaching powers of
the king,  able  to grant  death as well  as  privilege.  Similar  observations  can be made with
regards to the lines quoted from  King and Miller.  The deliberation with which the monarch
draws his sword suggests that he seeks to induce a response of  the kind described in the last
two  lines.  As  a  suppressor  of  rebellious  behaviour,  the  action  is  utterly  successful:  the
threatening appearance of  the sword results in a display of  complete subservience. Following
the intimidation scene in King Edward and the Shepherd,  The King and the Barker,  King Edward the
Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth,  Edward IV, King and Miller,  John the Reeve and The Taill of  Rauf
Coilyear  are  one  or  more  scenes  in  which  entertainment  is  provided  to  the  king  and  his
entourage by the awkwardness, and sometimes fear, with which the commoner moves through
a noble environment. In  King Edward and the Shepherd,  Edward IV and  John the  Reeve,  the king
even explicitly announces the forthcoming entertainment:

The Kyng seid to erles tweyne,
ȝe shall haue gode bourd, in certayne,
ȝif  þat ȝe will be stille,
Off  a scheperde þat i see
[...]
I pray yow alle, and warne betyme,
Þat ȝe me calle Ioly Robyne,
And ȝe shalle lawȝ your fille.
(King Edward and the Shepherd, 611-19)23

There is a merry tanner near at hand, 
With whom we mean to be a little merry.
Therefore, Lord Mayor, and you, my other friends,
I must entreat you not to knowledge me.
(Edward IV, scene 23)

22 ‘The king, observing how he trembled with fear, | Drew out his sword, but said nothing; | The miller fell
down wailing before them all, | Fearing that the king would cut off  his head.’

23 ‘The king said to two earls, | You are assured to have good fun, | If  you do not say a thing | At the expense
of  a shepherd whom I saw | [...] | I ask and enjoin all of  you, | To call me Jolly Robin, | And if  you do so
you shall laugh to your heart’s desire.’
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the King said, ‘goe wee to meate, 
& bringe him when wee are sett; 
our dame shall haue a play’.
(John the Reeve, 701-03)24

By making the commoner the object of  court jokes, the nobles, and by extension the narrative
of  which they are part, play down the subject’s potential as a subverter of  noble dominance.
The reward that follows is the closing piece in a process which demotes him from a potential
threat to the existing order to one who has a vested interest in its perpetuation. John, Rauf,
and the Miller are all knighted. Rauf  is granted an income of  300 pounds a year, and is to be
given the next vacant estate in France, ‘Forfaltour or fre ward’ (760).25 He eventually becomes
Marshal of  France. The tanner is made ‘the best esquier | in all the North Countrie’ in the
early version of  King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth (stanza 53). In the later version
there is no such explicit statement, yet here too the tanner receives a reward which would, at
least economically, have ranked him among the contemporary elite: he is granted a fee worth
300 pounds (stanza 38). In Edward IV, the tanner receives a sum of  40 ponds and a pardon for
his son, who is to be hanged for a robbery (scene 23). What happens to the shepherd cannot
be established as the ending of  A Tale  of  King  Edward  and the  Shepherd is  lost.  The context
suggests, though, that the shepherd is eventually to be rewarded. 

A process of  deflation and social change renders ineffective the suggestion of  social
revolt  implicit  in  the king-and-subject  narratives.  Without  explicitly  condemning  the
potentially  controversial  behaviour  of  the  subject,  the  narratives  replace  its  suggestion of
social conflict with one of  acquiescence and continuity.

Conclusions thus far

The incidents shared by the king-and-subject narratives have economic, political and military
implications. By neutralising the threat posed by the rebellious commoner, the kings assert and
perpetuate both their own dominance and the social framework of  which it is a product and
figurehead. The king’s power to destroy life is apparent in each of  the narratives, as is his
ability to buy loyalty if  need be; a reminder of  the economic gulf  separating the king and his
associates from men and women of  the subject’s ilk. The monopolisation of  hunting rights,
though  initially  challenged  by  the  subject’s  poaching  activities  in  four  of  the  narratives,
remains firmly in place. It thus confirms the ability of  the king and other representatives of
the  elite—secular  in  the  narratives,  secular  and  ecclesiastical  in  contemporary  reality—to
enact legislation concomitant with their own wishes, though not necessarily with those of  the
community at large. 

24 ‘the king said, “Let us go to our meal, | And have him brought once we are seated; | Our Lady will have a
jest”.’

25 ‘Forfeiture or free ward’. As is pointed out by the editor, this means an estate which has been confiscated, or
one which has reverted to the overlord as there was no legitimate heir ‘old enough to inherit the property’
(page 605, note to line 760).
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Economic power in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear

The first encounter between Rauf  and Charlemagne sets an economic contrast between the
two characters which is further developed as the story progresses. When Rauf  sees the king, he
seemingly recognises him as a man who is used to relative ease. He explains to the king that he
carries and sells coal, emphasising that his life and labours are marked by ‘mekle unrufe’ (47).26

The underlying assumption of  this emphasis appears to be that the king belongs to a social
group which does not occupy itself  with physical labour. Rauf  also informs Charlemagne that
he knows ‘na worthie harberie heir neirhand | For to serve sic ane man as [Rauf  believes him
to be]’ (66-67)27. His own home might do, if  the king agrees to be satisfied with such as he
should find there (70). Rauf  thus posits Charlemagne as a man who is likely accustomed to
considerable  comfort,  and  associates  with  this  circumstance  a  notion  of  ‘worthiness’,  a
suggestion  that  prestige  and  economic  power  are  closely  associated  phenomena.  Like
implications are attached to the subsequent introduction of  the poaching motif, which draws
attention to the fact that hunting legislation defined as diversions activities which to many had
a primarily practical function, namely to produce food. Many noble hunting practices, not to
mention the maintenance of  game reserves, were furthermore so cost-intensive that, from a
purely  economic  vantage  point,  the  yield  was  unlikely  to  outweigh  the  cost  (Cummins
1988/2001). Hunting legislation thus presupposed an elite which had time and money on its
hands. It is such a social group that Rauf  appears to associate Charlemagne with, although
initially he does not realise what is Charlemagne’s position within this social group. Rauf ’s
wife later indeed warns him that the ‘man that [he] outrayd | Is not sa simpill as he said’
(372-73).28

The scene of  Rauf ’s encounter with Roland repeats some of  the steps of  his encounter
with Charlemagne and allies their socio-economic implications more closely with differences
in external appearance. Roland, the narrator states, is the ‘ryallest of  array, | On ronsy micht
ryde’ (478-79).29 The bridel is ‘bellisand and gay’ (476), some of  the armour consists of  gold
(469) and the jewels are so many that it would be ‘full teir’ (474) even to describe a tenth of
them.30 Rauf ’s own equipment consists of  a pack-horse with two baskets of  charcoal, an old
buckler and a rusty sword (382 and 515-18). While Rauf  may not be inclined to obey Roland’s
orders, he is evidently impressed by his appearance, inducing him to wish the knight well:

Of  that ryall array that Rolland in raid
Rauf  rusit in his hart of  that ryall thing;
‘He is the gayest in geir that ever on ground glaid;
Have he grace to the gre in ilk jornaying.
(480-84)’31

26 ‘much toil’, literally ‘great troublesomeness’.
27 ‘no lodging close-by sufficiently worthy | To serve such a man as [Rauf  believes him to be]’.
28 The ‘man whom [he] mistreated | Is not as common as he said’. Note that ‘simpill’ can also be read as

‘innocent’. See the entry ‘simpel’ in the MED.
29 ‘the most sumptuous of  apparel/armour | Who might ride on a rouncy’.
30 ‘elegant and ornate’, ‘very tiring’. What kind of  horse Roland rides is unclear. The word ‘rouncy’ might, like

‘capul’, refer to both a war horse and a pack horse. The use of  the term ‘ronsy’ in line 479 furthermore
appears to be dictated by the demands of  alliterative versification rather than by a desire to give a description
of  Roland’s horse.

31 ‘That costly apparel/armour in which Roland rode | Rauf  praised in his heart, that sumptuous thing | “Of
all those who ever walked the earth, he is the most richly attired; | May he be victorious in every military
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Economic display presents itself  to Rauf  as evidence or, otherwise, a source of  worth. 
The encounters with Charlemagne and Roland prepare the way for a scene in which

the impact of  economic status symbols suppresses the rebellious spirit in which Rauf  dealt
with ‘Wymond’ and Roland. When Rauf  enters the palace, he finds himself  surrounded by
splendour. The hall is decked out in lavish decorations. There is beautiful painting all around,
there are diamonds and jewels, exquisite tapestries, a carpet which covers the entire floor, and
lovely embroidered bench-covers (664-83). Along the walls, enameled escutcheons have been
arranged (684-87). Amidst these evocations of  economic power, Rauf  is finally intimidated.
After observing that ‘Heir is ryaltie […] aneuch for the nanis’ (688), he states that he will be
on his way home as soon as he has spoken to Wymond (690-91).32

Economic status symbols in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear confirm and legitimise the general
dominance of  the court and perhaps the nobility as a whole. The self-assertive Rauf  allows
himself  to be awed and ultimately cowed by a disparity between his own material context and
that  in  which the  nobles  whom he  meets  live  and operate.  The build-up towards  Rauf ’s
encounter with the king suggests that this figure dominates the economic hierarchy. It is within
the context of  military power, however, that his position is at its most evident.

Military power in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear

The  nobility’s  portrayal  in  The  Taill  of  Rauf  Coilyear mingles  economic  and  military
conceptions to a degree unseen in any of  the other romances discussed so far. It has already
been noted how Roland’s assets suggest great wealth, whatever might be its ultimate source.
The same applies to the attributes Rauf  receives after his knighting. He is given ‘glitterand
geir’ (770)33 and sixty squiers in retinue (774-77), where before he was served by a page (a
‘pauyot’, 276) and two ‘knaifis’ who might be his sons.34 On the morning after his knighting,
Rauf  rides out in ‘ane ryall array’ (792).35 All this display would almost lead one to forget that
the assets associated with Roland and Rauf  also contribute to their efficacy as warriors, thus
establishing an association between nobility and active military involvement. This association
is also apparent from the reason Charlemagne gives for knighting Rauf:

Him semis ane stalwart man and stout in stryking,
That carll for his courtasie salbe maid knicht. 
I hald the counsall full evill that Cristin man slais, 
For I had myster to have ma, 
And not to distroy tha 
That war worthie to ga 
To fecht on Goddis fais!
(745-51)36

campaign.” ’
32 ‘there certainly is plenty in the way of  sumptuousness here’.
33 ‘glittering apparel/armour’.
34 The two boys are referred to as Rauf ’s ‘own’ in line 113: ‘Twa cant knaifis of  his awin haistelie he bad’. (‘Two

bold sons/lads/servants of  his own he hastily gave instructions’).
35 ‘sumptuous equipment/arms’.
36 ‘He seems to be a stalwart man, and | That rustic will be made a knight for his courtesy. | I consider the

counsel  that causes  Christain men to be slain most evil,  As  I  require  more men, |  Not for those to be
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Rauf  is to become a knight so as to make him available for warfare against the pagans. It is
furthermore to be noted that Charlemagne gives Rauf  three hundred pounds a year and the
first estate that becomes available so that he might be ‘fundin reddy | With birny and brand’
(763-64) when called upon.37 As, and to the extent that it is a social group centred around the
king, the nobility are thus a military order whose involvement in warfare partly legitimises its
wealth. The king’s ability to save and destroy lives, and appoint and direct warriors makes him
the focal point of  military power, evoking a hierarchical society with the king at its head.

Ideological power in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear

Like the other king-and-subject narratives, The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear unites in itself  the seeds of
social dissent and ultimate social conformity. This can be viewed as an indication of  real-world
ideological power; a noble hold on the public imagination not easily challenged by commoners
whose  cheek,  and  sometimes  taste  for  game,  are  at  odds  with  views  of  society  in  which
commoners are expected to treat the nobility with deference. Yet the very fact that The Taill of
Rauf  Coilyear should suppress a subversive tendency also suggests that the romance is, to some
degree, a response to anxieties experienced by the author or individuals in their environment. 

While there is little or no indication that Rauf  might pose an immediate threat to
noble military and economic dominance, self-worth and self-governance vie with obeisance in
the  determination  of  his  behaviour.  Noble  dominance  in  Rauf ’s  world  is  not  an
unquestionable phenomenon. That the same is likely to have applied for the environment in
which the romance was composed is suggested not only by the existence of  the romance itself
but also by that of  strict hunting laws introduced in the fourteenth and fifteenth-centuries. The
fact that they were introduced conveys a perception, if  not concern, that social relations were
being  challenged.  Apparently  the  general  population  did  not  accept  as  self-evident  the
nobility’s  monopolisation of  hunting quarry in many areas.  Thus while  The Taill  of  Rauf
Coilyear evidently propagates perpetuated noble dominance, it also suggests that the ideological
power which it reflects in this manner serves to suppress challenges to the nobility’s position.
These challenges could be couched in terms of  ideology themselves: whose views on social
relations will ultimately determine our evaluation of  the course of  events in The Taill of  Rauf
Coilyear? Is it those of  the worker Rauf, or is it those of  Charlemagne and Roland? The answer
to these questions will depend on the perspective one takes, yet it is evident that The Taill of
Rauf  Coilyear is not a romance of  easy and unqualified social relationships.

We finally find in  The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear an instance of  Christianity as immanent
morale.  A  common  purpose,  to  fight  the  ‘enemies  of  God’  unites  the  nobility  of
Charlemagne’s kingdom. Although apart from having Rauf  confront a Saracen knight the
romance does little to develop this notion, the fact that it plays a role in the romance testifies to
the role of  Christianity in high and late medieval Europe.38

destroyed | That should be worthy to go | And fight against the enemies of  God!’
37 ‘found ready with a coat of  mail and a sword’.
38 See also my comments on ideology in King Horn.
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Conclusion

Along  with  the  other  king-and-subject  narratives,  The  Taill  of  Rauf  Coilyear espouses  a
conservative social ideology that puts the nobility in a position of  military, economic,  and
ultimately ideological dominance. The king plays a crucial role, dominating the nobility as
well  as  society  at  large.  Yet  while  the  immediate  challenge  posed  by  Rauf ’s  subversive
behaviour  is  neutralised,  its  implications  for  real-world  social  relations,  underlined by  the
existence of  hunting legislation and its role in society, linger on. This may well be the most
important difference with romances of  the spendthrift  knight type: whereas the latter type
suppress doubts bearing on the truth and sustainability of  noble economic dominance, Rauf
Coilyear suppresses challenges to the notion of  overall and self-evident supremacy, reflecting
tensions  which  are  ideological  rather  than  economic  or  military  in  nature.  Apparently,
pre-existing perceptions of  the appropriate forms of  behaviour and interaction associated with
varying positions  in society  were  not  as  self-evident  as  some members  of  the population,
whether or not noblemen themselves, might like. 
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The Squyr of  Lowe Degre
(C. 1500)

Edition: The Squyr of  Lowe Degre: A Middle English Metrical Romance, ed. by William Edward Mead (Boston:
Ginn  and Company,  1904).  Based on the  c.  1555-60  edition  of  William Copland,  British  Library
C.21.c.58 (dating Mead 1904: xi-xii). The surviving parts of  an earlier edition ascribed to Wynkyn de
Worde are printed in parallel.

An esquire who serves the King of  Hungary secretly loves his lord’s daughter. He does not
dare woo her as he lacks the necessary credentials. One day, the king’s daughter overhears the
squire  lament  his  fate.  She  exhorts  the  squire  to  tell  her  what  is  the  matter,  which  he
consequently does. The king’s daughter then accepts the squire as her suitor and instructs him
to gain honour through feats of  arms. This she hopes will induce her father to allow them to
marry, and to make the squire his successor. In the meantime, their alliance is to remain a
secret.

The steward has overheard the conversation, and reveals the couple’s secret to the king.
In addition, he claims that sexual intercourse would have taken place had he not prevented it.
The king states that he does not believe the squire would betray his daughter, adding that if
the squire were to win his daughter’s hand in the sinless bond of  marriage, he would have no
fundamental objections as many a man has already climbed the social ladder by such means.
The king then informs the steward that he would receive severe punishment if  his accusations
proved to be false. The steward bides by his accusations, and is allowed to secretly stand guard
over the bedroom of  the king’s daughter. As long as the squire does not attempt to enter the
bedroom, however,  he is  not to be hindered or harmed, even if  he should kiss  the king’s
daughter before taking his leave.

The squire  asks  the  king’s  permission  to  prove  himself  abroad.  Not  only  does  he
receive permission, he is also granted royal patronage. Before the squire leaves the kingdom,
he goes to the bedroom of  the king’s daughter to bid his love farewell. He requests entry into
the bedroom as thirty enemies are about to attack him. At first the king’s daughter does not
recognise his voice. When the squire asserts that he is the one she promised to marry, she
enters upon a lengthy monologue restating how the squire is to gain honour through combat,
as well as how she will support him. The door remains closed, and eventually thirty-four men
close in on the squire and attack him. The squire is captured, but only after he has killed the
steward. The steward’s face is then mutilated, and left before the bedroom door in the squire’s
clothes. Believing the body is the squire’s, the king’s daughter keeps it in her room, where she
mourns it for seven years.39

The squire meanwhile is fighting abroad with the king’s support. Only when he returns
does the king reveal to his daughter, whose mourning had led her to decide that she would
become an anchoress,  that  the squire is  still  alive.  Once the king has  established that  his
daughter still wishes to marry the squire, he gives the couple his blessing. The king’s daughter
and squire are married, and the squire is soon afterwards endowed with the kingdom.

39 What motivates the decision to leave the steward’s body behind and pretend it is the squire’s is not clear from
the text.
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Comments on social positioning

The Squyr of  Lowe Degre contains an uncommon number of  statements bearing on the factors
which determine an individual’s position in society. These give clear direction to the romance’s
social implications and will therefore be first discussed.

The first  statement of  the type above referred to appears in lines 19-20. Here the
narrator states that ‘[The squire] was not ryche of  golde and fe, | A gentyll man forsoth was
he’.40 Although a discourse marker connecting the two statements is lacking, it is evident from
the events that follow that the squire’s relative poverty conflicts with his ‘gentility’. In Wynkyn’s
edition it is suggested that gentility is inborn. Lines 19-20 are ‘He was not ryche of  gold and
fe, | A gentylman borne for sothe was he’.41 Indirectly, this suggests that commoners cannot
become nobles. Although in the Copland version there is no indication that gentility is innate,
it could be argued that here too the reference to the squire’s gentility sets a boundary to social
flexibility. The squire is neither the supportive cook of  Havelok, nor the self-assertive charcoal
seller of  The Taill  of  Rauf  Coilyear. He already belongs to a broad social  group which also
encompasses the king’s daughter and her father.42

The second statement is made by the squire. Lengthy and detailed, it is effectively an
exposé of  factors  which the squire experiences  as  affecting position in society.  Mentioned
successively are economic power, high birth, and prowess. The first factor takes precedence
over the others, appearing as both the first and the last element in the list:

[He] lened hys backe to a thorne,
And sayd, ‘Alas, that I was borne!
That I were ryche of  golde and fe,
That I might wedde that lady fre!
Of  golde good, or some treasure,
That I myght wedde that lady floure!
Or elles come of  so gentyll kynne,
The ladyes love that I myght wynne.
Wolde God that I were a kynges sonne, 
That ladyes love that I myght wonne!
Or els so bolde in eche fyght,
As Syr Lybius that gentell knyght,
Or els so bolde in chyvalry,
As Syr Gawayne, or Syr Guy;
Or els so doughty of  my hande
As was the gyaunte Syr Colbrande,
And [it] were put in ieopede
What man shoulde wynne that lady fre,
Than should no man have her but I,
The kinges doughter of  Hungry.’

40 ‘[The squire] was not rich in gold and fee, | A gentleman he truly was.’
41 ‘He was not rich in gold and fee, | A gentleman born he truly was.’
42 The romance here clearly reflects the situation around the year 1500, when the concept of  gentility included

esquires.  See  the  subsection  ‘Social  positions  of  the  English  and  Scottish  nobility’  of  the  General
Introduction.
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But ever he sayde, ‘Wayle a waye!
For poverte passeth all my paye!’
(67-88)43

Economic power and kindred apear again in the explanation the squire gives for not having
revealed his sentiments to the king’s daughter:

Ye are so ryche in youre aray
That one word to you I dare not say,
And come ye be of  so hye kynne,
No worde of  love durst I begynne.
(119-22)44

It is worth noting that here too a discrepancy in wealth, in this case represented by the clothes
of  the king’s daughter, is the first source of  social contrast to be mentioned by the squire. And
there is another factor confirming that economic power takes precedence over any association
with warfare in the determination of  one’s  position within the nobility.  The references to
fighting and prowess in the first statement have a decidedly fanciful ring. The references to
Libeaus Desconus, Gawain, Guy of  Warwick, and Guy’s opponent Colbrand establish a link
with a romance tradition in which fighting is a crucial aspect of  the hero’s identity. The four
figures  were  all  popular  romance  characters,  whose  literary  careers  had  already  spanned
multiple centuries when their names appeared in The Squyr of  Lowe Degre. This, in association
with the squire’s emphasis on poverty as the cause of  his woes, suggests that the hero would be
valiant in compensation for his relative lack of  economic power, rather than in the pursuit of  a
self-contained notion of  military greatness.

A comment made by the king confirms the importance of  economic power, although it
should be pointed out that its purpose is not to provide an overview of  the factors which might
impact one’s position within the ranks of  the gentle. Responding to the steward’s accusations,
the king says,

For I have sene that many a page
Have become men by mariage;
Than it is semely that squyer
To have my doughter by this manere,
And eche man in his degre
Become a lorde of  ryaltye,

43 ‘[He] leaned his back against a thorn, | And said, “Alas, that I was born! | Were I but rich in gold and
movable property, | So that I might marry that noble lady! | Of  good gold, or of  a treasure of  some sort, |
So that I might marry that best of  ladies! | Or else come from such gentle stock, | That I might win the lady's
love. | If  God but wanted for me to be a king’s son, | So that I might win that lady’s love! | Or otherwise for
me to be as bold in every fight | As Sir Libeaus that noble knight, | Or as bold in chivalry, | As Sir Gawain
or Sir Guy; | Or otherwise as valiant with my hands | As was the giant Sir Colbrand, | If  [it] were put to the
test, | No man but me should have her, | The daughter of  the King of  Hungary.” But he said again and
again, “Alas, alas! | Because of  poverty all my joy is lost!” ’

44 ‘You wear such costly garments | That I dare not speak a single word to you, | And you are come of  such
high kindred, | That I dared not utter a single word of  love.’
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By fortune and by other grace,
By herytage and by purchace.
(373-80)45

Marriage, kindly workings of  fate, inheritance, and the acquisition of  an estate can all  be
viewed  as  factors  contributing  to  the  individual’s  economic  possibilities.  Social  advance
through military prowess is here a distant possibility at best, subsumed under the concept of
‘purchace’. This last aspect furthermore brings home the importance of  patronage: with little
economic power of  his own, the squire requires others to finance his military assets for him.

Attention should finally  be  paid  to  a  remark  the  king’s  daughter  makes  when she
promises the squire her love: ‘A man of  worshyp […] | must have what neds him unto; | He
must have gold, he must have fe, | Strength of  men and royalte’ (597-600).46 The use of  the
term ‘worshyp’, whose meaning is best rendered by the modern words ‘honour’ and ‘repute’,
attaches to the three elements of  wealth, military following and pomp a powerful notion of
social valuation. To occupy a position of  high regard here necessitates as well as presupposes
economic and military power and sumptuous display. The lines are more than a description of
the material prerequisites of  military success.

With the possible exception of  the last comment, the passages quoted here point in the
direction of  a conception of  society in which economic power is the primary factor in the
determination of  one’s relative position within the confines of  the social group of  ‘gentles’;
effectively,  what  is  here  referred  to  as  the  nobility.  While  the  squire’s  social  rise  may  be
spectacular, he does not transgress the boundaries of  his social group at large. Displays of
personal military ability function as an alternative route to prestige,  although it  should be
noted  that  important  contributors  to  military  power  in  general—that  is  to  say,  military
followers—are presented as an integral aspect of  a worshipful image by the king’s daughter,
bringing home the importance of  patronage.

Economic power

The Squyr of  Lowe Degre is filled with references to phenomena evoking economic power. The
vast majority of  these are associated with the royal court. Their implications, however, extend
beyond the portrayal of  the king alone.

Suggestions of  the king’s economic power abound in the royal household. The food
which the squire serves the king as the ‘marshall of  [the] hall’ (7) is of  exceptional quality. Its
description interweaves references to the consumption of  game with comments emphasising
the exclusivity of  the dishes:

[The squire] served the kynge ryght royally,
With deynty meates that were dere,

45 ‘For I have seen that many a page | Has become a man through marriage; | Based on this observation it is
appropriate for that esquire to win my daughter in this manner | And for each man in his position | To
become a  lord  of  great  magnificence,  |  By  means  of  fortune  and  other  grace,  |  Inheritance  and the
acquisition of  property.’ The use of  the word ‘ryaltye’, with its connotations of  royal or king-like power, can
be viewed as a foreshadowing of  the squire’s spectacular social ascent.

46 ‘A man of  honour/repute […] | must have that which he requires; | He must have gold, he must have
property, | A military retinue and pomp.’
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With partryche, pecoke, and plovere,
With byrdes in bread ybake,
The tele, the ducke, and the drake,
The cocke, the curlewe, and the crane,
With fesauntes fayre, theyr were no wane,
Both storkes and snytes ther were also,
And venyson freshe of  bucke and do,
And other deyntes many one,
For to set afore the kynge anone:
And when the squyer had done so,
He served the hall [bothe] to and fro.
(316-28)47

The king’s daughter contributes greatly to the evocation of  economic power. If  the passage in
which the king’s daughter decides to become an anchoress is anything to go by, her lifestyle in
general is one of  costly splendour. The king’s daughter bids farewell to money (‘markes and
many a pounde’, 952), fine gold, costly cloth (velvet, satin, and scarlet), beautiful garments,
jewels and precious stones, hawking, hunts for hare and deer, revels, and castles and manors
(940-54).48 We already saw in the previous section how the squire presents the king’s daughter
as a woman who is ‘ryche in [her] aray’ (119). The king confirms this image in an account of
the garments his daughter used to wear before she began to mourn the squire:

Ye ware both golde and good veluet,
Clothe of  damaske with saphyres set;
Ye ware the pery on your head,
With stones full oryent, whyte and read;
Ye ware coronalles of  golde,
With diamoundes set many a foulde.
(717-22)49

Finally, the apartment of  the king’s daughter too exudes luxury. Its oriel is ‘Closed well with
royall glas; | Fulfilled […] with ymagery | Every wyndowe by and by’ (93-95).50 As the king’s
daughter is positioned as her father’s subordinate and an integral member of  his household,
much of  the economic power which she displays through the enjoyment of  costly goods and
activities likely derives from, or otherwise devolves to, her father; something which is also to
some degree implied by the passage that will be discussed in the next paragraph.51

In addition to instances of  economic splendour realised in the present or past,  The
Squyr of  Lowe Degre contains a number of  projections of  future magnificence. Taking the shape

47 ‘[The squire] served the king most ceremoniously, | With delicious and costly foodstuffs | With partridge,
peacock, and plover, | With birds baked in bread, | The teal, the duck, and the drake, | The cock, the
curlew, and the crane, | With fair pheasants, of  which there was no lack, | There were also storks and snipes,
| And fresh venison, of  the buck and doe, | And many other delicacies, | All to be set before the king at once.
| And when the squire had done this, | He served every corner of  the hall.’

48 ‘marks and many a pound’. A mark was worth thirteen shilling and fourpence, or two thirds of  a pound. 
49 ‘You wore both gold and good velvet, | Cloth of  damask set with sapphires; | You wore jewellery on your

head, | With brilliant stones, white and red; | You wore gold circlets, | Set with numerous diamonds.’
50 ‘Enclosed with fine glass, | Filled […] with stained/painted figures | Every single window included’.
51 Note that the king’s daughter does have her own ‘treasure’ which she is apparently free to use in accordance

with her own wishes. See lines 253-56, quoted in the section on military power.
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of  a 114-line monologue held by the king, they suggest a fascination for costly grandeur of  a
scope which is unparallelled elsewhere in the narrative. In lines 739-852, the king successively
conjures up visions of  a great hunt, of  revelling, of  a grandiose celebration of  the Eucharist,
of  a boating trip, and of  nightly rest in a luxurious environment, all of  which he proposes to
realise for the king’s daughter as a means of  distracting her from her gloom. During each of
the costly diversions, the king’s daughter and her surroundings are to be decked out in the
finest trappings. The king mentions expensive cloths; fine wines, venison and other exclusive
foodstuffs; and gold that should adorn many of  the objects. Children are to sing on several
occasions, genteel company is to complement the revels, and minstrels are to play music for
the  king’s  daughter  if  she  cannot  fall  asleep.  Viewed as  a  serious  proposal  for  the  king’s
daughter’s  entertainment,  these  projections  greatly  extend  the  king’s  association  with
economic power. Considered from the perspective of  plot, however, the main purpose of  the
descriptions seems to lie not in their own, immediate associations, but in the reaction which
they elicit from the king’s daughter: she rejects her father’s offers and continues to mourn the
squire.  This  underlines  the  king’s  daughter’s  dedication  to  her  supposedly  dead  lover,
furthermore suggesting that there may be a limit to the influence and attraction of  economic
display. Yet it also consigns the king’s words to the realm of  fancy. They remain a dreamy
evocation of  endless luxury whose fundamental economic significance cannot be established. 

What  joins  the  evocations  of  real  and future  splendour is  that  they evoke a  court
society which largely defines itself  in terms of  economic display, the king functioning as the
focal point and originator of  cost-inducing activity. The court’s role as a source of  economic
power is implicit to the evocation of  an elaborate household, in which the king can give his
steward thirty-three ‘Men of  armes’ (416)52 to stand guard over the apartment of  his daughter
and the squire does ‘hys office in the hall | Among the lordes both great and small’ (311-12),
serving ‘Hye and lowe in theyr degre’ (330).53 Further confirmation of  the king’s position and
the economic function of  his court consists in the support the king and his daughter offer to
the squire.54 To climb the ranks at the royal court implies and, to some degree, necessitates
controlling more of  its resources. For the squire this means entering upon closer relations with
the  monarch;  an  aspect  which,  as  I  suggested  previously,  underlines  the  importance  of
patronage for men in subordinate positions. 

Unlike  The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear,  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre does not explicitly contrast
noble and non-noble positions. The main characters are surrounded by men and women ‘of
gentle kin’. Other social spheres lead existences beyond the environment which is described by
the romance.  However,  there  is  a  contrast  implicit  to  passages  like  the king’s  monologue,
whose fascination with luxuries suggests a view of  society in which access to expensive cloths
and fine wines is the exception rather than the rule, powerful nobles like the king and his
daughter being more likely to have it than most, if  not all, others. As members of  the court
partake in the king’s splendour through commonsality and financial support, they arguably

52 A literal translation of  ‘homini ad arma’, a phrase which might refer to knights and esquires, as well  as
non-noble troops. Note that while thirty-three soldiers are mentioned in line 416, lines 639-40 state that the
steward has armed thirty-four.

53 ‘his office in the hall | Among the greater and lesser lords’, ‘High and low according to their position’.
54 K.S. Kiernan has indeed argued that the squire’s love for the king’s daughter is inspired by desire for wealth

(1973: 348-49). The first two lines of  the romance, ‘It was a squyer of  lowe degre | That loved the kings
doughter of  Hungre’ (1-2), could be read as ‘There was an esquire of  low position | Who loved the king’s
daughter out of  avarice’. A description the king’s daughter gives of  the heraldic device she wants the squire to
wear furthermore gives special prominence to the letters ‘O’ and ‘R’ as constituents of  the word ‘amor’.
Together  these  constitute  ‘or’,  or  ‘gold’,  a  circumstance  which  might  be  taken  to  imply  that  the  king’s
daughter realises the squire is attracted by her wealth (1973: 355).
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constitute a social group whose economic position is defined to a considerable degree by the
consumption of  goods produced elsewhere. The court nobility are large-scale, and seemingly
carefree, consumers functioning in a redistributive hierarchy headed by the king.

Military power

Associations  between  noblemen  and  military  power  are  realised  primarily  through  the
ventures of  the squire. These elicit contrasts within the nobility, as well as general points of  the
realisation of  military power and prestige.

A notion of  the nobility as a social group whose members are, at least ideally, skilled
warriors  is  clearly  apparent  in  the  means  by  which  the  squire  makes  himself  eligible  for
marriage with the king’s daughter. Prominent among the king’s daughter’s instructions for the
squire is an injunction to prove himself  in battle:

[…] and ye my love should wynne,
With chyvalry ye must begynne,
And other dedes of  armes to done, 
Through which ye may wynne your shone.
(171-74)55

The years of  fighting, topped off  by a visit to the Holy Sepulchre, are to result in the king
giving his permission for a marriage. When the squire bids the king’s daughter farewell, she
again emphasises that he must prove himself  a ‘venturous knyght’ (576) before their marriage
can be a success:
 

[…] yf  ye should me wede anone,
My father wolde make slee you soone.
(577-78)56

Though you be come of  symple kynne,
Thus my love, syr, may ye wynne.
(611-12)57

Some time after the squire’s capture, the king releases the hero and allows him to carry out the
plan of  the king’s daughter. Worth noting in this context is that when the king reveals the
squire’s  survival  to  the king’s  daughter,  he includes an emphatic  statement of  the squire’s
military performance:
 

‘Lady,’ he sayd, ‘be of  good chere,
Your love lyveth and is here;
And he hath bene in Lombardy,
And done he hath great chyvalry;

55 ‘[...] if  you are to win my love, | You must start with chivalry, | And by performing other deeds of  arms, |
Through which you may win your shoes’. ‘Shoes’ here clearly implies ‘spurs’.

56 ‘[...] if  you were to marry me straight away | My father would soon have you killed.’
57 ‘While you may come from a simple family, | Thus, sir, you may win my love.’
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And come agayne he is to me,
In lyfe and health ye shall him se.
He shall you wede, my doughter bryght,
I have hym made squier and knyght;
He shalbe a lorde of  great renowne,
And after me to were the crowne.’ 
(1051-60)58

In backing the squire’s  campaign, the king has allowed his  future son-in-law to develop a
surrogate for his deficiencies in other areas, descent and economic power in particular. The
consequent association of  nobility with mounted warriorship and organised violence implies
considerable,  perhaps  superior  amounts  of  military  power,  although,  in  the  absence  of
immediate contrast with other social groups, it does not strictly exclude the possibility that
non-noble individuals might fulfil comparable roles on the battlefield. The world of  The Squyr
of  Lowe Degre  remains a clearly delineated environment with little room or attention for lives
beyond its perimeters.

The Squyr of  Lowe Degre puts great emphasis on the importance of  economic power in
the realisation of  military power and the accumulation of  prestige. Complicit in the notion of
knighthood which the king’s daughter states will allow the squire to win her love is a notion of
requisite expenditure. When the king’s daughter first brooches the idea of  a campaign to the
squire, she adds a promise of  economic support:

I shall you geve hors and armure,
A thousande pounde of  my treasure;
Were through that ye may honoure wynn,
And be the greatest of  your kynne.
(253-56)59

The king’s daughter repeats her offer when the squire comes to her door, telling him he will
have ‘an hundreth pounde or two’ (604)60 whichever battle he might turn to (603). And it is not
just the prerequisites of  war as such which require investment. Lines 603-04 follow shortly
after the excerpt quoted in the first section of  this chapter, in which the king’s daughter draws
attention to the importance of  ‘royalte’ as well as ‘strength of  men’. Connecting the lines is an
injuction to spare neither gold nor silver ‘Tyll to manhede ye be brought’ (602).61 The glories
of  war, in other words, consist in more than the prospect and effectuation of  violence; they
also comprise the indirect evocation of  economic power through followers, military assets, and
perhaps adornment. 

When it  comes to the distribution of  military power in  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre,  an
important place is taken by the king. This character provides the troops used by the squire and

58 ‘ “Lady,” he said, “be of  good cheer, | Your love is alive and is here; | And he has been in Lombardy, | And
has done great chivalry; | And he has returned to me, | You will see him alive and well. | He will marry you,
my beautiful daughter, | I have made him both squire and knight; | He will be a lord of  great renown, | And
will wear the crown after me.” ’

59 ‘I will give you a horse and armour, | A thousand pounds from my treasure; | Through which you may gain
honour, | And be the greatest among your kindred.’

60 ‘one or two hundred pounds’.
61 ‘Until you have attained manhood’. Notice the passive construction in the original sentence, suggesting that

the squire is to be made by factors external to his own person and perhaps volition, the most active of  which
would be the king’s daughter.
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the steward, putting him at the heart of  the military machinery.62 Indeed, no other character
in The Squyr of  Lowe Degre is portrayed as having military followers in his own right. Economic
and military supremacy thus coincide, suggesting an image of  the king as the dominant figure
in every respect. Here too, though, it should be noted that there is no immediate contrast with
figures  that  do  not  occupy  noble  positions.  Overall  military  and  economic  dominance  is
suggested by the single-minded focus on the royal  court,  but not by the immediate  social
context evoked by the romance. 

The nobility in  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre are a social group associated with mounted
warriorship,  military  activity,  and,  in  the  case  of  men  like  the  squire  and  king,  military
leadership. The generic concept of  a military order is not, however, as apparent as it is in
some of  the other narratives in the corpus, the child exile romances in particular. The way in
which  military  and economic  power  intertwine  in  the  instructions  of  the  king’s  daughter
finally serves as a reminder of  the general importance of  economic power in the romance,
underlining its primacy as a socially determining factor.

Ideological power

With  its  lists  of  luxury  goods  and  entertainments  and  its  emphasis  on  display  and  high
kindred, The Squyr of  Lowe Degre is a testimonial and homage to the awe-inspiring image of  the
great  household,  that  of  the  king  in  particular.  Its  hold  on  the  imagination  is  apparent
throughout  the romance,  whose lengthy catalogues set  an atmosphere of  grandeur whose
particulars are well beyond the strict requirements of  the plot. The court nobility in particular
appear to find themselves in a position of  unquestioned economic supremacy. 

The fanciful descriptions of  costly goods and activities suggest that the romance was
intended for  an audience  to  which  the  court  and its  glories  were  a  subject  of  economic
wish-fulfilment fantasy. This notion is supported by the fact that  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre  was
printed  with  some  regularity:  by  a  printer  identified  as  Wynkyn  de  Worde  (c. 1520),  by
William Copland (c. 1555-60) and, it would appear, by John Kynge (1560; Mead 1904: xi-xiii).
It seems that there was a market for the romance among the traders, craftsmen and labourers
able to buy printed volumes, to many of  whom the carefree consumption of  luxury goods
would have been a tantalising prospect. 

In tapping into the lure of  the  court  nobility,  The Squyr  of  Lowe Degre confirms its
economic  supremacy and the  real-world  effectiveness  of  the  kind  of  economic  behaviour
which is thematised in the spendthrift knight romances. Yet at the same time the emphatic
preoccupation with wealth, as well as its role in the determination of  one’s social position,
suggests  a  mentality  informed by  trade  rather  than by  a  stable,  land-based  income.  The
nobility of  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre do not only present a particular conception of  the nobility,
they  also  appear  to  represent  the  economic  preoccupations  of  the  romance’s  original
audience.

62 As noted previously, the steward’s request for permission to watch over the chamber of  the king’s daughter is
met by the allocation of  thirty-three, or otherwise thirty-four, ‘Men of  armes’ (416). The squire, in turn, is
granted ‘strength of  men to wende with [him]’ (482) when he asks the king for permission to go abroad. 
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A note on the nature of  social advance in The Squyr of  Lowe Degre

The  squire’s  progression  from  his  original  position  to  kingship  is  an  exceptional  one  if
compared with other instances of  social advance in the corpus. Only in one other romance
does a man who appears not to have been born to a king and queen become a king. That
romance is, of  course, Sir Amadace. Yet Amadace presents himself  as a ‘prince of  mekil pride’
(565) and enjoys unlimited economic power, whereas the squire starts out in a position of
servitude at the royal court.63 What, then, to make of  the squire’s advancement? 

There are multiple suggestions in The Squyr of  Lowe Degre that the king aids the squire
because he has taken a particular liking to him. The king realises that he loves the squire ‘in
honeste’ (329) briefly before the steward appears before him to slander the squire and king’s
daughter.64 When the king beholds the squire, he thinks to himself  that he is ‘the semylyest
man | That ever in the worlde he sawe or than’ (335-36).65 In a conversation with the steward,
the king extols the squire’s virtues, stressing that the squire has always been ‘bonayre and
benyngne’ (357) and has served him well for many years.66 What is evoked through the squire’s
spectacular career is, first and foremost, a system of  patrons and clients. Serving the right lord
may help one advance socially if, and when, that lord deems it fit to extend their support. 

Conclusion

The Squyr of  Lowe Degre presents a conception of  the (court) nobility in which economic power
and display take central stage, military power and kindred playing subsidiary roles, at least
within the confines of  the nobility itself. The hero’s social advance illustrates the importance
of  each  of  the  factors  previously  mentioned,  allying  itself  with  notions  of  military  and
economic glory that are realised through warfare and expenditure, and counter the squire’s
earlier  image  as  a  man  of  low  birth  and  relative  poverty.  The  squire’s  social  advance
furthermore brings home a notion that making the right alliances can be a decisive factor in
social  change.  The  king  appears  to  be  the  head  of  extensive  military  and  economic
hierarchies,  his  position  highlighted  by  the  elaborate  descriptions  of  real  and  projected
splendours associated with his court as well as his generous support of  the squire. Indeed, he is
such  a  prominent  character  that  one  might  wonder  if  he  is  not  the  actual  hero  of  the
romance, the other characters serving to illustrate his greatness.

63 ‘ruler/nobleman of  great magnificence’.
64 ‘truly/honestly’.
65 ‘the most pleasant/worthy man | That he had ever seen in the entire world’.
66 ‘gracious/meek and gracious/meek’.
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Social Climber Romances: General Conclusion

It is possible at this stage to formulate an answer to the question of  whether Ramsey was
correct in stating that  The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear  and The Squyr of  Lowe Degre ‘favor real social
climbing’. For  The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear, the answer evidently is no. The commoner’s fate is
subsidiary  to  that  of  the  nobility,  and  ultimately  becomes  synonymous  with  it.  Rauf ’s
absorption  into  their  ranks  illustrates  the  power  and  needs  of  the  king,  and  although  it
constitutes a social and material improvement on a personal level, it reaffirms, rather than
relaxes, the existing social boundaries. The answer is less straightforward for The Squyr of  Lowe
Degre. While birth plays a crucial role in the determination of  one’s chance to rise socially, it is
evident that, within the boundaries of  the nobility, movement is possible. Strict perceptions of
the transference of  royal positions are suppressed by the king when he asserts that it is ‘semely’
that a man can become a ‘lorde of  ryaltye | By fortune and by other grace, | By herytage and
by purchace’ (378-80). The Squyr of  Lowe Degre is the only romance in the corpus in which such
an  outspoken  suggestion  of  social  advance  through  extended  economic  power  is  found.
However, the squire’s dependence on a sponsor points to an impediment to free movement
within the nobility: pre-existing disparities in economic power. The solution lies in a system of
patrons and clients, its existence underlining the reality of  disparate social positions.

In both The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear and The Squyr of  Lowe Degre, the nobility are identified
as  a social  group of  mounted warriors.  This  arguably  entails  an association with military
power on a collective level. Yet there is something fanciful about the evocations of  mounted
combat in both of  the romances. Although distantly reminiscent of  Horn’s encounter with
Saracens immediately after his knighting, Rauf ’s encounter with a Saracen riding a camel has
a decidedly picturesque aspect. This is likewise true of  the evocations of  military glory by the
king’s  daughter  in  The  Squyr  of  Lowe  Degre,  which  revolve  to  a  significant  degree  around
economic  grandeur.  Chivalry  is  still  a  reality  within  the  fictional  environments  of  the
romances themselves, yet seems to represent a concept which rests to some extent, at least, on
fancy rather than fact.

The  economic  power  that  is  associated  with  the  nobility  is  great  in  both  of  the
romances. Yet the hyperbolic nature of  some of  the evocations of  economic display in  The
Squyr of  Lowe Degre associate it with an audience which had little, if  any immediate experience
with the royal court, and may have attached greater significance to the possession of  economic
power than those to whom this was an almost self-evident aspect of  life. Similar observations
apply to The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear, in which there is at least a superficial sympathy for poaching
practices among non-noble seculars. The confirmation of, and admiration for, the nobility’s
institutions which is implicit to their treatment testifies to the category’s ideological power: we
seem to marvel in these romances at the power of  a social group whose abilities and lifestyles
are distant from our own. 

Greatest  among  the  nobility  is  the  king,  who  occupies  a  position  of  military  and
economic dominance. Here the image that is evoked by the two romances would not have
been far from the truth: the king remained in fifteenth-century England and Scotland a figure
of  formidable power. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

This research has set out to identify and contextualise the notions of  noble power that are
reflected  by ten  Middle  English  romances.  Its  central  assumption  is  that  the  romances
incorporated specific perceptions of  society and that contemporary circumstances and ideas
affected them. The romances were selected on the basis of  two considerations.  Firstly, social
contrasts  in  individual  romances  should be  sufficiently  evident  for  effective  analysis  to  be
possible  even if  there  were  no  very  specific  historical  contexts  from which  to  read them.
Secondly,  there  should  be  a  temporal  spread  within  the  corpus  which  might  allow  for
conclusions to be drawn on the influence of  specific socio-historical contexts on the worlds
portrayed in the romances of  the corpus. Together these considerations led to the selection of
ten romances which fell into three groups: the child exile romances King Horn (c. 1225), Havelok
(c. 1280-1300), Sir Degaré (before 1325), the Northern Octavian (c. 1350) and Roswall and Lillian
(late 15th century); the spendthrift knight romances Sir Launfal (later 14th century), Sir Amadace
(late 14th century) and Sir Cleges (late 14th century); and the social climber romances The Taill
of  Rauf  Coilyear (c. 1465-1500) and The Squyr of  Lowe Degre (c. 1500).

The discussion has centred around three forms of  social power, described by Michael
Mann in the first volume of  The Sources of  Social Power: military, economic and ideological. The
fourth form of  power distinguished by Michael Mann, political power, has proved to be rarely
evident in the corpus and did therefore not make a separate appearance in the analyses of  the
romances in the corpus.  The discussion below follows the same basic structure as the ten
analyses. The roles of  military, economic and ideological  power are successively discussed,
after which the implications of  the study as a whole are evaluated.

Military power

This section first looks into the nobility’s general association with warfare and then discusses
the role of  military ability and military assets. Subsequently, the discussion moves on to the
appearance of  military hierarchies and the role of  non-noble warriors. Finally, conclusions
will be drawn on the implications of  the corpus in its totality.

War is a prominent feature of  noble life in King Horn, Havelok, and the Northern Octavian.
In each of  these romances nobles battle against enemies of  their people, their lord, or the hero
himself. Noble positions which are thus associated with warfare are those of  knight and king in
King Horn; knight, earl and king in Havelok; and knight, earl, baron, duke, king and emperor in
the Northern Octavian. The other romances do not contain immediate instances of  warfare. In
Sir Cleges  there is a reference to esquires who have suffered hardship in lands where there is
war. Charlemagne in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear states that he knights the hero because he needs
men who can fight ‘on Goddis fais’ (751).1 Yet the only fight which takes place in the romance
is one between  individual warriors: Rauf  and a Saracen who is subsequently converted to
Christianity. A similar observation can be made with regards to The Squyr of  Lowe Degre, whose
main  character  travels  abroad  in  order  to  gain  prestige  through  ‘chivalry’  (172).  In  this
manner he is  to make himself  fit  for marriage with the king’s daughter.  His activities  are

1 ‘against the enemies of  God’.
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mentioned only briefly, however, leaving it to the reader to imagine their particulars. In four
romances we find instances of  jousting or tourneying. They are Sir Degaré, Roswall and Lillian,
Sir Amadace, and Sir Launfal. Taking part are, successively, the hero and his grandfather, who are
knight and king (Sir Degaré); knights and esquires, among whom the son and heir of  the King
of  Naples (Roswall and Lillian); ‘lords’ and, seemingly, knights and esquires (Sir Amadace); and
knights, earls, barons and the Constable of  Caerleon (Sir Launfal). In Sir Amadace the jousting
almost seems to be an afterthought, introduced partly to provide the hero with an opportunity
to display his economic power. Two of  the four romances,  Sir Degaré and Sir Launfal, feature
scenes in which the hero fights one or more opponents outside the jousting or tourneying field.
Notable are Degaré’s fight against a man who has been killing the followers of  a lady whom
he would marry, and Launfal’s almost single-handed defeat of  the armed lords of  Atalye. Yet
these encounters are not wars in the sense of  large-scale conflicts between parties deploying
numerous warriors.

 The ability to use arms is most evidently an important aspect of  nobility in King Horn,
Havelok, Sir Degaré, the Northern Octavian, and Sir Launfal. In King Horn, the hero immediately sets
out to prove his mettle once he is knighted. The King of  Ireland later states that he wishes for
Horn to inherit his kingdom as he is a fine knight, is very strong and is of  good body length
(898-900).  Sir  Degaré,  the Northern  Octavian  and possibly  King  Horn suggest  that  noble  birth
entails an aptitude in the use of  arms. Degaré, the son of  a fairy knight and a king’s daughter,
and Florent, the son of  an emperor, prove keen and effective fighters without any training. In
King Horn, the powerful physique of  the hero, who is a king’s son, and possibly also that of  his
noble  companions  are  associated  with  their  birth.  In  Sir  Launfal  the  association  between
nobility and military aptitude is one of  qualification rather than innate ability. The queen at
one point sneeringly asks whether the hero ‘May [...] hys armes welde’ (159).2 It is furthermore
after Launfal has proved himself  in battle that he is invited to return to the royal court. In two
romances,  Havelok and The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear, it is evident that military ability can also be
found in men not belonging to the nobility. The character Ubbe in the former romance states
that Havelok should be a knight on the basis of  his physique, unaware of  the hero’s royal
descent. Military ability moreover appears to play a role in the elevation of  Havelok’s foster
brothers, who are the sons of  a former serf.  In  The Taill  of  Rauf  Coilyear,  the detection of
military ability in the main character contributes directly to his elevation to knighthood, as
was also indicated in the previous paragraph. Two other romances suggest that military ability
is important in a nobleman, yet do not develop this notion to any considerable degree. They
are Roswall and Lillian and Sir Cleges. In the former romance successful participation in a series
of  jousts  aids the hero in proving that  he is  the son of  the King of  Naples.  In the latter
romance the hero’s being ‘strong, herdy and wyght’ (537) appears to have contributed to the
king’s appreciation of  him.3

In nearly every romance of  the corpus close associations are established between the
occupation of  noble positions and the assets of  mounted warfare. The one exception is  Sir
Cleges, which identifies its hero as a doughty knight but does not feature any direct references
to arms, armour,  or warhorses.  Knightings in  King Horn,  Sir  Degaré,  and  The Taill  of  Rauf
Coilyear intimately link knighthood with mounted combat by introducing assets which enhance
the individual’s military efficacy. Horn receives a sword, spurs, and steed during the ceremony.
Degaré is given a palfrey, steed, arms, armour, and retainer after his knighting. Rauf  receives
‘glitterand  geir’  (770)  and  sixty  squiers,  and  on  the  day  after  his  elevation  rides  out  in
sumptuous equipment.4 In  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre,  the king’s  daughter presents  ‘hors and

2 ‘Can [...] handle his arms’.
3 ‘Strong as well as stout-hearted and stalwart’.
4 ‘glittering apparel/armour’.
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armure’ (253) as assets necessary for the accumulation of  military prestige, through which the
squire is to make himself  eligible for marriage with her, the daughter of  his lord.5 The heroes
of  Roswall and Lillian, Sir Amadace and Sir Launfal all acquire assets used in jousting or, as is the
case in  Sir Launfal, tourneying through external benefactors. As nobles of  various rank take
part in the jousts and tournaments, the resulting association with mounted warfare arguably
extends to most, if  not all, of  the male nobility. The communal aspect of  the tournament is
underlined in Sir Launfal by the use of  the term ‘knight’ as a generic designation for all of  the
participants, irrespective of  their individual social positions.6 The  Northern Octavian uniquely
suggests  that  while  nobles  take  naturally  to  steeds,  arms,  and armour  such assets  are  not
exclusive to the nobility. The hero, born of  noble parents, is keen to fight, but his horse and
equipment are owned or paid for by his foster father, who is a commoner. 

We have so far looked into indications of  collective military power. In addition, all of
the romances in the corpus contain indications or suggestions that there are also disparities
within the nobility itself.  Military hierarchies are evident in King Horn,  Havelok,  Sir Degaré, the
Northern Octavian, Sir Amadace, The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear and The Squyr of  Lowe Degre. They can
also be postulated for Roswall and Lillian, Sir Cleges and Sir Launfal. The king clearly dominates
the hierarchy in  King Horn,  Havelok,  the Northern Octavian and  The Taill  of  Rauf  Coilyear. He
appears to do so in the other romances, where the relative lack of  military detail makes more
definitive conclusions impossible. In various romances it is evident that it is not only the king
who might  have the  military power of  other  individuals  at  his  disposition.  King  Horn, the
Northern Octavian and  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre  a king entrusts the command of  a substantial
number of  his soldiers to one of  his subsidiaries.  Powerful  barons with their own military
retinues make an appearance in King Horn, Havelok, Sir Degaré and Sir Amadace, adding relief  to
the military hierarchy. King Horn is the only romance to suggest that a baron might challenge
the king’s dominance. Here too the king’s dominance is ultimately confirmed, as the hero
defeats and kills the character who had subverted the king’s power.

It should be noted that the overall perspective on military activity which is offered by
the romances in the corpus is skewed. In most of  them no attention is paid to warriors who
are not members of  the nobility, even though some of  them do suggest that they exist. The
exceptions  to  the  rule  are  Havelok and  the  Northern  Octavian.  The  first  romance  contains
multiple  references  to  soldiers  whose  social  positions  are  subordinate  to  those  of  noble
characters: sergeants serve the lord Ubbe and the regent Godrich. In the second romance
heavily armed seamen make an appearance, and it is suggested that commoners join the war
against  Saracen  invaders.  Tentative  references  to  non-noble  warriors  exist  in  two  other
romances. Sir Degaré suggests there might be warriors who do not own the assets necessary for
mounted combat, yet it does not otherwise pay attention to such characters. The Squyr of  Lowe
Degre mentions ‘Men of  armes’ (416) without further specification.7 All other references in the
romance  that  carry  military  connotations  are  to  knights,  esquires  and  lords.  The  other
romances  produce  images  which  are  more  singly  focussed  on  noblemen.  Apart  from  a
gatekeeper, every warrior in King Horn appears to be a knight. Only ‘gentilmen’ are said to join
the hero of  Sir Amadace when he prepares for the jousts.8 Sir Cleges limits its few suggestions of
military activity to knights and esquires, who by the time the romance was composed had
been fully absorbed into the nobility.9 All  the fighting in Sir Launfal is between nobles on

5 ‘horse and armour’.
6 Such explicit associations are not found elsewhere.
7 A literal translation of  ‘homini ad arma’, a phrase which might refer to knights and esquires, as well  as

non-noble troops.
8 ‘gentles’.
9 See the subsection ‘Social positions of  the English and Scottish nobility’ of  the General Introduction.
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horseback. In The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear, finally, the self-assertive Rauf  with his rusty sword is
absorbed into the nobility: he is knighted and is eventually to be given a large estate.

A few constants can be noted at this stage. With the possible exception of  Sir Cleges, all
of  the romances pay lip service to the notion of  the the nobility as a social group of  mounted
warriors, even though after the onset of  the Hundred Years’ War mounted warfare lost much
of  its real-world significance. The limited interest in military activity displayed by various of
the romances in the corpus does not significantly alter this basic image. Military hierarchies
are either apparent or suggested in all the romances, the king dominating or appearing to
dominate  them.  Here  the  romances  largely  correspond to  high  and late  medieval  reality,
although it  should be noted that the romances which the most forcefully  assert  the king’s
military dominance are also the romances in which the position of  the rightful king is for some
time under threat. In  King Horn  we find a hero who has to drive away an enemy which has
occupied his father’s kingdom, as well as a baron who, for a short while, is able to challenge his
king’s power by building a large retinue. In Havelok we find a king who has to wrest his own
inheritance and that of  his wife from two noblemen who do not wish to yield control of  the
Danish  and English  kingdoms.  Perhaps,  as  I  have  argued,  the  two romances  here  reflect
concerns  that  were  induced  or  stimulated  by  the  struggles  which  challenged  the  English
monarchy in the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. The case of  The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear is
somewhat different as Rauf  does not pose a substantial  military threat to the king or the
nobility in general. Underlying the romance seems to be a fear not of  the king or other nobles
being displaced, but of  commoners not accepting or even subverting noble privileges. 

Returning to the corpus in general, it should be observed that warriors who are not
nobles play little to no role. In the two romances featuring commoners who are apt fighters,
those  commoners  are  ultimately  integrated  into  the  nobility.  The  apparent  disregard  of
non-noble warriors can partly be attributed to the fact that the narratives which we identify as
romances by definition centre on noble characters. What is more, some romances seem to be
so  preoccupied  with  other  matters  such  as  noble  finance  that  there  is  little  attention  for
military activity overall. Yet where it is suggested that nobility is paired with an innate military
ability, as is the case in Sir Degaré, the Northern Octavian and, to a lesser degree, King Horn, the
romance’s conception of  military activity challenges the significance, if  not legitimacy, of  real-
world phenomena such as the knighting of  men on the basis of  their landed income and the
use of  non-noble warriors in medieval armies. It is unfortunate that we do not have a clearer
image  of  the  audiences  which  would  have  read,  or  listened  to,  these  romances  in  the
thirteenth to fifteenth centuries as it is in romances like these that the image of  the nobility is
the most evidently influenced by ideology. To understand more about their audiences would
allow us to think more specifically about their potential impact on conceptions of  the nobility’s
position in society. 

One of  my aims in this research has been to establish whether conclusions might be
drawn on the influence of  specific socio-historical contexts on the worlds portrayed in the
romances of  the corpus. While initially I expected that the child exile romances in particular
would provide evidence of  broad shifts in the way in which the nobility’s military position was
conceived, such has not been the case. Further inquiry may provide more definite conclusions,
yet what the present research suggests is  a mechanism by which individual authors would
adapt, emphasise or ignore certain aspects of  the king’s and nobility’s general association with
military power depending on their preoccupations, incentives or worries, or perhaps those of
individuals in their environment. While the image is stable in a general sense, this is not true
of  its treatment. Although it is sometimes untroubled, it suggests at other times that the image
is being challenged by real-world phenomena.
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Economic power

The following paragraphs first look at assets and behaviours which play a role in the evocation
of  economic disparities in the romances of  the corpus. The subsection then moves on to a
discussion of  the implications of  the corpus when it comes to the nobility’s economic position.

A number of  phenomena suggesting a character’s or social group’s economic power
are especially common in the corpus.10 Garb plays a role in King Horn, Havelok, Sir Degaré, Sir
Amadace,  Sir  Cleges,  Sir  Launfal  and  The Squyr  of  Lowe Degre.  In  The Taill  of  Rauf  Coilyear it
overlaps with armour: the characters Rauf  and Roland are both described as riding out in
‘ryall  array’,  which may refer  to  both armour and attire  in  general. All  of  the romances
indicate that the food in the household of  a king or, otherwise, nobleman can be rich and
plentiful.  We find  threats  of  starvation  in  Havelok  and  Roswall.  These  provide  a  powerful
contrast to the prosperity of  the king’s household or, in  Havelok, that of  the regent who has
replaced him. The poaching motif  in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear serves as an indirect reminder
of  the costliness of  game as enjoyed by the nobility. In Sir Amadace and Sir Cleges investments in
feasts are important contributors to the hero’s economic downfall.  Of  special interest is  the
Northern Octavian,  in which a feast  is  used to associate  the nobility with superior economic
power:  they  consume  freely  while  the  only  commoner  present  worries  about  the  cost.  

Gift-giving  is  particularly  prominent  in  the  spendthrift  knight  romances,  where  it
contributes to the prestige of  the main characters but is also a contributor to their economic
downfall. In  Havelok  and Sir Degaré gift-giving enhances the king’s association with economic
power. Scenes involving a king or other character providing the hero with a horse, equipment,
and sometimes followers appear in  King Horn,  Sir Degaré,  Roswall and Lillian,  Sir Amadace,  Sir
Launfal, The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear, and The Squyr of  Lowe Degre. In Sir Amadace and Sir Launfal the
assets  are  provided  by  figures  from  beyond  everyday  reality.  As  a  result,  the  economic
significance of  the gifts is limited. In Roswall and Lillian the hero’s being provided with a horse
and armour on three consecutive occasions primarily appears to reflect a notion that good
behaviour should be rewarded. In the Northern Octavian the hero’s equipment is provided by the
commoner Clement, although it should be noted that the romance does not appear to attach
great economic significance to this aspect. The provider of  military assets in  Sir Degaré  is an
earl, while in King Horn,  The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear, and The Squyr of  Lowe Degre it is the king.  

Followings appear in all the romances in the corpus. They illustrate the existence of
hierarchies within the nobility and, indirectly, the economic power of  those who have others in
their service. In Sir Launfal, the advantages as well as disadvantages of  being a retainer become
evident, as the hero quickly descends into poverty when he severs the ties with his master.
Sometimes it is clear that the ties of  loyalty extend beyond the nobility itself, as is the case in
Havelok, where Ubbe has many non-noble soldiers in his service. 

Now that  we  have  considered  the  most  common phenomena in  the  evocation  of
economic  power  in  the  Middle  English  romances,  we  should  take  a  look  at  how  these

10 The source from which the economic power of  nobles is ultimately drawn is not always evident. Where it is,
however, it is landed property. Havelok endows his foster brothers with land so that they can support retinues
of  knights. Degaré is offered the lands and rents of  the earl when he has saved him from the dragon, and is
later presented with the prospect of  owning the lands of  the lady of  the castle of  maidens. In  Roswall and
Lillian an ‘earldome of  land’ (604) is offered by the King of  Bealm. Amadace mortages his lands, and Cleges
sells most of  them. This solves their immediate economic problems, yet also reduces their income; to zero in
Amadace’s case. Rauf, finally, receives three hundred pounds a year from the king, but is to be endowed with
the first estate that becomes available. In  Sir Launfal  it is evident that not every noble will draw his income
directly from landed assets: the hero’s income is furnished first by the king, and later by his fairy mistress.
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narratives portray the nobility’s overall position. In King Horn and Sir Degaré contrasts between
the nobility and the poor set off  the power of  the nobility in general. In King Horn, economic
power  appears  to  play  a  role  in  the  subversion  of  royal  authority  by  one  of  the  hero’s
companions, Fikenhild: he bribes other men to support him. This suggest not only that the
economic power of  some nobles considerably surpasses that of  others, it also implies that the
most powerful noble is ideally the king. In  Sir Degaré, the king and barons are clearly more
economically  powerful  than  other  nobles.  The  earl  whom the  hero  saves  from a  dragon
engages in what would have been a costly activity, a hunt ‘par force de chiens’. He, the lady
whom Degaré later marries and the king furthermore all  support retinues.  The economic
landscape is more detailed in  four other romances,  Havelok,  Roswall and Lillian, The Taill of
Rauf  Coilyear and  The Squyr of  Lowe Degre.  Havelok  evokes grinding poverty and exceptional
wealth, as well as various gradations of  economic power in between these two extremities, by
putting the hero and his foster father in situations which contrast their economic situation with
that of  other individuals. The result is a complex image in which the nobility as a whole are
associated with great economic power, some nobles appear to enjoy far greater power than
others, and the king stands at the head of  an economic hierarchy.  Roswall and Lillian  is less
explicitly engaged with differences in economic power than is  Havelok,  yet evokes a clearly
gradated society  seemingly headed by kings.  We find suggestions  of  extreme poverty and
extreme wealth as well as instances of  modest prosperity in the household of  the hero’s foster
mother  and,  likely,  that  of  the  schoolmaster.  The  romance  also  illustrates  the  economic
dependence of  certain nobles on more powerful lords. Noteworthy is the romance’s suggestion
that  the  economic  elite  extends  beyond  the  nobility,  including  ecclesiastics  and  even
commoners. It should be remarked, however, that the only instance of  a rich commoner in
Roswall and Lillian  is the hero’s foster mother, who derives her wealth directly from the royal
court. The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear contrasts the affluence of  the court with the situation of  a
charcoal burner, who is far less elaborately armed than one of  the king’s knights and is awed
when  he  first  enters  the  royal  residence.  The  romance  suggests  that  the  most  powerful
character is the king, yet it does so with little elaboration. The Squyr of  Lowe Degre attaches great
weight to economic disparities within the nobility, presenting the hero’s relative poverty as the
main  impediment  to  marriage  with  the  king’s  daughter.  Statements  made by  the  king  in
particular imply that the luxuries enjoyed at the court are exceptional, and put the king at the
head of  a redistributive hierarchy operating within its ranks. The fanciful evocation of  the
splendours of  the court provides us with a hint of  its intended audience, suggesting that the
romance was aimed at commoners awed by the real or supposed glories of  the court.

In the six romances discussed above the nobility’s general association with economic
power  is  unproblematic,  even  if  it  may  be developed  in  little  detail.  The  evocation  of
economic hierarchies within the nobility parallels not only the existence of  retinues but also
the more general economic contrasts in the high and late medieval nobility.11 In four of  the
romances we find situations which challenge or contradict generic conceptions of  the nobility
as a social group of  great or superior economic power. In the Northern Octavian we encounter a
commoner who can afford various assets traditionally associated with the nobility: his foster
son purchases a falcon and warhorse with his father’s money. Although the romance ultimately
establishes an image of  the nobility as a social group of  overwhelming economic power, the
means  by  which  this  is  achieved  suggest  a  real  concern  about  the  prospect  of  certain
commoners creating an image of  their own position which might rival that of  certain nobles.
In the spendthrift knight romances we find a situation in which it is evident that certain nobles,
the king in particular, can enjoy great,  even vast economic power. Yet even nobles can be
reduced to poverty, as is evidenced by the difficulties the three heroes go through.  Sir Cleges

11 See the subsection ‘Historical background’ of  the General Introduction.
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suggests that where this occurs a nobleman drops from the nobility altogether. Sir Amadace, Sir
Launfal and Sir Cleges appear to reflect the concerns of  real-world nobles, who had to weigh the
benefits of  investing in one’s household against the costs. They also draw attention to moral
considerations which might play a role in one’s spending pattern. Sir Amadace and Sir Cleges in
particular indicate that to share one’s wealth is virtuous behaviour.

We do not find in the treatment of  economic power a basic image which is shared by
all of  the romances within the corpus. Nearly all of  the romances point to the king as a figure
of  great  and possibly  supreme economic power.12 Yet  while  in  most  of  the  romances  the
nobility are collectively associated with great economic power, we find that in some of  them it
is possible for nobles to be reduced to poverty. The differences within the corpus cannot be
attributed to clear shifts in the nobility’s historical situation. Rather, they seem to correspond
to different perspectives on the nature, extent and division of  the nobility’s economic power, as
well as different degrees of  interest in this aspect of  the nobility’s place in society.

Ideological power

Within the worlds evoked by the romances in the corpus, ideological power rarely plays a role
of  great significance. Christianity acts as immanent morale in King Horn, the Northern Octavian
and The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear. It binds the hero’s people in King Horn, the nobilities of  various
kingdoms and the Roman Empire in the Northern Octavian and the nobility of  Charlemagne’s
kingdom in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear. The only instances of  trust and deference being allocated
to a character on the basis of  their status, devoid of  direct military or economic associations,
can be found in King Horn and Havelok, where they underline the importance and exclusivity of
hereditary kingship. In King Horn, a knight accepts the hero as the saviour of  his land when he
hears that he is the son of  the former king, who was killed by Saracens. In Havelok, warriors
submit to the hero when they learn he is the husband of  the rightful heir to the throne.

The fact that, in one way or another, Christianity plays a role in all of  the romances in
the corpus testifies to the influence of  the Christian faith in high and late medieval Europe. Its
potentially binding power was most spectacularly illustrated by the crusades, as indicated in
the discussion of  ideological power in King Horn. When it comes to the position of  the nobility
in the world beyond the romance texts we can find distinct parallels as well as a number of
striking differences. The appearance of  the well-known image of  the nobleman as a mounted
warrior in each of  the romances in the corpus testifies  to the influence which this  image
exerted over medieval conceptions of  the nobility. Its prominent appearance in various of  the
romances composed after c. 1350, most notably the  Northern Octavian,  Roswall and Lillian and
The Squyr of  Lowe Degre, illustrates how the conception continued to contribute to the nobility’s
association with military power even when mounted warfare had diminished in importance.
This, in itself, could be viewed as an instance of  ideological power, although it should be noted
that the nobility continued to play an important role in warfare in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries.  The  romances  also  share  their  portrayal  of  the  monarch  as  a  central  figure,
although  only  King  Horn and  Havelok contain  clear  suggestions  that  he  enjoyed  superior
ideological power in the real world. As suggested before, the focus on hereditary kingship in
these romances may partly have been informed by the challenges which faced the English
monarchy in the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.  While in various of  the romances in

12 The Northern Octavian focuses on the economic power of  the nobility as a whole, opposing it to the economic
power of  the commoner Clement.
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the corpus the nobility’s precise military position is left undefined, some of  the works espouse
notions of  the nobility’s engagement with military activity which clearly deny or ignore the
realities of  high and late medieval society. As we have seen, this is especially true of  Sir Degaré
and the Northern Octavian. In such romances, the ideological power which the nobility enjoyed
over the author and/or individuals in their environment appears to have been such that it
could partly suppress  realisations which challenged an exclusive association of  the nobility
with military power. Yet we also have Havelok and The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear, where it is evident
that commoners too can be brave warriors. Similar observations can be made with regards to
the nature of  nobility in the romances of  the corpus. In three of  the child exile romances we
find clear suggestions that nobility ultimately rests on factors which lie beyond human society.
In  King  Horn  we  encounter  a  suggestion  that  hereditary  nobility  is  God-willed.  Innate
differences  between  commoners  and  nobles  can  be  found  in  Sir  Degaré and  the  Northern
Octavian.  Considerably  less  emphatic  are  the  suggestions  in  Roswall  and  Lillian,  where  it  is
virtually  insignificant,  and one  of  the  prints  of  The  Squyr  of  Lowe  Degre.  The notion that
nobility is  innate runs counter to thirteenth-,  fourteenth- and fifteenth-century practice,  in
England  as  well  as  Scotland.  As  pointed  out  in  the  General  Introduction,  England even
developed a practice of  distraining men to knighthood on the basis of  their landed income.13

Ideology  here  clearly  suppresses  realistic  perceptions  of  the  social  mechanisms  that
surrounded the nobility.  An inherent  superiority  is  associated with the established nobility,
excluding all those not born into their ranks. Different situations can be found in Havelok and
The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear. While these romances far from suggest that the nobility is open to
anyone,  they do indicate  that  non-nobles  can  become knights  and even powerful  barons.
Attention should finally be drawn to the spendthrift knight romances, as they remind us that
living up to an ideal image can be a risky activity. Boundless munificence need not equate
having boundless resources.

Rather than point to a force which monopolises the notions conveyed by the romances
and uses it for its own means, the romances in the corpus make us aware of  the existence of
multiple perceptions of  the nobility’s position in society. Sometimes ideology may suppress
more realistic renditions of  the nobility’s position. Yet we also find illustrations of  the nobility’s
vulnerability, especially when it comes to the possession and use of  economic power. Taken as
a group, the romances in the corpus display considerable variety in their evocation of  noble
power, even to the extent of  allowing one to gather a nuanced impression of  noble positions.
At the same time, they point to a future in which the notion of  the knight as a heavily armed
warrior  on  horseback  moved into  the  realm of  fancy,  living  on  despite  being  completely
detached from reality.

Final comments

The child exile, spendthrift knight and social climber motifs have proved to be a valuable tool,
highlighting  social  contrasts  through  their  introduction  of  distinct  stages  in  the  main
character’s social development. Yet the appearance of  one of  these motifs in a romance does
not  necessarily  entail  consistent  treatment  of  the  nobility’s  position  in  society  with  other
romances employing the same motif. Looking back, it strikes me that the internal consistency
is highest within the group of  spendthrift knight romances. ‘Social climber’ may not be a very
good description of  the last two romances, although it might be worth taking a closer look at

13 See the subsections ‘A social group of  mounted warriors’ and ‘Land’.
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the  other  romances  in  the  group  before  we  discard  the  label  altogether.  The  child  exile
romances are internally varied, although here we find some unity in the shared penchant for
social continuity. 

When I first conceived of  this project, I believed that it would require only a minimal
transposition of  modern concepts to a later medieval context. Yet it has taught me that an
inquiry into representations of  power structures which functioned in past societies requires
more than a theoretical framework which accounts for, and describes, generic disparities in the
possession of  power. If  what we aspire to is to understand past representation of  society, we
need to take into account the experiences and beliefs which helped shape and inform them.
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Gavin Douglas: ‘The Palis of  Honoure’, ed. by David Parkinson (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications 1992). 

<http://www.lib.rochester.edu/CAMELOT/TEAMS/palisint.htm>  [last  accessed  23  November  
2009]. Edition based on the text in a c. 1553 print by William Copland (dating Parkinson 1992).

Dunbar, William
‘Quhen Merche wes with Variand Windis Past’ (1503)

‘Quhen Merche wes with Variand Windis Past’, ed. by Douglas Gray, in Selected Poems of  Robert Henryson
and William Dunbar  (London: Penguin Group 1998), pp. 330-39. Edition based on National Library of
Scotland MS Advocates 1.1.6 (completed 1568; dating Conlee 2004).

‘Ryght as the Stern of  Day Begouth to Schyne’ (c. 1480-c. 1513?)
‘Ryght as the Stern of  Day Begouth to Schyne’, ed. by Douglas Gray, in Selected Poems of  Robert Henryson
and William Dunbar (London: Penguin Group 1998), pp. 315-29. Edition based on the c. 1508 Chepman
and Millar print (dating given by Gray on page 361).

‘To the King [Exces of  thocht dois me mischief]’ (c. 1500-13)
‘To the King [Exces of  thocht dois me mischief]’, ed. by John Conlee, in William Dunbar: The Complete
Works (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications 2004) <http://www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/
teams/dunfrm2.htm> [last accessed 1 November 2009]. Edition based on the text in Cambridge, Pepys
Library, Magdalene College MS 2553 (1570-86, dating based on Conlee 2004).

Emaré (c. 1400)
Emaré,  ed.  by  Anne  Laskaya,  in  The  Middle  English  Breton  Lays, ed.  by  Anne  Laskaya  and  Eve  Salisbury  

(Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1995), pp. 153-99. Edition based on the only surviving text
in British Library MS Cotton Caligula A. ii. The manuscript is dated to the mid-fifteenth century by 
Sarrazin (1885: ix) and Hudson (1996a: 119). Hornstein dates it 1450-1500 (1967: 127).

Eschenbach, Wolfram von: Parzival (c. 1205-12)
Parzival, ed. by Karl Lachmann et al., Wolfram von Eschenbach, sechste Ausgabe (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co, 

1930). Composite edition based on the mid-thirteenth-century Sankt Gallen Stiftsbibliothek MS 857  
(dating Huot 2000: 64).

Eschenbach, Wolfram van.  Parzival,  trans. by Leonard Beuger (Amsterdam: Ambo/Anthos Uitgevers, 2002).  
This translation is based on Lachmann’s edition.

The Faitful Squire
The Faithful Squire: or, The Fortunate Farmer’s Daughter (London: J. Deacon, c. 1671-1704). Seventeenth-century print.
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Floris and Blauncheflur (c. 1250)
Floris and Blauncheflur, ed. by F.C. de Vries, in Floris and Blauncheflur: A Middle English Romance edited with Introduction, 

Notes and Glossary (PhD Dissertation, Groningen 1966). Contains all four texts, the most complete of  
which dates from c. 1330-40 (dating Kooper 2006, Wiggins 2003).

Fortescue, Sir John: De Laudibus Legum Angliae (c. 1470)
De  laudibus  legum  Angliae:  A  Treatise  in  Commendation  of  the  Laws  of  England,  ed.  by  Thomas  Fortescue  Lord  

Clermont (Union: The Lawbook Exchange, 1999). First printed 1874. Edition based on the earliest text,
found in a fifteenth-century manuscript kept in the Cambridge University Library (dating based on  
Clermont 1874/1999: lix).

Sir John Fortescue: de laudibus legum Angliae, ed. and trans. by S.B. Chrimes (Cambridge: Cambridge University  
Press, 1942). Edition consulted for its English translation.

Gaimar, Geoffrey: L’Estoire des Engleis’(c. 1135-40)
L’Estoire des Engles, ed. by Thomas Wright, in The Anglo-Norman Metrical Chronicle of  Geoffrey Gaimar: Printed for the 

First Time from the Manuscript in the British Museum: With Illustrative Notes and an Appendix Containing the ‘Lay of  
Havelok’, ‘The Legend of  Ernulf ’, and ‘The Life of  Herward’ (London: Caxton Society, 1850), pp. 1-229.  
Edition based on the text in the late thirteenth-century British Library MS Royal 13 A. xxi (dating from
Short 1994: 324). 

Gamelyn (c. 1350-70)
The  Tale  of  Gamelyn,  ed.  by  Stephen  Knight  and  Thomas  Ohlgren,  in  Robin  Hood  and  Other  Outlaw  Tales 

(Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1997) <http://www.lib.rochester.edu/CAMELOT/
TEAMS/gamint.htm> [last accessed 13 November 2009]. Edition based on the text in the Petworth 
Manuscript.

A Gest of  Robyn Hode (c. 1450)
A Gest  of  Robyn  Hode,  ed.  by  Stephen Knight  and Thomas H.  Ohlgren,  Robin  Hood  and  Other  Outlaw Tales 

(Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1997) <http://www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/TEAMS/
gestint.htm> [last accessed 28 November 2009]. Composite edition.

Gethynctho (11th century)
Be leode geþincðum & lage, ed. by F. Liebermann, in Gesetze der Angelsächsen, 3 vols (Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1903-16), I,

p. 456. Edition based on the text in the Rochester Cathedral  Textus Roffensis, now partly published 
online at http://ttpadd.bl.uk/ttp_software/silverlight/default.html [last accessed 12 november 2009].  
The manuscript is dated to the 1220s by the editors of  the online facsimile.

Gower, John: Confessio Amantis (three recensions, 1390-c. 1392)
Confessio Amantis, ed. by Russell A. Peck, 3 vols (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications; 2000-04 [1st ed.],  

2006  [2nd  ed  of  first  volume])  <http://www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/teams/rpca1int.htm>  
(introduction first volume), <http://www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/teams/rpcabk8fr.htm> (‘Apollonius 
of  Tyre’) [last accessed 8 November 2009]. Composite edition based on the late fourteenth-century  
Oxford University Bodleian Library MS 3883 (Fairfax 3),  with readings from all  three of  Gower’s  
recensions (manuscript dating Peck 2006).

Gray, Thomas: Scalacronica (1355-69)
Scalacronica:  By Sir  Thomas Gray of  Heton,  Knight:  A Chronicle  of  England and Scotland: From A.D. MLXVI to A.D.  

MCCCLXII, ed. by Joseph Stevenson (Edinburgh: The Maitland Club, 1836), pp. 1-203. Edition based 
on the only surviving text in MS. Cambridge University Corpus Christi College MS 133.
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Scalacronica:  The  Reigns  of  Edward  I,  Edward  II  and  Edward  III:  As  Recorded  by  Sir  Thomas  Gray,  trans.  by  
Herbert Maxwell (Glasgow: James Maclehose and Sons, 1907)

Havelok (c. 1280-1300)
Havelok, ed. by G. V. Smithers (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987). Contains the texts of  both manuscripts. The text 

here used is that of  Oxford University Bodleian Library MS Laud Misc. 108. The section which 
contains Havelok is dated to the early 14th century (Smithers 1987: xi-xii).

Henry VIII
See: Tudor, Henry.

Heywood, Thomas: King Edward IV (1590s, possibly 1599)
The First and Second Parts of  King Edward IV: By Thomas Heywood, ed. by Richard Rowland (Manchester: Manchester

University Press, 2005). Edition based on the text in the 1599 print.

Horn Child (c. 1320)
Horn Childe & Maiden Rimnild,  ed. by David Burnley and Alison Wiggins,  The Auchinleck Manuscript (National  

Library of  Scotland, 2003)  <http://www.nls.uk/auchinleck/> [last accessed 1 August 2009]. Edition 
based  on  the  only  surviving  text  in  National  Library  of  Scotland  MS Advocates  19.2.1,  or  ‘the  
Auchinleck manuscript’. The manuscript was most likely produced between 1331 and 1340 (Wiggins  
2003).

James I
See Stuart, James.

John the Reeve (1377-1461, likely c. 1450)
John de  Reeve,  ed.  by John W. Hales  and Frederick  J.  Furnivall,  in  Bishop  Percy’s  Folio  Manuscript:  Ballads  and  

Romances, 3 vols, EETS (London: N. Trübner and Co, 1867-68), II, pp. 557-94. Edition based on the only
surviving text in the mid seventeenth-century  British Library MS Additional 27879 (the Percy Folio,  
dating Hornstein 1967: 129).

‘Julian’ (c. 1400)
‘Julian’,  in  Legends  of  the  Saints:  In  the  Scottish  Dialect  of  the  Fourteenth  Century,  ed.  by  W.M.  Metcalfe,  3  vols  

(Edinburgh: Scottish Text Society, 1896), I: Introduction and Text, pp. 458-80. Edition based on the only  
surviving text in the fifteenth-century Cambridge University Library MS Gg. 2.6 (dating Metcalfe 1896: 
viii-ix).

King and Miller
See: King Henry II and the Miller of  Mansfield

The King and the Barker (probably before 1500)
The King and the Barker, ed. by Francis James Child, in The English and Scottish Popular Ballads, 5 vols (Mineola: Dover 

Publications 2003), V, pp. 78-81. Reprint of  the 1882-98 edition with the addition of  an essay by Walter 
Morris Hart. Edition based on the only surviving text in Cambridge University Library MS Ee. 4. 35.1.

King Edward and the Shepherd (c. 1400)
King Edward and the Shepherd, ed. by Walter Hoyt French and Charles Brockway Hale, in  Middle English Metrical  

Romances (New York: Russell & Russell, 1964), pp. 950-85. Edition based on the only surviving text in 
Cambridge University Library MS Ff.5.48.
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King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth (early version, c. 1550-1600)
King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth (early version), ed. by Francis James Child, in The English and Scottish

Popular Ballads, 5 vols (Mineola: Dover Publications 2003), V, pp. 81-83. Reprint of  the 1882-98 edition 
with the addition of  an essay by Walter Morris Hart. Edition based on the text in a 1596 print by John 
Danter.

King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth (late version, c. 1650-1700)
King Edward the Fourth and a Tanner of  Tamworth (late version), ed. by Francis James Child, in The English and Scottish 

Popular Ballads, 5 vols (Mineola: Dover Publications 2003), V, pp. 75-78. Reprint of  the 1882-98 edition 
with the addition of  an essay by Walter Morris Hart. Edition based on the text in Oxford University 
Library Wood 401, fol. 44.

King Henry II and the Miller of  Mansfield (c. 1620?)
Kinge and Miller, ed. by John W. Hales and Frederick J. Furnivall, in  Bishop Percy’s Folio Manuscript: Ballads and  

Romances, 3 vols, EETS (London: N. Trübner and Co, 1867-68), II, pp. 148-57. Edition based on the text 
in the mid seventeenth-century British Library MS Additional 27879 (the Percy Folio, dating Hornstein 
1967: 129).

King Horn (c. 1225)
King Horn: A Middle English Romance, ed. by Joseph Hall (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1901). Contains all three texts. 

The text used is that from the late fifteenth- or early sixteenth-century Cambridge University Library 
MS Gg. 4.27.2 (dating from Herzman, Drake and Salisbury 1999: 13).

King Horn: An edition based on Cambridge University Library MS Gg. 4.27 (2): With an analysis of  the textual transmission, 
ed. by Rosamund Allen (New York: Garland Publishing, 1984). Attempts to reconstruct the original text.

King Horn, ed. by Ronald B. Herzman, Graham Drake and Eve Salisbury, in Four Romances of  England (Kalamazoo:
Medieval Institute Publications, 1999), pp.17-70. Edition based on Cambridge University Library MS 
Gg. 4.27.2.

‘Katerine’ (13th century)
‘Katerine’, The Early South English Legendary; or, Lives of  Saints, ed. by Carl Horstmann, EETS OS 87 (London: N. 

Trübner and Co, 1887), pp. 92-101. Edition based on the text in the c. 1280-90 Oxford University  
Bodleian Library MS Laud 108 (dating Horstmann 1887: x).

Kraljev Sin
Kraljev sin, ed. by the Society of  Bosnian Clerical Youth in Djakovo, in  Bosanske narodne pripovjedke,  I (no other  

volumes have appeared) (Zbor redovničke omladine bosanske: Djakovo, 1870), pp. 11-14
One Good Turn Deserves Another, trans. by Csemodille Mijatovies, in Serbian Folk-lore: Popular Tales Selected and Translated

by Madam Csemodille Mijatovie, ed. by W. Denton (London: W. Isbister & Co, 1874), pp. 189-99

Lai d’Haveloc (c. 1190-1220)
Le Lai d’Havelok le Danois, ed. by M. Fr. Michel, in The Anglo-Norman Metrical Chronicle of  Geoffrey Gaimar: Printed for 

the First Time from the Manuscript in the British Museum: With Illustrative Notes and an Appendix Containing the ‘Lay 
of  Havelok’, ‘The Legend of  Ernulf ’, and ‘The Life of  Herward’ , ed. by Thomas Wright (London: Caxton 
Society, 1850), pp. appendix 3-34. Based on the text in College of  Arms MS Arundel XIV (dated to the
later fourteenth century in Smithers 1987: xix).

Lai le Freine (beginning of  the fourteenth century)
Lai le Freine. ed. by David Burnley and Alison Wiggins, The Auchinleck Manuscript (National Library of  Scotland, 

2003)  <http://www.nls.uk/auchinleck/> [last  accessed 1 August  2009].  Edition based  on the only  
surviving text in National Library of  Scotland MS Advocates 19.2.1, or ‘the Auchinleck manuscript’,  
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the earliest of  six manuscripts and three prints. The manuscript was most likely produced between 1331 
and 1340 (Wiggins 2003).

Frère Laurent: Somme le roi (1279)
La ‘Somme le roi’ par Frère Laurent, ed. by Edith Brayer and Anne-Françoise Leurquin-Labie (Paris: Société des  

anciens textes français, 2008). Composite edition based on the text in Bibliothèque Mazarine MS 870, 
copied in 1295 (dating Brayer and Leurquin-Labie 2008: 66).

Langland, William: Vision of  Piers Plowman (1377-79)
‘The Vision of  Piers Plowman’: A Critical Edition of  the B-Text, ed. by A.V. C. Schmidt, 2nd edn (London: J.M. Dent, 

1998).  First  printed 1995. Composite edition based on the text  in the c.  1400 Cambridge, Trinity  
College MS B.15.17 (dating Schmidt 1995/1998: lxxix-lxxx).

Lavynham, Richard: A Litil Tretys on the Seven Deadly Sins (before c. 1383)
A Litil Tretys on the Seven Deadly Sins, ed. by Johannes Petrus Wilhelmus Maria van Zutphen (Rome: Institutum 

Carmelitanum, 1956).  Edition based on the text  in British Library MS Harley 211, whose section  
containing the Tretys appears to date from the mid fifteenth century (dating Van Zutphen 1956: xxxiii-
xxxiv).

Legends of  the Saints
See: ‘Julian’.

‘Lenten ys come wiþ love to toune’ (first half  of  the 14th century?)
‘Spring’, ed. by Elaine Treharne, in Old and Middle English: An Anthology (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2000), p. 

483. Based on the text in the c. 1340 British Library MS Harley 2253 (dating Treharne 2000).

Libeaus Desconus (c. 1325-50)
Lybeaus  Desconus,  ed.  by  George Shuffleton,  in  Codex  Ashmole  61:  A Compilation  of  Popular  Middle  English  Verse 

(Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 2008), pp. 111-64. Edition based on the text in the c. 1500
Oxford University Bodleian Library MS 6922 (dating Shuffelton 2008: 2-3).

Lydgate, John: The Siege of  Thebes (1420-22)
John Lydgate: ‘The Siege of  Thebes’, ed. by Robert R. Edwards (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 2001) 

<http://www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/teams/thebint.htm>  [last  accessed  13  November  2009].  
Edition based on the text in the c. 1430 British Library MS Arundel 119 (dating Edwards 2001).

Malory, Sir Thomas:  The Hoole Book of  Kyng Arthur and his Noble Knyghtes of  the Rounde
Table (1469-70)
Malory: Works, ed. by Eugène Vinaver, 2nd edn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977). First printed 1971.  

Edition based on the text in the fifteenth-century Winchester Manuscript (dating based on Vinaver  
1971/1977: ix-x), with the addition of  Caxton’s preface from the 1485 print.

Mancini, Dominic: De Occupatione Regni Anglie per Riccardum Tercium libellus
The Usurpation of  Richard the Third, ed. and trans. by C.A.J. Armstrong (Gloucester: Alan Sutton Publishing, 1989). 

Reprint of  the 1969 edition. Text edition based on the text in the only surviving text in a manuscript at 
the Bibliothèque Municipale of  Lille, dated by Armstrong to the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century 
(1984: 51).
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Marie de France
Lai de Lanval (c. 1150-90)

Lai de Lanval, ed. by Karl Warnke, in Lais de Marie de France, ed. and trans. by Laurence Harf-Lancner
(Paris: Librairie Générale Française, 1990), pp. 134-67. Edition based on the text in British Library MS
Harley 978, a manuscript of  the second half  of  the thirteenth century (dating Warnke 1900: xxxviii). 

‘Prologue’ (c. 1150-90)
‘Prologue’, ed. by Karl Warnke, in  Lais de Marie de France, ed. and trans. by Laurence Harf-Lancner
(Paris: Librairie Générale Française, 1990), pp. 22-25. Edition based on the only surviving text in British
Library MS Harley 978.

Metham, Jon: Amoryus and Cleopes (1448-49)
Amoryus and Cleopes, ed. by Stephen F. Page (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1999). Edition based on 

the text in the only manuscript, the c. 1465-1500 Princeton University Library MS Garrett 141 (dating 
Page 1999: 24-26).

Le Morte Arthur (stanzaic) (c. 1400)
Stanzaic Morte Arthur, ed. by Larry D. Benson, rev. by Edward E. Foster, in King Arthur’s Death: The Middle English 

‘Stanzaic Morte Arthur’ and ‘Alliterative Morte Arthure’ (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1994)  
<http://www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/TEAMS/stanzfrm.htm> [Last accessed 8 November 2009].  
Edition based on the only surviving text in the late fourteenth-century British Library MS Harley 2252 
(dating Benson 1994).

Northern Octavian
See: Octavian.

Octavian
The Northern Octavian (c. 1350)

Octovian: Edited from Lincoln, Dean and Chapter Library, MS 91 and Cambridge, University Library, MS Ff. 2.38 by
Frances McSparran, ed. by Frances McSparran, EETS OS 289 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986).
Contains three texts. The text which is here used is that of  Cambridge University Library MS Ff. 2.38.
The manuscript is dated to the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century (McSparran 1986: 7).

The Old French Octavian (13th century)
Octavian:  Altfranzösischer  Roman:  Nach  der  Oxforder  Handschrift  Bodl.  Hatton  100,  ed.  by  Karl  Vollmöller,
Altfranzösische Bibliothek, 3 (Heilbronn: Gebr. Henninger, 1883). Edition based on the only surviving
text in Oxford University Bodleian Library MS Hatton 100. Vollmöller dates the manuscript to the late
thirteenth or early fourteenth century (1883: i). McSparran dates it to the early fourteenth (1986: 38).

The Southern Octavian (c. 1350)
Die  Südenglische  Version,  ed.  by  Gregor  Sarrazin,  in  ‘Octavian’:  Zwei  mittelenglische  Bearbeitungen  der  Sage,
Altenglische Bibliothek,  3 (Heilbronn: Gebr. Henninger,  1885),  pp.  1-61. Edition based on the only
surviving text in British Library MS Cotton Caligula A. ii. The manuscript is dated to the mid-fifteenth
century by Sarrazin (1885: ix) and Hudson (1996a: 119). Hornstein dates it 1450-1500 (1967: 127).

Roberd of  Cisyle (late 14th century)
Robert of  Cisyle, ed. by Edward E. Foster, in ‘Amis and Amiloun’, ‘Robert of  Cisyle’, and ‘Sir Amadace’ (Kalamazoo:  

Medieval Institute Publications, 1997), pp. 96-110. Edition based on the text in the c. 1390 Oxford  
Bodleian Library MS 3938, English Poetry A.1 (dating Foster 1997a: 94).

Roman d’Eneas (c. 1160)
Eneas:  Roman du XIIe siècle,  ed. by J.J.  Salverda de Grave, 2 vols (Paris: Librairie Honoré Champion, 1964).  

Reprint of  the 1925-29 edition.  Text edition based on the late twelfth- to early thirteenth-century  
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Biblioteca Laurentiana Plut. XLI. cod. 44 (dating De Grave 1964: iv). 

Roman de Thèbes (c. 1150)
Le Roman de Thèbes: Édition Bilingue, ed. by Aimé Petit (Paris: Honoré Champion, 2008). Edition based on the text 

in the c. 1230-70 Bibliothèque Nationale de France MS fr. 784 (dating Petit 2008: 10-11). 

Roswall and Lillian (late 15th century)
Die Schottische Romanze ‘Roswall and Lillian’, ed. by Oscar Lengert (Leipzig: O.R. Reisland, 1892). Based on a 1663 

edition, the earliest of  six surviving prints of  the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (dating Lengert 
1891-92: part 3, pp. 341-43).

Rotulus Parliamenti tenti apud Westm’ die veneris in octabis Sancti Michaelis […]
Rotulus  Parliamenti  tenti  apud  Westm’  die  Veneris  in  octabis  Sancti  Michaelis  anno  regni  Regis  Edwardi  Tercii  post  

Conquestum tricesimo septimo,  in  The Parliament  Rolls  of  Medieval England,  ed. by C. Given-Wilson et al.  
(Leicester: Scholarly Digital Editions 2005) [on CD-ROM]

Rotulus Parliamenti tenti apud Westm’ in .XV. Pasche [...]
Rotulus Parliamenti tenti apud Westm' in .XV. Pasche, anno regni Regis Ricardi Secundi post conquestum Anglie secundo, in The 

Parliament Rolls of  Medieval England, ed. by C. Given-Wilson et al. (Leicester: Scholarly Digital Editions 
2005) [on CD-ROM]

Rotulus Parliamenti tenti apud Westmonasterium die Lune proximo post Festum Sancti [...]
Rotulus Parliamenti tenti apud Westmonasterium die Lune proximo post Festum Sancti Hilarii, anno regni regis Ricardi Secundi  

tertiodecimo, in The Parliament Rolls of  Medieval England, ed. by C. Given-Wilson et al. (Leicester: Scholarly 
Digital Editions 2005) [on CD-ROM]

Secrete of  Secretes (mid fifteenth century)
The Ashmole Version: ‘The Secrete of  Secretes’, ed. by M.A. Manzalaoui, ‘Secretum Secretorum’: Nine English Versions, 2 vols, 

EETS OS 276 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977-), I: Text, pp. 18-113. Edition based on the text 
in the late fifteenth-century Oxford University Bodleian Library MS Ashmole 396 (manuscript dating 
from introductory note to the text, page 18 of  the edition).

Sir Amadace (late 14th century)
Sir Amadace, ed. by Edward E. Foster, in ‘Amis and Amiloun’, ‘Robert of  Cisyle’, and ‘Sir Amadace’ (Kalamazoo: Medieval

Institute Publications, 1997), pp. 116-45. Edition based on the text in the 1450-60 Princeton University 
Libraries MS Taylor 9, with occasional reference to MS Advocates 19.3.1 (dating Foster 1997b: 114).

Sir Amadace, ed. by Maldwyn Mills, in  Six Middle English Romances  (London: J.M. Dent and Sons), pp. 169-92.  
Reprint of  the 1973 edition. Edition based on the text in MS Taylor 9.

Sir Cleges (late 14th century)
Sir  Cleges,  ed.  by Eve Salisbury,  in  The Middle  English  Breton  Tales,  ed.  by Anne Laskaya and Eve Salisbury  

(Kalamazoo: Medieval  Institute Publications, 1995),  pp. 377-407. Edition based on the text  in the  
in the c. 1500 Oxford University Bodleian Library MS 6922 (dating Shuffelton 2008: 2-3).

Sir Cleges, ed. by Walter Hoyt French and Charles Brockway Hale, in Middle English Metrical Romances, 2 vols (New 
York: Russell and Russel, 1964), II, pp. 877-95. Reprint of  the 1930 edition. Edition based on the text in 
the c. 1400 National Library of  Scotland MS 19.1.11 (dating Salisbury 1995: 367).

Sir Degaré (before 1325)
Sir Degare,  ed. by David Burnley and Alison Wiggins,  The Auchinleck Manuscript (National Library of  Scotland,  
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2003)  <http://www.nls.uk/auchinleck/mss/degare.html/> [last  accessed  30  August  2009].  Edition  
based on the text in National Library of  Scotland MS Advocates 19.2.1, or ‘the Auchinleck manuscript’,
the earliest of  six manuscripts and three prints. The manuscript was most likely produced between 1331 
and 1340 (Wiggins 2003).

Sir Eglamour of  Artois (c. 1350)
Sir Eglamour of  Artois, ed. by Harriet Hudson, in Four Middle English Romances: ‘Sir Isumbras’, ‘Octavian’, ‘Sir Eglamour 

of  Artois’, ‘Sir Tryamour’ (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1996), pp. 121-71. Edition based on
the text in British Library MS Cotton Caligula A. ii.  The manuscript is  dated to the mid-fifteenth  
century by Sarrazin (1885: ix) and Hudson (1996a: 119). Hornstein dates it 1450-1500 (1967: 127). 

Sir Isumbras (early 14th century)
Sir Isumbras, ed. by Maldwyn Mills, in  Six Middle English Romances  (London: J.M. Dent and Sons), pp. 125-47.  

Edition based on the text in British Library MS Cotton Caligula A. ii. Reprint of  the 1973 edition. The 
manuscript  is  dated to the mid-fifteenth century by Sarrazin (1885: ix)  and Hudson (1996a:  119).  
Hornstein dates it 1450-1500 (1967: 127). 

Sir Landeval (c. 1300-50)
‘Launfal’: (Rawlinson Version), ed. by George Lyman Kittredge, American Journal of  Philology, 10.1 (1889), pp. 1-33. 

Edition based on the text  in the late fifteenth-century to early sixteenth-century Oxford University  
Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson C. 86 (dating based on Kittredge 1889: 1-2).

Sir Launfal (later 14th century)
Sir Launfal, ed. by Anne Laskaya, in  The Middle English Breton Tales,  ed. by Anne Laskaya and Eve Salisbury  

(Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1995), pp. 210-62. Edition based on the only surviving text
in British Library MS Cotton Caligula A. ii.  The manuscript is dated to the mid-fifteenth century by 
Sarrazin (1885: ix) and Hudson (1996a: 119). Hornstein dates it 1450-1500 (1967: 127).

Sir Perceval of  Galles (c. 1300-40)
Sir Perceval of  Galles, ed. by Mary Flowers Braswell, in ‘Sir Perceval of  Galles’ and ‘Ywain and Gawain’ (Kalamazoo: 

Medieval  Institute  Publications,  1995).  Edition  based  on  the  only  surviving  text  in  Lincoln  
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SAMENVATTING | DUTCH SUMMARY

ADELLIJKE MACHT IN TIEN MIDDELENGELSE RIDDERVERHALEN

Dit onderzoek heeft tot onderwerp de verbeelding van adellijke macht in tien Middelengelse
ridderverhalen uit de dertiende, veertiende en vijftiende eeuw. Het centrale uitgangspunt is dat
de Middelengelse ridderverhalen specifieke beelden van de maatschappij  omvatten, en dat
contemporaine omstandigheden en ideeën op deze beelden een invloed hebben gehad. Het
gebruikte theoretisch raamwerk is gebaseerd op het werk van de socioloog Michael Mann. Hij
onderscheidt  vier  soorten  sociale  macht:  economische,  militaire,  ideologische  en  politieke
macht. Geschiedkundige observaties worden gebruikt om tot een beter begrip te komen van
denkbeelden met betrekking tot de militaire, economische en ideologische positie van de adel
die  impliciet  zijn  aan ontwikkelingen,  omschrijvingen of  fysieke  omstandigheden die  men
binnen de context  van een  ridderverhaal  tegenkomt.  De analyses  beginnen steeds  bij  het
verhaal  zelf.  Bij  verkenningen  van het  gebruikte  corpus  bleek  dat  politieke  macht  daarin
nauwelijks een rol speelde, zodat de lezer in dit onderzoek het begrip politieke macht slechts
zelden terugziet. Wanneer het om ideologische macht gaat, wordt er in dit onderzoek een
onderscheid gemaakt tussen macht die binnen de context van het verhaal zelf  genoten wordt,
en macht in de ‘echte’ wereld buiten de tekst.

Er  zijn  meer  dan  honderd  Middelengelse  ridderverhalen  bekend.  Zij  werden
geschreven tussen ca. 1225 en ca. 1582. Twaalf  van de Middelengelse ridderverhalen werden
geschreven in Schotland. Hoeveel verhalen er verloren zijn gegaan weten we niet.  Wie de
auteur  was  is  doorgaans  onbekend.  Het  oorspronkelijke  of  geïntendeerde  publiek  kan
bovendien vaak slechts in zeer algemene termen omschreven worden. Dit brengt met zich mee
dat de historische oriëntering van een onderzoek als dit breed moet zijn, en deels uit moet
gaan van generieke waarnemingen. 

Uit het totale corpus van Middelengelse ridderverhalen zijn voor dit onderzoek tien
verhalen geselecteerd. Dit gebeurde op grond van twee criteria. Ten eerste moesten de sociale
contrasten binnen de desbetreffende ridderverhalen zo duidelijk zijn dat een effectieve analyse
ook mogelijk zou zijn indien er geen sprake was van een zeer specifieke historische context.
Ten  tweede  moest  er  een  temporele  spreiding  zijn  binnen  de  groep  die,  ondanks  de
eerdergenoemde beperkingen, zou kunnen leiden tot conclusies over de invloed van specifieke
sociaal-historische contexten op de werelden zoals  die  in  het  corpus  worden verbeeld.  Er
werden drie motieven geselecteerd die duidelijke sociale contrasten met zich mee brachten:
‘child exile’ of  ‘het verbannen kind’, ‘spendthrift knight’ of  ‘de verkwistende ridder’ en ‘social
climber’ of  ‘de sociale klimmer’. In child exile verhalen wordt een kind van adellijke komaf
gescheiden van zijn of  haar sociale en materiële achtergrond. In spendthrift knight verhalen
raakt  een  edele  aan  de  bedelstaf  doordat  hij  teveel  heeft  uitgegeven.  In  social  climber
verhalen, ten slotte, bereikt een van de figuren een sociale positie die meer macht met zich
meebrengt dan de positie die hij of  zij, of  zijn of  haar ouders, eerder bekleedden. De verhalen
die werden geselecteerd zijn de volgende: de child exile verhalen King Horn (ca. 1225), Havelok
(ca. 1280-1300), Sir Degaré (voor 1325), de Northern Octavian (ca. 1350) en Roswall and Lillian (late
vijftiende eeuw); de spendthrift knight verhalen Sir Launfal (latere veertiende eeuw), Sir Amadace
(late veertiende eeuw) en  Sir Cleges  (late veertiende eeuw); en de social climber verhalen  The
Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear (ca. 1465-1500) en The Squyr of  Lowe Degre (ca. 1500).

Uit de analyse van het corpus rijst een divers beeld. Laten wij hier allereerst een blik
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werpen op het gebied van adellijke macht. In vrijwel ieder verhaal in het corpus wordt er een
nauw verband gelegd tussen het bezetten van een adellijke positie en de attributen van de
bereden oorlogsvoering. Dat wil zeggen, paard, wapens en vaak bepantsering. De uitzondering
op de regel is Sir Cleges, waarin de held weliswaar een krijgshaftig ridder wordt genoemd, maar
wij geen directe verwijzingen aantreffen naar de eerder vermelde attributen. Er zijn echter
grote verschillen in de rol die de attributen spelen in het verhaal. In King Horn, Havelok, en de
Northern Octavian wordt er oorlog gevoerd. In Sir Degaré,  Roswall and Lillian, Sir Amadace, en Sir
Launfal  vinden wij toernooien of  steekspelen. In  Sir Degaré en  Sir Launfal zien we bovendien
kleinschalige  conflicten  buiten  het  toernooiveld  waarin  de  hoofdrolspeler  één  of  meer
vijanden treft. In The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear vindt er een gevecht plaats tussen twee individuen
en in The Squyr of  Lowe Degre wordt aangegeven dat de hoofdrolspeler in het buitenland heeft
gevochten zonder dat daarbij in detail  wordt getreden. In alle tien de verhalen vinden wij
indicaties  van  een  militaire  hiërarchie  binnen  de  adel.  In  King  Horn,  Havelok,  de Northern
Octavian en The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear wordt die duidelijk aangevoerd door de koning. Ten slotte
is het belangrijk hier op te merken dat Sir Degaré, de Northern Octavian en wellicht ook King Horn
suggereren dat adellijke geboorte een vaardigheid met  zich meebrengt in de omgang met
wapens. Hiermee weerspreken zij het belang en mogelijk de legitimiteit van het bestaan van
niet-adellijke krijgers alsook het slaan tot ridder van voorheen niet-adellijke individuen. 

Het beeld is zo mogelijk nog verscheidener wanneer het gaat om economische macht.
Over het algemeen kan men stellen dat de verhalen in het corpus grote economische macht
met de adel associëren, hoewel dit soms in beperkt detail gebeurt. Dit laatste geldt vooral voor
King  Horn. Sommige  van  de  verhalen  in  het  corpus  bieden  een  veelzijdig  beeld  van  de
economische verhoudingen in de samenleving. Dit is met name het geval bij Havelok en Roswall
and Lillian. In beide verhalen ervaart de hoofdpersoon aan den lijve wat het betekent om arm
te zijn, leeft hij enige tijd in bescheiden welvaart en bereikt hij uiteindelijk een positie van
grote of, in  Havelok, superieure economische macht. In vier verhalen vinden we situaties die
botsen met een algemene associatie van de adel met grote economische macht. Het gaat hier
om de Northern Octavian en de drie spendthrift knight verhalen. In de Northern Octavian komt een
stedelijk burger voor die zich verschillende attributen kan veroorloven die traditioneel met de
adel werden geassocieerd. Zijn pleegzoon Florent koopt met het geld van zijn vader een valk
en een strijdros. Uiteindelijk blijkt de adel oppermachtig. Echter, het verhaal bewerkstelligt dit
onder  meer  door  de  suggestie  te  wekken dat  edelen  anders  dan burgers  een  aangeboren
affiniteit hebben met attributen zoals die gekocht door Florent. Hierdoor ontkomt men niet
aan de indruk dat de auteur en/of  zijn omgeving bezorgd waren over de mogelijkheid dat
bepaalde burgers een beeld zouden kunnen creëren van hun positie waarin hun economische
macht die van de adel, of  een deel ervan, zou benaderen of  evenaren. In de spendthrift knight
verhalen komt naar voren hoe een uitgavenpatroon waarin vrijgevigheid en machtssymboliek
centraal staan kan leiden tot armoede. Hiermee impliceren de verhalen zowel dat het voor
prominente edelen noodzakelijk is om economisch machtig te zijn, als dat voortzetting van die
machtspositie niet vanzelfsprekend is. Deze boodschap lijkt voort te vloeien uit de situatie van
vele  edelen  in  de  hoge  en  late  middeleeuwen.  De  gemeenschap  verwachtte  van  hen  een
kostbare  levensstijl,  maar  uiteindelijk  waren  ook  hun  middelen  beperkt.  Economische
hiërarchieën binnen de adel zijn zichtbaar in alle verhalen van het corpus. De koning is steeds
een figuur van grote en mogelijk superieure economische macht. In de Northern Octavian ligt de
nadruk echter op het collectieve economisch contrast tussen de edelen in het verhaal en de
rijke burger, waardoor contrasten binnen de adel naar de achtergrond verdwijnen.

Ideologische  macht  speelt  binnen de  verhalen  van het  corpus  zelden een rol.  Het
Christendom is een bindende factor in King Horn, the Northern Octavian and The Taill of  Rauf
Coilyear. In King Horn verbindt het het volk van de held, in de Northern Octavian verbindt het de
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adel van verschillende koninkrijken en het Romeins Imperium en in The Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear
verbindt  het  de  edelen van het  rijk  van Karel  de  Grote.  King  Horn en  Havelok associëren
ideologische  macht  met  de  erfgenaam  van  de  troon.  Mogelijk  reageren  zij  hiermee  op
uitdagingen waarmee het Engels koninkrijk in de twaalfde en de vroege dertiende eeuw werd
geconfronteerd. Zo hielpen opstandige edelen in 1216 de Franse prins Lodewijk om Koning
van Engeland te worden. Hij streed vervolgens anderhalf  jaar met de zittende koning om de
macht.

Wanneer wij buiten de grenzen van de verhalen zelf  kijken, zien we dat het feit dat
edelen  worden  geassocieerd  met  bereden  oorlogsvoering  na  1350  deels  strijdig  is  met  de
realiteit. Engelse ridders en andere zwaarbewapende ruiters stonden erom bekend dat zij voor
aanvang van een slag plachten af  te stijgen. In een paar ridderverhalen komen we verder
verbeeldingen  tegen  van  de  betrokkenheid  van  de  adel  bij  militaire  activiteit  die  de
werkelijkheid negeren of  zelfs ontkennen. Zoals we zagen is dit met name het geval in  Sir
Degaré en de Northern Octavian. In dergelijke verhalen is de ideologische macht die de adel over
de auteur en/of  anderen in zijn omgeving genoot klaarblijkelijk zo groot geweest dat  die
waarnemingen strijdig met een exclusieve associatie van de adel met militaire macht deels kon
onderdrukken. Hierbij moet wel worden opgemerkt dat in twee ridderverhalen, Havelok en The
Taill of  Rauf  Coilyear, niet-adellijke mannen optreden die dappere strijders zijn of  daartoe de
potentie hebben. 

Tot slot moet hier nog aandacht worden geschonken aan het fenomeen dat sommige
ridderverhalen  suggereren  dat  adellijkheid  berust  op  factoren  die  buiten  de  sfeer  van
menselijke invloed liggen. King Horn suggereert dat het overerven van adellijkheid berust op de
wil  van God.  Eerder  in  deze  samenvatting  maakte  ik  ook  al  melding  van ridderverhalen
waarin edelen aangeboren eigenschappen lijken te hebben. Het gaat hier vooral om Sir Degaré
en de Northern Octavian, maar ook in Roswall and Lillian en The Squyr of  Lowe Degre komen we de
suggestie tegen dat adellijkheid is aangeboren. Deze notie botst met dertiende- veertiende- en
vijftiende eeuwse praktijken. In Engeland kon men vanaf  de dertiende eeuw zelfs gedwongen
worden het ridderschap te aanvaarden op basis van op land gebaseerd inkomen: indien men
dit niet deed moest men een boete betalen. Ideologie leidt hier tot de onderdrukking van een
realistische perceptie van de sociale dynamiek die de adel omringde, ten faveure van de reeds
gevestigde adel.

De  ridderverhalen  in  het  hier  bestudeerde  corpus  vestigen  onze  aandacht  op  het
bestaan van meerdere beelden van de positie van de adel in de hoog- en laatmiddeleeuwse
maatschappij. Hoewel ideologie soms leidt tot de onderdrukking van meer realistische noties
van de positie van de adel, komen wij ook voorbeelden tegen van edelen die in een kwetsbare
positie verkeren, met name wanneer het gaat om economische macht. Als groep stellen de
verhalen in het corpus ons in staat te komen tot een genuanceerd beeld van adellijke posities.
Tegelijkertijd  wijzen  ze  naar  een  toekomst  waarin  het  beeld  van  de  ridder  als  een
zwaarbewapend ruiter zou voortleven ondanks de grote afstand tot de fysieke werkelijkheid.
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